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First Interim Technical Report 
for the period 3/01/94-2/28/95 

Contract #F49620-94-1-0127 

The research has been conducted in two directions: 

a) ·study of statistical properties of high energy vibrations 

b) development of dynamical theory of diffusional creep at high 
temperatures. 

The following results have been obtained. 

1. The major advancement is a formulation of plausible hypotheses on the 
behavior of elastic structures after high energy excitation. These 
hypotheses emerged from the numerical simulations conducted by 
graduate students A. Ozbek, I. Shekhtman, V. Volovi, E. Mueller during a 
long period of time (since 1992). The hypotheses are described and 
discussed in the paper "Possible Scenarios of Nonlinear Vibrations at 
High Energies," submitted to the ASME Conference on Vibration and 
Noise, Boston, September 1995 (Attachment 1). The proof or disproof of 
these hypotheses will be one of the goals for the next year research. A 
possible by-product of this study might be a solution of the long standing 
problem on the influence of the neglected degrees of freedom on the kept 
ones. 

2. Numerical simulations conducted by E. Mueller confirmed that for 
energies exceeding the upper energy threshold all the laws of statistical 
mechanics are valid. Previously this statement has been established only 
for the law of equipartition of energy. Master Thesis "Statistical 
Properties of High Energy Rod Vibrations" summarizes a great deal of 
very extensive simulations. It is available upon request. 

3. Graduate student P. Matusov considered an additional characteristics of 
vibration, complexity C, which is the ratio of the number of effectively 
excited degrees of freedom to the total number of degrees of freedom. 
Dependence C and energy on time is shown in Fig. 1 (Attachment 2). It 
supports our intuitive feelings and the previous results by E. Mueller. 

4. Study of the influence of external excitation and dissipation has been 
started, but we are far from a formulation of a working hypothesis at 
present. Some surprising phenomena have been observed. One of them 
can be seen from Fig. 2: energy approaches to its average value not 
gradually but by means of a sudden "explosion." Dependence of time of 
explosion on viscosity is shown in Fig. 4 (Attachment 2). Another 
interesting phenomenon is equipartition of energy overall modes except 



the firts one on Fig. 3 (Attachment 2). We are going to work on these 
issues next year. 

5. Theory of diffusional creep developed by V. Berdichevsky has been 
applied for prediction of macroscopic and microscopic behavior of 
polycrystal bodies with periodic microstructure. An example of "strain 
rate vs. time" curve under constant load is shown in Fig. 5 (Attachment 
3) for plane deformation of bodies with rectangular microstructure. The 
code is under development now to capture microstructures with other 
microgeometries. This work will be reported in June on the Applied 
Mechanics and Materials ASME meeting and Conference on Continuum 
Mechanics and Discrete Systems. 

6. The work is being conducted on the design of an experiment in order to 
find the dynamical potential experimentally. It is expected that the 
experiment will be done during the next year research. The related papers 
published recently form the attachments 4 and 5. 



Submitted to the 15th Biennial Conference on 
Vibration and Noise, Boston, September, 1995 

Possible Scenarios of Nonlinear Vibrations at High Energies 

Victor L. Berdichevsky 
Mechanical Engineering Department 

Wayne State University 
Detroit, W 48202 

Abstract. The results of numerical simulations of nonlinear string dynamics are 
considered. Possible extrapolations of these results to nonlinear elastic continua leads to 
qualitatively different ways of dynamical behavior. They are described and discussed. 

The effects of nonlinearity in vibrations of elastic systems are more or less 
understood if energy of vibrations is low enough to make the nonlinear terms just a 
correction of the linear ones. If energy of vibrations is high and nonlinearity plays a 
significant or leading role, there is an expectation that dynamics becomes so chaotic that 
the laws of statistical mechanics can be applied. The first attempt to check this 
expectation has been made by Fermi, Pasta and Ulam [1]. They considered a chain of N 
mass particles connected by nonlinear springs. In accordance with statistical mechanics, 
equipartition of energy should be observed 

(1) 

where m is the particle mass, it
1
2 

, ... , u ~ are the particle velocities, and < > denotes the 

time average along a trajectory: for any function p ( u 
1
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For systems considered in statistical mechanics (ergodic systems) motion is chaotir. 
and the average values do not depend on the initial data. The common value ( 1) j" ~ "''-

by definition, the absolute temperature T. Equipartition of energy is a necessary· ·~ called 
for the laws of statistical mechanics to be true (for details see, for example, [2,3, J) ColJc}' . , 

. 1tlo~ 



The system of 64 particles considered by Fermi, Pasta and Ulam showed a 
surprising result: equipartition does not hold while the system exhibits a recurrent motion. 
Further studies [ 4-7] explained that this result was caused by the small energy of initial 
excitation: for energies exceeding some critical value one does observe equipartition. 

During last four years a detailed numerical study of chain dynamics has been 
conducted by my graduate students A. Ozbek, I. Shekhtman, V. Volovoi, E. Mueller. 
Summary of this study one can find in Master Thesis by E. Mueller [8] and in Ref [9]. An 
important point of the study is that not only equipartition but also other laws of statistical 

mechanics are valid if energy of initial excitation exceeds some critical value EC. 
To discuss the behavior of elastic continuum, one might consider the limit N-+oo 

assuming that elastic continuum can be approximated by a chain of mass particles. At 
present, the reliable simulations have been conducted for N~ 128. The qualitative graph 

of the dependence of critical energy £C on N is shown in Fig. 1. 

E c 

Scenario 2 

* E 
Scenario 1 

100 N 

Fig. 1. Critical energy vs. number of particles 

In the range 10 ~ N ~ 13 0 critical energy behaves approximately as 1/N. 

Dynamics of continua depends crucially on the limit behavior of Ec for N--+ oo. 
Critical energy Ec cannot go to zero for N--+ oo because in this case one would observe 
chaotic motion for any, even very small, energy of excitation. This contradicts to KAM 
theory, established for elastic continua by S. Kuksin [10]. Two other cases are possible: 

Ec tends to some finite limitE* for N-+oo, or £c-+oo for N-+oo. They correspond to 



two qualitatively different behaviors of continua which we refer to as scenario 1 and 
scenario 2. 

Scenario 1 (Selfdissipation) This is the case of bounded critical energy. The major 
features of the dynamics of continua in this case are the following. If energy of initial 

excitation is less thanE*, then one does not have something peculiar. However, if 

energy of excitation exceeds E* then continuum shows a very unusual behavior. Let, for 
definitness, only a few modes are excited initially. In the course of motion energy is 
redistributed over all modes in a way to reach equipartition. Since an infinite number of 
modes is involved in the motion, energy of each mode is equal to zero at the final stage. 
So, one would observe a process with an increasing number of excited modes, in which 
energy of each mode eventually tends to zero while total energy is conserved. Since 
energy of each particular mode tends to zero, displacement go to zero. Derivatives of 
displacements stay finite due to conservation of energy. Therefore, displacements are 
getting more and more nonsmooth. One might call this case "selfdissipation" due to decay 
of displacements in time. Remind that the system considered does not have a "built-in" 
dissipation. 

Scenario 2 (Universal Spectrum) In this case upper energy threshold tends to infinity for 
N 4- oo . Therefore, the laws of statistical mechanics are not valid for any, even very high, 
energy of excitation. However, a possibility of other "universal laws" appears. Let initial 
energy be E0 , and this value corresponds to the number 2N0 on the graph "critical energy 
vs. number of degrees of freedom" (Fig. 2). 

E c 

critical energy 

E -----------·----·-------·-------------·---------------------------------·········-···-----------······-······-·-----·--------·----------······-o 

100 
N 

Fig. 2. Critical energy vs. number of degrees of freedom in Scenario 2. 



Consider an excitation of the continuum when only the first No modes are excited initially. 
For "2N0 degrees of freedom" truncation of the continuum the motion would be 
approximately ergodic while energy were equally distributed over modes (Fig. 3, line 1). 
In continuum, other modes take energy from the first N0 modes. Therefore, for 
continuum the energy spectrum has the form of line 2 on Fig. 3. It is natural to assume 
that this spectrum is universal in the following sense: it is the same for any choice of initial 
excitation of the first N 0 modes possessing the same energy E0 . 

1 

Number of mode 

Fig. 3. Energy spectrum in Scenario 2. 

None of the numerical experiments show the growth of critical energy for large N 
and a feasibility of the scenario 2. This relates, probably, to the fact that only particle 
chains with the nearest neighbor interaction have been considered so far. These chains do 
not have any characteristic dimension (in the limit N--.::,. oo ), while the point of minimum on 
the plot in Fig. 2 is determined by some characteristic length. Perhaps, continua with the 
higher space derivatives provide the necessary additional parameter with the dimension of 
length .. 

Note that the results of the above mentioned numerical simulations can be used for 
speculations about continuum behavior with great precautions, because, if equipartition 
takes place, energy of short waves is comparable with energy of long waves, and modeling 
of continuum with a chain does not make sense. Strictly speaking, in numerical 
simulations for continua one has to determine critical energy as energy threshold for long 
wave excitations allowing the total number of modes be, say, 10 times larger than the 
number of long wave modes. To my knowledge, numerical simulations of such kind have 
not been conducted. However, it is difficult to expect that the behavior of critical energy 
for long wave excitation is different from the one shown in Fig. 1. 



The above discussion shows that it is very interesting to study the dynamics of 
chains for large N. Unfortunately, N ~ 1000 is very close to the maximum capabilities of 
modem workstations because one has to conduct long term simulations with very small 
time step to resolve high frequency oscillations. 

Conclusion. It is suggested that there are two types of behavior of nonlinear elastic 
continua at high energies. For some continua (like strings) the regime of selfdissipation 
might be developed when displacements tends to zero while their derivatives stay finite 
due to conservation of energy. For continua possessing a characteristic length parameter 
(like coupled torsional-lateral vibrations of elastic beams) another scenario is possible with 
the formation of an universal energy spectrum. Although the consideration in this paper 
concerns with the one-dimensional case, the situation seems generic, and the same type of 
behavior should be expected for two-dimensional and three-dimensional elastic continua. 

Acknowledgment. The support of this research by AFOSR grant F49620-94-l-0127 is 
greatly appreciated. 
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DYNAMICAL POTENTIAL FOR NON-LINEAR 
VIBRATIONS OF CANTILEVERED BEAMS 

V. L. BERDICHEVSKY AND W.-W. KIM 

School of Aerospace Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, 
Georgia 30332-0150, U.S.A. 

AND 

A. OZBEK 

School of Civil Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, 
Georgia 30332-0150, U.S.A. 

(Received 13 January 1993, and in final form 20 September 1993) 

Recently it was shown that averaged characteristics of non-linear vibrations are potential 
functions of load parameters in the limit of small dissipation. The question of the range 
of dissipation for which potentiality takes place remained open. In this paper, we study this 
question for the case of non-linear vibrations of a cantilever beam excited harmonically at 
the undamped end. We develop a non-linear one-degree-of-freedom beam model and show 
that the existence of a dynamical potential of beam vibrations can be guaranteed with 
acceptable accuracy even for sufficiently large dissipation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The dynamical behavior of non-linear structures is extremely complex [1-5]. For engin
eering applications, however, one usually needs some rough averaged characteristics of the 
responses. For example, consider a cantilever beam excited by a periodic force applied at 
the non-clamped end (Figure 1). The force F(t) is assumed to be harmonic: 

F(t)=A +Bsinvt. (1) 

The constant force A and the amplitude of excitation Bare assumed to be large enough 
to create finite beam displacements. The vertical displacement of the right end, q(t), might 
be a very complicated function of time, even if it is periodic. Some rough information 
about this displacement can be extracted from two characteristics: 

ij=(q), q = (q sin vt) 

where (') denotes the time averaging operator along a trajectory: for any function </> ( t ), 
( </>) indicates the limit 

I lo (</>) = lim -
0 

</>(t) dt. 
a- X! o 

For linear vibrations, it is known [6, 7] that 

q(t) = ij + r sin (vt + ({)), 

where r is the amplitude of vibrations and qJ is the phase angle. The phase angle qJ is 
proportional to damping. For small damping, we may neglect qJ and, since (sin2 vt) = 1/2, 
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y 

F<t> 

Figure l. The co-ordinate system of a cantilever beam excited by a harmonic force. 

q = r /2. Therefore, for linear vibrations with small dissipation, q and q determine the tip 
displacement completely. For general non-linear vibrations, there are also many other 
characteristics. However, q and qare the most energetically important Fourier amplitudes 
because the average value of the potential energy due to the external force F can be 
expressed in terms of only q and q: 

(Fq) = Aq + Bq. (2) 

The beam motion occurs along the attractor. Usually, attractors are limit cycles, but 
there are also chaotic attractors. In any case, q and q depend only on the attractor. 
A ttractors are changed in the course of slow changes in the load parameters A and B. 
Therefore, quantities q and q are some functions of A and B: 

q = q(A, B), q = q(A, B). (3) 

Equations (3) are constitutive equations of averaged beam dynamics. 
As was established in reference [8], there exists a function, the dynamical potential 

&'(A, B), such that the right sides of equation (3) are derivatives of this potential if damping 
is sufficiently small: 

q = 8&1'j8A, q = 8&1'j8B. (4) 

For the sake of self containence, the derivation of equation (4) will be given in section 3. 
The dynamical potential &1' completely determines the macro-behavior of the beam: one 

has to know only one function &1' to predict the response of the system for any given value 
of load parameters. The dynamical potential is equal to the averaged value of the 
Lagrangian over the attractor. 

One can take into consideration any number of characteristics of the response. For 
example, if one is interested in knowing the quantity q1 = (q cos vt ), one needs to consider 
the more complicated excitation 

F(t) =A + A 1 cos vt + B sin vt 

and find the dynamical potential 9 1 as a function of three variables &1' 1 = &1' 1 (A, A,, B). 
Then, q, q1 and q are determined from the equations 

The dynamical potential &1' in equation (4) can be obtained from &1' 1 by taking A 1 equal 
to zero: 

&(A, B)= 9 1 (A, 0, B). 

One might also consider the averaged characteristics of beam displacements somewhere 
along the beam. To calculate the corresponding dynamical potential, the dynamical 
problem should be studied, with the corresponding additional force as in the above 
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example: a force is added at the point at which the averaged displacement is to be 
calculated. 

The potentiality of the above form of constitutive equations was established in the limit 
of zero dissipation or, in other words, for a sufficiently small friction coefficient. It remains 
unknown, however, how small is sufficiently small. The aim of this paper is to fill in this 
gap for non-linear beam vibrations. 

To simplify our considerations, we model the beam vibrations by a system with one 
degree of freedom and conduct numerical simulations for this model. Classical beam 
theory is presented in section 2, the existence of dynamical potential is established in 
section 3, a one-degree-of-freedom beam model is developed in section 4 and the results 
of the numerical simulations are discussed in section 5. 

2. LAGRANGIAN OF CLASSICAL BEAM THEORY 

Let x and y be Cartesian co-ordinates in the plane of beam vibrations; the x-axis 
coincides wtth the undeformed centerline of the beam. Denote the x- and y-projections 
of the beam displacements by ux and ur; u-.: = ux(t, x) and u~. = u~.(t, x). We assume that 
there is no extention-twist, twist-bending or bending-bending coupling for vibrations in 
the x-y and x-z planes. Therefore, the lateral beam vibrations in the x-y plane can be 
considered separately from the other vibrations. The Lagrangian L of beam theory has the 
form [9] 

L =K- U, (6) 

Here, K and U are the kinetic and internal energy, respectively, commas in indices denotes 
derivatives (ux.r = ou-.:/ot, u_'(,x = ou'(jox), p, S, E and I are the mass density, the cross-sec
tional area, Young's modulus and the inertia moment, and y and Q are measures of 
extension and bending: 

f = UX, X + t ( U ;, X + U ~·.X)' (7, 8) 

Here, -rx and -ry are x- and y-projections of the unit tangent vector to the deformed 
centerline: 

1 + Ux, x Uy,x (9) 
rx= ~' 'ry= jl+2Y' 

The larger the lateral displacements, the smaller the contribution of extension y should 
be. Therefore, for finite displacements Kirchhoff's theory of inextensional vibrations can 
be used. Since y = 0, in Kirchhoff's theory, internal energy takes the simple form 

(10) 

The expressions of bending measure Q in terms of displacement is obtained by substituting 
equation (9), where one takes y = 0, into equation (8): 

where the displacements u'( and ur are subjected to the inextensibility constraint 

'}' = Ux.x + t(u;.x + u7..x) = 0 

and the kinematical boundary conditions are 

u'( = 0, u_1• = 0, u.r. x = 0 at x = 0. 

(11) 

(12) 

( 13) 
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The dynamical equation of beam theory follows from equating to zero the variation of 
action: 

(14) 

Since the bending measure is a quadratic function of displacement derivatives, the 
Lagrangian is a quartic function of derivatives. However, it is possible to reformulate 
Kirchhoff's theory in such a way that the Lagrangian is a quadratic function of 
displacement derivatives, as it is in the linear theory. This modification was suggested in 
reference [9]. The modification is based on the identity 

(15) 

which is valid for functions ux and U 1• obeying equation (12). To prove equation (15), let 
us differentiate equation ( 12) with respect to X. We have 

(1 + Ux,:.Jut,XX + U}',XU)',XX = 0. (16) 

Squaring equation ( 16), we obtain the relation 

(1 + Ux.x)2U;,XX + 2Uy,x(l + UX,X)UX,XXU)'.XX + u;,Xu;,X.t 0. ( 17) 

Adding equation ( 17) to the left side of equation (15) and taking into account the relation 

(1 + Ux.xY~ + uJ.x =I, (18) 

which comes from equation (12), we obtain the right side of equation (15). 
Substituting expression (15) for Q 2

, one obtains the Lagrangian 

L = tPS(u~. 1 + u;,,)- ~ El(u~. xx + u;.,xx ). (19) 

The remarkable point is that the Lagrangian (19) is quadratic as in linear theory. 
Non-linearity comes into play only by means of the inextensibility constraint (12). The 
penalty for removing non-linear terms from the Lagrangian is an increase in the order of 
the derivatives. At a first glance, that leads to the possibility of satisfying two boundary 
conditions for both displacements u-.: and u1• at each end. However, conditions which are 
additional to the classical ones are containe-d, in fact, in the inextensibility condition (12): 
ux.:c can be calculated at both ends in terms of uy.x· For example, for a cantilever beam, 
uy. x = 0 at x = 0. Therefore, in accordance with the inextensibility condition ( 12), 

U-.:.x = 0 at X = 0. (20) 

The second root of equation ( 12), ux. x = -2, is not considered here. We do not need a more 
detailed consideration of the boundary conditions because the beam motion will be 
presented by a simplified model of one degree of freedom. 

3. EXISTENCE OF DYNAMICAL POTENTIAL 

Let a cantilever beam be excited by a periodic force F A + B sin vt, which is applied 
for definiteness at the undamped edge. The motion of the beam is governed by the 
equations 

lJL a aL a aL a2 aL . . . -= --------+-2 --=dtsstpattve terms, 
lJu"( at au'C,I ax aux. X ax auX. XX 

lJL a aL a aL a2 aL d. . . 
-~-= --------+-2--= tsstpattve terms. 
OUy arauy.t axauy.x ax au_I'.XX 

(21) 
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Here, Lis the Lagrangian, defined by equations (6)-(9). The specific form of the dissipative 
terms is not important. The boundary conditions are 

Ux = Uy = Uy.x = 0 at X = 0, 

oL a aL . 
------=A +Bsmvt 
0U}'.X OX 0U}'.XX 

aL a aL 
------=0 at x =I, 
OUr, .t 0 X OUx. x.t 

at X = I, oL = 0 at X =I. ao (22) 

Motion occurs along an attractor. We assume that the attractor is a limit cycle with period 
fJ, which is a multiple of the period of the exciting force 2n fv: fJ = 2nn fv, where n is an 
integer. Displacements u~: and U1• are periodic functions of time with period fJ. The limit 
cycle depends on parameters A· and B. Therefore, we may write 

U-c = (/) (t, X, A, B), Uy = "'(t, X, A, B). (23) 

Consider the quantity 

9 =\I: L dx) +((A + B sin vt)l/l(t, I, A, B)). (24) 

It is assume that functions (23) are substituted in the expression for L, equations (6)-(9), 
in order to perform the integration in equation (24). 

The quantity flJ is a function of the parameters A and B. We are going to show that 
flJ is the dynamical potential of this problem, i.e., that in the limit of zero dissipation, 

(1/1 lx=l) = o&foA, (1/1 I x= I sin vt) = ot?AfoB. (25) 

After integration by parts, expression (26) takes the form 

~~ = (J: (;~;~ + ;~.;~)dx) + ((a~~x- :xa~:~J :~ I,J 
+I(~-!___!_£_- A - B sin vt) ol/f I ) 

\ OUy,x ox OUy,.'(X oA x=l 

+ I(_!_£_ ~ + _!_£_ _!:1__) I ) 
\ aux.xx ax oA OUy,xx ox oA x= I 

1 f1 
[ oL oq> oL ol/f ]

8 

+ B Jo oux.r oA + ouy.t oA 
0 
dx + (1/1 (t, I, A, B)). (27) 

The terms omitted in equation (27) are the zeros due to the boundary conditions at the 
clamped edge: q> ="' = ol/f fox = 0 at X = n (note that 0(/) foA = ol/f foA = o21/1 fox oA = 0 
at x = 0 due to these conditions). 

The first term in the integral (27) is negligible in the limit of zero dissipation as a 
consequence of the equations of motion (21). The second and third terms in equations (27) 
are zero due to the boundary conditions (22). The fourth term is equal to zero because 
the integrand is proportional to oLfoQ, the bending moment at the undamped edge which 
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is zero in accordance with equation (22). The fifth integral is equal to zero due to 
periodicity of motion. Therefore, equation (27) is reduced to the first relation (25). The 
second relation (25) is proved similarly. The proof in the case of the inextensible beam is 
also analogous. 

Our goal is to investigate how large the contribution is of the neglected dissipative terms 
in equation (25). To this end, in the next section, we deveope a one-degree-of-freedom 
non-linear beam model and conduct numerical simulations in order to find the deviations 
from the potentiality of the constitutive relations. 

4. ONE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM BEAM MODEL 

We consider beam vibrations for which u, ... is small compared to unity. In this case, the 
inextensibility constraint ( 12) takes the form 

I , 0 
U,.x + ).U_7·.x = · (28) 

Equation (28), along with the clamping condition, u, = 0 at x = 0, a11ows to find ux in terms 
of uY; 

u, = l f:U;_,dx. (29) 

Note that the displacement u-.:(t, x) satisfies the boundary condition (20). 
We assume the simplest approximation (one degree of freedom) of displacement u;-(t, x ): 

uy(t, x) = cjJ(x)q(t). (30) 

Here ¢ = d¢ jdx = 0 at x = 0, and ¢ = 1 at x = I where I is the beam length. Substituting 
equation (30) into equation (29), we obtain the approximate expression for u-.:: 

u, = t/J(x)q 2
, t/J(x) = -l J: <P:,dx. (31) 

Trial functions (30) and (31) lead to the expression for the Lagrangian of a one-degree-of
freedom beam model: 

where 

EI f~ cP~xx dx 
a= pS f~¢2dx, 

b = EI f~ t/1:.-.:.-.: dx 
pS f~ ¢ 2 dx ' 

(32) 

(33) 

The final equation governing the non-linear vibrations of the one-degree-of-freedom 
cantilever beam is given by 

(1 + cq 2 )ij + cqi/ + aq + 2bq 3 =A + B sin vt - fJ.iJ. (34) 

Here we have added a small linear viscous damping term to the right side. This equation 
differs from the Duffing equation by two terms, cq 2ij and cqi/. 

4. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

Equation (34) was integrated using the sixth order Runge-Kutta method. In all 
simulations, coefficients a, band c were set to unity (in accordance with equation (33), these 
coefficients are positive). Note that two of them can be always made equal to unity by 
suitable rescaling. In order to understand the behavior of the beam for the case of small 
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dissipation, it is very useful to consider first its motion for zero dissipation. We start from 
the case of free vibrations. 

4.1. FREE VIBRATIONS (A = B = 0, J1 = 0) 

Consider the trajectories of the beam tip in the phase space (t,p, q), p = (1 + cq 2 )q. The 
Hamiltonian of our model has the form 

' 
H( ) I p- I 2 I b 4 

P' q = 2 ( 1 + cq 2) + 2 aq + 2 q · (35) 

The trajectories are the curves defined by conservation of energy: 

H(p, q) = E =constant. (36) 

Equation (36) means that every trajectory, started from some point on an energy surface 
H(p, q) =constant, belongs to this surface for all time. These trajectories are shown in 
Figure 2. 

LetT(£) be the volume of the phase space bounded by the energy surface H(p, q) = £, 

T(E) = f dp dq. 
H(p. q) ~ E 

For a periodic trajectory, the volume T(£) during one period can be rewritten as 

r (E)= 2 fqmax IP! dq, 
qmrn 

where 

qmax +)[-a + j a 2 + 8bE]/2b, qmin = -J[ -a+ Ja 2 + 8bE]j2b · 

The dependence of T(E) on E is shown in Figure 3. 
The period of vibration P can be expressed in terms of function T(E) [1]: 

-12~------------~--------------~ 
-2·7 2·7 

q 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

Figure 2. The energy surfaces H(p, q) constant in (p, q) phase space; a= b = c =I, A = B = 0, J.1 = 0. 
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E 

Figure 3. The dependence of the phase volume T(£) on energy £;a= b = c = l, A B = 0, J.l = 0. 

Limit values of the frequency of vibrations w = 2nj P forE~ 0 and E ~ oo can easily be 
found from equations (40) and (41): 

w = 2jb as E ~ oo, w = Ja as E ~o. 

We see that the frequency is in some finite range. In particular, for a= b = l, the frequency 
has a value between w = I and w = 2. In contrast, the frequencies of many dynamical 
systems, such as the pendulum, tend to zero in the course of energy growth. The 
dependence of frequency w on energy E is shown in Figure 4(a). This graph is useful in 
order to determine the most pronounced resonance which occurs if the frequency of the 
given harmonic force, v, coincides with the natural frequency w. 

4.2. EXCITED VIBRATIONS 

Now, let the beam be excited. Let us set the frequency of excitation v equal to some 
natural frequency. If we take, for example, v = n/2, the corresponding value of energy of 
free vibration is E ~ 8· 384 for a = b = l, as is seen from Figure 4(b ). The trajectory which 
has that energy level should show chaotic behavior. The larger B (or A) is, the larger the 
chaotic region will be. In Figures 5(a)-(e) is shown the onset of the chaotic region in the 
course of the increase of B. Note that Figure 5(a) is a typical Poincare map which shows 
successive positions of points for times t = 0, r, 2r, ... , where T = 2njv is the period of 
the exciting force. 

2·0 r-r---...----.....---..----.----, 
(a) 

........... •• • • 6 •••••• " •••• 

1-Be ~-·········· 

1·6 !- f 
3 ~ 

1·4 r-1 

1·6 ..----,..-----r----r---.. -.'T;-. -. -.. ~.:-1 
(b) ... 

.. 

::: / .... ············ 

! 
1·2 ~-: 

1·0 r-i 
W---~-~--~--~-~ 

- ! 

10 j 
W---L--~---L---~-~ 

0 200 400 600 800 1000 0 2 4 6 8 10 
E 

Figure 4. The dependence of the frequency won energy£: a= b = c = l, A = B 0, J.l = 0. (a) 0 ~ E ~ 1000; 
(b) 0 ~ E ~ 10. 
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-100 L.....--------.1..-----------i -100 1.---------'-------------' 
Q., 

100~-------r-------~ 

looi....---------~-------J-1001.---------~---------~ 
- -5·5 5·5 -5·5 5·5 

q 

Figure 5. The onset of the chaotic region due to an increase in B; a= b = c = I. A = 0. p. = 0. v rc/2. (a) 
B = 0; (b) B = I; (c) B = 2; (d) B = 4; (e) B = 10. 

If the dissipation J.1. is non-zero, every trajectory falls on to limit cycles or strange 
attractors, as we expect. Typical limit cycles and strange attractors are shown in Figures 
6 and 7. The evolution of the phase portrait in the course of the increase of damping for 
some fixed values of A and B is presented in Figures 6(a)-(c). For zero damping and A 1, 
B = 10, the Poincare map is shown in Figure 6(a). There are some characteristic regions 
numbered 1, 4, 13 and 4a. Region 1 corresponds to conditionally periodic motions with 
the two most pronounced frequencies, the frequency of the exciting force (which is equal 
to 1) and the frequency of free vibrations. Region 4 corresponds to a subharmonic 
resonance with period 4. The centers of four islands are the tracks of the periodic trajectory 
with period 4. Analogously, 13 islands marked by number 13 correspond to the 
subharmonic resonance with period 13, while 4 other islands, numbered 4a, are another 
subharmonic resonance of period 4. We show in this figure only the most visible 
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-11·51....----------_;:,._-'-----' 
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8·5 r---------------, 

4a 

""""' 
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.... 
4a 

. 4a • 

-11·5 '----------------J 
-2·3 2·5 -2·3 

q 

2·5 

(c) 

2·5 

Figure 6. The influence of dissipation on the vibrations of a cantilever beam; a= b c =I, A = 1, B = 10, 
v =27t. (a) p. =0, (b) p. =0·01; (c) p. =O·L 

resonances: there are many other resonances which occupy a small part of the phase space. 
In Figure 6(b) are shown the successive positions of a number of trajectories if one switches 
on a small dissipation, Ji. = 0·01. It is seen that three limit cycles appear, one of which was 
period 1 which the others have period 4. The sub harmonic resonance of period 13 is killed 
off by the dissipation. This is a general rule: only resonances with small periods survive 
after the addition of dissipation. If the dissipation is large enough (JJ. 0·1 in Figure 6(c)) 
only one limit cycle survives. 

For large A and B, a strange attractor might appear. It is natural to assume that a 
strange attractor would emerge at the place occupied previously by a chaotic sea of 
Hamiltonian systems. This assumption is supported by the Poincare maps in Figure 
7(a)-(c), which show the evolution of the phase portrait due to dissipation. For zero 
dissipation (Figure 7(a)), we have some chaotic sea. The addition of a small amount of 
dissipation (JJ. = 0·1) transforms it into a strange attractor, shown on Figure 7(b). This 
attractor looks close enough to the chaotic sea from which it was born. For a large value 
of dissipation (JJ. = 1), we obtain the usual worm-like form of attractor which has been 
observed in many studies. 

4.3. CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS 

We can write the Lagrangian of the non-linear beam vibration model subjected to a 
harmonic force in the form 

L = L0 + Aq + Bq sin vt, (42) 

where 

(43) 
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-65 '--------------------1 -50 1.....-----------------'4. 
-5 5 -4 

q 

Figure 7. The evolution of a chaotic sea into strange attractor; a = b = c = I, A = 1, B = 100. v 2n. (a) 
J1=0;(b)/1 O·l;(C)J1=l. 

To formulate constitutive equations for our model, we note that the time averaging 
operator (') is reduced for a periodic trajectory by taking the average along the period 
T: 

(L) ::I 1 lr L(p(t, A, B), q(t, A, B), A, B) dt. 
T Jo 

Taking the time average, equation (42) becomes 

(44) 

The time averaged value of the Lagrangian L depends on A, Band the attractor (if there 
are a number of attractors): 

L = L(A, B). (45) 

Now, we are going to check whether for the non-linear beam vibration, the dynamic 
potential f!lJ in equations ( 4) coincides with the averaged Lagrangian L(A, B): 

f!IJ(A, B)= L(A, B). (46) 

The simplest way to check the existence of a dynamical potential is to test the validity of 
the reciprocal relation following from equations (4): 

aq ;aB = oq ;a A. (47) 

The range of dissipation J.1. for which the reciprocal relation has acceptable accuracy can 
be observed in Tables 1-5. It can be seen that errors grow with an increase in the friction 
coefficient and reach about 2·6o/o for J.1. = 1. For large values of A, for example A = 10, 
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TABLE 1 

The accuracy of the reciprocal relation for 11 = 0·0 I (a = b = c = I, v = 2n) 

loqjoB -oqjoA 1 
X 100 

A B oq joB BqjoA max (oij joB) 

I I 0·00253801 0·00253800 0·000053 
I 10 0·0 1881381 0·01881331 0·002658 

10 I 0·00020625 0·00020628 0·000159 
10 10 0·00199761 0·00199766 0·000266 

TABLE 2 

The accuracy of the reciprocal relation for 11 = 0·1 (a = b = c = 1, v = 2n) 

loqjoB- oqjoA 1 

X 100 
A B aq joB oqjoA max (oij joB) 

I I 0·00253761 0·00253682 0·004199 
l 10 0·01881242 0·0 1880703 0·028651 

10 I 0·00020624 0·00020624 0·000029 
10 10 0·00199758 0·00199748 0·000532 

TABLE 3 

The accuracy of the reciprocal relation for 11 = 1·0 (a = b = c = 1, v = 2n) 

loqjoB- oqjoA 1 

A B oq joB oqjoA 
X 100 

max (oijjoB) 

I I 0·00249902 0·00242185 0·413248 
I 10 0·01867401 0·01818796 2·602815 

10 I 0·00020573 0·00020471 0·005462 
10 10 0·00199293 0·00198311 0·052586 

TABLE 4 

The accuracy of the reciprocal relation for 11 = 2·0 (a = b = c = 1, v = 2n) 

loqjoB -oqjoA 1 x 
100 

A B oq joB oqjoA max (oqjoB) 

I I 0·00238890 0·00210686 1·544751 
l 10 0·01825796 0·0 1642023 10·065363 

10 I 0·00020420 0·00020016 0·022127 
10 10 0·00197897 0·00194023 0·212181 

TABLE 5 

The accuracy of the reciprocal relation for 11 = 5·0 (a = b = c = 1, v = 2n) 

loqjoB- oqjoA 1 x 
100 

A B cq joB oqjoA max (oij joB) 

I I 0·00182529 0·00079677 6·604588 
I 10 0·0 1557281 0·00764480 50·909309 

10 I 0·00019410 0·00017123 0·146859 
10 10 0·00188634 0·00166667 1·410600 
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TABLE 6 
The error in the constitutive equations for J.1. 0·0 I, a = b = c = l, v = 2n: 

B 

I 
2 
3 
5 

10 

iJL/iJA 

0·643936 
0·829226 
0·993152 
1·256914 
1·542458 

0·591026 
0·837931 
1·004127 
1·241057 
1·622770 

TABLE 7 

I iJL/iJA - I 
----x100 

maxij 

3·2605 
0·5364 
0·6763 
0·9772 
4·9491 

The error in the constitutive equations for J.1. 0·0 1, a = b = c = 1, v = 2n: 

liJLjiJB- q I 
X 100 B iJLjoB t} maxlql 

1 -0·01293267 -0·00996493 7·5124 
2 -0·01605406 -0·01613266 0·1990 
3 -0·01911899 -0·02076706 4·1718 
5 - 0·02507945 - 0·02777094 6·8131 

10 - 0·03899240 - 0·039 50468 1·2968 
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reciprocal relations remain valid until J.1. = 5, with errors less than 1·5o/o. The relations are 
virtually exact (with errors less than 0·03o/o) if J.1. ~ 0·1. Note that we checked reciprocal 
relations for the limit cycle of period I. 

Numerical data allow us to express an approximate formula for L by means of a 
three-dimensional curve fitting algorithm. For the case a = b = c = I and J.1. = O·OI, we 
obtain 

L(A, B)= c9 A 3 + c8 B3 + c7A 2B + c6 AB2 + c5A 2 + c4 B 2 + c3AB + c2A + c1 B + c0 , (48) 

where c0 = - O·I84079, c1 = - 0·0097548, c2 = 0·437283, c3 = 0·005255, c4 = - 0·00423055, 
c5 = 0·1 0604, c6 = 0·00028865, c7 = 0·00047238, c8 -0.0000255619 and 
c9 = - 0·00334188. This means that the response can be found from the equations 

ij = oL/oA = 3c9A 2 + 2c7AB + c6B 2 + 2csA + cJB + Cz, 

(49) 

The error in the constitutive equations (49) can be found in Tables 6 and 7. The 
approximate formula for L, equation (48), satisfies thP constitutive equations (49) with 
errors of less than about 7.5o/o. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have proved that the dynamical response of cantilever beams to periodic excitation 
can be described in terms of a dynamical potential. We have found this potential for the 
limit cycle of the same period as the exciting force, and established the corresponding 
constitutive relations. To conclude, we would like to note that in the course of our study 
we encountered many lovely '"creatures", one of which is shown in Figure 8. This is the 
Poincare plot for a cantilever beam with parameter values of a 10, b = 0, c = 1, A 0, 
B = I 0, p. = 0 and v 2n:. 
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q 

Figure 8. A Poincare map for a cantilever beam; a = 10, b 0, c I, A = 0. B = 10, f.l = 0, v = 2rc. 
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We study the averaged characteristics of the response of Duffing•s oscillator to 
harmonic excitation. We show that, as in classical thermodynamics. response char
acteristics are potential functions of excitation characteristics. 

Introduction 
Classical equilibrium thermodynamics studies the response 

of mechanical and physical systems to slow changes of control 
parameters. Usually it is implied that the systems which obey 
the thermodynamical laws have very large numbers of degrees
of-freedom. Discovery of the surprising complexity of the be
havior of simple low-dimensional mechanical systems raises 
the question on the possibility of formulating thermodynamical 
laws for such systems. Since thermodynamics has proven to 
be the necessary tool in the study of complex systems, the 
achievement of this goal seems very important. It was shown 
(Berdichevsky 1988} that thermodynamical laws stay un
changed for all finite-dimensional ergodic Hamiltonian sys
tems. Thermodynamical laws are valid approximately if the 
Hamiltonian system is approximately ergodic (Berclichevsky et 
al., 1991}. 

Most engineering equations, however, are not Hamilton
ian: they differ from the Hamiltonian equations by dissi
pative terms. For such systems thermodynamical laws should 
be modified (Berdichevsky~ 1993). The most essential change 
relates to entropy: entropy drops out of the thermodynamical 
relations due to the fact that initial data is forgotten in dis
sipative systems. In general, thermodynamical laws for systems 
with small dissipation are reduced to the potentiality of the 
constitutive relations. Herein, we study this property for one 
of the most important nonlinear systems-Duffing's oscillator. 

Vibrations of Duffing's oscillator are governed by the equa
tion 

mi+kx+Ex+G>? =A +Bsinwt. (1) 

This equation was first formulated by Duffing (1918). It has 
received a lot of attention in the last few decades as it presents 
one of the simplest nonlinear systems that demonstrates ex
tremely complex behavior. (Ueda, 1980, 1985; Moon, 1979; 
Holmes, 1983; Dowell et al., 1986; Fang, et al. 1987 .) 

The main statement of "thermodynamics of Duffing's os
cillator" is as follows. The extreme complexity of the solutions 
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suggests the description of the response of Duffing's oscillator 
in terms of some average characteristics. By averaging, we 
mean time averaging along a trajectory: for any function 
~P(x,x,t), 

(If')= lim..!. \
9

1f'(x(t), x(t), t)dt. (2} 
9-oo e Jo 

Since each trajectory approaches to some attractor (damping 
k is assumed to be positive), the average value (If') is unique 
for each attractor. For each attractor (If') is some function of 
the force parameters A, B, and w and of the oscillator char
acteristics m, k, E, and G. Typically, attractors of Duffing's 
oscillator with periodic excitation are limit cycles with periods 
21rnl w, where n is an integer, or strange attractors. 

For limit cycles with the minimal period 21rlw the most 
important characteristics of the response are the amplitudes 
of the first two Fourier modes: 

x=<x(t)) x=<xsinwt). (3) 

These modes play a distinctive role because the averaged 
potential of the external force F =A + B sin wt can be expressed 
in terms of .X and i 

<F(t )x(t)) =Ax+Bi. 

For each limit cycle the quantities .X and i are functions of the 
oscillator characteristics and the applied force parameter: 

x=x(A,B,w,m,k,E,G) 

x=x(A,B,w,m,k,E,G). (4) 

Equations (4) describe averaged dynamics of the oscillator, 
its "macroscopic behavior." They are analogous to consti· 
tucive equations of classical thermodynamics, and their study 
is the subject of "thermodynamics of Duffmg's oscillator.u 
Note that damping coefficient k is small but nonzero: for zero 
damping the right-hand side of (4) does not have sense since 
it depends also on initial data. 

Thermodynamics of Duffing's oscillator states (Berdichev
sky, 1993), that for k-0 functions (4) can be derived from a 
dynamical potential function P, such that 

_ aP ~ aP 
X= aA' X= aB· (5) 

The function P contains all of the information on the 
"macrobehavior" of Duffing's oscillator and is analogous 
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to the internal energy in classical thermodynamics. To know 
the macrodynamics of Duffing's oscillator means to know the 
function P. 

The potentiality simplifies the description of macrobehavior: 
one needs to know only one function P instead of two functions 
(4). The potentiality reflected in Eq. (5) means that the fol
lowing reciprocal relation is valid: 

ax ax 
as= aA· (6) 

Our aim is to check the error of Eq. (5) by numerical sim
ulations and find the dynamical potential numerically. We 
show that this error is very small for small damping: it does 
not exceed 0.01 percent if dimensionless friction }J. = 2-;rk/mr.....: 
is less than 0.5. The error grows with }J. and reaches about 10 
percent for 1.1. = 8. 

Concluding this Introduction it is worthy to note that Eq. 
(1) can be considered as Hamiltonian with Lagrange's function 
of the form 

( 
1 . ~ 1 ' 1 ~ ) (kt) L = 2 mx-- 2 Ex- -4 Gx +Ax+ Bx sin wt exp ; . (7) 

Other forms of similar type are also possible (see, for ex
ample, Berdichevsky, 1983). Unfortunately, they have some 
peculiarities which inhibit the direct use of approaches devel
oped in statistical mechanics. For example, Lagrange's func
tion written above degenerates when t- co. On the other hand, 
this example shows that there exists time-dependent Hamil
tonian systems which possess attractors. 

Geometry of Trajectories of Doffing's Oscillator 
To get a better understanding of the behavior of Duffing's 

oscillator for small dissipation, it is very useful to study the 
geometry of the trajectories for zero dissipation first. This will 
be investigated in this section. 

First, let us transform Duffing's equation to nondimensiona1 
form 

(8) 

'-"'here 

£(~)' A2Ge:) 
2 

Ae~)' 
w 

et= . 3 a 
m ml\ ml\ 

b 
ml\ 
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Fig. 2 Phase picture of two trajectories for a= 1, a= b = ~ = 0 

8=..:::_ t 
2;r • 

2-:rk 
~.~.=-. mw 

Let us start from the case of zero external force. We then 
have an autonomous nonharmonic oscillator with the Ham
iltonian 

P2 cl qJ dg 
H=-+et -+/3 -, p=-. 

2 2 4 de 
(9) 

Trajectories of this oscillator are closed curves 
H(p,q) = E =canst. They are shown in Fig. 1 for the a= p = 1. 

Since we are going to investigate the nonautonomous case, 
it is convenient to view the trajectories in three-dimensional 
phase space { p, q, t J. 

All trajectories lie on cylinders (Fig. 2) the bases of which 
are the closed curves of Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows the trajectories 
starting from various initial points. 

Now let us add a periodical force. The oscillator is still 
Hamiltonian with Hamilton function of the form 

p2 i q~ 
H =-+ et - + {3 - - aq - bq sin 2 ;r8. ( 1 0) 

2 2 4 

If amplitudes a and bare small then most of the cyclinders 
are simply disturbed periodically, while others are destroyed 
and replaced by chaotic trajectories (Arnold, 1986, 1989). 

A good method of visualizing the trajectories is to utilize 
Poincare maps, which show successive positions of points for 
time t = 0, -r, 2;, ... , where r = 2~/w is the period of the 
exciting force. A typical Poincare map for small excitation 
(a=O, b= I) is shown in Fig. 3. lt can be seen that most of 
the trajectories are on invariant tori. General theory predicts 
the existence of destroyed tori for arbitrary small values of b, 
but for b which are verv small it is not easv to find destroyed 
tori by computer simulations: they occupy a small pan of 
the phase space and, in addition, can be hidden by compu
tational errors . 

If b is large enough, chaoric sea emerging from the destroyed 
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tori, can easily be seen (Fig. 4). An interesting peculiarity of 
this picture is the appearance of subharmonic reso
nances: periodic tubes in three-dimensional phase space with 
periods 2r, 3r, 5r. Closed curves in Figs. 3 and 4 are cross
sections of these tubes. The central line of each family of tubes 
is the periodic trajectory. The families of tubes are numbered 
in Fig. 4 by their periods. A family of tubes with period 1 can 
be observed. These tubes are embedded with other tubes of 
period 5. The period-! family is surrounded by the family with 
period 3. On the periphery of this figure we see two families 
of period 2. The (p, q, t) phase space picture of two tubes 
from the families with periods 1 and 3 is shown in Fig. 5. The 
darker tube corresponds to vibrations with the period 1 while 
the lighter tube represents the vibrations with period 3. 

Increasing the amplitude of the excitation leads to more and 
more complex pictures of motion. Poincare maps are shown 
in Figs. 6-8 for a= 0, b = 12, 16, 20. For example, in Fig. 8, 
periodic tubes with various periods are marked by their periods 
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Fig. 5 Three-dimensional picture for two tubes with periods 1 and 3 

varying from 1 to 35, and tubes of the same period that are 
close are marked by letters. 

Influence of Dissipation 
At first glance the vibrations of Duffing's oscillator look so 

complicated that no simple characteristic relations can be sug
gested. The only tool seems to be direct numerical simulation 
of the equation. It turns out, however, that dissipation sig
nificantly simplifies the complex pictures we have considered 
in the previous section. 

Dissipation causes all the complex "microstructure" of the 
phase space to disappear, and all trajectories fall on a number 
of attractors. For very small a and b, dissipation causes all 
trajectories to leave the tubes and approach the central tra
jectory, which becomes a limit cycle. This limit cycle corre
sponds to linear vibrations. 

If one adds small dissipation to Duffing's equation for the 
case shown in Fig. 5, then each tube collapses to the corre
sponding central trajectory, and one gets a number of limit 
cycles. This number. N, depends on the value of the dissipation, 
IJ., and the parameters a, b, a, and /3. If dissipation iJ. is small 
enough, limit cycles survive. For a sufficiently large value of 
iJ. there is only one limit cycle. In general, tubes with smaller 
periods do survive for larger values of dissipation, and the 
ones with large periods disappear with even small dissipation. 
The number, N of limit cycles which exist for given values of 
the parameters IJ., a, b, a, and /3, is an important characteristic 
of the oscillator. It has not been studied in a systematic way 
yet. 

For large amplitudes a, b, a strange attractor might appear. 
It is natural to assume that a strange attractor emerges at the 
place occupied previously by a chaotic sea of Hamiltonian 
system. This assumption is supported by the Poincare maps 
in Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows the Poincare map of the 
Hamiltonian system for a=O, b=2975, (~J-=0), Figs. 10, 11 
and 12 are the Poincare maps for iJ. = .01, iJ. = .05 and JJ. = 1.0, 
respectively. 

We are going to consider the thermodynamical relations for 
the central attractor of Fig. 4. The situation for the strange 
attractor will be discussed in the following section. 
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Numerical Simulations 
The central attractor of Fig. 4 is a limit cycle with period 

1. For this limit cycle the averaged characteristics of the re
sponse q and q are 

ij= J~ q(t)dt 4= L q(t) sinhtdt. (11) 

These quantities are functions of a and b, and we will try 
to determine if they possess the dynamical potential 

_ aP A aP 
q= aa' q= iJb' (lZ) 

We verify this by numerically integrating Eq. (8). As it should 
be, errors grow with increasing friction coefficient. For small 
dissipation (p. sO.l) the reciprocal relations are practically ex
act, with errors in the 10-6 range. The error grows and reaches 
about eight percent when J.L = 5. 

Dynamical potential is obtai~d by fitting a surface to the 
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numerically generated function L (a ,b). The resulting expres
sion is 

where 

I (a,b) = a0 + a 1a+ a2c? + o:3b2+ o:4aZb (13) 

a 0 = -0.1584, a 1=0.3835, a2=0.1787, 

0:) = -0.0065, 0:4= -0.0003. 

Constitutive equations take the form 

q =a I= a! + 2a2a + 2o:4ab a a 

~ ai , 
q=-=al +o:4a". 

(Jb 
(14) 

The accuracy of the constitutive relations shows the same 
trend as the reciprocal relations. For J.L < 0.1, the error is less 
than 0.1 percent. For J.L = 10, error reaches eight percent. 
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Transitional Chaos 
We tried to validate the reciprocal relations for a strange 

attract or. However, we encountered some difficulties. The first 
one is that we were not able to find strange attractors with 
very small dissipation. In numerical simulations, we set cc = {3 = 1 
and vary a from 1 to 10 and b around 3000. In this case, if 
one puts dissipation equal to zero, one gets two central tra
jectories with period 1 and a chaotic sea, as shown in Fig. 9. 
It seemed that the addition of small dissipation (p. = 0.01) would 
transform the chaotic sea into a strange attractor. Figure 10 
shows the Poincare map made of Os rs 100000. It looks like 
a strange attractor. However, when we rook longer periods of 
time (t> 100000), we observed that trajectories leave this "at
tractor" and fall onto one of the two limit cycles. It stays 
unclear whether this is a result of numerical errors, and the 
closeness of the basins of the limit cycle and the "attractor." 
However, this behavior persists under different time steps and 
integration orders, as well as various initial conditions. 
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It is also conceivable that the chaotic region in Fig. 10 is 
not an attractor. The phenomenon of "transitional chaos" is 
observed for other systems (Lichtenberg et al., 1983, E. H. 
Dowell, 1988); however, there is no clear evidence that this is 
really transitional chaos and not just a result of intertangled 
basins and numerical errors. 

When the dissipation is increased to p. = 0.1 we do get a 
stable strange attractor. Increasing damping coefficient we 
arrive at the usually observed worm-like form of the attractor. 
This is shown in Fig. 12 for f.l. = 1. For these large values of 
friction the attractors differ significantly from underlying 
Hamiltonian chaotic sea, pure potentiality does not take place, 
as we checked, and the constitutive relations should be com
plicated by additional terms related to dissipation. 

For small damping we have also encountered another prob
lem related to the calculation of q, and q. It turns out that 
the quantity 

J r q(t)dt 

does not converge when T grows, and continued vibrating even 
for very large T{ T> 1000000) consequently preventing the ac
curate calculation of derivatives. A possible explanation is that 
the strange attractor is not metrically transitive and consists 
of a number of components. The solution to this problem is 
also far from clear. 

Conclusions 
We have discussed the geometry of the phase space of Duff

ing's oscillator and showed that the reciprocal relations are 
valid for a limit cycle of Duffing's oscillator. We have also 
found its dynamical potential. 
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Topic B. 

Theory of diffusional creep developed by V .Berdichevsky has been applied for 
prediction of macroscopic and microscopic behavior of polycrystal bodies with periodic 
microstructure. The cell problem is derived in linear and nonlinear cases. Constitutive 
equations of macroscopic theory are obtained in an explicit form for the linear case. The 
stationary cell problem is posed for secondary creep. The stationary cell problem has a 
variational form, and the corresponding variational principle is formulated. Dependence 
of macroparameters on microcharacteristics is established. It is found that primary 
diffusional creep is governed by nonlocal equations. Numerical simulations are 
conducted for honeycomb structures. The paper summarizing this activity has been 
completed [2]. 
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Attachment 1. Experimental set-up. 

Model Model suspension 
springs 

Shaker base 

Vibro-exciter (shake)r 

Fig.l. Sketch of experimental set-up. 

F=F0 sinnt 
1---

Fig.2. Mechanical equivalent of 
experimental set-up. 
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Fig.3. Example of Poincare section for 
the motion of suspended mass 

The sketch of experimental set-up is shown 
in Fig.l. The model is made of steel, 
model frame - from aluminum with special 
measures taken to reduce the model+model 
frame mass. The model is suspended by 
two co-axial plane bronze springs in a way 
similar to that used in electrodynamic 
loudspeakers. The shape of springs and 
thickness of material were chosen so as to 
provide (a) low linear stiffness value and 
(b) fast progressive stiffness for 
displacements of 1 mm and higher. As a 
result, the low amplitude resonance 
frequency was obtained in a range from 40 
to 71 Hz (for different springs). A standard 
industrial vibro-exciter is used (Vibration 
Test Systems, Inc.); two piezoelectric 
accelerometers (Bruel and Kjaer) were 
employed, one attached to the shaker base 
and another - to the model. 

To obtain the dynamical properties of the 
model (namely, amplitude and frequency 
response functions) the vibro-excited was 
fed by sinusoidal current from a signal 
generator. The signals from accelerometers 
were normalized by conditioning amplifiers 
(model 2626 Bruel and Kjaer) and 
connected to two-channel oscilloscope, 
digital RMS voltmeter and PC-based data
acquisition system. 



Micromechanics of Diffusional Creep 

V. Berdichevsky* P. Hazzledine t B. Shoykhet+ 

Abstract. In polycrystalline materials at high temperatures and low stresses, creep 
occurs mostly by the diffusion of vacancies through the grain bodies and over the grain 
boundaries. A continuum theory of vacancy motion is considered to analyze diffusional 
creep on a microscopical level. A linear version of such a theory was formulated by 
Nabarro, Herring, Coble and Lifshitz. We revise this theory from the perspectives 
of continuum mechanics and present it in a thermodynamically consistent nonlinear 
form. A certain difficulty which one has to overcome in this endeavor is the absence in 
diffusional creep of Lagrangian coordinates, the major building block of any theory in 
continuum mechanics. 

A linearized version of the theory is studied for the case of bulk diffusion. \Ve consider 
the derivation of macro constitutive equations using the homogenization technique. It is 
shown that macroequations are nonlocal in time and nonlocality is essential in primary 
creep. For secondary creep polycrystals behaves as a viscoelastic body. For secondary 
creep, a variational principle is found which determines microfields and macromoduli in 
stress-strain rate constitutive equations. A two dimensional honeycomb microstructure 
and single crystal deformation are studied numerically by a finite element method. 

1 Introduction 

Predictions of mechanical behavior of solids can be roughly classified as short-term and long
term predictions. In short-term prediction, the behavior can be elastic or plastic, depending 
on the level of stress. For sufficiently low stresses, solids behave elastically. However, over 
long time periods, even under very low stresses, solids develop irreversible deformations. 
This phenomenon is called creep. 

Three points are worth stressing in a discussion of creep. First, everything creeps. Ac
tually, solids creep even at zero external load, owing to the fact that practically no poly
crystalline body is in thermodynamic equilibrium. Second, creep is an energy driven phe
nomenon. Materials creep in order to decrease their energy (or other thermodynamical 
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Figure 1: Deformation mechanism map. 
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potential, depending on the external conditions). The energy of a polycrystal, for example, 
can be decreased by moving grain boundaries. This occurs in reality, but very slowly, by 
means of thermodynamic fluctuations. The rate of change is magnified significantly by ele
vating the temperature and/ or applying an external load. Third, the mechanisms of creep 
are stress and temperature dependent. 

Two major creep mechanisms are movement of dislocations and diffusion of vacancies. 
A typical deformation mechanism map is shown in the stress-temperature plane in Fig. 1. 
Above the curve (high stresses) the dominating mechanism is dislocation motion. Below the 
curve (low stresses) deformations occur by the diffusion of vacancies. It is believed that at low 
temperatures, vacancies move mostly over the grain boundaries (Coble creep), while for high 
temperatures, motion of vacancies through the lattice dominates (Herring-Nabarro creep or 
bulk diffusional creep). Diffusional creep is the leading phenomenon in many technological 
processes at high temperatures. Superplasticity, sintering, and void formation, occur mostly 
by diffusional creep. In this paper we focus on a thermodynamically consistent theory of 
diffusional creep. The foundations of this theory were laid down by Nabarro [1], Herring [2], 
Coble [3], and Lifshitz [4]. Extensive reviews of various aspects of creep theory can be found 
in [5] - [24]. 

The mechanism of plastic deformation caused by bulk diffusional creep can be viewed as 
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Figure 2: Mechanism of plastic deformation caused by bulk diffusional creep. 

follows. Let a monocrystal be loaded by an external force (Fig. 2). Consider the right hand 
side of the monocrystal. A surface external force might be thought as a set of forces applied 
to each atom of the very right column of atoms (Fig. 2a). Because of thermal fluctuations 
some of the atoms of this column can jump to a new equilibrium position (Fig. 2b). Then 
the next atoms may jump into the vacant places, and we see that vacancies enter the crystal 
body. Then vacancies can migrate inside the body and leave the body at the free surface 
(Fig. 2d). 

Motion of vacancies is accompanied by the corresponding motion of material in the 
opposite direction. The moved material is shaded in Fig. 2e. Since motion of vacancies is 
dispersed over the material, one observe an effective elongation of the specimen (Fig. 2f). 

In the case of boundary diffusion material flows over the boundaries from unloaded to 
loaded pieces of the boundary, and that yields some macroscopic plastic deformation. This 
process is shown schematically in Fig. 3; the moving material is shadowed. 

A typical strain-time dependence for constant stresses is shown in Fig. 4. There are two 
different regimes of the plastic flow. Initially strains grow fast, then the strain rate decays 
until it approaches some limiting value. These two regimes are referred to as primary and 
secondary creep. 

The aim of this paper is to construct the microequations of diffusional creep in the frame
work of continuum mechanics and develop a homogenization procedure to derive macroe
quations of creep. 
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Figure 5: Mixing by boundary diffusion. 

There are a number of reasons to pursue these goals. First of all, a phenomenological ap
proach to the derivation of macroequations for creep provides too many options. Realization 
of our program may help to choose the right one. 

Second, the problem seems challenging from the perspectives of continuum mechanics. 
Looking at the sketch of boundary diffusional creep shown in Fig. 5, one may observe that 
the basic notion of continuum mechanic, Lagrangian coordinates, cannot be used in this case. 
Really, material points which were on the grain boundary moves into the grain body: this is 
in clear contradiction to the main postulate of continuum mechanics [25, 26) on the existence 
of a diffeomorphism between the deformed and undeformed states, and, as a consequence: to 
the existence of Lagrangian coordinates. If a continuum deformation were a diffeomorphism, 
the material points, which are on the boundary, stay on the boundary forever. Lagrangian 
coordinates are used in continuum mechanics, for example, in the definition of velocity: one 
has to ask "velocity of what?". We suggest a way to overcome this difficulty. 

Third, a theory of diffusional creep must be a building block for the theory of dislocational 
climb which is, at the moment, in a primitive stage. 

The contents of the paper are as follows. Section 2 describes the main feature of the 
model for bulk diffusional creep, which is the existence of a plastic displacement field. This 
is an unusual situation in plasticity. The general kinematic relations for the bulk diffusion 
and surface diffusion is given in Section 3. In the central Section 4 the closed system of 
equations of diffusional creep is developed from thermodynamic considerations. The linear 
version of the general theory is presented in Section 5. In the rest of the paper a linear theory 
of bulk diffusional creep is studied which aims to derive macroscopic laws for grain structure 
starting from a micromodel. This is referred to as a homogenization problem. In Section 6 
the formulation of the homogenization problem is given for a particular case of periodic grain 
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structure. The theorem of uniqueness of the solution is proved, which is evidence for the 
correctness of the basic equations. In Section 7 the general type of macroscopic constitutive 
relations is established. Secondary creep is considered in Section 8. It is proved,that under 
constant loads the transient solution tends to a steady state solution,and the closed system 
of equations is found which allows one to find the macrocharacteristics of the secondary creep 
without "tracing" the transient solution. A numerical example of the solution of this system 
is presented in Section 9. A dimensional analysis of the equations and numerical modeling 
of the transient process are discussed in Section 10. 

2 Micromechanics of Bulk Diffusional Creep: A Log
ical Skeleton of the Theory. 

The logical structure of the theory is especially simple in the case of bulk diffusional creep, 
and before going to a detailed discussion, we outline it briefly. 

The key point of the bulk diffusional creep is that plastic strains ,d~) are compatible: 

there exist plastic displacement wfp) such that (in the linear case) 

e~J?) = - __ t_ + __ J_ 1 (OW(p) OW\P)) 
1.) 2 OXj OXi 

(2.1) 

Here and in the following, small Latin indices run through values 1, 2, 3 and correspond to 
projections on the Cartesian axis of the observer frame; Xi are the observer coordinates. 

The compatibility of plastic deformation is a pure kinematical hypothesis. It aims to 
model the process of deformation shown schematically in Fig. 2e. 

In contrast to a general creep theory where six additional equations are to be given for 
six unknown functions e;j), in bulk diffusional creep one has to give only three additional 

equations for w;P). 

It is clear that the plastic rate w;p) should be related to vacancy motion. Some kinematical 
and thermodynamical consideration shows that the corresponding relation (in its simplest 
version) is 

(2.2) 

where cis vacancy concentration, dot denotes time derivative and D is the diffusion coeffi
cient. 

Equation (2.2) reduces the number of closing equations to one: an equation for vacancy 
concentration c. This last equation is the diffusion equation for c 

oc 
-=D~c at 
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Equations (2.1) - (2.3) should be complemented by the usual equations of elasticity and 
provided with the boundary conditions. 

Now we proceed to detailed considerations. 

3 Continuum Kinematics. 

We are going to model in terms of continuum mechanics the following physical phenomenon. 
If an external load is applied to an atomic lattice containing a cloud of vacancies, vacancies 
migrate in some preferred direction. The motion of vacancies causes the motion of atoms in 
the opposite direction. The motion of atoms is perceived by an observer as an irreversible 
plastic deformation of the material. Our first step is to establish a kinematical relation which 
relates the motion of vacancies to the motion of the material. 

We model the motion of vacancies and material by two continua with velocities ui and 
vi correspondingly. We assume that vacancies are not created inside the material and can 
come only from the boundary. Then, as we shall argue, 

(3.1) 

where vie) is an "elastic" velocity. If the elastic velocity vie) is zero, the relation (3.1) expresses 
velocity of material (atoms) vi in terms of velocity of vacancies ui and vacancy concentration 
c. 

Usually, vacancy concentration is negligible in comparison to unity. Nevertheless, we 
keep the factor (1- c) until the final calculations in order to underline the physical origin of 
various terms. 

Equation (3.1) is a postulate which is motivated by the following reasons. 
Consider a piece of crystal lattice, a "representative volume of material," and think of vi 

as the average velocity of all the atoms of this piece 

(3.2) 

where Na is the number of atoms, vf is the velocity of the a -th atom, and the sum is taken 
over all of atoms of the piece. Similarly, velocity of vacancies is the average value of velocities 
of all vacancies: 

(3.3) 

Here Nv is the number of vacancies and uf is the velocity of the n-th vacancy. Volume 
average velocity iii is, by definition, 

(3.4) 
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where N is the total number of lattice sites 

It follows from (3.2) - (3.5) that 

where the volume fraction of vacancies c is, by definition, 

Nv 
c=-

N 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Relation (3.6) holds for a mixture of any two substances. Now we must express in some 
way the fact that we are dealing with diffusion of vacancies. We may assume that in the 
process of position exchange between an atom and a vacancy the velocities of the atom and 
the vacancy are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. Therefore, in accordance with 
(3.4), i\ = 0. Then (3.6) links the velocities of atoms and vacancies. It is clear that atoms 
and vacancies might have another common additional velocity. Then vi is not zero but equal 
to this additional velocity. The additional velocity is not related to the process of vacancy 
diffusion or irreversible deformation. We identify this velocity with "elastic" velocity and 
denote it by vie). Then (3.6) takes the form (3.1 ). 

Note that the term "elastic" velocity is not quite exact. If one defines elasticity as 
that part of deformation which disappears after unloading then velocity v~e) might have a 
contribution form a plastic rigid motion, a motion of the monocrystal after unloading as a 
rigid body. However, we take some liberty in terminology to simplify the notations and use 
the term elastic velocity for the sum of the "real" elastic velocity and plastic velocity of rigid 
motion. 

The flux of vacancies relative to material Ji is given by 

(3.8) 

In accordance with (3.1) and (3.8) material velocity vi can be expressed in terms of elastic 
velocity and vacancy flux as 

(e) 1 
v· =V· ---J· 

1 1 1 _c1 (3.9) 

This is a key kinematical relation. 
Since vacancies can be generated only on the boundary, vacancy concentration obeys the 

conservation law 
ac + acui = 0 
at axi 

(3.10) 

Equations (3.1), (3.8) - (3.10) form the basic kinematical relations of bulk diffusional 
creep. Now we are going to incorporate into this picture the surface diffusion. 
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Consider a grain in a polycrystal. It occupies a region V. Region V depends on time. 
Imagine that at an initial instance t0 we cut the grain out of the polycrystal and unload it. 
The grain occupies some region V0 in unloaded state. We refer both regions to some Cartesian 
coordinates xi. Besides, we introduce in the region V0 some coordinates curvilinear in general, 
~a, which, in a "usual" situation, play the role of Lagrangian coordinates. Indices a, b, c run 
through values 1, 2, 3 and correspond to projections on the axis ~a. 

There is one-to-one correspondence between observer's coordinates xi and coordinates ~a 

(3.11) 

Without loss of generality mapping (3.11) may be identical, however, it is convenient to 
leave it without specifications because coordinates xi and ~a obey to different groups of 
transformations [27). This is why we use another group of Latin indices, a, b, c, in the 
notation for Lagrangian coordinates. 

At each moment of timet, there is mapping of region V0 to region V 

(3.12) 

If this mapping is a diffeomorphism then ~a are Lagrangian coordinates. In this case, if a 
point ~a lies on the boundary 8V0 of the region V0 , its image is on the boundary 8V of the 
region V for all instants t. Velocity is defined as velocity of the particle ~a: vi= oxi (~a, t) jat. 
This is a classical kinematical scheme of continuum mechanics (see, for example, [25, 26, 27]). 
As one sees from Fig. 5, this is not the case for boundary diffusion creep, and we have to 
change the kinematical scheme. We introduce as a "primary" kinematical object the region V 
which is changed in time. In this region two velocity fields, material velocity vi and vacancy 
velocity ui are defined. If mapping (3.12) were a diffeomorphism and vi = axi (~a, t) ;at, 
then the normal velocity of the boundary surface avis equal to vini· In the case of boundary 
diffusion these velocities are different. We denote the difference by u: 

(3.13) 

Velocity u is caused by the material flow over the boundary. It appears as an additional 
independent kinematical characteristics. However, a "more fundamental" characteristics 
might be introduced as primary characteristics of boundary diffusion: boundary mass flux 
Jo.. Boundary mass flux is defined in the following way. Mass of material is conserved in 
the boundary flow, therefore, a law of conservation of mass should exist. Denote by Jo. the 
vector of mass flow on the surface. Greek indices run through values 1, 2 and correspond 
to projections on the boundary surface. If 1 is a curve on the boundary and V0 is the unit 
normal vector to 1 at a point P, then the scalar J0 v0 l:ls means the mass flow through the 
arc of 1 of the length l:ls at the point P. Let p be the mass density of material. Then the 
law of conservation of mass has the form 

(3.14) 
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where \7 a: is the covariant derivative on the surface av. 
1\tfass density obeys also the law of conservation of mass inside the region V 

ap apvi = 
0 at+ axi (3.15) 

Equations (3.14), (3.15) and (3.13) provide the conservation of mass in volume V 

a I 3 I a p 3 I 2 I apvi 3 I 2 at pd X= at d X+ PVboundaryd X= - axi d X+ PVbou.ndaryd X 
V(t) v av v av 

= I P ( Vboundary- vini) d2x = I pud2x = I \7 0 J 0 d2x = 0 
av av av 

It is natural to consider Ja: as primary characteristics of boundary diffusion, then velocity 
u is determined by equation (3.14). 

Now we come to the point where we have to introduce displacements. It is natural to 
define a field of elastic displacements wie) (t, x) which has the domain V(t). Vector wle) (t, x) 
means the displacement of a crystal from the imaginary unloaded state to the actual state 
V(t). If there are no plastic strains, the displacement wie)(t, x) relates to velocity by the 
formula 

a (e) a (e) 
Wi (e) Wi (e) 

--+vk --=V· 
at axk 1 

Equation (3.16) can be rewritten as 

( 
a (e)) a (e) 

fl-~ v(e) = ~ 
l axk k at 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

The latter relation can be considered as a system of linear equations with respect to velocity 
Vke), if the displacement field is known. We keep formulas (3.16), (3.17) as the definition 
of the vector of elastic displacements if velocity Vke) is considered as a primary quantity. 
Remember that, by our convention, plastic (and, hence, elastic) deformations are consistent 
for diffusional creep and a vector of elastic displacements exists. 

4 Thermodynamics of Diffusional Creep. 

We derive the basic equations of diffusional creep following the usual thermodynamical ap
proach: we assume an expression for free energy of the material and construct the equations 
in a way to warrant the negativity of the time derivatives of free energy. 

The free energy F of a polycrystal has, by our assumption, an energy density per unit 
volume F: 

( 4.1) 
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We accept that energy density F is a function of the gradient of elastic displacement w}1 
a (e) I · (= wi ;axi), vacancy concentration c and temperature T: 

(4.2) 

Temperature Tis maintained constant. 
Note that the assumption (4.2) taken together with the definition of elastic displacements 

(3.16) extracts a special class of models. For example, if elastic displacement is defined, 
instead of (3.16), by the formula 

a (e) a (e) 
Wi Wi (e) --+ Vk--=V· at axk t 

(4.3) 

which may have some virtue, we would arrive at a class of models which differs from the one 
under consideration in the nonlinear case. 

Let us find the time derivative of free energy. We assume first that region V ( t) is occupied 
by a crystal and all fields are smooth inside V. We have 

d:F I ( aF a (e) aF fJc) 3 I ( i ) 2 
dt = a ~eJ axj Wi,t + ac at d x+ V ni + U d X 

v wt,J av 
(4.4) 

After substituting in (4.4) the expression for acfat from (3.10) and integration by parts we 
obtain 

d:F =I [- (.!.__ aF ) ("'· - ~e)) (e)m ( (e)i Ji) ~ aF] d3 
d a ( \ Utm Wt k V + CV + a . a X+ t Xk a e) ' X 1 C v wi,k 

I [ aF n. (8· - w~e)) v(e)k- aF (cv(e)i + Ji) n· + F (vin· + u)] d2x (4.5) 
a ~ e! J tk t,k ac t t 

av wt,J 

Here we expressed also aw}e)/at in terms of elastic velocity from (3.17). 

For further transformations we need an identity (27] 

( 
a aF ) ( (e)) a ( aF ( (e)) k) aF ac 

axk aw~e) oim - wi,m = axk aw~e) oim - wi,m + F8m - ac axm 
t,k t,m 

(4.6) 

This identify can be checked by direct inspection. Using ( 4.6) and (3.9) we can rewrite ( 4.5) 
in the form 

d:F I ( aukm ( ) . a a F) 3 I ( . . (e) (aF F ) . ) 2 - = ---v e + Jt-.- d X+ (}'1Jn·V· - - + -- Jtni + Fu d X 
dt axk m axt ac J t ac 1 - c 

v av 
(4.7) 
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Here we introduced a notation 

(4.8) 

It is seen from this expression that a1 have the sense of components of a stress tensor. 
Assume that Ji do not depend on v~). Since af. do not depend on v~) as well, and v~) can 

be chosen arbitrarily, ( 4. 7) can comply with negativity of dFfdt if and only if the equilibrium 
equations hold 

(4.9) 

The simplest expression for the vacancy flux which does not contradict the negativity of 
dFfdt is 

(4.10) 

where DiJ is a positive tensor. 
Consider now the boundary terms. Let V be a polycrystal. Denote by ~ the grain 

boundary surface. Then the surface terms in dFfdt take the form 

j ( [uiivj•> - 0:: + 
1 
~ /i] n1 + [Fu]) d2x ( 4.11) 

L: 

where for any quantity A the symbol [A] means the difference of A at two sides of the surface 
~. 

Let us present the surface force ai1n1 as a sum of normal force annni (ann= aiJnin1) and 
tangent traction. Similarly, v~e) is the sum of the normal velocity v~e)ni ( v~e) = v~e)ni) and 
the tangent velocity. Then 

(Greek indices a, {3, r run through values 1, 2 and correspond to projection on the tangent 
plane to~. Using also (3.9) we rewrite (4.11) in the form 

j ( [u"iv):>] n1 + [unn (vn + u)] + [ ( 
17~n ~cF - 0::) Ji] nj- [(unn- F) u] d2x) (4.12) 

E 

It is natural to require continuity of the total normal velocity of the adjacent grains 

[vn + u] = 0 (4.13) 
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Since ann (as well as o·ther "generalized forces" in ( 4.12)) does not depend on velocity, it is 
necessary that ann be continuous: 

(4.14) 

The normal vacancy flux Jini can be arbitrary, and vacancies on two sides of the grain 
boundary seem to be produced at independent rates. Therefore, it is natural to accept that 
the corresponding coefficient at Jini in ( 4.12) are zeros: at both sides of the boundary surface 

ann- F _ BF = O 
1- c Be 

( 4.15) 

In accordance with (3.14), the last term in (4.12) can be written as 

j [(unn- F) u] d2x = j [ CTnn p- F V' ,J"] d2x =- j [J"V'" CTnn p- F] d2x ( 4.16) 

E E E 
Here we integrated by part and dropped the term on the polycrystal boundary. Finally, 

~ = j Ji 8~/:; d3x + j (lu"ivi•lj n;- [J"V'" CTnn P- F])d2x 
v av 

( 4.17) 

There are different models which obey the negativity of ( 4.17). The most plausible version 
is based on the assumptions that a 0 Jnj are continuous and surface fluxes of material ] 0 are 
independent on both sides of 1:. Then, neglecting reciprocal effects, one can put 

( 4.18) 

( 4.19) 

Note that, in contrast to ann, the energy density is not continuous on 1:, therefore material 
fluxes ] 0 are different on the two sides of 1:. However, this a nonlinear effect. 

The equations derived in this section close the system of equations of diffusional creep. 

5 Linearized theory. 

In the linear case the system of equations is simplified greatly. First of all, in this case 
one can neglect the changes of region V in the process of deformation. Second, kinematical 
relations take a simple form 

~ {e) 
(e) uwi 

Vi = ~ = Vi + CUi 

V .- v(e)- 1· 
l - i ' 
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ac + aJi = 0 
at axi 
pu = v o.JO. 

Third, energy density is a quadratic function of elastic strains 

(e) - 1f wi wi (a (e) a (e)) 

ciJ' - 2 -a . +-a . ' xJ xt 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

and the deviation s = c- C0 of vacancy concentration from its equilibrium value c0 (for 
brevity from now on the functions will be referred to as vacancy concentration) 

F = ~Aijkee-~:)e-k(e) + ~As2 +function ofT 
2 tJ e 2 (5.6) 

Here Aijke are Young moduli while A is an additional material constant. From some statis
tical reasoning [5] 

(5.7) 

where m is the mass of one atom, Po is the mass density of an ideal lattice. In (5.6) we 
neglect an interaction term Aiic~;) (c- c0 ). 

In accordance with ( 4.8), the stress tensor aii in the linear theory has the form 

It obeys the equilibrium equations 

Vacancy flux Ji is given by (4.10) 

Ji = -ADii as_ 
axJ 

Therefore, equation (5.3) transforms to the usual diffusion equation 

We assume that diffusion constants obey the positive definiteness condition 

Dii ~i~j 2:: D~i~i for V ~i~i > 0. 

On the grain boundary we have from (4.13), (4.14), (4.15), (4.18) and (4.19) 

[vn] = 0 
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(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 



fJ nn = As at each side of grain boundary 

a. a w/3 [a (e)] 
(j Jni = -J.L 13 Tt 

da{J 
Ja = -\7 [3fJnn at each side of the grain boundary 

p 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

It follows from (5.4) and (5.17) that the law of growth of grain boundaries due to boundary 
diffusion 

da{J 
pu = \1 {3-\7 afJnn 

p 

Equations (5.1) - (5.18) form a closed system of equations of diffusional creep. 

6 Homogenization Problem. 

(5.18) 

From now on we shall consider a special case of the linearized theory, formulated in Section 
5, when there is no boundary diffusion and hence the only irreversible deformation is due to 
the bulk vacancy diffusion. Formally this means that coefficients da/3 in ( 4.19) are supposed 
to be zero, which eliminates equations (5.17), (5.4) and (5.18) from the system (5.1)- (5.18). 

Further we assume that constants J.La/3 in boundary conditions (5.16) are zero, which 
neglects the tangent stresses at the grain boundary: 

fJaj nj = 0 at each side of grain boundary (6.1) 

This is equivalent to an additional assumption that the process of shear stress relaxation 
at the grain boundaries is much faster than the bulk diffusion process and is completed 
immediately after the load is applied, so that the adjacent grains can slide without resistance 
along their common boundary. 

In the absence of the boundary diffusion the deformation of the region \lis described by 
the displacement field wi (xi, t), defined in V and related to the velocity vi by the formula 

(6.2) 

We introduce also the plastic displacements, which are determined by the flux Ji by 
means of the relation 

wip) (x, t) = -Ji (x, t) X E V (6.3) 

Then the displacements wi are the sum of the elastic and plastic displacements 

w. = w~e) + w~p) 
• t t ' 

(6.4) 
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a. Rectangular Microstructure. b. Honycomb Microstructure. 

Figure 6: Microstructures. 

Similarly for the strains: 

(6.5) 

Instead of (5.13), the continuity condition of normal displacement will be employed 

(6.6) 

Condition (5.13) follows from (6.6) but not vise versa. The difference is that (6.6) excludes 
the possibility that the normal displacements are discontinuous at the moment t = 0 when 
the load is applied. 

It is also necessary to complement the equations above with initial conditions for vacancy 
concentration and plastic displacements: 

s (x, t) = 0, x E V, t = 0, 

w (p) (X) t) = 0, X E V, t = 0. 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

The closed system of equations in the case considered in the absence of boundary diffusion 
and with zero boundary shear stresses, consists of the equations: (5.5), (5.8)- (5.11), (5.14), 
(5.15), (6.1), (6.3) - (6.8). 

Consider a polycrystalline body containing a huge number of grains. We are going to 
derive a theory for predicting the mechanical behavior of the body. The experience gained in 
averaging of random structures shows that most results for bodies with random and periodic 
structures are qualitatively similar. (See, for example, (27)). Therefore we consider a body 
with a periodic microstructure (Fig. 6) loaded with some constant or variable traction. The 
problem is to find microfields of elastic and plastic deformations and macroscopic constitutive 
equations. 
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Figure 7: Hexagonal structure. The translation vectors mapping the corresponding parts of 
the cell boundaries, shown by arrows. 

For simplicity and consistency with the performed numerical modeling, only the 2-D plane 
strain case of regular hexagonal periodical microstructure (Fig. 6, b)). will be considered. 
The reason is that with boundary condition (6.1) not all microstructures can withstand the 
instantaneous application of the external traction. For example, the rectangular microstruc
ture (Fig. 6, a)) can not be loaded by shear stresses, applied parallel to the grain boundaries. 
In other words, any macrodeformation of the structure should be the result of the applica
tion of macrostresses. Here we decided to use one structure which possesses the necessary 
properties rather than to formulate general restrictions on the grain geometry, which can be 
solved in 2-D as well as in the 3-D case. An accurate formulation of that property will be 
done at the end of this Section after the formulation of the homogenization problem. 

We consider the asymptotical statement of the homogenization problem when the period 
of the microstructure L tends to zero, and averaged equations are the corresponding limit 
equations (see, for example, [27]). 

Before presenting the results, some description of the periodic structure is to be done. 
We assume that the grains coincide with the cells of the periodic structure. Let w+ be an 

arbitrary cell, and t: be half the distance between the opposite hexagon edges, which will be 
taken for the characteristic size of the grain. The boundary aw+ of the cell w+ is comprised 
of three pairs of lines S1, S~, S2 , S~, S3 , S~ such that for every line Sa:, there exists a 
translation la: E G, mapping Sa: onto S~. This notation is explained on Fig. 7. 

The periodical regular hexagonal grain structure M is obtained by translation of that 
cell by all elements of translation symmetry group, generated by vectors l 1 and l 2

: 

(6.9) 
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For l E G we denote by w ( l) the image of the cell w+ under the translation l. Different 
cells w ( l ) may have in common the boundary points only, and the union of the cells covers 
the whole plane. Obviously, the translation -lo: maps S~ onto S0 . Thus the periodic 
structure induces the certain mapping of the cell boundary a w+ ~ a w+' which will be 
used for the formulation of the boundary conditions. For every point x E a w+ we denote by 
l ( x) the corresponding translation vector. The points x and x' = x + l ( x) will be referred 
to as the corresponding points. Note that l (x) is constant within each line S0 , S~. 

The unit normal n to the cell boundary is assumed to be directed outward from the cell, 
therefore at the corresponding points x and x' we have 

n(x)+n(x')=O, l(x)=-2c:n(x). (6.10) 

Let f ( x) be an arbitrary function, which is continuous within each grain, but may be 
discontinuous at the grain boundaries. Function f ( x) is called periodic if 

f (x + l) = f (x) for any x E w+ and for any l E G. (6.11) 

Here w+ is the interior of a cell w+. 
If function f ( x) is known within any cell, it can be extended to the whole space by the 

formula ( 6.11). From now on the term "periodic function" will be used in the sense of the 
above definition, unless otherwise is explicitly indicated. 

Denote by w- the cell, such that Si = w+ n w-. It follows from ( 6.11) and the definition 
of the corresponding points that 

[f) = j+ - f- :::: f (x+, t) - f (X-, t) = f (x, t) - f (x', t) for X E Si. (6.12) 

Thus, for periodic functions the discontinuity conditions can be expressed in terms of 
function values within one cell, which allows us to formulate the cell problem. Instead of 
applying the formal procedure of homogenization (see, for example, [27]) we use here an 
"intuitive" approach, which is easier to implement. Of course, it gives the some results as 
the general approach. 

Averaged constitutive equations by their physical sense relate a macroscopically homoge
neous deformation of a "large" (compared with grain size E ) specimen to averaged stresses. 
Instead of "large" specimen we consider the whole plane loaded by stress a-iJ (t) at infin
ity. One has to find microstresses in periodic structure and macrostrains liJ (t). One may 
prescribe at infinity macrostrains eii (t) as functions of time; then macrostresses a-ij (t) and 
microdeformations in periodic structure should be found. For definiteness, we consider the 
case of given macrostresses. 

If there were no grain boundaries, the homogeneous plane deformation history would be 
generated by the displacement field 

(6.13) 
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The grain structure results in additional periodic displacements wi (X' t)' so that total 
displacements are given by the sum 

(6.14) 

Since the first term in (6.14) is obviously continuous over space coordinates, it follows 
from (6.6) and (6.12) that the field Wi (x, t) satisfies the condition 

Wn (x, t) + Wn (x', t) = 0 for X E aw+ ::} Wn (x, t) + Wn (x', t) = 0. (6.15) 

The vacancy concentrations is a periodic function. With (6.12) taken into account, equations 
(5.14) and (5.15) link the normal stress values and vacancy concentration at the correspond
ing points of the boundary: 

O"nn (x, t) - O"nn (x', t) for X E 8w+, 

s (x, t) - s (x', t) for X E 8w+. 

The macrostresses, or averaged stresses, are defined by formula 

a-iJ (t) = I~+ I j uiJ (x, t) d2x 
w+ 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

The full set of equations is as follows: (5.5), (5.8) - (5.11), (5.14), (5.15), (6.1) (6.3) -
(6.5), (6.14) - (6.18). For further references that system of equations is referred to system 
P. Initial conditions for the system Pare (6.7) and (6.8). It is implied that all equations 
included in system P and initial conditions should be satisfied in the cell w+. 

Now we are going to show, that the chosen microstructure can not be subjected to 
instantaneous macrodeformation, if stresses are zero. With zero stresses and zero vacancy 
concentration s, the elastic strain coincides with the total strain and is equal to zero, hence 
the displacement field Wi within cell w+ is rigid body motion: 

(6.19) 

Relation (6.19) allows us to express the displacement Wi in terms of macrostrains and 
rigid body motion: 

wi = -EijXj + AeijXj + ai. (6.20) 

Inserting (6.20) into the continuity condition (6.15) yields 
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= ( -tii + -\eii) (xi- x'i) ni (x) =- ( -tii + ,\eii) zi (x) ni (x) = 

= tiizi (x) ni (x)- eiili (x) ni (x) = 

(6.21) 

The vector product n 0 l in (6.21) vanishes because these vectors are collinear at each 
boundary point (See (6.10)). Since normal is constant along each edge of the hexagon, (6.21) 
provides three homogeneous linear equations with respect to three macrostrain components 
tii· A direct check shows that its determinant is not zero, which implies that all macrostrains 
have to be zero. 

Let R be the set of periodic displacement fields l/i, defined at the cell w+ by formula for 
rigid body motion 

(6.22) 

and extended to the whole plane by the periodicity condition (6.11). Under the displacement 
Vi each cell shifts by the constant vector ai and rotates around its center by the angle -\. It 
follows from(6.19)- (6.21) that any such a field satisfies the continuity condition (6.15) and 
does not produce macrodeformation. Fig. 9 illustrates the movement of the cells. The holes 
that one can see at the corners of the hexagons, are a second order effect and is ignored by 
the small deflection theory used here. 

Theorem 1. Consider the solution of the system P with initial conditions (6.7) and (6.8). 
Macrostresses a-ii ( t) are given functions of time. The total and elastic displacements of this 
solution are defined with the accuracy of the arbitrary displacement field from set R. All 
the other components of the solution, such as vacancy concentration, plastic displacements 
and strains, elastic strains, macrostrains and stresses are uniquely defined. 

Proof Introduce the notations 

I (t) = ~ J As2d2x + ~ [e:(e), e(e)] , 
w+ 

(6.23) 

Since the system P is linear, it is sufficient to prove, that if macrostresses are zero, then 
the system P with initial conditions (6. 7) and (6.8) has only zero solution for all components 
with the exception of displacements, which belong to the set R. At the initial moment t = 0 
the plastic displacement is zero because of (6.8), the displacements coincide with the elastic 
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displacements and since the macrostresses are zero, the macrostrains are also zero at the 
moment t = 0. Hence 

I (0) = 0. (6.24) 

Using inequality (C.6) fort* = 0 from Appendix C, we know that functional I (t) is zero 
for t ~ 0. Hence 

s (t) = 0, d;) = 0 t ~ 0 =* aij = 0, c~j) = 0. (6.25) 

Hence the displacement of the cell is rigid body motion, given by the formula (6.19). It 
was proved above that, in order to satisfy the continuity condition (6.15), the macrostrains 
have to be zero. The uniqueness theorem is proved. 

Remark 1. Let us consider the loading case when the non-zero macrostresses are applied 
only at some time interval [0, t*], and were removed afterwards. Then from inequality ( C.6) 
we conclude that vacancy concentration s and elastic strains c-;;) exponentially tend to zero: 
hence the stresses also tend to zero. In other words, after unloading the residual stresses are 
relaxing to zero exponentially with respect to time. 

We conclude this Section with the presentation of averaged stresses in terms of values of 
normal microstresses at the grain boundary (See Appendix B): 

-ij E J i jd a = lw+l O"nnn n x. 
a;;;+ 

(6.26) 

Relation (6.26) is valid for an arbitrary stress field satisfying equilibrium equations (5.9) and 
boundary conditions (6.1) , (6.16). With (5.15) taken into account, the averaged stresses 
can be expressed in terms of the values of vacancy concentration at the grain boundary: 

.. At J .. 
a-~1 = jw+ I s n" n1 dx. 

aw+ 

(6.27) 

It can be checked (See Appendix B) that for arbitrary constant C, the follo,ving identity 
holds 

C8ii = lwt+i j Cn; nidx. 
aw+ 

(6.28) 

It follows from (6.28) and (6.27), that if vacancy concentration is constant over the grain 
boundary then the corresponding macrostress tensor is spherical and the plane is under 
hydrostatic compression or tension. 

7 Boltzman Superposition Principle and Macroequa
tions. 

As has already been stated above, the macromodel should provide the relations between 
macros tresses and macrostrains a-iJ ( t) and lij ( t). It seems almost obvious, that any parabolic 
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type linear system such as P satisfies the Boltzman superposition principle and hence the 
stress-strain relation would involve an integral operator. 

Let us first assume that at t = 0 the unit tension along axis x 1 is instantaneously applied 
to the polycrystal and remains unchanged for t > 0. Then the only non-zero stress component 
is all (t) = 1. Denote by N (t) the solution of system P with initial conditions (6.7) and 
(6.8), corresponding to load case under consideration: 

_ - i · (e) (p) N (t) - {Eij (t), 0" J (·, t), Eij (·, t), Eij (·, t), Eij (·, t), 
S (·, t), Wi (·, t), Wi (·, t), W~e) (·, t) wr) (·, t)}. (7.1) 

Solution N(t) is defined only for t 2: 0. Let us formally define it for t < 0: 

N ( t) = 0 for t < 0. (7.2) 

If the same tension all (t) = 1 is applied at some time t 1 > 0, then the solution is obviously 
equal to N(t-tt) fort 2:0. Let us stress that N(t-tt) = 0 fort< t 1 because of the definition 
(7.2). 

The next step is to consider the load history, when at discrete moments ti = ill, i = 
1, 2, ... , k tension increments dall (tt), da 11 (t2), ..• , da 11 (tk) are applied. Then at any 
particular timet, tm < t < tm+ll the total tension a11 (ti) is given by the formula 

m 

0'11 (t) = l:da11 (ti), (7.3) 
i=l 

and the solution is given by the sum 
m 

L da11 (ti)N (t- ti). (7.4) 
i=l 

Extension of the formula (7.4) to a continuous loading process provides the following 
formula for the solution: 

t 

j all (~) N ( t - ~) d~. (7.5) 
0 

Let us denote by R;,j,kt ( t) the macrostrain tii ( t) corresponding to the application of the 
macrostress a-kt(t) = 1, t > 0. The values Rij,kt(t) at t = 0 are components of the tensor of 
elastic compliances of a polycrystal. Because of that it is convenient to decompose Rij,kt(t) 
into the sum 

R;,i,kt(t) = Rij,kt(O) + Kij,kt(t), Kij,kt(O) = 0 (7.6) 

By its mechanical sense the function Kij,kt(t) is the tii creep strain component caused by 
constant load a-kt(t) = 1, while the other macrostress components are equal to zero. Then 
for an arbitrary loading process the following holds: 
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t 
= ~j,kt (0) a-kt (t) + f 8Kii·~~(t-0 a-kt (~) d~ 

0 
(7.7) 

Equations of the type (7. 7) are widely used for creep modeling of polymers and concrete. 
So we arrive at the conclusion: in order to find macrostrains, caused by an arbitrary load

ing process, it is necessary and sufficient to know instantaneous elastic moduli tensor ~j,kt(O) 
and creep tensor Kij,kt(t), which components are creep strains caused by the corresponding 
constant macrostresses. Thus, in numerical modeling or experiment one may consider only 
loading cases when constant load is instantaneously applied to the body and remains un
changed. This is nothing else but the classical experiment to find the creep property of a 
material. 

Inversion of (7. 7) renders 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

Here Qij,kt ( t) is the macrostress component a~ ( t) caused by the instantaneous application 
of a macrostrain Ekt(t) = 1, while all the other macrostrain components are equal to zero. 
The tensor Qij,kt ( 0) is the elastic moduli tensor of the polycrystal. 

It is worth mentioning that creep curves Kij,kt(t) for small values oft have an asymptotic 
behavior 

8Kij,kt (t) ~ t_ 112 
8t 

and hence the creep rate tends to infinity as t- 112 when t tends to zero: 

t.. (t) ~ t- 1/ 2 t -+ 0 lJ l 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

An important feature of the constitutive equations (7. 7), (7.8) is that these relations are 
not local: there is a memory of the history of the process. This means that local theories of 
primary creep are not adequate at least in the case of bulk diffusional creep. 

8 Secondary creep 

Generally speaking, the macroscopic constitutive equations are given by the integral opera
tors (7.7) or (7.8). However, for "slow" loading processes and a developed creep it is possible 
to use as an approximation the creep law 

=- E -tkl Eij = ijkl a , (8.1) 
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or 
- fij ijkl :. a = e Ekl· (8.2) 

Also the incompressibility condition is imposed 

(8.3) 

which reflects the physically obvious fact that there is no volume change from bulk vacancy 
diffusion. A tensor eiikl is the inverse tensor to Eijkl· 

The macrocharacteristics of the secondary creep Eiikl are the limits of the creep rates 
i<iikl ( t) when t -7 oo. The fact that under constant applied macrostresses the creep rates 
tend to some constants when t -7 oo will be formulated and justified below and constitutes 
the basis of the approximation (8.1) - (8.3). 

We start from formal description of how to compute the constants involved in the sec
ondary creep law (8.2). It turns out that they may be found from the following variational 
principle. 

Let €ii be an arbitrary constant macroscopic creep rates, satisfying the incompressibility 
condition (8.3). Denote by J (s) the following functional of functions (x) 

(8.4) 

Here the notation (6.23) is used. Consider the minimization problem 

J (s) -7 min . 
s 

(8.5) 

Minimum is sought on the set of all functions s obeying the constraints (6.17). It follows 
from (6.28) and (8.3) that the term linear with respect to s in (8.4) is zero for s = canst, 
hence the solution s* of the problem is determined up to an arbitrary constant. vVe fix this 
constant by the condition 

j s* (x) nknk dx = 0. 

ow+ 

(8.6) 

The necessary and sufficient condition of the minimum is the following identity, which should 
hold for every function satisfying the condition (6.17) 

[Vs*, Vs] = € J tijninisdx for \:1 s: s (x) = s (x')' X E aw+. (8.7) 
ow+ 

The differential form of the problem (8.5) is derived from (8.7) : 

~ADii as_= 0 
8xt 8xJ 

x E w+, (8.8) 
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X E 8w+, 

J (x) = - ADij as( X) n· (x) X E aw+. 
n - 8xJ t (8.9) 

After the solutions* of the variational problem (8.4), (6.17), (8.5), (8.6) is found, the 
deviator of macrostresses is defined by the formula (6.27) which takes the form 

(8.10) 

Macrostresses ulii are deviatoric because of condition (8.6) since 

(8.11) 

The solutions* depends linearly on the parameters Eij· Hence by putting this solution into 
(8.10) one obtains macrostresses in terms of creep velocities Eij, i.e. the relation (8.2). In 
more detail, consider two solutions, corresponding to two linear independent loading cases: 

s12 = s21 corresponds to €12 = €21 = 1/2, ku = 0, €22 = 0, 
sll = -s22 corresponds to € 12 = €21 = 0, ku = -€22 = 1/2. 

Then the solution s* is the linear combination 

(8.12) 

(8.13) 

Substitution of (8.13) into (8.10) provides the formulas for the macrocharacteristics eiJkl: 

eijkl = ~~=I j (ski) ni nidx. 
aw+ 

(8.14) 

It is obvious that only two constants among eiikl are independent. 
So far it was shown how to find the deviator of macrostresses if macroscopic constant 

incompressible creep rates are given. Let us prove that the secondary creep law is reversible. 
Multiplying (8.10) by kiJ we obtain after summation over repeated indices and using (8.7): 

-liJ ~ Ac j * ~ i id A [M * M *] 
a Eij = lw+ I s Eijn n x = lw+ I v s , v s . 

aw+ 

(8.15) 
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The left hand side of the relation (8.15) is zero if and only if all creep rates Eij = 0, which 
means that the matrix of the quadric form Eij = eijkttijEkt is positive definite, hence the law 
(8.2) may be inverted. 

Now we can describe how to find creep rates and vacancy concentration for secondary 
creep. Let macrostresses o-Dii be given constants. First the deviator of tensor u0ii should be 
calculated 

(8.16) 

Then the creep rates koij are found satisfying the creep law (8.1) - (8.3). The vacancy 
concentration s0 is the sum of the constant p and the solution of the variational problem 
(8.5), corresponding to creep rates t}j: 

(8.17) 

The last step to define the microcharacteristics of the secondary creep is to determine 
the elastic strains and stresses within the cell w+. The normal stresses at the cell boundary 
are determined from ( {ref5.12), since the vacancy concentration s0 is found: 

O"nn (x) = As0 (x)' X E aw+. (8.18) 

Formulas (6.1) and (8.18) define surface tractions at the grain boundary. 
Thus the elastic displacements, elastic strains and stresses inside the cell may be found 

from the solution of the elasticity problem (5.5), (5.8), (5.9), (6.1) and (8.18), if the principal 
vector and moment produced by surface tractions are zero, which they are as is sho\vn in 
Appendix B. Denote this solution as w?(e), c:~Je), cr0ii. 

At this point all the characteristics of secondary creep are determined. 
Theorem 3. Under constant applied macrostresses o-Oij the solution of the system P with 

initial conditions (6.7), (6.8) reveals the following asymptotic behavior: 

O(e) ( ) 
--!> cij X , 

(8.19) 

Proof. It is shown in Lemma 2, Appendix C, that the difference between two arbitrary 
solutions of the system P, corresponding to the same loading process o-ii ( t), tends to zero 
in the following sense: 
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:..1 ( ) .:.2 cii t - cij (t) --. 0, 

1 (e) ( ) 2( e) ( ) cii x, t - cii x, t --. 0, 

cr1ii (x, t) - cr2ii (x, t) --. 0. (8.20) 

Let us stress that solutions need not satisfy initial conditions (6.7), (6.8) and need not have 
the same initial conditions. This means that if some particular solution of the system P 
is found, then any other solution tends to it, regardless of the initial conditions. Thus, to 
find the asymptotics of the solution of the problem it is sufficient to find some particular 
solution of the system P. We shall use upper case index "0" for all quantities related to this 
solution. This implies that the functions introduced above with the same index are part of 
this particular solution. 

Let us first define macrostrains as a constant strain rate process: 

d) :..0 
c· · (t) = c .t t) t) (8.21) 

Second, define the plastic displacement. Since the plastic displacement velocity is ex
pressed in terms of the vacancy concentration from (6.3), (5.10), the only freedom left is to 
define the plastic displacements at t = 0. We pose 

(8.22) 

Then 

w?(p) (x,t) = -w?<•l (x)- tJ? (x), J;0 = -ADii:;:, x E w+ x E w+. (8.23) 

Third, since the elastic and plastic displacements are defined over the cell, the additional 
displacement in the equation (6.14) ought to be as follows: 

W o ( ) _ :..o j 1o ( ) i x, t - -tcijx - t i x (8.24) 

To conclude the construction of the particular solution, it is necessary to check the continuity 
condition (6.15). It obviously holds at t = 0, and hence it is enough to check a second 
condition in (6.15) for t > 0. It follows from (8.9),(8.23) that 

(8.25) 

The theorem is proved. 
Remark 1. Let us normalize the diffusivity tensor: 

(8.26) 
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where D is some characteristic value of tensor Dii, and introduce dimensionless coordinates 

(8.27) 

which maps the cell w+ onto unit cell n. The functional (8.4) is transformed to 

1 I -. . a sa s 2 c2 I . . . 
J (s) = 2 DtJ 

0 
i() id y- AD eiintnJscfY. 

n Y Y an 
(8.28) 

Then secondary creep macrocharacteristics can be represented as follows: 

(8.29) 

where dimensionless constants e_iJkl and Eijkl depend on the constants fJii and the unit cell 
shape only. An important consequence is that secondary creep rates do not depend on the 
elastic properties and even on the value of the constant A. Elastic properties influence only 
stress microfields. 

9 Numerical Results for Secondary Creep 

For definiteness, it was assumed that grains are isotropic, and hence only four physical 
constants are needed: Young modulus E, Poison ratio v, the constant A in (5.15), diffusivity 
constant D in (8.26) (with fJii = oii), and the grain size E. 

Secondary Creep Rates. In creep, the periodic hexagonal structure behaves isotropically. 
Thus the creep law ( 8.1) contains just one macrocharacteristic - the viscosity J..L: 

-liJ" ~iJ" 
(J = J..LE • (9.1) 

The dimensional analysis of the cell problem shows that J..L depends on the grain size E and 
the diffusivity coefficient D only 

(9.2) 

where a is some constant.Numerical simulations give the following value of the constant a 
for the hexagonal structure 

a= 0.26 (9.3) 

Formulas (9.2), (9.3) inspire an assumption that a similar relation between macro- and 
microcharacteristics exists for the random structure as well, where E is the averaged grain 
size and D is the characteristic diffusion coefficient of monocrystals, while the coefficient a 
is of the order of unity. 
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Figure 8: Creep velocity distribution during the secondary creep 
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Microdeforrnation. The distribution of creep velocity over the cell in the regime of sec
ondary creep is shown in Fig. 8. The orientation of shear stress applied is given at the 
right top of Fig. 8. It is seen that there are three pairs of opposite cell sides with different 
properties. J\1aterial departs from one pair of sides and arrives at the other pair of sides. 
The remaining two sides consist of two pieces: material leaves one piece and arrives at the 
other one. 

10 Dimensional Analysis and Transition Time to Sec
ondary Creep. 

Let E be some characteristic value of tensor Aiikt. Similar to (8.26), normalize the tensor 
Aiikt using the value E: 

ijkt 

A-ijkt = ~ 
- E. (10.1) 

Let us assume that dimensionless parameters A ijkt and fJijkt remain unchanged in our 
analysis. Then a solution of the system P depends on four constants: ED, A (See (5.15)), 
and E - characteristic grain size. 

Our intent is to transform the system P to dimensionless form. In addition to dimension
less space coordinates yi (See (8.26)) introduce intrinsic time 1 and normalized displacements 
and flux: 

I = tAD. j' = !li_ 
~ 2 ' - ar, 

- 1 €2 w = lw W =.! W u,(e) = lw(e) u,(p) = lw(P) J~ = -E AD I., 
~ ' ~ ~ ' ~ ' . . 

(10.2) 

Vacancy concentration and strains need not to be normalized. Then system Pis reduced to 
the system P : 

(a -(e) a -(e)) 
~~) = 1t. __:!!!i__ ~ 

£lJ ;2 a . + a . , yJ yl 
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(10.3) 

(10.4) 

(10.5) 

(10.6) 

(10.7) 



ann= s, yEan 
a0 1n1 = 0 y E an 

;.. (p) -
wi (y,r) = -Ji (y,r) yEn 

wt· = w~e) + w~v) 
t t ' 

wi (y, r) = Eij (r) yi + Wi (y, r) 

Wn (y,r) + Wn (y',r) = 0 for yEan :=;. vVn (y,r) + Wn (y',r) = 0. 

ann (y, r) - ann (y', r) for yEan, 
S (y, T) - S (y', T) for y E an. 

(Jij (r) = 1~1 J aii (y, r) d2y 
n 

Initial conditions : 

S ( y, T) = 0, W (p) ( y, T) = 0, y E n, T = 0. 

(10.8) 

(10.9) 

(10.10) 

(10.11) 

(10.12) 

(10.13) 

(10.14) 

(10.15) 

( 10.16) 

(10.17) 

(10.18) 

We see that the only dimensionless parameter, e = E /A, remains in the equations. To 
get a feeling what may be the actual value of parameter e, let us consider copper at 1000 
K temperature. It is known that equilibrium value of vacancy concentration varies in broad 
range is Co rv 10-8 - 10-4 • Then it follows from (5. 7) that e rv 0.01 - 100. 

Let us study numerically how the solution depends on parameter e. For simplicity com
putations were done for the problem of compression of a single crystal by absolutely rigid 
frictionless pistons (see [4]). Region n is a square, the characteristic size is the distance from 
its center to the edges (See Fig. 10). Vertical crystal edges are free. For si1nplicity let us 
assume that the crystal is isotropic. Under this assumption the compression of the crystal 
will not result in piston rotation, and from symmetry considerations we may assume that 
the displacement of the cell center is zero. Let €( r) be the vertical displacement of the upper 
piston, which is the unknown function and which is analogous to the macrostrain in system 
P. The normal average stress a at the contact between the pistons and the crystal surfaces 
serve as an analog to the macrostresses. The piston is loaded by a constant force, such that 
the average stress is equal to -1. 

1 1 

lJ = ~ J 1In ( y1, 1, T) dy
1 = ~ J D"n ( yl, -1, T) dy

1 = -1, (10.19) 
-1 -1 
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e 0.1 1 10 
T 2.5 0.8 0.65 0.3 0.5 0.25 
£ 1.74 2 1.72 2 1.73 2 

Asymptotic Value of l = 1. 7 

Table 1: Stabilization of the creep rate for various values of parameter e. 

The system of equations of the problem of compression of a single crystal is the set (10.3) -
(10.12), (10.19), initial conditions (10.18) plus boundary conditions: 

(10.20) 

(10.21) 

The Theorems 1 - 3 can be proved for this problem as well. 
The steady state solution for secondary creep can be obtained in closed form: and the 

value of the steady state creep rate is k = 1. 7. Hence the analog of the formulas (9.1) - (9.3) 
in this case is 

(10.22) 

One may notice that the numerical coefficients in (9.1)- (9.3) and in (10.22) are of the same 
order of magnitude. 

Let us discuss numerical results for the transient solution. Parameter e values were chosen 
to be 0.1, 1,10, which is in the middle of the expected range. 

1. As was expected, for small values of dimensionless time T creep rates fit very well the 
asymptotic "' T- 112 ( See Fig. 11 -13 ). 

2. When T is large, a steady state creep rate of 1. 7 is achieved (see Table 1). A practically 
steady state is reached at T "' 1 (see Table 1). 

3. Parameter e somewhat affects the transition time necessary to reach the steady state 
creep rate. The smaller the e the larger the transition time. However the modeling results 
do not allow us to conclude what kind of dependency is it. As one can see from Table 1, 
the transition time for e = 0.1 is much larger, than for e = 1, but there is no noticeable 
difference between cases withe= 1 and 10. 

4. At the first moment of load application, the only non-zero stress component is &22 , and 
it is equal to -1 over n. With creep developed, stresses tend to limit, which do not depend 
on the parameter e, which is as it should be because of Theorem 3. Fig 14 shows the stress 
distribution at the piston-crystal contact for e = 10, T = 0.5. Stars mark asymptotical the 
steady state stress distribution. The transition time to steady state stresses is of the same 
magnitude, as the transition time needed for the creep rate to become constant. 
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11 Conclusions. 

Three interesting results of this study seem worth noting. 
First, the constitutive macroequations of diffusional creep turn out to be nonlocal. It is 

not obvious how to eliminate the nonlocality by introducing additional internal variables. 
Probably, the elimination of the nonlocality on the macroscale is impossible in principle. 
Since this seems to be the case; a search for adequate local constitutive equations for creep 
is doomed to failure. 

Second, there is an intrinsic material time r = tDA/£2 . Strain- time dependence (for 
constant stresses) is universal for intrinsic time in the sense that it does not depend on 
the material and on the temperature (the temperature dependence comes from the material 
constants D and A ) . 

Third, as the variational principle shows, creep rates do not depend on the elastic prop
erties in secondary creep: only diffusion constants, the grain size and the grain geometry are 
important. Formula (7.2) is an example of such a dependency. 
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Appendix 

A The Effect of Grain Boundary Stress Relaxation 
on Apparent Elastic Modulus 

The assumption ( 6.1) that shear stresses at the grain boundaries can be neglected in creep 
problem is believed to be correct by many authors. It would be interesting to find an 
experimental evidence that such an effect is real. It may not be an easy task, because the 
numerical modeling revealed surprisingly low influence of grain shear stress relaxation on 
apparent elastic modulus. In more detail, the averaged elastic properties were computed for 
the periodic structure described in Section 6. Boundary conditions (6.1), (6.15) and (6.16) 
were applied and averaged elastic moduli were calculated from the solution of the periodic 
elasticity problem. For definiteness it was assumed that grains are isotropic and hence only 
two elastic constants need to be calculated. In addition, it is obvious that if the hydrostatic 
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v 0.3 0.34 0.45 
E*IE 0.830 0.829 0.828 
G*/G 0.806 0.811 0.823 

v* 0.339 0.370 0.459 

Table 2: Apparent elastic moduli of polycrystal with fully relaxed shear grain boundary 
stresses. 

pressure tensor is applied to the plane, the structure does not "feer' the cuts made, and 
hence the bulk modulus of the polycrystal is the same as the bulk modulus of the grain 
itself: 

E* E 
-

2(1- v*) 2(1- v) 
(A.1) 

where E, v and E*, v* are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the grain and the 
polycrystal correspondingly. Because of that the ratios E* IE and G* I G depend only on 
Poisson's ratio. 

Results are listed in Table 2, and as one can conclude the Young and shear moduli drop 
no more than 20% as a result of shear stress relaxation. 

B Properties of periodic stress fields, satisfying the 
equilibrium conditions. 

Let us prove formulas (6.26) and (6.28), which hold for an arbitrary stress field satisfying 
equilibrium equations (5.9) and boundary conditions (6.16), (6.1). 

!'v1ultiplying (5.9) by xk and integrating over cell w+ we get 

0 = J ~~; xkd2x =- J aii8jd2x + J aiinixkdx::::;.. 
w+ w+ aw+ 

J aikd2x = J aiinjxkdx = f O'nnnixkdx = 
w+ ~+ ~+ 

= t (1 ann (x, t) ni (x, t) xkdx + J O'nn (x', t) ni (x', t) x'kdx') 
r=l Sr S~ 

= t ( f ann (X, t) n i (X) Xk dx - f ann (X, t) n i (X) ( Xk + [k (X)) dx) = 
r=l Sr Sr 

=- t J ann (x, t) ni (x) zk (x) dx = -~ J annnilkdx = 
r=lSr 8w+ 

= ~ f annninkdx 
aw+ 
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Formula (6.26) follows from (B.1) and definition (6.18). In order to prove (6.28) let us 
notice, that spherical tensor aii = C8ii may be substituted in (6.26), which is reduced in 
this case to (6.28). 

Let s be an arbitrary function, satisfying periodicity condition ( 6.17). Let us define 
surface tractions on the cell boundary ow+ by formulas (6.1) and (5.15). Then the principal 
vector F and principal moment M applied to the grain from these tractions, are zeros. 

F = j CTnn (x)n(x)dx = 0. (B.2) 
aw+ 

A1 = f CTnn (x) n ® xdx = t (1 CTnn (x) (n (x) ® x + n (x') ® x') dx) = 
aw+ r=l Sr 

= rtl (L O"nn (x) n (x) 0 (x- x') dx) = - rtl (L O"nn (x) n (x) ®l (x) dx) = 0. (B.3) 

The last term in (B.3) is zero because of (6.10). 

C Asymptotic behavior of the solution at large time. 

Lemma 1. For every solution of the system P the following identity holds: 

(C.1) 

Proof. It follows from (5.11), (5.15) that 

Q = dl +A ['V s 'V s] =A ['V s 'V s] + J As 85 d2x + J Aijkte:~e) €(e) d2x = - dt , ' at tJ kt 
w+ w+ 

= f <TnnW~)dx + f CJktEk~) d2x (C.2) 
aw+ w+ 

With (6.5) and (6.14) the elastic strains are expressed in terms of averaged strains, plastic 
strains and strains e:ii (W) generated by field W: 

(e) _ - .. + .. (W) _ (p) .. ( ) = l (£J£i + ~) 
cij - CtJ €tJ cij ' €t.J W - 2 8xi 8x1 ' 

.(e) !.. (w· ) ·(P) 
cij = €ij + €ij - cij . (C.3) 
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Substitution of (C.3) into (C.2) yields 

Q = J annW~)dx + J aii (€ij + Cij (w) - €}~)) d2x = 
aw+ w+ 

= f annw~)dx + J ai1€iid2x + f ann (wn- w~)) dx = 
aw+ w+ aw+ 

= lw+l c;ii€ij +! J ann [wn] dx = lw+l o-ii€ij· 
aw+ 

(C.4) 

Boundary conditions (6.16) and (6.15) were used in the derivation (C.4). The Lemma 1 is 
proved. 

Lemma 2. Let us assume that fort~ t0 macrostresses are equal to zero: 

c;ii (t) = 0 t > t* 
' - l 

(C.5) 

Then for an arbitrary solution of the system P the following estimations hold: 

I (t) ~ e-{3(t-t*) I (t*), t ~ t*. {3 =canst> 0, (C.6) 

and the following components of the solution tend to zero: 

0 (e) 0 ij 0 .:... 0 0 S --!> , cij --!> , a --!> , Eij --!> , t --!> • (C.7) 

Proof. For t ~ t* the identity ( C.1) is reduced to the following: 

di ( t) + A [\1 s \1 s] = 0 
dt l 

(C.8) 

It follows from (C.5) and (6.27) that 

I snknkdx = I sdx = 0, t ~ t*. (C.9) 
aw+ aw+ 

Then the following inequalities hold (28] 

I As2d2x ~ c2 (\1 s, \1 s]' (C.10) 
w+ 

I A 2 s
2 
dx ~ c3 [\1 s' \1 s] ' (C.11) 

aw+ 

Adding if necessary to the solution some field V E R we may modify the elastic solution so 
that at each moment t averaged over the cell w+ elastic displacements and rotation are zero: 

I w~e)d2x = 0 
l ' 

(C.12) 
w+ 
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I (awie) aw~e)) 2 
----- dx=O 
8x2 8x1 

w+ 

(C.13) 

Then [29] 

1 (w~e)) 2 
dx:::; c4 [€(e), €(e)J, c4 = const. (C.14) 

aw+ 

Let us prove that 
[ €(e), €(e)] :::; Cs [V s, V s]. (C.15) 

With (5.9), (6.1) and (5.15) taken into account, the left side of (C.15) is reduced to 

[ €(e), €(e) J = J aii t:~j) d2x = J aii niwie) dx = J O"nn niw~e) dx = 
w+ aw+ aw+ 

J Asniw~e)dx:::; I J A2s2dx J ( w~e)) 2 
:::; c6J[€(e)' €(e)JJ[v s, v s]. (C.16) 

~+ v~+ ~+ 

The inequalities in (C.16) follow from (C.14), (C.11). Estimation (C.15) follows from (C.16). 
Combining (C.15) and (C.10) we obtain 

A [V s, V s] 2: {3I (t), {3 = const (C.17) 

It follows from (C.8) and (C.17) that 

di (t) di (t) 
0 = dt +A[Vs, Vs] 2: dt +{3I(t), (C.18) 

which results in the basic relation 

I (t) :::; e-!3(t-t*) I (t*) => I (t) ~ 0, t ~ oo. (C.19) 

The first three statements in (C.7) follow immediately from (C.18). Since elastic strains and 
vacancy concentration tend to zero, the same is true for elastic and plastic strain rates, if 
the solution of the system P is sufficiently smooth. Hence 

~ii = tii + Cii (w) = £~;) + ti;) ~, t ~ oo. (C.20) 

Using Levi-Civita formulas, we obtain the following equalities: 

W,. =-£··xi+ .:\e· ·xi+ a·+ T (~· ·) .:\ a·= const T (~· ·) ~ 0 (C.21) 
t t) lJ t t) ' ' t ' 1) . 

The second and third terms in (C.21) represent the rigid body displacement, the last term 
stands for Levi-Civita integrals. Substitution of (C.21) into continuity condition (6.15) is 
made similarly to evaluation (6.21) and yields 

eiizi (x) ni (x) + Tn (~ii), Tn (~ii) ~ 0, t ~ oo. (C.22) 

Since the normal vector is constant over Sn r = 1, 2, 3, the relation (C.22) provides three 
different conditions, which may be considered as a system of linear equations with respect 
to three components £ii·The determinant of this system is not zero, and then it follows from 
(C.22) that Eii ~ 0, t ~ oo. Lemma 2 is proved. 
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Homogenization Problem for Bulk Diffusional 
Creep 

V. Berdichevsky* B. Shoykhett 

Abstract. The problem of homogenization for bulk diffusional creep in polycrystals 
with periodic microstructure is considered. The cell problem is derived in linear and 
nonlinear cases. Constitutive equations of macroscopic theory are obtained in an ex
plicit form for the linear case. The stationary cell problem is posed for secondary creep. 
The stationary cell problem has a variational form, and the corresponding variational 
principle is formulated. Some results of numerical simulations for honeycomb structure 
are presented. 

1 Introduction 

We have been studying the problem of homogenization for creep in polycrystals where the 
leading mechanism of creep is the bulk diffusion of vacancies. The foundation of the theory 
of diffusional creep was laid down by Nabarro [1], Herring [2], Coble [3] and Lifshitz [4]. 
We have been following a nonlinear version of the theory presented in [5]. The statement 
of the homogenization problem is the following. Consider a polycrystal body V consisting 
of a very large number of grains. The characteristic grain size c is much smaller then the 
characteristic size L of region V. The body is loaded by some surface forces. !\1echanical 
deformations inside the grains are governed by the equations of diffusional creep which are 
presented below. If c < < L, it is natural to expect that deformation of the body can be 
described by some displacement fields which are practically constant on the distances of order 
c, i.e. by "averaged" displacements. The problem of homogenization concerns the derivation 
of the equations for averaged (or macro) displacements and the study of microdeformations 
of the grains. The problem of homogenization is an asymptotical problem with a small 
parameter c/ L. We are going to consider homogenization problem for polycrystals with 
periodic microstructure. The experience gained in various homogenization problems shows 
that macroequations for bodies with periodic and random structures are similar (see, for 
example, [6]). 

*Mechanical Engineering, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48202 
tReliance Electric, Cleveland, OH 44117 
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The system of equations of bulk diffusional creep is as follows. The "elastic part" of the 
system of equations consists of equilibrium equations for the stress tensor uij 

(1.1) 

and the constitutive equations 

.. aF 
(}"t) = --a c-~:>' 

~J 

(1.2) 

where free energy F is a given function of elastic strains c-~j), vacancy concentration c and 
temperature T. Elastic strains are defined as the difference of the total stains, determined 
by the displacement vector wi and the plastic strains cfj. We consider "geometrically linear" 
theory, therefore 

c-~:) = ~ (awi + awj) _ c-~f!) 
t) 2 a xj a xi t) • 

(1.3) 

Small Latin indices run values 1, 2, 3 and correspond to the projections on the axis of a 
Cartesian frame. Temperature Tis assumed to be maintained constant. In "geometrically 
linear" creep the deformation of the grain boundaries can be neglected in the calculation of 
stresses and strains and the nonlinearity is kept in the constitutive equations only. 

To close the system of equations one has to formulate the evolution law for plastic strains 
E~). The major feature of bulk diffusional creep is the consistency of plastic deformations: 

there exists a vector of plastic displacements wip) such that plastic deformations c-~j) are 

1 (a w ~p) a w \P) ) (p) - t J Eij - -2 -a-- + -a-- . 
Xj Xi 

(1.4) 

Therefore, the usual equations of elasticity should be complimented by three equations for 
plastic displacements wip). These are the equations which relate the flux of vacancies and 
the corresponding "irreversible" flux of material 

(1.5) 

where D{ is the diffusivity tensor. 
System of equations (1.1) - (1.5) is closed by the diffusion equation for vacancy concen

tration 

(1.6) 
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The boundary conditions on the grain boundaries have the form ( O"nn = aiinini, where ni 

are the components of unit normal vector at the boundary, u a are the tangent projections of 
the vector a{ni,vectors are denoted by bold letters, Greek indices run values 1, 2; [A] stands 
for the difference of values of A on two sides of the grain boundary~) 

(1.7) 

u a= 0 on each side of ~' (1.8) 

(1.9) 

ann= ~~ on each side of E. (1.10) 

Equation (1. 7) expresses the continuity of the normal component of the total displacement 
at the grain boundary. The tangent component of the displacements can be discontinuous: 
we assume that the process of stress relaxation at the boundary occurs much faster than the 
bulk diffusion. Therefore, the equation (1.8) is accepted. The condition {1.9) of continuity of 
the normal stresses is reciprocal to (1.7). Equation (1.10) controls the creation of vacancies 
at grain boundaries. 

We do not formulate the boundary conditions on the polycrystal boundary 8 V because 
they do not affect the averaged equations and the cell equations. 

In the linear case, free energy density is a quadratic function of £~;) and c 

F = ~Aiikl£~~)£(e) + ~A(c- c )2 
2 t] kl 2 0 ' 

(1.11) 

where A ijkl are the elastic moduli, c0 is an equilibrium value of vacancy concentration. The 
material constant A can be found from elementary statistical consideration: A= p0 kT /meo, 
m is the mass of one atom, p0 is the mass density and k is the Boltzman constant. 

In the following sections we formulate the results of the study of the homogenization 
problem for the system (1.1)-(1.10) under the natural assumption on the convexity and the 
smoothness of F. Before presenting the results, some description of a periodic structure is 
to be done. 

We assume that the grains coincide with the cells of a periodic structure. Let £ be a 
characteristic size of the grain. We introduce dimensionless coordinates 

{1.12) 

and define the periodic structure in the space of dimensionless coordinates y by the unit 
cell w and the translation symmetry group G. The characteristic size of the unit cell is 
equal to unity. For l E G we denote by w ( l ) the image of the unit cell w under the 
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Figure 1: Hexagonal structure. The translation vectors shown by arrows map the corre
sponding parts of the cell boundaries. 

translation l. It is assumed that different cells w ( l ) may have in common the boundary 
points only, and that the union of the cells covers the whole y-space. It can be shown that 
the boundary a w of the unit cell is comprised of the set of pairs of surfaces (or lines in 2-D 
case) S1 , S~, S2 , S~, ... , Sr, S~, such that for every surface Sco there exists a translation 
la E G, mapping Sa onto S~. For hexagonal structure this notation is explained on Fig. 1. 
Obviously, the translation -la maps S~ onto Sa. Thus the periodic structure induces the 
certain mapping of the cell boundary a w -¢=:::::> a w' which will be used for the formulation 
of the boundary conditions. For every point y E a w we denote by l (y) the corresponding 
translation vector. The points y andy'= y + l (y) will be referred to as the corresponding 
points. Note that l (y) is constant within each surfaces Sa, S~. 

The unit normal n to the cell boundary is assumed to be directed outward the cell, 
therefore at the corresponding points y and y' we have 

n (y) + n (y') = 0. (1.13) 

Let f (y) be an arbitrary function, which is continuous within each grain, but may be 
discontinuous at the grain boundaries. Function f (y) is called periodic if 

f (y + l) = f (y) for any y E aw and for any l E G. (1.14) 

If function f (y) is known within the unit cell, it can be extended to the whole space by the 
formula (1.14). 
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2 Asymptotic Expansions. 

For c ~ 0 the first two terms of asymptotical expansion of the displacement field has the 
form 

Wi (x, t) = wi (x, t) + c 7/Ji (x, y, t), (2.1) 

where the "averaged" displacements do not depend on c, Yi = xi/c and 7/Ji are some periodic 
functions of y. 

Asymptotical expansion of diffusion vacancy concentration starts with a periodic function 
of the fast variables 

c=c(x,y,t). (2.2) 

Functions 7/Ji (x, y, t) and ci (x, y, t) determine microfields while functions wi are the 
required functions in macroequations. Functions 7/Ji and c can be found from the following 
cell problem. 

3 Cell Problem. 

The system of equations of the cell problem consists of equilibrium equations 

8aiJ 
8xJ = O, 

constitutive equations 

strain-displacement equations 

the law of evolution of plastic strains 

and the diffusion equation 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Here Eij are the macrostrains which are considered as some parameters in the cell problem, 
Eij do not depend on y-coordinates but might be some functions of time. 

Note that the factor c2 in (3.4) and (3.5) can be deleted by scaling of time, and the 
equations (3.1)- (3.5) do not contain c after scaling. 
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We search for the solution 7/Ji, c of equations (3.1) - (3.5) which is periodic in y-variables 
and obey the following boundary conditions 

8F 
ann= ac' y E 8w, (3.6) 

y E 8w, (3.7) 

(3.8) 

If parameters lij are given functions of timet, the system has, probably, a unique solution. 
Uniqueness can be proved in the linear case. 

4 Macroequations. 

Let us define macrostresses as averaged values of stresses 

ff 11 = - atJ d x .. 1 1 .. 3 

lw! w ' 
(4.1) 

where lwl is the cell volume. Then ffij is a functional of giJ which can be found from the cell 
problem: 

ffii = Functional (lij). 

It can be shown that macrostresses obey the equilibrium equation 

a aij 

8xi = 0, 

and macrostrains relate to macrodisplacements by the usual formula 

1 (8w· 8w·) £ .. = - __ t + __ J 
'lJ 2 axj axi . 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

Equations ( 4.3), ( 4.4), ( 4.2) and (3.6) form a closed system of equations for macrodisplace
ments. 

5 Macroequations in Linear Case. 

From now on we consider the linear case when free energy is given by ( 1.11). It can be shown, 
that the system (3.1) - (3.8) satisfies the Boltzman superposition principle, and, hence, the 
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stress-strain relation ( 4.2) has the form 

t 

a-ij = I Qijkl (t- ~) Ekl (~) d~ = 
0 

t aQi"kl ( ) 
_ Q'ikl (o) ekl +I 1 

a:-~ ekl (~) df (5.1) 
0 

Here the function Qiikl ( t) is the macrostress component a-ii ( t) caused by the application of 
the strain Ekt (t) = 1 for t > 0, Ekt (t) = 0 for t ~ 0, while all the other strain components 
are equal to zero. Tensor Qiikl (0) is the elastic moduli tensor of polycrystal. The inversion 
of the relation (5.1) renders 

t 

gii = I Rjkl (t- ~) (jkl~ = 
0 

t 

- R.jkl (o) akl +I a R.jk~~t- ~) akl (~) df (5.2) 
0 

The function Rikl ( t) has the sense of the macrostrain component lij ( t) caused by the 
constant macrostress a-kt (t) = 1 for t > 0, a-kl (t) = 0 for t ~ 0, while all the other stress 
components are zeros. The values Rjkl (0) are the components of the tensor of the elastic 
compliance of the polycrystal. Due to that it is convenient to decompose Rikl (t) into the 
sum 

Rikt (t) = Rikt (0) + Kijkt (t), Kijkt (0) = 0, (5.3) 

where the functions Kijkl ( t) are the creep macrostrains. The creep curves Kijkl ( t) have a 
square root asymptotics for small values of t : 

a Kijkl (t) _112 at "'t · 

Hence, at the initial moment, the creep rate tends to the infinity as t- 112 • 

An important feature of the constitutive equations (5.1), (5.2) is that these equations are 
not local: there is a memory of the prehistory of the process. This means that local theories 
of primary creep are not adequate at least in the case of bulk diffusional creep. 

6 Secondary Creep. 

Generally speaking, the macroscopic constitutive equations are given by the integral opera
tors (5.1) or (5.2). However, for "slow" loading processes and developed creep it is possible 
to use as an approximation the creep law 

:.. E -lkl 
Eij = ijkl a , (6.1) 
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or 
(6.2) 

(6.3) 

The macrocharacteristics of the secondary creep Eijkl are the limits of the creep rates i<ijkl ( t) 
when t-+ oo. The fact that the creep rates tend to some constants when t-+ oo constitutes 
the basis of the approximation (6.1) - (6.3). Tensor eiikl is the inverse tensor to Eijkl· 

It turns out that for the secondary creep the creep macrocharacteristics and the mi
crofields may be found from the following variational principle. 

Let Eij be an arbitrary constant creep rates, satisfying the incompressibility condition 
( 6.3). Denote by J (C) the following functional of function C (y) 

1 I .. ac ac 3 1 I . . . 2 J (C)=- dl1 -. -.d y +- €i·n"f1Cd y. 
2 oy" oyJ 2 1 

w ow 

Here dii = ADii / c.2• 

Consider the minimization problem 

J (C)-+ min 
c 

Minimum is sought on the set of all functions C obeying the constraints 

C (y) = C (y + l (y)), y E ow, 

I C ·l x nd2 y=o. 
ow 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

After the solution of the variational problem ( 6.4) - ( 6. 7) is found, the deviator of 
macrostresses is defined by the formula 

(6.8) 

The solution C of the problem (6.4) - (6.7) depends linearly on the parameters Eij· Hence 
plugging this solution in (6.8) one obtains macrostresses in terms of creep velocities Eij' i.e. 
the relation (6.2), and the macrocharacteristics eiikl. 

So, the solution of the variational problem (6.4) - (6.8) gives us macroequations of creep 
and the microfield of vacancy concentration. We have to also determine microstresses. To 
this end we note that the solution C (y) of the variational problem is determined up to an 
arbitrary constant C0 . We fix this constant by the condition 

I ( C (y) - C0 ) n s zs d2y = 0. (6.9) 
ow 
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Then the microstresses at the cell boundary are determined by formulas (3.6) and (3. 7) which 
for the linear case takes the form 

ann (y) =A (C (y)- Co), uo. = 0, y E 8w. (6.10) 

Now we may consider the elasticity problem for the cell with the boundary conditions (6.10). 
The necessary condition for solubility of this problem (total external force and moment are 
zeros) is satisfied due to the choice of the additive constant C0 (6.9) made. 

Denote by a*ij (y) the solution of the elasticity problem. The microstresses of the non
stationary problem (3.1 )-(3.8) tends to the sum a•iJ (y) + 8ij a-ss /3. 

Remark 1. For some cell shapes, the relations ( 6. 7) may be automatically satisfied. In 
particular, it is true if for any y E 8w the normal vector n (y) to the cell boundary is 
parallel to the translation vector l (y). The regular 2-D hexagonal structure used in the next 
Section for numerical examples, possesses this property. It can be shown, that in this case 
the solution of the cell problem (3.1)-(3.8) is determined up to a rotation of the cell as a 
rigid body. It does not influence the computation of constants in the constitutive equations 
(6.1) and (6.2). 

Remark 2. Let us normalize the diffusivity tensor in (3.5): 

(6.11) 

where D is some characteristic value of tensor Dii. Analysis of physical dimensions shows 
that creep rate constants can be represented as follows: 

- D 
Eiikl = EiJkl 2, c 

(6.12) 

where the dimensionless constants Eijkl depend on the constants iJii and the unit cell shape 
only. An important consequence is that the creep rates in secondary creep do not depend 
on the elastic properties. 

Remark 3. The characteristic time of approaching to the steady creep under the constant 
load is £

2
/ DA. 

7 Numerical Results. 

The numerical modeling were done for the two-dimensional regular hexagonal structure, 
shown in Fig. 1. For definiteness, it was assumed that grains are isotropic, and hence only 
four physical constants are needed: Young modulus E, Poison ratio v, the constant A in 
(1.11), diffusivity constant Din (6.11) (with iJii = 8ii), and the grain size c. 

Secondary Creep Rates. In creep, the periodic hexagonal structure behaves isotropically. 
Thus, the creep law (6.1) contains just one macrocharacteristic, viscosity J.L: 

(7.1) 
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The dimension analysis of the cell problem shows that J.L depends on the grain size c and the 
diffusivity coefficient D only 

(7.2) 

where a is some constant.Numerical simulations give the following value of the constant a 
for hexagonal structure 

a= 0.344 (7.3) 

Formulas (7.2), (7.3) inspire an assumption that the similar relation between macro
and microcharacteristics takes place for the random structure as well, where c is the aver
aged grain size and D is the characteristic diffusion coefficient for monocrystals, while the 
coefficient a is of the order of unity. 

Microdeformation. Distribution of creep velocity over the cell in the regime of secondary 
creep is shown in Fig. 2. The orientation of shear stress applied is given at the right 
top of Fig. 2. It can be seen that there are three pairs of opposite cell sides with different 
properties. Material departs from one pair of sides and arrives at the other pair of sides. 
The remaining two sides consist of two pieces: material leaves one piece and arrives at the 
other one. 

8 Conclusions. 

Three interesting outcomes of this study seem worthy noting. 
First, the constitutive macroequations of diffusional creep turn out to be nonlocal. It 

is not seen how to eliminate the non-locality by introducing additional internal variables. 
Probably, the elimination of the non-locality on the macroscale is impossible in principle. 
Since this seen1s to be the case, a search for the adequate local constitutive equations for the 
diffusional creep is unlikely to be successfuL 

Second, there is an intrinsic material time () = tDA/ c2 
. Strain-time dependence (for 

constant stresses) is universal for intrinsic time in the sense that it does not depend on the 
material and on the temperature (temperature dependence penetrates through the material 
constants D and A). 

Third, as the variational principle shows, the creep rates do not depend on the elastic 
properties in secondary creep: only diffusion constants, the grain size and the grain geometry 
are important. Formula (7.2) is an example of such a dependency. 

The discussion of these issues in full detail will be presented in another paper. 
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Figure 2: Creep velocity distribution during the secondary creep 
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Homogenization Problem for Bulk Diffusional 
Creep 

V. Berdichevsky* B. Shoykhett 

Abstract. The problem of homogenization for bulk diffusional creep in polycrystals 
with periodic microstructure is considered. The cell problem is derived in linear and 
nonlinear cases. Constitutive equations of macroscopic theory are obtained in an ex
plicit form for the linear case. The stationary cell problem is posed for secondary creep. 
The stationary cell problem has a variational form, and the corresponding variational 
principle is formulated. Some results of numerical simulations for honeycomb structure 
are presented. 

1 Introduction 

We have been studying the problem of homogenization for creep in polycrystals where the 
leading mechanism of creep is the bulk diffusion of vacancies. The foundation of the theory 
of diffusional creep was laid down by Nabarro (1], Herring [2], Coble [3) and Lifshitz [4). 
We have been following a nonlinear version of the theory presented in [5}. The statement 
of the homogenization problem is the following. Consider a polycrystal body V consisting 
of a very large number of grains. The characteristic grain size c is much smaller then the 
characteristic size L of region V. The body is loaded by some surface forces. l\1echanical 
deformations inside the grains are governed by the equations of diffusional creep which are 
presented below. If c << L, it is natural to expect that deformation of the body can be 
described by some displacement fields which are practically constant on the distances of order 
c, i.e. by "averaged" displacements. The problem of homogenization concerns the derivation 
of the equations for averaged (or macro) displacements and the study of microdeformations 
of the grains. The problem of homogenization is an asymptotical problem with a small 
parameter c / L. We are going to consider homogenization problem for polycrystals with 
periodic microstructure. The experience gained in various homogenization problems shows 
that macroequations for bodies with periodic and random structures are similar (see, for 
example, [6]). 

*Mechanical Engineering, Wayne State University, Detroit, MI 48202 
tReliance Electric, Cleveland, OH 44117 
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The system of equations of bulk diffusional creep is as follows. The "elastic part" of the 
system of equations consists of equilibrium equations for the stress tensor aii 

and the constitutive equations 

aaij 

-a.= o, xJ 
(1.1) 

(1.2) 

where free energy F is a given function of elastic strains E~j), vacancy concentration c and 
temperature T. Elastic strains are defined as the difference of the total stains, determined 
by the displacement vector wi and the plastic strains cfi. We consider "geometrically linear" 
theory, therefore 

(1.3) 

Small Latin indices run values 1, 2, 3 and correspond to the projections on the axis of a 
Cartesian frame. Temperature T is assumed to be maintained constant. In "geometrically 
linear" creep the deformation of the grain boundaries can be neglected in the calculation of 
stresses and strains and the nonlinearity is kept in the constitutive equations only. 

To close the system of equations one has to formulate the evolution law for plastic strains 
E~;). The major feature of bulk diffusional creep is the consistency of plastic deformations: 

there exists a vector of plastic displacements wip) such that plastic deformations E~;) are 

c~p) = - __ l_ + __ J_ 1 (a W~p) a w\P)) 
<;..tJ a a · 2 Xj Xi 

(1.4) 

Therefore, the usual equations of elasticity should be complimented by three equations for 
plastic displacements wr). These are the equations which relate the ft.u..'C of vacancies and 
the corresponding "irreversible" flux of material 

. ~p) = n_j _!!_a F 
wl .Lii a . a ' xJ c 

(1.5) 

where Dl is the diffusivity tensor. 
System of equations (1.1) - (1.5) is closed by the diffusion equation for vacancy concen

tration 

(1.6) 
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The boundary conditions on the grain boundaries have the form ( (]nn = (]iinin1, where ni 

are the components of unit normal vector at the boundary, u 0 are the tangent projections of 
the vector crfnj,vectors are denoted by bold letters, Greek indices run values 1, 2; [A] stands 
for the difference of values of A on two sides of the grain boundary :E) 

[wn] = 0, (1.7) 

O'o = 0 on each side of :E, (1.8) 

[(]nn] = 0, (1.9) 

8F 
on each side of :E. (1.10) (]nn =-

Be 
Equation (1. 7) expresses the continuity of the normal component of the total displacement 
at the grain boundary. The tangent component of the displacements can be discontinuous: 
we assume that the process of stress relaxation at the boundary occurs much faster than the 
bulk diffusion. Therefore, the equation (1.8) is accepted. The condition (1.9) of continuity of 
the normal stresses is reciprocal to (1.7). Equation (1.10) controls the creation of vacancies 
at grain boundaries. 

vVe do not formulate the boundary conditions on the polycrystal boundary 8 V because 
they do not affect the averaged equations and the cell equations. 

In the linear case, free energy density is a quadratic function of c~j) and c 

F = ~ Aijkl £(~)£(e) + ~ A(c - c )2 
2 lJ kl 2 0 ' 

(1.11) 

where Aiikl are the elastic moduli, c0 is an equilibrium value of vacancy concentration. The 
material constant A can be found from elementary statistical consideration: A= p0kT /mc0 , 

m is the mass of one atom, p0 is the mass density and k is the Boltzman constant. 
In the following sections we formulate the results of the study of the homogenization 

problem for the system (1.1)-(1.10) under the natural assumption on the convexity and the 
smoothness of F. Before presenting the results, some description of a periodic structure is 
to be done. 

We assume that the grains coincide with the cells of a periodic structure. Let £ be a 
characteristic size of the grain. We introduce dimensionless coordinates 

(1.12) 

and define the periodic structure in the space of dimensionless coordinates y by the unit 
cell w and the translation symmetry group G. The characteristic size of the unit cell is 
equal to unity. For l E G we denote by w ( l ) the image of the unit cell w under the 
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Figure 1: Hexagonal structure. The translation vectors shown by arrows map the corre
sponding parts of the cell boundaries. 

translation l. It is assumed that different cells w ( l ) may have in common the boundary 
points only, and that the union of the cells covers the whole y-space. It can be shown that 
the boundary a w of the unit cell is comprised of the set of pairs of surfaces (or lines in 2-D 
case) S}, Si, S2 , S~, ... , Sn S~, such that for every surface Sa, there exists a translation 
l 0 E G, mapping So onto S~. For hexagonal structure this notation is explained on Fig. 1. 
Obviously, the translation -l0 maps S~ onto S0 . Thus the periodic structure induces the 
certain mapping of the cell boundary aw ¢:::::::? aw, which will be used for the formulation 
of the boundary conditions. For every point y E a w we denote by l (y) the corresponding 
translation vector. The points y andy'= y + l (y) will be referred to as the corresponding 
points. Note that l (y) is constant within each surfaces Sa, S~. 

The unit normal n to the cell boundary is assumed to be directed outward the cell, 
therefore at the corresponding points y and y' we have 

n (y) + n (y') = 0. (1.13) 

Let f (y) be an arbitrary function, which is continuous within each grain, but may be 
discontinuous at the grain boundaries. Function f (y) is called periodic if 

f (y + l) = f (y) for any y E aw and for any l E G. (1.14) 

If function f (y) is known within the unit cell, it can be extended to the whole space by the 
formula (1.14). 
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2 Asymptotic Expansions. 

For £ ~ 0 the first two terms of asymptotical expansion of the displacement field has the 
form 

(2.1) 

where the "averaged" displacements do not depend on £, Yi = xi/£ and 1/Ji are some periodic 
functions of y. 

Asymptotical expansion of diffusion vacancy concentration starts with a periodic function 
of the fast variables 

c=c(x,y,t). (2.2) 

Functions 1/Ji (x, y, t) and Ci (x, y, t) determine microfields while functions wi are the 
required functions in macroequations. Functions 1/Ji and c can be found from the following 
cell problem. 

3 Cell Problem. 

The system of equations of the cell problem consists of equilibrium equations 

constitutive equations 

strain-displacement equations 

.. aF 
(jt] = -a c~e)' 

l] 

the law of evolution of plastic strains 

ac~~) = _1_ (~D~~ a F + ~D~~ a F) 
at 2£2 a yi 1 a yk a c a yJ t a yk a c 

and the diffusion equation 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

Here Eij are the macrostrains which are considered as some parameters in the cell problem, 
Eij do not depend on y-coordinates but might be some functions of time. 

Note that the factor £ 2 in (3.4) and (3.5) can be deleted by scaling of time, and the 
equations (3.1) - (3.5) do not contain£ after scaling. 
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We search for the solution 'l/Ji, c of equations (3.1)- (3.5) which is periodic in y-variables 
and obey the following boundary conditions 

aF 
ann= ac, y E aw, (3.6) 

U 0 =0, yEaw, (3.7) 

(3.8) 

If parameters tii are given functions of time t, the system has, probably, a unique solution. 
Uniqueness can be proved in the linear case. 

4 Macroequations. 

Let us define macrostresses as averaged values of stresses 

(4.1) 

where lwl is the cell volume. Then O'ij is a functional of ~i which can be found from the cell 
problem: 

O'ij = Functional ( tij) . (4.2) 

It can be shown that macrostresses obey the equilibrium equation 

a a-ij 

a xi = O, (4.3) 

and macrostrains relate to macrodisplacements by the usual formula 

c; .. =- --+--_ 1 (awi awj) 
tJ 2 a xj a xi · 

(4.4) 

Equations (4.3), (4.4), (4.2) and (3.6) form a closed system of equations for macrodisplace
ments. 

5 Macroequations in Linear Case. 

From now on we consider the linear case when free energy is given by (1.11). It can be shown, 
that the system (3.1) - (3.8) satisfies the Boltzman superposition principle, and, hence, the 
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stress-strain relation ( 4.2) has the form 

t 

jjij = I Qijkl (t- ~) tkl (~) d~ = 
0 

t ijkl -

Qijkl (O) ekl +I 8 
Q 

8 
~t ~) ekl (~) d~. 

0 

(5.1) 

Here the function Qiikl ( t) is the macrostress component aii ( t) caused by the application of 
the strain Ekt (t) = 1 for t > 0, Ekl (t) = 0 for t ~ 0, while all the other strain components 
are equal to zero. Tensor Qiikl (0) is the elastic moduli tensor of polycrystal. The inversion 
of the relation ( 5.1) renders 

t - 1 ~jkl (t- ~) (jkld~ = 
0 

t 

- R;jkl (O) akt +I 8 R;jk~ ~t- ~) akt (~) d~. 
0 

(5.2) 

The function ~ikl (t) has the sense of the macrostrain component (t) caused by the 
constant macrostress akl (t) = 1 for t > 0, akl (t) = 0 for t :::; 0, while all the other stress 
components are zeros. The values ~jkl (0) are the components of the tensor of the elastic 
compliance of the polycrystal. Due to that it is convenient to decompose ~Jkl (t) into the 
sum 

~ikl (t) = ~Jkl (0) + KiJkl (t), Kijkt (0) = 0, (5.3) 

where the functions Kijkl (t) are the creep macrostrains. The creep curves Kijkl (t) have a 
square root asymptotics for small values of t : 

Kijkl ( l) rv t 1
/

2 
1 

0 Kijkl ( t) rv t-1/2 
at · 

Hence, at the initial moment, the creep rate tends to the infinity as t- 112 . 

An important feature of the constitutive equations (5.1), (5.2) is that these equations are 
not local: there is a memory of the prehistory of the process. This means that local theories 
of primary creep are not adequate at least in the case of bulk diffusional creep. 

6 Secondary Creep. 

Generally speaking, the macroscopic constitutive equations are given by the integral opera
tors (5.1) or (5.2). However, for "slow" loading processes and developed creep it is possible 
to use as an approximation the creep law 

:... E -fkl 
€ij = ijkl CJ , (6.1) 
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or 
(6.2) 

(6.3) 

The macrocharacteristics of the secondary creep Eijkt are the limits of the creep rates kiikl (t) 
when t --+ oo. The fact that the creep rates tend to some constants when t ---+ oo constitutes 
the basis of the approximation ( 6.1) - ( 6.3). Tensor eiikl is the inverse tensor to Eiikl· 

It turns out that for the secondary creep the creep macrocharacteristics and the mi
crofields may be found from the following variational principle. 

Let be an arbitrary constant creep rates, satisfying the incompressibility condition 
( 6.3). Denote by J (C) the following functional of function C (y) 

J (c) ! ldij ac acd3 ! I:.. __ izicd2 
2 8yi 8yi y+ 2 E11 n y. 

w OW 

Here dii = ADii / c2 • 

Consider the minimization problem 

J (C)---+ min . 
c 

Minimum is sought on the set of all functions C obeying the constraints 

C(y)=C(y+l(y)), yE8w, 

IC·lxnd2 y=o. 
ow 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

After the solution of the variational problem (6.4) - (6. 7) is found, the deviator of 
macrostresses is defined by the formula 

(6.8) 

The solution C of the problem (6.4) - (6.7) depends linearly on the parameters €ii· Hence 
plugging this solution in (6.8) one obtains macrostresses in terms of creep velocities €ii, i.e. 
the relation ( 6. 2), and the macrocharacteristics eiikl. 

So, the solution of the variational problem (6.4) - (6.8) gives us macroequations of creep 
and the microfield of vacancy concentration. We have to also determine microstresses. To 
this end we note that the solution C (y) of the variational problem is determined up to an 
arbitrary constant C0 . We fix this constant by the condition 

I ( C ( y) - C0 ) n s zs d2y = 0. (6.9) 
ow 
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Then the microstresses at the cell boundary are determined by formulas (3.6) and (3. 7) which 
for the linear case takes the form 

ann ( y) = A ( C ( y) - Co) , u o. = 0, y E 8 w. {6.10) 

Now we may consider the elasticity problem for the cell with the boundary conditions (6.10). 
The necessary condition for solubility of this problem (total external force and moment are 
zeros) is satisfied due to the choice of the additive constant C0 (6.9) made. 

Denote by a*ii (y) the solution of the elasticity problem. The microstresses of the non
stationary problem (3.1)-(3.8) tends to the sum a*ij (y) + oiJa-ss /3. 

Remark 1. For some cell shapes, the relations ( 6. 7) may be automatically satisfied. In 
particular, it is true if for any y E 8w the normal vector n (y) to the cell boundary is 
parallel to the translation vector l (y). The regular 2-D hexagonal structure used in the next 
Section for numerical examples, possesses this property. It can be shown, that in this case 
the solution of the cell problem (3.1 )-(3.8) is determined up to a rotation of the cell as a 
rigid body. It does not influence the computation of constants in the constitutive equations 
(6.1) and (6.2). 

Remark 2. Let us normalize the diffusivity tensor in (3.5): 

(6.11) 

where D is some characteristic value of tensor Dii. Analysis of physical dimensions shows 
that creep rate constants can be represented as follows: 

- D 
Eiikl = Eiikl 2, 

€ 
(6.12) 

where the dimensionless constants Eijkl depend on the constants fJii and the unit cell shape 
only. An important consequence is that the creep rates in secondary creep do not depend 
on the elastic properties. 

Remark 3. The characteristic time of approaching to the steady creep under the constant 
load is c2 

/ DA. 

7 Numerical Results. 

The numerical modeling were done for the two-dimensional regular hexagonal structure, 
shown in Fig. 1. For definiteness, it was assumed that grains are isotropic, and hence only 
four physical constants are needed: Young modulus E, Poison ratio v, the constant A in 
(1.11), diffusivity constant Din (6.11) (with fJii = oii), and the grain size c. 

Secondary Creep Rates. In creep, the periodic hexagonal structure behaves isotropically. 
Thus, the creep law (6.1) contains just one macrocharacteristic, viscosity J-L: 

(7.1) 
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The dimension analysis of the cell problem shows that p depends on the grain size c and the 
diffusivity coefficient D only 

g2 

J.1- =aD (7.2) 

where a is some constant.Numerical simulations give the following value of the constant a 
for hexagonal structure 

a= 0.344 (7.3) 

Formulas (7.2), (7.3) inspire an assumption that the similar relation between macro
and microcharacteristics takes place for the random structure as well, where c is the aver
aged grain size and D is the characteristic diffusion coefficient for monocrystals, while the 
coefficient a is of the order of unity. 

Microdeformation. Distribution of creep velocity over the cell in the regime of secondary 
creep is shown in Fig. 2. The orientation of shear stress applied is given at the right 
top of Fig. 2. It can be seen that there are three pairs of opposite cell sides with different 
properties. Material departs from one pair of sides and arrives at the other pair of sides. 
The remaining two sides consist of two pieces: material leaves one piece and arrives at the 
other one. 

8 Conclusions. 

Three interesting outcomes of this study seem worthy noting. 
First, the constitutive macroequations of diffusional creep turn out to be nonlocal. It 

is not seen how to eliminate the non-locality by introducing additional internal variables. 
Probably, the elimination of the non-locality on the macroscale is impossible in principle. 
Since this seems to be the case, a search for the adequate local constitutive equations for the 
diffusional creep is unlikely to be successful. 

Second, there is an intrinsic material time () = tDA/c2 . Strain-time dependence (for 
constant stresses) is universal for intrinsic time in the sense that it does not depend on the 
material and on the temperature (temperature dependence penetrates through the material 
constants D and A). 

Third, as the variational principle shows, the creep rates do not depend on the elastic 
properties in secondary creep: only diffusion constants, the grain size and the grain geometry 
are important. Formula (7.2) is an example of such a dependency. 

The discussion of these issues in full detail will be presented in another paper. 
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Figure 2: Creep velocity distribution during the secondary creep 
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Truncation in Elastodynamics: Influence of 

Neglected Degrees of Freedom on the Kept Ones 

V. Berdichevsky and P. l\1atusov 

1v1echanical Engineering, v\rayne State University, Detroit :NII 48202. 

email: vberd@mel.eng.wayne.edu~ peter@peter.eng.wayne.edu 

Abstract. The problem of truncation of continuum equations is discussed. It is sho\vn 

that the standard truncation (amplitudes of neglected modes are put equal to zero) may yield 

incorrect results. A simple rule for incorporation of the influence of the neglected degrees of 

freedom is proposed. The limitations for this rule are outlined. The general statements are 

supported by numerical simulations for string vibrations. 

1 Introduction 

Experiments show (see! for example, [lL [2L[3]) that, usually, only a few degrees of freedom 

are effectively excited in vibrating elastic structures which possess, in principle~ infinitely 

many of them. The purpose of this paper is to discuss this phenomenon, and develop a 

method of constructing adequate finite-dimensional models. 

The truncation problem can be formulated as follows. 

Kinematics of any elastic continuum can be described by a countable set of generalized 

coordinates q1 , .•. , qn,.... Vector with the components ( q1 , ... , qn .... ) is denoted by q. 

Physical properties of the structure are given by the expressions for kinetic energy 1\ ( q. q). 
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elastic energy U(q), and dissipative function D(q, q). External forces are assumed to be 

potential, the potential is denoted by <P(q, t). Lagrangian of the system has the form 

L(q, iJ~ t) = K(q, q)- U(q) + <I>(q, t). ( 1.1) 

We assume that K and D are positive quadratic forms with respect to qi: 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

Summation over repeated indices is implied. 

Friction coefficients J.lij are supposed to be small; the only role of dissipation in our study 

is to lead phase trajectories to an attractor. A distinctive feature of elastic structures in the 

framework of physically linear theory is that elastic energy is a quartic polynom of q: 

(1.4) 

while ':masses'~ aij are some constants. 

The questions under consideration are: in \vhich cases the infinite-dimensional dynan1ical 

system (1.1)-(1.4) can be approximated by a lo\v-dimensional system? Ho\V to construct the 

low-dimensional system? 

\Ve single out a class of problems for which the low-dimensional system has coordinates 

q1, ... , qk and the effective energy of the system can be taken as 

(1.5) 

For the case of string vibrations, we show that truncation (1.5) works with good accuracy 

while the standard truncation 

(1.6) 

may yield incorrect results. 
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In terms of continua the truncation (1.5) means the follo\ving. Let U(u) be the energy 

functional of elastic medium occupying the region V, u is displacement field in V. Denote 

by ¢ the eigenmodes of linear vibrations of this media normalized by the condition (p- mass 

density): 

j P¢i¢Jd
3x = 8ij· 

v 

(1. 7) 

Let <I>( u, t) be the linear functional of the \Vork done by external forces. Consider the varia

tional problem 

0 =min [U( u)- <I>( u, t)], 
u 

(1.8) 

-vvhere minimum is sought on the set of all admissible functions u obeying the constraints 

(1.9) 

and t is a paran1eter. ~Iinimum value in the variational problem (1.8) is a function of 

q1, ... qk and t : 0 = Cr(qr, ... , qk. t). 

The Lagrangian of the proposed truncation has the form: 

k 
- 1 ~ .') -~ 
L =- .~__q;- U(qr, .... qk, t). 

2 i=l 

(1.10) 

The way to choose the leading n1odes 01, ... , ¢k and the nun1ber of modes k is discussed in 

Section 6. 

The material is organized as follows. In the next Section we describe the idea underlying 

our approach. In Section 3 the basic equations for the exarnple studied numerically. the 

string vibrations, are presented. In Sections 4 and 5 the counter examples for validity of the 

proposed truncation are discussed, and expected range of applicability is outlined. Then. in 

Section 6, we show that our truncation works better than the traditional one. 

2 Motivation 

First, consider the truncation problem in the sin1plest case of linear vibrations when q are so 

small that the tenns of the third and fourth order in ( 1.4) can be neglected. It is convenient 
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to make a linear change of variables diagonalizing matrices aij and Ai1 ; a matrix aij can be 

made unit under this transformation. The ne\v variables are called mode coordinates and 

have the sense of the amplitudes of eigenmodes. \Ve keep for the mode coordinates the same 

notation, q. In mode coordinates, Lagrange function takes the form 

L = L (:dr- :Aiq; + Fi(t)qi) . 
i 2 2 

(2.1) 

The system forms a set of noninteracting oscillators with unit masses and rigities Ai· Rigity 
2 

Ai is related to eigenfrequency of the ith mode ~i by Ai =~i. It is assumed, for simplicity: 

that all modes have different eigenfrequencies. The modes are numbered in the order of 

increased eigenfreq uencies. 

Truncation of an infinite-dimensional system makes sense if its motion is finite-dimensional. 

This means that the motion of the system can be recovered with an appropriate accuracy in 

terms of motion of some finite-dimensional system. At first glance, truncation of the linear 

system (2.1) is impossible because external forces n1ay excite as many modes as one wishes. 

HoweveL the situation is not so hopeless due to the following property of elastic structures: 

~i-* cc if i --* cc. To n1ake use of this property let us change variables 

0 

qi --* Xi : Xi =;;Ji qi. (2.2) 

In the new variables Lagrange function takes the fonn 

" ( 1 . 2 1 2 Fi(t) ) L = L ----;;2xi --xi + - 0-.-xi . 
. 2w 2 w t i 1 

(2.3) 

vVe see that "masses'' ~; 2 

tend to zero fori--* oo. Therefore, if the spectra of Fi(t) do not 

contain components with the eigenfrequencies Ji, inertia terms can be neglected for large i, 

and we arrive at the static problem: to find xi for large i one has to minimize the function 

·. ""(1 2 _ Fi(t).Xi) m1n '--' 2 xi o • 
Xa i W1 

In this formula time t plays the role of a parameter. 

This simple observation forms the basis of our approach in nonlinear case. Let us denote 

by Aijk and Aijkl the ratios 
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The equality sign _:_ means that there is no summation over repeated indices. 

The change of variables (2.2) yields the following expression for energy function U- <P : 

Let Aijk and Aijkl be bounded for all i, j, k, l. l\!Iasses of modes in xi-variables tend to zero 

for i --+ oo. It is natural to assume that for sufficiently large k, depended on the accepted 

accuracy, masses of all modes with i 2: k can be set equal to zero. Then determination of all 

Xi with i 2: k becomes a static problem: for given x 1 ~ ... , xk and t find the minumum value 

of the function 

O(x1 , x2, ... , Xk, t) = min (U- <P). 
Xk+l·Xk+2,··· 

(2.4) 

Then dynamics of the truncated system is governed by Lagrange function 

(2.5) 

Returning back to the q-variables we obtain the formulas given in Introduction. 

In reality, the situation is not so simple. There are some obstacles for our rule to be true. 

vVe discuss them in Sections 4 and 5 for the case of nonlinear string Yibrations. In the next 

Section the equations of string dynamics are introduced. 

3 Strings 

Consider plane nonlinear vibrations of an elastic string of the length l with pinned ends 

(Fig.l). Let w( t, x) be the lateral displacements of the string. 

For moderate amplitudes, the expressions for kinetic and potential energy are as follows: 

l 

K = j ;pAwzdx, (3.1) 
0 
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Figure 1: Elastic string with pinned ends. 

l 

U = j { AEy [;C't + ;wx 2) 
2 
+ ~h2w;x]- F(x, t)w} dx. (3.2) 

0 

Here p, A: r' and EY' are mass density, cross-section area, initial longitudinal strain and 

Young modulus, respectively; derivatives \vith respect to x and t are denoted by the corre

sponding indices. Constant h is determined by the diameter and shape of cross-section and 

proportional to /A. For circular cross-section of dian1eter d and isotropic material h = d/ 4. 

Elastic energy (3.2) is the sum of extension energy and bending energy. 

Let us introduce dimensionless variables 

w 
u = lVF(' T 

fEyr' 

V-. l')t. 2p-
j = FlVFf. 

AEyr 2 

In these variables the dimensionless Lagrangian takes the form: 

K- U 11 [1 2 ( 1 2 1 4 1 2 ) l L = E Al 2 = -ur- -tty+ -uy + -auYY + j(T, y)u dy. 
y 1 2 2 4 2 

0 

Parameter a= h2 /rl 2 determines the dispersion of linear waves. 

String dynamics is described by the equation 

Urr = [ Uy + U~ - O'Uyyy] y + j ( T, Y) + g( U, Ur), 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

where g is friction force. Physical nature and special form of friction force is inessential for 

what follows since damping is assumed to be small. 

Consider a pinned string: 

U ( T, 0) U ( T, 1) = Uyy ( T, 0) = Uyy ( T, 1) = 0. (3.6) 

The linear eigenmodes of linear vibrations are: 
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uk(Y) = sin11ky. 

Any function u( T, y) can be presented in the form of Fourier series of eigenmodes 

00 

u(T, y) = L ak(T) sin 11ky. (3.7) 
k=l 

In modal approach the dynamics of strings is considered in terms of mode amplitudes 

ak(T). To obtain dynamical equations for ak(T) one has to express Lagrange function (3.4) 

in terms of mode amplitudes ak. Substituting (3.7) into (3.4) we have: 

Here \Ve use the notation: 

fk 2l f( r, y)sinrrkydy, 

1 

Aklmn - j cos 11 kx cos rrlx cos 1rmx cos 7inxdx = 
0 

1 
- -

8 
D(k + l- m- n) + D(k- l + m + n) 

+ 6(k+l+m-n)+6(k+l-m+n) 

+ 6(k-l+m-n)+6(k-l-m+n) 

+ 6(k-l m-n)], 

(3.9) 

where 6(k) means the function which is equal to zero fork f 0, and equal to unity fork= 0. 

Dot denotes derivative with respect to T. 

It is seen from (3.8) that Lagrange function, and, henceforth, the equations. can be 

simplified by the change of unknown functions ak --+ bk: 

(3.10) 

In terms of bk, the Lagrange function takes the form 

( 3.11) 
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The corresponding equations of motion are 

(3.12) 

Note that the transverse motions of an infinitely thin string ( o- = 0) correspond exactly 

to longitudinal waves in elastic beam. 

Coefficients Ai1kt characterize nonlinear interactions between modes. Note an important 

property of Aijkt following from (3.9) : if i is even and j, k, l are odd, then, since ±j ± k ± l 

are also odd, Aijkt = 0. Similarly, Aijkl = 0 if i is odd and j, k: l are even. This means that 

even modes themselves cannot excite odd modes and vice versa. Even modes act on odd 

modes only if the latter have already been excited ( qi for at least one odd i are not zeros). 

The same is true for influence of odd modes on the even ones. 

4 Obstacle One: Equipartition of Energy. 

Free vibrations. For the first time equipartition of energy in string-like systems has been 

studied numerically by Fermi, Pasta, and Ulam in 195..! [4]. They considered a finite

difference truncatiion of equation (3.5) \vith o- = 0, f = 0, g = 0. Equations of their finite

difference approximation are equivalent to dynamical equations of a finite chain of mass 

particles connected by nonlinear springs. It \vas a common belief that nonlinear systems 

with very many degrees of freedom should move ergodically. One of the features of ergodic 

motion is equipartition of energy. In the case of a chain of mass particles equipartition of 

energy means that averaged kinetic energies of all particles are equal: 

( 4.1) 

Here mi and qi are the mass and displacement of the ith particle, and ( ·) means time average 

over trajectory: for any function ¢( q, q) 

oc 

(¢) = lim -(}
1 j ¢ (q(t), q(t)) dt. 

B-oo 
(..!.2) 

0 
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Average value in ( 4.1) does not depend on trajectory for ergodic systems. The common 

value ( 4.1) is called by definition absolute temperature. 

Numerical simulations have been conducted by Fermi, Pasta~ and Ulam for a chain of 

initially disturbed 64 particles. The expected equipartition of energy has not been obserYed. 

This ';paradox'' was named Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU) problem. Explanation has been given 

by Kolmogorov-Arnold-?vloser theory [5]. For small values of initial energy the nonlinear 

system stays close to the linear system which is integrable and, therefore, is not ergodic. 

Further numerical studies supported this explanation. It \Vas shown ( [6L [7L [8]. [9)and 

others) that there is energy threshold exceeding of which yields equipartition. In their 

experiments Fermi~ Pasta, and Ulam did not reach energy threshold. :\ote that the laws of 

equilibrium statistical mechanics, and, in particular, equipartition of energy, are based only 

on ergodicity of motion and stay valid for low-dimensional systems (see (10] and [11 ]). 

If equipartition of energy occurs none of the modes can be neglected. Thus. there is a 

necessary condition for applicability of our truncation: energy of vibration should not exceed 

energy threshold. 

In order to determine the value of energy threshold we conducted a series of ntnnerical 

simulations for the system with the number of modes J''v~ = 8, 12: and 16. In terms of finite

difference truncation it corresponds to a chain of approxin1ately 80 to 160 particles if one 

put 10 particles per the shortest spatial wave period which is 1/16 - 1/8 in our case. The 

integration has been performed using Runge-Kutta scherne of the 7th order. with resolution 

of 70 to 200 points per period of the highest mode. The accuracy of integration has been 

verified by two methods: conservation of energy and reverse integration. The total energy 

was proven to conserve with 10-7 accuracy for the runs being as long as 10.000 periods of 

the lowest mode. At moderate energy values up to 1 the integration was reversible \vithin 

an interval of approxirnately 5,000 longest cycles. 

To verify the tendency of the system to equipartition we create some initial perturbe1tion 

and track the ternporal behavior of the rnode ternperatures Ti = (bf). i = 1. ..... Y. 
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Figure 2: Dependencies of modal temperatures 7i on time in free dynamics of an 8-mode 

system without dispersion or dissipation, proYided initially with energy E = 0.0214. Initially 

all the modes have been excited with amplitudes and velocities vanishing with increasing of 

mode number. 

A typical dependence of temperatures 7i on time is shown on Fig.2 for a n1oderate Yalue 

of initial energy. It. is seen that no equipartition is observed. 

\Ve found that for energy of initial disturbance exceeding some value E* = 5 * 10-2 the 

typical picture of dependence of modal temperatures on time is like shown in Fig.4. It is not 

clear whether the value E* = 5 ~ 10-2 is really a good approximation for threshold energy. 

First, E* should be the energy threshold for most of initial data \Vhile we have checked 

this fact for several tens of initial data. Second, the trajectories of the dynamical system 

(3.12) exponentially diverge if initial energy is of an order E*, and it is not clear whether 

our numerical simulations reflect correctly the dynamics of original dynamical system. Some 

efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of integration. The numerical simulations have 

been performed using the Runge-Kutta integrator of the 7th order. Two tests for accuracy 

have been employed - conservation of energy (checked always) and reverse integration (in 
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Figure 3: Values of C for a 12-mode system obtained for different energies of initial pertur

bation at T = 1000 periods of the 1st mode (or sooner if C = 1- 1/(2lY) = 0.958 has been 

reached). 

some cases). It was found that for runs with characteristic energy values ranging up to 1 

the total energy deviation was belO\V ro-lO ... 10-7 of initial value. Reverse integration has 

shown consistent following trajectories obtained in forward integration for se,·eral thousand 

(1-20 depending on initial energy and number of modes) periods of oscillations of the first 

mode (cycles). 

This value of threshold energy E* = 5 * 10-2 is very close to the values obtained earlier 

in [12) and other papers. In our computations, however, the equipartition state has been 

reached in many cases with very low initial energy, unlike the results for anhannonic chains. 

The most probable cause is exact mode resonanses absent in chains (see below). 

How close are oscillations in real mechanical systems to the equipartition state? Using 

the scaling (3.3) one can estimate the range of displacements, strains, and energy for sin1ilar 

mechanical system. For instance, if we consider a 10m long steel string with Young n1odulus 

Ey ~ 2 * 1011 Pa, cross-sectional area O.lcm.square, and pre-strain ---1 = 10-3 . we get the 
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Figure 4: Behavior of mode temperatures for free dynamics of a 12-mode system (3.12) \Vith 

CJ = 0 and gk = 0. The insert sho\vs the temperature spectrum at the end of a 1 ~500-cycle

long run. Total energy of 0.095 has been initially evenly distributed among the first four 

modes. 

energy of vibrations about 2 Joules (corresponding to non-din1ensional equipartition energy 

E* = 0. 05) ~ characteristic strains of order 3 * 10-4 and characteristic lateral displacements of 

0.5m \vhich are large but not unattainable. However, the equipartition state can be reached 

from some initial conditions at energies substantially smaller than E*. which i1nplies further 

limitation for truncation procedure. 

Fig.4 exhibits the behavior of the mode temperatures in course of free dynamics of a 12-

mode system (3.12) without dispersion and dissipation. Initially the first four modes were 

excited with amplitude 0.2 and zero initial velocity (corresponding to nondin1ensional elastic 

energy of 0.095). The final temperature spectrum is almost homogeneous, thus very close to 

equipartition state. 

To quantify the degree of equipartition reached the following characteristic can be en1-

played: 

( -1.3) 
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Figure 5: Time variations of C in free dynamics of the system () provided initially with 

energy 0.002, 0.01, 0.05, and 0.095. The insert shows the temperature spectrum at the end 

of 1:500-3,000-cycle long runs 

where 1i are the mode temperatures. The characteristic C* has a ver:y simple physical 

meaning: if only one mode is excited, C* = 1. If all modes are excited and equipartition 

holds, T1 = T2 = ... = TN, and C* = IV. To compare the results of different nimerical 

experiments, it is convenient to normalize C* and consider the number C = C* / ~y, which 

represents the relative amount of effectively excited degrees of freedom. Dependence of C 

on time shows how the ne\v degrees of freedom are being involved in motion. The typical 

dependence is shown in Fig.5. This Figure illustrates the results for four runs with duration 

1,500-3,000 cycles; the system 3.12) has been excited \Vith zero velocities and initial potential 

energy evenly distributed among the first four modes. The computaions are performed for 

initial energy 0.002, 0.01, 0.05 and 0.095. 

At moderate energies of initial perturbation, the process of establishing of ten1perature 

equilibrium can take very long time. In such cases the temporal behvior of the value C can 

give a clue to future dynamics. 

It can be clearly seen that the syste1n provided with higher energy renche::; eqnipc-utition 
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very fast~ just in a few hundred longest oscillation periods. The less energy is supplied to 

the system initially: the longer it takes to reach equipartition. \Vhen the energy is less than 

some certain value, equipartition will never be reached. The insert in the Figure shows the 

temperature spectra at the end of the runs. In a case of E = 0.002 temperature of the first 

and second modes are by more than an order more than those of modes 7-12, sho\ving no 

equipartition. 

Other aspects of this topic can be found in (12), [13]. 

Forced vibrations. In the case of forced vibrations energy is no longer an integral of 

motion. The major characteristic of the level of nonlinearity becomes averaged energy. 

\Ve conducted numerical simulations for the case of a concentrated force :F acting per

pendicularly to the spring at a point very close to one end: 

:F(T, y) = :F8(y- Yo) COS..VT, Yo<< 1. 

The corresponding modal force magnitudes fk are 

fk = 2:F sin 1rky0 COS WT ~ 2F 1rky0 COS WT. 

The product M = Fy0 represents the moment acting on the string near its pinned end. 

Figure 6 represents the temporal behavior of the system being excited \Yith a moment 

M = 0.01, 0.035, and 0.1 oscillating with a frequency ""-' = 11. The excitation frequency 

has been chosen equal to the eigenfrequency of the first mode to shorten the transient 

process. The average values of total energy near the end of each run were 4.6, 0.31, and 0.07, 

respectively. 

5 Obstacle Two: Mode Resonanses. 

In linear approximation modes do not interact. Our truncation does certainly work if the 

spectra of external forces do not contain eigenfrequencies. Otherwise. inertia tenus are of the 
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Figure 6: Forced dynamics of the string (3.12) excited with a periodic moment at one end 

fk = 21rkM sin 1rt, M = 0.01, 0.035, and 0.1. Dispersion and dissipation parameters are set 

equal to zero. 

same order as elastic forces and dynan1ics of high modes is far fro1n being static. If energy 

of vibrations increases, nonlinear mode interactions are activated. The dynamical beha,·ior 

of the structure becomes depending cruciall:y· on whether the eigenmodes are in resonance. 

Consider for example system (3.12) for CJ = 0, fk = 0: 9k = 0. Let the first mode is excited 

initially. The spectrum of the first mode contains the frequency ~1 1r. Coefficient A3111 =/= 0. 

Therefore the spectrum of elastic interaction force A3111 xy contains the frequency 3 ~· 1 = 3iT 

which is the linear eigenfrequency of the third mode. Hence, vibrations of the third mode will 

be resonant and inertia term will be of the order of elastic force. Considering the fifth mode 

we note that the coefficient A5311 is non-zero. The spectrum of interaction force A5311 x3xi. 

acting on the fifth mode, contains the frequency 57r which is its eigenfrequency. Thus. the 

fifth mode also vibrates in a resonance regime. Continuing this consideration we see that 

all modes have in their spectra resonant frequencies, and inertia terms cannot be neglected. 

Fortunately, the considered case is the worst one: if CJ is not zero, the eingenfrequencies are. 

in general, detuned, and our truncation start vvorking. Here are some nun1erical exan1ples. 
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Figure 7: Behavior of mode temperatures for free dynamics of a 12-mode system (3.12) 

with a = 10-4 and gk = 0. The insert shows the temperature spectrum at the end of a 

2,000-cycle-long run. 

Figure 7 illustrates the free dynamics of a 12-mode system (3.12) \Vith a very small 

dispersion coefficient u = 10-4
, with initial conditions exactly the same as for a case shown 

in Fig.4. The energy of initial excitation = 0.104~ which is definitely above the energy 

threshold found in Section 4 for u 0. 

vVe see a remarkable phenomenon: the temperature distribution in the system is far from 

equipartition - it eventually evolves to a steeply decaying spectrum sho·wn in the inserL 

where temperature of the first mode is six times greater than that of the 12th 1node. This 

shows that the resonances play a crucial role in the formation of ergodic behavior. The 

system \Vith a very small detuning from resonances does not exhibit ergodic motion for the 

same level of energy. 

To further explore the effect of detuning on equilibrium temperature spectrum~ several 

runs have been performed for u = 0, ... , 0.01. The dependencies of C on time for cases with 

a 0, 10-4 , and 10-2 are shown in Figure 8 together with terminal temperature spectra. 

In the last case the value of C is almost constant, showing very little energy transfer fron1 
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Figure 8: Forced dynamics of the systen1 (3.12) under the same excitation as shown in Fig.6~ 

but with dispersion taken into account: a = 0: 10-4
1 and 10-2 . 

initially excited four modes to upper ones. 

6 A Justification of Truncation. 

The above observations suggest that in a nonlinear system with multiple degrees of freedon1 

truncation is possible if there are no exact internal resonances between the n1odes. and the 

vibration energy is less than energy threshold. IL in addition. energy is pun1ped into lo\Y 

modes~ the higher modes become driven my low ones: while kinetic energy of high modes is 

negligible, and the truncation proposed might work. 

To check the accuracy of our truncation we consider the 12-modes string vibration as 

•:exact": to which \Ve apply the first 4-mode truncation. The string is excited by a periodic 

moment acting near the pinned end of it, and darnped by equal damping rates 9k = const. 

The traditional 4-mode truncation corresponds to Lagrange function 

(6.1) 
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For truncation (1.5) 

(6.2) 

In the range jbk I .S 0.3 [! can be approximated by 

(6.3) 

with the accuracy ~ 2 * 10-4 . Function (6.3) can be obtained as an asymptotical approxi

mation of (6.2) for bk ~ 0 and modification of coefficients. 

This approach has two major advantages: (A) since the dynamics of higher modes does 

not influence the gross dynamics of the systen1. the time step for integration can be chosen 

as a fraction of a period for the highest mode considered exactly (not the period of the 

highest mode of the system). It reduces substantially the computational time. (B) Unlike 

the traditional truncation: this approach gi\'es the estimates for an1plitudes of driYen modes. 

Given with some small dissipation: the 1notion of the system occurs on an attractor and 

develops some stationary statistical properties. Let us consider the case \Yhen the amplitudes 

of the first AI modes are of an order E, and others are substantially smaller. Then. the 

interaction term in (6.1) is composed by the following: 

()() 

L Aklmnbtbmbn -
l.m.n=l 

AI AI oc 

L Aklmnblbmbn + L L Aklmablbmba + (6.4) 
l.m.n=l l.m=l a=Af+l 

AI OC· oc 

L L Akla/3blbab;3 + L Aka31 babsb1 : 

l=l a,J=M+l a,/3,/=Al+l 

where the latin indices denote the amplitudes of lower modes and greek indices - higher 

modes. As it was mentioned above, the coefficients Aklmn are of an order one; hence. the 

first sum in (6.5) is of an order of t 3
1 second- of an order E

5
: third- E 7 ~ and the last- t 9

. In 

this situation the set of algebraic equations (6.2) may be reduced to only 

.X. (6.5) 
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The equation (6.5) is linear \Vith respect to amplitude bk, \Vhile (6.2) is a set of nonlinear 

equations for bk and in most cases can only be solved by iteration method. 

In reality, however, it is impossible to take into account neither infinite, nor even sub

stantially large number of degrees of freedom. As it was mentioned above, most mechanical 

systems with multiple degrees of freedom seldom exhibit more than three to five modes ef

fectively excited, we may consider a system (3.12) as a fairly well approximation to a real 

string. In that sense we shall label the system of 12 modes (3.12) "exact", system (3.12) with 

only 4 or 6 modes taken into account- "simply truncated", and the set (6.1-6.2)- •:modified 

truncated::. The last case will in its turn be examined in its •:linear'' (6.5) and nonlinear 

(6.2) versions. 

The behavior of the syste1n (3.12) and their ;'modified truncated'' version (6.1 - 6.4) 

have been modeled in the same initial conditions, and under the same external excitation as 

that discussed in Sect.4.2 - moment acting at one end of the string .i\11 = O.OL 0.035 and 0.1 

oscillating with frequency w = 1r. Here the dispersion parameter u = O.OL and dissipation 

gk = 0.01 for all k. All computations have been performed until the stationary energy 

spectrum (with accuracy 0.1-1 per cent) has been attained. The stationary energy level has 

been chosen well below equipartition threshold, though high enough to proYide intense energy 

transfer between modes. In Figures 9-11 the linear term of potential energy (1 + ur.2 k'2 )b~ is 

plotted as function of mode number for the following cases: exact 12 modes. simply truncated 

up to 2, 4, and 6 modes, •:linearly modified'' truncated (2, 4, and 6 modes). and "nonlinearly 

modified" truncated for 2, 4, and 6 modes considered exactly. In all these Figures symbols 

used are the same: (a) the solid line with squares denote an "exacf' 12-mode system, (b) 

thin solid line with diamonds - truncated system with 2 modes considered exactly: (c) long

dashed curves with empty cicrles - truncated system with 4 modes considered exactly: and 

(d) short-dashed curves with filled circles- same as (b), but with 6 modes considered exactly. 

It can be seen from Fig.9 that the si1nple truncation procedure yields overesti1nated 
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Figure 9: Energy spectra for forced dynamics of a 12-mode system and truncated (2, 4. and 

6 modes left) s:ystem (3.12) with a 0.01, 9k = 0.01, and f(k) iik sin T. 
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Figure 10: Energy spectra for forced dynamics of a 12-mode system and •:linearly .. modified 

truncated (2, 4, and 6 modes left) system (3.12) with a= 0.01, 9k = 0.01. and f(k) = 7i sin T. 
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of a 12-rnode system and "nonlinear!.·/~ 

(3.12) with a = O.OL 9k = 0.01, and 

modes are taken into account. the higher 

is amplitude error. High modes are not considered at all. 

The procedure of "linearly modified'' truncation yields better results for the amplitudes 

of lower modes and casts some light on those of modes. However. at given energy leYel 

errors of amplitudes of higher modes are still unacceptably high. with the most error occuring 

for the mode next to the last one considered exact. This is due to the fact of amplitudes of 

these modes being not small, and by the nature of the system (6.5) the higher modes do not 

share their energy 'vith other modes. In that sense the last mode considered exactly and the 

first truncated one are in very different conditions: they receive similar power from external 

excitation, but the last "exacf' mode loses its energy in favor of higher modes: while the 

last ones only gain it. 

To fix that discrepancy, the procedure of "nonlinearly modified'' truncation is needed. 

which takes into account energy losses of higher modes due to nonlinear interactions. Figure 

8 illustrates the results for this truncation procedure. It can be seen that there is practical!~· 
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no difference between properties of an exact solution and that obtained with ''nonlinearly 

modified" truncation procedure. 
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Table 1. Summary of computational results 

Code Speed gain Average relative error Comments 

Exact 12 modes 1 exact Slo\v 
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(2 modes- exact) 
not est. 

upper modes - N I A 
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Very fast, but upper 
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modes are out of 
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( 6 modes - exact) 
89 
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Linearly :VIodified lower modes - 3 7 % 
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Excellent accuracy. 
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3.04 

upper modes - 0.5 % 
but relatively 

Nonlinearly Modified lower modes - 0. 3% 
slow 

Truncation ( 6 modes-exact) 
1.45 

upper modes - ::; 0.1 
.. 

Note: Accuracy Is calculated for the mode amplitudes for the "worst· possible case of exci

tation - a moment acting at the end of string 
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Thermodynamics and Parametric Response of 
Slightly Dissipative Systems 

V. Berdichevsky 

Mechanical Engineering, Wayne State University, 

Detroit, MI 48202 

Abstract. A point of view on thermodynamics is presented which raises 
some natural questions on parametric response of various engineering 
devices. In this regard parametric response of a "black box" device is 
considered. The major information about the black box is that its inside is 
governed by Hamiltonian equations complicated by a small dissipation. It 
is established that such systems inherit a "thermodynamical property": 
parametric response is always potential. Nonlinear oscillator is considered 
as an illustrative example. Parametric response of slightly dissipative open 
systems has also some special structure. It is discussed for the case of 
internal flows, a representative example of which is a gas flow in 
compressors. 



1. Introduction. Thermodynamical description of a body assumes that its 
dynamics has two different time scales. Classical thermodynamics describes 
macromotion which is slow compared to fast n1icromotion of particles 
making up the body; micromotion is the subject of statistical mechanics. 
This point of view goes back to L. Boltzmann [7]. Why does macromotion 
obey to so specific laws as the first and the second laws of 
thermodynamics? The remarkable point is that the laws of thermodynamics 
take place, at least in equilibrium case, if microdynamics posesses two 
properties: it is Hamiltonian and ergodic [8]. It is not essential that the 
number of degrees of freedom is large [3, 4]. The laws of equilibrium 
thermodynamics are true even for one-degree-of-freedom systems, 
although they do not contain much information in this degenerated case. 
(Perhaps, the number of degrees of freedom should be large for validity of 
the laws of nonequilibrium thermodynamics). In this regard the question 
arises: Which "thermodynamics" do we get if fast motion is not 
Hamiltonian or ergodic? It seems that nothing like the first or the second 
law of thermodynamics is valid in general. However, it is very likely that 
the systems inherit some "thermodynamical properties" if they are "slightly 
non-Hamiltonian." An important case of "slightly non-Hamiltonian" 
systems is the case of Hamiltonian systems damped by small dissipation. 
There are many engineering situations of this type. It is enough to mention 
that all high Reynolds number turbulent flows fall in this category. Among 
other examples are piezoelectric transducers, compressors, electromotors , 
etc. This paper aims to outline the statement of the problem and present 
some results of its study. 

Generally speaking, any engineering device can be considered as a 
black box which is controlled by some inputs x

1 
,x2 ••• ,x

1
, and have some 

outputs yl' y 2 •• • , Y11 • 

XI 
... • }'I 

inputs ... .... outputs 
.... ... 

xn .... ... Yn 

Fig. 1 

Without loss of generality we may assume that the numbers of inputs and 
outputs coincide. The behavior of the device is characterized by the 
dependence of the outputs 1J

1 
on the inputs xt: 
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( 1.1) 

Equations ( 1.1) form "the passport" of the device. They are analogous to 
constitutive equations of thermodynamics. Nothing specific can be said 
about these equations in general. However, "thermodynamical property" 
appears if we make additional assumptions: 1) internal dynamics is 
governed by classical mechanics, 2) dissipation is small, 3) parameters 
x"x2 ... ,xn are changed slowly compared to the internal dynamics of the 
black box, 4) attract or of the internal motion is ergodic, 5) system is 
closed, i.e., consists of the same material particles. 

It is shown in this paper that the constitutive equations are potential 
in this case: there exists function P( xi, .... , X

11
) such that 

JP dP 
YJ = dx , ... , Y~~ = dx (1.2) 

J 11 

The term "dynamical potential" introduced in [5] is used here for function 
P. 

If the set of variables xl' ... ,xn contains a parameter determining the 
time scale then an analog of entropy appears among the arguments of 
function P. (It is discussed later in Section 2). 

Of course, as in classical thermodynamics, potentiality does not take 
place for an arbitrary choice of the output characteristics yi, but y1 can be 
chosen in such a way that potentiality holds. 

Potentiality reduces the number n of experimentally determined 
functions ( 1.2) to just one function, dynamical potential P. The larger the 
number of parameters the more benefits one gets from the fact of the 
existence of dynamical potential. In a sense, dynamical potential is 
analogous to energy in classical thermodynamics. 

Potentiality of constitutive equations is an asymptotical property 
which appears if dissipation tends to zero, in the same way as potentiality 
of constitutive equations in classical thermodynamics. 

The assumption that the system is closed is essential for validity of 
(1.2). To consider the corrections of (1.2) caused by openness of the 
system the case of open turbulent flow is discussed in Section 5. An 
additional term appears in (1.2): 

Y; = dP + l(x;) Ge(x) ( 1.3) 
dxi dx; 

where e is the average time which particles spend inside the flow field, I is 
the product of averaged dynamical enthalpy, average velocity and cross-
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sectional area at the outlet. Constitutive equations ( 1.3) hold under some 
additional assumptions formulated in Section 5. 

Relations ( 1.3) are based on a variational principle for open flo\vs 
of ideal fluid which is formulated in Section 4. Formula ( 1.3) might be of 
interest in theory of compressors since it captures the influence of design 
on performance characteristics. It would be very interesting to check this 
formula experimentally. The specifics of fluid flow seem not to be 
important for validity of ( 1.3), and similar relations should be true for 
other open systems. 

We start from the discussion of the simplest system: nonlinear 
oscillator. Thermodynamics of nonlinear oscillator has been considered in 
[5, 6]. Here the relations from [5] are extended by including the frequency 
of excitation in the set of control parameters; this is an important extension 
because the parameter reciprocal frequency turns out to be the temperature 
of vibrations. 

2. Thermodynamics of Nonlinear Oscillator with one 
Freedom. Consider an oscillator governed by the equation 

. . /( . ) dU ( q) F( ) rnq+ q,q +----;;q-= t 

Degree of 

(2.1) 

Here f is the friction force which will be assumed tending to zero. The 
only role of friction in our consideration is to select an attractor in phase 
space. 

Equation (2.1) can be written in the form 

oL f . 8q = (q,q) 

where variational derivative 8L/8q is determined by 

oL dL d dL 
-=-----
8q dq dt dq 

and Lagrange function is 

L(q,q, t) = !mq2
- U(q) + F(t)q 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

Consider the parameters of the external force as control parameters. 
In the case of harmonic excitation, 

F(t) =a sin(vt), 

and the control parameters are the excitation amplitude a and frequency v. 
Multifrequency excitation has been discussed in [5]. 
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Friquency v enters the equation as a scaling parameter for time: 
introducing dimensionless time r = vt we move v to the set of the 
coefficients of the equation: 

, d 2 ()U . 
m v·--{ + f +- = a Sin r 

dr dq 

Then average value of functions of 't is natural to determine as 
1 e 

(cp(r)) = lim-Jcp(r)dr 
9--?oo e 

0 

(2.4) 

For a given function cp(q,q, r) the average value depends only on the 
attractor. Typical attractors of system (2.4) are some curves in phase space 

{ q, ~~, r }· We select one attractor and consider only those initial conditions 

for which trajectories of the system (2.4) approach this attractor. Then 
average value of any function depends only on the parameters of the 
system. 

Let the attractor be a curve q=q(r,a, v), Consider the average value 
of Lagrange function over the attractor, L = (L), 

L . 1 J8 
L dq(r,a, v) d ·=hm- (q(r,a,v), v,a,r) r 

T-?""e dr 
0 

Averaged Lagrange function L is a function of a and v. Let us find 
derivatives L with respect to a, v. It is convinient to find first the 
variation of the action functional giving infinitesimally small idependent 
variations to q, a and v. We have 

ri rl ( 8L 1 CJL ()L ) [ CJL ]rl 
ofLdr=fdr -&;+--. q8v+-:)8a + v-. 8q , 

8q v dq oa dq ~ 
rn ro '<l 

(2.5) 

-
Variation of L can be found by dividing (2.5) by (1 1-1:0) and tending ('t 1-'t0) 

to infinity: 

OL = (: &z) + ~ ( ~ q )ov + ( ~~ )& (2.6) 

The last term in (2.5) vanishes in the limit r 1 - r 0 -? oo. 

Equation (2.6) is true for any choice of variation 8q. If 8q 
corresponds to the change of the attractor q = q(r,a, v) caused by the 

independent variations of a and v, then 8q = ~q 8a + dq 8v and 
oa av 

8L = ()L 8a + CJL 8v. Thus, (2.6) is equvivalent to two equations 
da av 
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JL (8L Jq) . 
Ja = 8q Ja + (qsm r), (2.7) 

Since : = f, the first terms in the right hand sides of (2.7) are 

negligible for small friction f 
To put (2.7) in a more convenient form we introduce dynamical 

potential P(a, v) by the relation 

P(a,v) L , (2.8) 

and define the temperature in the same way as in statistical mechanics: 
temperature is doubled averaged kinetic energy of the oscillator, 

(
()L ·) ( ·2) = Jq q = mq 

Note that quantity q = (qsinr) characterize the amplitude of the 
oscillator response to the external excitation. Equations (2.7) mean that 
characteristics of the response q and T are linked by potential relations to a 
and ln(v/v 

0
), (where v o is characteristic frequency - for example, the eigen 

frequency of linear vibrations) 

- ()p T = ()p (? 9) 
q = Ja' Jin(vlvJ -· 

In the case of linear vibrations, the validity of (2.9) can be checked 
by inspection. Indeed, let friction be viscous f(q,q)=l(q, l(=const, U !kq 2

• 

Then 

q(r,a, v) = asinr+ f3cosr, 

a= a (k- m v2) f3 = -KVa .6. = (k mv2):: + l(:.V:: 
.6. ' .6. ' 

and 

Thus 

For K --7 o 

P 
_ 1 a2 

_ I 
--( 2)' q= ( ")' 4 k-mv 2 k-mv~ 

(2.10) 
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and formulas (2.9) follow from (2.10). 

For linear friction-free vibrations dynamical potential has a 
singularity when frequency of excitation approaches the eigen frequency of 
the oscillator m = ~k/m. If friction is small but finite, P]v=w = a2/41( 2v2

• 

In vicinity of the resonance one might expect violation of 
constituitive equations (2.9) because, in principle, the neglected terms 

(1 ~~) and(!;~) might be finite even if friction tends to zero since q and 

q go to infinity. Inspection shows that the first relation (2. 9) turns out to 
be true even for 1(-:;:. 0, while the second one is no longer valid. It is easy to 
check that for 1( :t- 0, 

Thus the second relation to (2.9) is true away from resonance, and has the 

error of order 1(
2 

• In the vicinity of the resonance v a:; is not equal to T. For 

m = v we have vaL =-T. Such a behaviour is caused by the fact that the 
av 

oscillator is kept from blowing up at the resonance by friction force. One 
can expect that the second relation (2.9) is valid in the vicinity of nonlinear 
resonance because in this case the oscillator does not blow up due to elastic 
Hamiltonian force. 

It is natural to consider variable q as a variable characterizing the 
"internal state'' of the oscillator. Then the variable a is the corresponding 
"thermodynamical force". In classical thermodynamics the constitutive 
equations of the system with an internal variable q have the form 

a= au (q,S) =au (q,S) (2.11) 
;;q as 

where u is internal energy and S is entropy. 

To put equations (2.9) in the form (2.11), we introduce Legandre's 
transform of function P(a, v) with respect to the variable a, 

Then, 

a, 

U =aq-P 

au 
av 

aP 
av 

(2.12) 

and (2.12) holds for the oscillator if entropy is determined by the relation 
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v 
S=ln~ (2.13) 

v 

In accordance with (2.9) and (2.13), function u is the average value of the 
difference of potential and kinetic energies, 

U = (U(q))- (!mq) 
2 

In a sense, introduction of thermodynamical entropy for dissipative 
systems seems artificial. In the case of Hamiltonian systems 
thermodynamical entropy is the characteristics by means of which the 
system remembers the initial data. Indeed, if a parameter of the 
Hamiltonian system, say a, is changed slowly, energy E is also changed. 
The value of energy depends not only on the current value of parameter a, 
but also on the initial values Eo and ac of the energy and the parameter, 

(2.14) 

Equation (2.14) can be written in the form of conservation of entropy (see, 
for example, [3]), 

S(E,a) = S(Ec,aJ 

which shows that the current value of energy is, in fact, a function of the 
current value of the parameter and the initial value of entropy. In contrast 
to Hamiltonian systems, for dissipative systems the average value of energy 
over the attractor is a function only of the current values of the 
parameters: the average value depends only on the attractor, and the 
dependence on the initial data disappears. On may say [5], that 
thermodynamical entropy disappears for dissipative systems. 

There is another possible point of view on the existence of 
thermodynamical entropy for disspiative systems. One of the parameters 
can be excluded from the set of internal variables. The "freedom" that 
appears, is, to some extent, analogous to the freedom in the choice of initial 
value of entropy for Hamiltonian systems. If a function, S, can be chosen, 
in such a way that the derivative of the potential with respect to S is 
temperature, then the "standard" thermodynamical relations hold. In the 
above consideration of nonlinear oscillator, the "excluded" control 
parameter is the frequency of the exciting force, while "entropy" S is 
defined by (2.13). 

Although the "thermodynamic analogy" may inspire some questions 
on "thermodynamics" of the oscillator, potentiality of the constitutive 
relations seems to be the only important issue. 
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3. General Case of Closed System. Derivation of potentiality law 
given in the previous Section can be generalized to an arbitrary closed 
system. We assume that kinematics of the system is characterized by 
variables u(t) where u is either a finite-dimensional vector or finite
dimensional vector field (u is displacement vector field in elasticity and 
position vector of fluid particles in fluid dynamics). The governing 
equations are 

(3.1) 

where L is Lagrange function, 8L/C5u is its variational derivative and f is 
friction force. It is assumed that trajectories in phase space fall to an 
attractor, and for f ~ o, the attractor converges to a set consisting of the 
trajectories of the limit system 

8L =O. 
8u 

The attractor is supposed to be ergodic in the following sense: average 
values of any functional cp( u, u1) over a trajectory of the attractor does not 
depend on trajectory (up to a set of trajectories of zero measure). This 
assumption makes average value of any functional independent on initial 
data. 

Let L be a function of parameters A= (~, ... ,Ak). Average value of 
any function becomes a function of parameters A. Denote average value L 
by P: 

P(A)=(L) 

Determining derivatives P(A) with respect to A
1 

we have 

()p =lim _!_[J(oL ,}_}!_Jdt + J JL dt + ( oL, ()~ Je] 
dA

1 
9_., () 

0 
Du dA

1 0 
dA

1 
Out dA

1 0 

We assume that C5L/C5u1 and du/dAi are bounded for all t. Then the last term 
vanishes for e ~ oo. The first term approaches zero when friction goes to 
zero. Therefore 

()p I ()L) 
dA

1 
= \ dA, 

Derivatives dL/dAi usually have simple physical sense and form 
"generalized forces" which are reciprocal to parameters Ai. If Ai are 
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considered as control parameters xi of Introduction, / (}L) are the 
\JA.l 

corresponding output parameters Yi· 

4. Variational Principle for Open Flows of Ideal Fluid. 
Potentiality of parametric response is based on the special structure of the 
governing equations: for vanishing damping the equations follow from 
Han1ilton' s variational principle. Hamilton's variational principle has been 
formulated for closed systems, i.e., systems consisting of the same material 
particles. In order to study open systems with permanently changing 
material contents, Hamilton's variational principle should be generalized. 
Such a generalization is considered in this Section for the case of ideal fluid 
flows. First the classical form of Hamilton's variational principle is 
recalled. 

Variational Principle in Lagrangian Variables. Consider a container 
(a finite region V in 3-D space) occupied by an ideal fluid. Let ~~~(a= 1,2,3) 

be Lagrangian coordinates of fluid particles. Lagrangian coordinates run 
some region Vo in 3-D space of Lagrangian coordinates. Denote by x' 

some Cartesian coordinates of an observer's frame in actual 3-D space. The 
trajectory of the particle ~!I is 

(4.1) 

"To know fluid motion" means "to know the functions xi( ; 1,t)." 

The Jacobian t1 = det d:r' characterizes the change of volume in the 
(}~/l ~ 

transition from Lagrangian coordinates to Eulerian coordinates. Density p 
is determined by the law of conservation of mass 

Po ( ~~~ )L\" ( ~~~) p = ___;_....:..___;'----'-
L1 

(4.2) 

where p o and L\
0 

are the values of density and L\ at initial time instant t 0 • 

Note that L\ can be either greater or less than zero; the determinant L\0 has 
the same sign as L\, thus positiveness of density is guaranteed. 

We consider the motion which is not detached from or penetrates 
through the walls: each particle, which is on the wall at initial moment, 
stays on the wall in the course of motion. In terms of functions x' ( t.~·~) that 

means: 

if J:•z E dil 
~ f) 

(4.3) 
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where oV and oV o are the boundaries of V and V o correspondingly. Note 
that the boundary av may consist of a number of pieces some of which do 
move. The moving part of avis denoted by :L(t). For example, :L(t) might 
be the surface of rotor blades. 

Let some initial and finite positions of the particles be given 

Xi ( fo' ~n) = X~ ( ~rL ), Xi ( fl '~n) = X lt ( ~n) (4.4) 

Then the adiabatic motion of the ideal fluid is a stationary point of the 
functional 

(4.5) 

on the set of the functions xi(t,~IL) which obey the constraints (4.3)-(4.4). 
Summation over repeated indices is implied. 

Stationary points of the functional ( 4.5) satisfy the equations of 
motion of ideal fluid in Lagrangian coordinates 

(4.6) 

Here p is the notation for the function of p, p2 a%P. 

Variational Principle in Eulerian Coordinates. To obtain the 
variational principle in Eulerian coordinates one needs to choose some 
functions of x1 and t as required functions instead of function of Lagrangian 
coordinates, xi( ~0,t). A natural candidate for the required functions is the 
inverse of the functions x1

( ~\t): 

(4.7) 

Velocity, v' ( .;", t) = dx' ~"' t) bee omes a function of Eulerian coordinate x' if 

~a is expressed in terms of xi and t by means of (4.7). To obtain the 
explicit expression of velocity in terms of derivatives of functions ~a(t,x), 
we write down the condition that Lagrangian coordinates do not change 
along trajectories of particles: 

a~(L(xi, t) i a~ll 
--'-----'- + v -. = 0 (4. 8) 

dt ()x' 
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Equation (4.8) can be considered as a system of three linear algebraical 
equations with respect to three unknown quantities vi. The determinant of 
this system 

(4.9) 

is not equal to zero, therefore 

(4.10) 

where ~~· = d~" and x~ are the components of the matrix which is inversed 

to the matrix 11;/'11, ;~~ = a;a / CJxi. The functional ( 4.5) can be considered as 

the functional on a set of the functions ;"(xi, t): 

I { ~"(x', t)} = f J p(fv.v'- U(p)'y1 3xdt = f J p{~x,;x;, d~" d~b - U(p)}d 3xdt ( 4.11) 
t 0 V t0 V 

where p is given by (4.2), while !l is determined by (4.9). 

The set of admissible functions ;a(xi, t) is extracted by the constraints 

;rr(x;, t) E dV,, if X
1 E dV 

;a (Xi ' t) = ;rr 0 (Xi ), ;rl (Xi , tl ) = ;rr 1 (Xi ) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

Constraints (4.12) and (4.13) are the inversions of (4.3) and (4.4) 
correspondingly. 

The variational principle in Eulerian coordinates states that the real 
motion of ideal fluid is a stationary point of the functional ( 4.11) on the set 
of functions ;(l(x 1,t), extracted by the constraints (4.12), (4.13). Varying 

the functional ( 4.11) with respect to admissible functions ;~~ ( xl, t), one gets 
the equations of motion of ideal fluid. For the reader's convenience, \Ve 
present here a derivation of this fact; the derivation follows [2]. Consider 
first a functional of a general form 

tl 

I= J J A(;'\;11 i,;1't,Xi)d 3xdt 
t0 V(t) 

(4.14) 
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8A ()A () ()A () ()A 

8~'~ = a~~~ - axi a~/' - at a~/· ' ( 4.15) 

ni are the components of the unit outward normal vector at av' c is the 
velocity of the surface av along the normal to this surface. 

Let us show that equation 8
A = o is transformed to the usual form of 

~II 

equations of ideal fluid 

CJpvi + ~(pv vj + p8j) + p ~(x) = 0 p = p 2 au(p) (4.16) 
at ()xJ I t dx1 ' ()p 

if 

(4.17) 

<P(x) is the potential of body forces, and density and velocity are expressed 
in terms of ~~~, ~;· and ~/' by (4.2), (4.9) and (4.10). To put (4.15) in the 
form ( 4.16) we need the identity 

,t:a. 81\ =-d A-~(f:'' ()A -A8kJ-j_(J:a ()A J (4.18) 
!.;:, t 8~Q ! ax" ~~ a~kf! I at ~~ a~/ 

and the relations 

P· aA - A8) =- v ,J - 2 au 8) a A j:'L a ~ (4 19) ~~ a~~· I p It p ()p I' a~~~ ~~ = -pv,' !A= -p d:l'i . 

Identity ( 4.18) is obtained by multiplying ( 4.15) by ~,'\ summing 
over a and differentiating by parts 

;a 81\ ;~~ a A a (~a a A J a (~a a A J a A a~ka a A a;t a 
I 8~Q = I a~Q- axk i a~kQ - dt l a~t + a~/,:Q axi + a~tQ ax/ 

= -a,A- ~' ( (" ~~·- AO,' J- ~( ~,'' ~~· J 
Here alA is partial derivative of A with respect to X; for fixed ~a.~,'\~/!. 

To derive (4.19) we need the relations 

axl; = -x' xk j:tl ()p = 81 j:ll ()u) = v"8J j:ll Jvj = -81 ( 4.20) 
()J:II II II' ~~ ()J:i! p I ' ~~ (),J:I! I ' ~~ ()J=r! I 

~k ~) ~k ~t 

The first formula ( 4.20) is obtained by differentiating the equality .T 1:~~ = 8/ 
with respect to ~k~~, 
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and contracting with xl:. 
. at::.-1 

The second formula ( 4.20) follows from the relation - = t:.- 1x i. Indeed, 
a~IIL IL 

ap = _J_p tl !l-1 = px i 
a~IIL ()~ill 0 0 IL 

The last two relations ( 4.20) can be derived from the first one and ( 4.1 0) 

Jvi a i):b i k]:b i k Jvi i 

()J:I' = - ()J:a xb ~.,:, t = xflxb ~.,:, t = -x(J v ' ()J:a = -xa 
i.,k i.,k l.,t 

Equation (4.16) follows from (4.15) and (4.19). 

If postitions of the particles are prescribed at t = t0 , t1 then a~~l = 0 at 
t = t0 ,t~' and the last term in (4.14) vanishes. If particles do not penetrate 
through or detach from the boundary, c = vin, and the second term in 
( 4.14) vanishes as well. Thus, condition 81 =0 yields equations of motion of 
ideal fluid. 

Note for the further reference that in accordance with ( 4.19) 
variation of the action functional takes the form 

Open Flows. To obtain an extension of the formulated variational 
principle to open flows, consider the picture of motion in four-dimensional 
space-time. A symbolic picture of motion in a closed container is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

Jll<'t ontld 

Fig. 2 Fig. 3 

Each trajectory connects the initial and final positions of fluid particles, 
which are considered as given. A typical open flow is shown in Fig. 3. 
Each trajectory also connects the initial and final positions, but now a part 
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of the initial positions are at the inlet of the flow, while the part of the final 
positions are at the outlet of the flow. In closed flows the most natural 
choice of Lagrangian coordinates is an identification of Lagrangian 
coordinates with Eulerian ones at the initial instant: 
~ 1 (xi,t0 )=x 1 ,~2 (x',t0 )=x2 ,~ 3 (x',t0 )=x3 • In open flows it is natural to identify 
one of the Lagrangian coordinates with the moment of the appearance of 
the particle in the view field, while two others can be coordinates of the 
point of the inlet, where the particle appears for the first time. 

Consider now the initial and final positions of fluid particles at the 
inlet and outlet as prescribed. The stationary points of the action functional 
are sought on the set of functions, ~~l (xi, t), which satisfy the constriants 
(4.12), (4.13) along with the conditions at the inlet and the outlet 

~~~(xi, t) =~::~(xi, t) at the inlet 

~fl(xl ,t) = ~~l~.t(xl ,t) at the outlet 

( ~;~~~ and ~,1

1
1

141 are some prescribed functions). Then the second term in 
(4.14) vanishes even if there is a flow through av. Thus, the action 
functional has a stationary point at real motion of ideal fluid. 

5. Parametric Response of Open Flo\vs. Consider a flow of ideal 
compressible fluid through a region V. To include into consideration the 
case of compressor flow we assume that there are some moving rigid 
bodies (rotor blades) inside region V. The surface of moving bodies is 
denoted by :L(t). Besides, there might be vortex sheets: some moving 
surfaces S(t) on which tangent components of velocity have a jump while 
the normal components are continuous. 

Denote Cartesian coordinates at the inlet by xa(a = 1,2). Coordinate 
x 3 is directed along the normal to the inlet and outlet. Particles entering 

~ ~ 

the flow field are marked by Lagrangian coordinates ~a ,~ 3 = ~ .. We choose 
~a to be equal to the coordinates xa of the point of the inlet where particle 
appears for the first time while ~ is identified with the time when the 
particle enters the flow. 

Derivatives a~a and a~ can be expressed in terms of velocity at the 
dX 1 dx 1 

inlet: 

(6.1) 
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where v = v3 is axial velocity. 

To derive (6.1) we note that, in accordance with the way ~a and ~ 
were introduced, at the inlet 

d~a a d~u ()~ ()~ 
()xf3 = 8 {3 , at = 0, dxa = 0, Jt = 1 

Writing down equations (4.8) at the inlet 

d~a d~a a~ 
v13 -'='-+v-'='-=O l+v-'=' =0 

()xf3 dx3 ' dx3 

and using (6.2) we arrive at (6.1 ). 

The matrix llx(: II has the components 

a s:a 
xf.l =uf.l, 

and the determinant 6
0 
=-v. 

xi =-v 

(6.2) 

The natural control parameters of fluid flow are discharge, Q, 
frequency of rotation of moving bodies, v, and parameters of geometry, A. 
It is assumed that ~~1 are some functions of xa, r = vt, v,Q,A., which have 
bounded derivatives with respect to these arguments. 

We define dynamical potential P by 

P(Q, v,A) = (!p( T -U(p}'x ~ (6.3) 

Here and in what follows (-) means average with respect to dimensionless 
time 't over the attract or. 

Let us find derivatives of P with respect to parameters Q, v and A. 
As for nonlinear oscillator, one can use formula ( 4.14) to determine these 
derivatives. However, there are complications requiring some corrections 
of (4.14) for our purposes. First, the integrand in (6.3) depends explicitly 
on parameter Q. Dependence on Q enters by means of determinant 6() 

through the expression for density p = p,,i.:'l,v detll%111· Since 11, = -v where 

v is velocity at the inlet, change of Q causes change of 6". One may 
assume that v is proportional to Q: v=Qu, where u is some function of xa 
independent on Q. Second, the integrand in (6.3) depends also explicitly on 
v. Dependence on v is caused by dependence velocity on v for any given 
r: vi = -x~:~riLv( ~~ = ()~ 11 

/ dr). Third, geometry of the region V is changed due 

to variation of paran1eters A. 

Contributions to ( 4.14) caused by variation Q and v are: 
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_ ( J (()A dln~l) An ()A. 1 8vJdJ ) - -p ~+-v- x = 
V'(t) ap aQ chl v 

(6.4) 

Variation of the position of a piece B of the boundary av yields the 
additional term 

(6.5) 

where 8n is displacement of B along its normal. Collecting (4.14), (6.4) 
and (6.5) and taking into account (4.21), we obtain 

OP = ~ (P- (! pdJx) )+ 8: (! pv2d)x) + 

(i,J~"x,;[ ( -pv, +(A- p)O;h + pv,c]d'x) +(I AOnd'x) 
(6.6) 

The last two terms may be written in a more detailed form. Boundary av 
consists of inlet, outlet, n1oving surfaces I( t) and S( t ), varied surface B and 
a remainder, which is some immovable surface A. At A 8n =0, c=O, 
vini=O. Vector ()~fix(: is tangent to A. Thus surface integral over A in (6.6) 
disappear. At the inlet ~a = xa and ~=t independently on the value of 
parameters Q, v and A, therefore a~~' = 0. Since 8n=O at the inlet as well, 
the surface integral over the inlet vanishes. At the outlet c=O, 8n=O, and 
the integral over the outlet has the form 

/ J J~"x,:(-pviv1 - p(p +U- ~ J8fJn1d
2x) (6.7) \mttld p 

Vector a~~'x(: has a simple geometrical sense. Consider the position vector 
of particle ~I!: xi(r,~ll,A.), where the set of all control parameters is denoted 

by A. The identity holds 

xi(r,~~'(r,x,A.),A.) = x' 

Differentiating this identity with respect to A we get 
dX 1 d~tt Jx 1 

--+-=0 
()~~~ ()A. ()A. 
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Hence, ()xi = -d~"x~: is the translation vector of the particles at the outlet 
caused by variation of the parameters. 

It is convenient to write (6.7) in terms of enthalpy, i=U+(plp), 

\ J :'l,t:a k ( i (. v
2 \j <:J) 2 ) or.:, XaP vkv + t-2 uk n 1d x 

rmtld 

(6.10) 

At the surface :E(t) vJn1 = c while vector axi = -x~:a~~~ is tangent to 
:E. Therefore, integral over :E is equal to zero. 

At the surface S integration is conducted over both sides of S. Since 
on each side v 1 n; = c and Cfx!ni = 8n, the integral overS is equal to 

(6.11) 

Here [p] is the pressure drop across S. One may assume that pressure 1s 
continuous on vortex sheets. Then (6.11) vanishes. 

At the surface B dx 1 ni = 8n, v1n
1 
= c therefore integral over B is 

Denote by F a generalized force corresponding to a change of A: 

F = (J 8n pd
2x) 

BbA 

Generalized force may have various sense dependingly on the geometrical 
meaning of A. For example, if A is an angle (like the angle of attack for 
blades) the corresponding generalized force is the total torque. If A is the 
radius of some pipe inside V, then F coincides with the integral of average 
pressure over the pipe surface, 

Finally, we have for 8P 

(6.12) 
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Consider practically the most interesting case where tangent velocity at the 
outlet is negligible compared to the axial velocity. Then the third term 
takes the form 

(6.13) 

v2 
Assume that fluctuations of ()~ 11 x~ and dynamical enthalpy - + i are small 

2 
compared to their average values. Accept also that the average value of 
dynamical enthalpy is practically constant over the outlet. Then the 
integral (6.13) is simplified to the product 

-l f a(;a)(x~)n;d2x (6.14) 
outlet 

where I is the averaged dynamical enthalpy, 

( 6.15) 

Further simplifications are possible if we assume that average value 
(~a) should not depnd on A due to trubulent mixing: it seems reasonable to 
accept that any fixed point of the outlet can be reached from any point of 
the inlet with some probability and probability distribution does not depend 
on the values of parameters A. Then average value (~a) certainly does not 
depend on A. The difference t- (~) is the average time which particles 
spend inside the device; we denote it by 0(A). The factor (x~)ni can be 

transformed to ( ~ )n, = ~ X, where X = { x3
) and we assumed that the third 

coordinate is directed along the normal to the outlet. Function x( ~,A) 
determines (average) position of particle on x 3 -axis which was at the inlet 
at the instant ~. Since fluctuations ~(t,x,A) are assumed to be small 
compared to (~(t,x,A.)), in the vicinity of the outlet (~):::: t- e(A), and 
differentiation of x with respect to ~ is equivalent to differentiation with 
respect to time. Thus, o/a~ is equal to velocity at the outlet v,

111
r. Finally, 

( 6.13) takes the form 

](k) (6.16) 

where I= i Sl!ltt vout, and Sow is the cross-section area of the outlet. 

Collecting (6.12)-(6.16), we arrive at the constitutive equations 
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(6.17) 

Here we reatore the fact that we actually have many parameters 
A.i' s=l,2, ... ,N. If integrals of p and U in (5.17) can be neglected (that 
seems possible with high descharge Q), then we have three functions P, I 
and e which should be found from experiments in order to establish the 
constitutive relations. 

Concluding Remarks. It is shown in this paper that the parametric 
response of slightly dissipative systems has a special structure: it is potential 
for closed systems and "quasi-potential" for some open systems. 

This fact is not very important for the low-dimensional systems 
which can be studied by other means, but for complex systems it seems to 
be as useful as classical thermodynamical description for the state of 
macroscopic bodies. 
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Objectives: 
The study was conducted in the following areas: 

A. Truncation 
B. Statistical properties of high-energy vibrations 
C. Dynamical potential 
D. Diffusional creep at high temperatures 

Objectives of topic A to develop methods of truncation of 
continuum equations in structural dynamics which 
capture the major features of vibrations 

Objectives of topic B : to study the properties of the energy 
threshold in high-energy vibrations 

Objectives of topic C : to study dynamical potential of vibrating 
systems theoretically and experimentally 

Objectives of topic D : to develop theory of diffusional creep at 
high temperatures 

Accomplishments: 
Topic A : Study of dynamics of elastic structures is usually based on 
modeling the structure by a finite-dimensional system with a few 
degrees of freedom. In this connection it is important to understand 
( 1) in which way these degrees of freedom should be chosen, (2) how 
many degrees of freedom should be kept, and (3) how do the 
neglected degrees of freedom affect the kept ones. These issues have 
been addressed in the research. It turns out that the answers to the 
posed questions depend significantly on the level of excitation: there 
is an energy threshold such that if energy exceeds this threshold the 
laws of statistical mechanics become valid and none of the degrees of 
freedom can be neglected. We study the case of moderate energy of 
excitation which is lower than the energy threshold but is still high 
enough to activate nonlinear interactions. For the case of string 
vibrations, a simple methods has been developed which allows one to 
capture the leading degrees of freedom and take into account the 
influence of neglected modes on the leading ones. The reasoning is 
quite general, and the answers are given in the form which admits 
application to many elastic structures. 
Topic B : It was known for about 25 years that there exists an 
energy threshold for vibrations of elastic structures such that, for 
energy vibrations exceeding the energy threshold, vibrations are 
practically chaotic. We established also that the laws of statistical 



mechanics are valid for vibrations with such high energy. In the 
previous studies, the value of energy threshold was found to be 
relatively small. We found that this is caused by the specifics of the 
models used, and small "physical disturbances" of the models (we 
add wave dispersion) yields much higher values of the energy 
threshold. 
Topic C: If parameters of excitation applied to an elastic structure 
are tuned, the system undergoes the changes which in many cases 
are reminiscent of phase transitions in classical thermodynamics. 
The question arises: is there an analogy of thermodynamical energy 
for structural vibrations? The positive answer for systems with 
small dissipation has been given by the PI (1993). The properties of 
the corresponding "thermodynamical function", dynamical potential, 
have been studies theoretically and experimentally in this project. 
The very fact that the dynamical potential exists seems as important 
as the existence of energy for elastic bodies. It has immediate 
applications: usually, one is interested in establishing the relations 
between excitations and responses of vibrating systems; the 
existence of dynamical potential reduced the number of 
experimentally determined functions to one. The theory of 
dynamical potential is applicable only to devices with high efficiency 
(small dissipation). An experimental setup has been developed to 
determine the dynamical potential of a nonlinear oscillator. The 
experiments confirmed the theoretical predictions. 
Topic D : One of the promising directions in material sciences is the 
development of materials with grain size on the order of nanometers. 
In such materials, the major mechanism of plastic deformation is the 
vacancy diffusion. This mechanism is also a leading one for usual 
polycrystals at high temperatures and low stresses. Diffusional 
plasticity theory differs significantly from dislocational plasticity 
theory because vacancy diffusion is a scalar phenomenon. 
Developn1ent of the theory of diffusional plasticity has been 
conducted in collaboration with Dr. R. Bagley (UTSA) and Dr. P. 
Hazzledine (Wright-Patterson Lab). Nonlinear theory of diffusional 
plasticity has been proposed. A linear version of this theory has 
been applied to the prediction of macroscopic and microscopic 
behavior of polycrystal bodies with periodic microstructure. 
Constitutive equations have been obtained in an explicit form. The 
cell problem for microfields was formulated for secondary creep, and 
the corresponding variational principle was established. Dependence 



of macroparameters on microcharacteristics has been found. It was 
shown that primary creep is governed by nonlocal equations. 
Numerical simulations were conducted for honeycomb structures. 
B yproducts : An understanding of statistical mechanics of continua 
achieved helped to develop statistical mechanics of point vortices (V. 
Berdichevsky, Statistical Mechanics of Point Vortices, Physical 
Review E, v.51, pp. 4432-4452, 1995) and obtain for the first time 
the velocity profiles of turbulent flows without the use of 
phenomenological constants (V. Berdichevsky, A. Fridlyand, V. 
Sutyrin, Prediction of Turbulent Velocity Profiles in Couette and 
Poiseuille Flows from First Principles, Physical Review Letters, v. 7 6, 
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A review of topics A and B is g1 ven In Chapters 3 and 4 of the 
monograph [ 1] (Attachment 1 ). 

The original results on these topics are presented in papers [7] 
(Attachment 2) and [3] (Attachment 3). 

Papers [2] (Attachment 4) and [6] (Attachment 5) are 
concerned with theoretical and computational aspects of the theory 
of dynamical potential while the experimental results are presented 
in paper [8] (Attachment 6). Theory of diffusional creep is studied in 
[ 4] (Attachment 7) and [5] (Attachment 8). 
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b. Collaboration. 
The study of topic D was conducted in close collaboration with R 
Bagley and P. Hazzledine from Wright-Patterson Lab and Dr. B. 
Shoy khet (Reliance Electric). 

New Discoveries: 
Two findings seem possible to qualify as discoveries: 

1. A method of truncation of continuum equations which takes 
into account the influence of the neglected modes. 

2. A method of fast calculations of mode interactions based on 
the identity found in [1]. 
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Chapter 3 

Free Vibrations of a System of 
Oscillators 

Usually, mechanical and physical low-dimensional Hamiltonian systems are not er
godic. Nevertheless, they can be approximately ergodic if the parameters are in a 
certain range. In this chapter, systems of nonlinear oscillators are considered. They 
demonstrate ergodic properties if energy exceeds some threshold value. This behavior 
is, perhaps, generic for all elastic vibrational systems. 

3.1 Hen6n-Heiles oscillators 

The Hen6n-Heiles oscillators. One of the first examples of chaotic motion of a lo"t.v
dimensional system was discovered by M. Hen6n and C. Heiles in 1964 [90]. They 
considered a system of two oscillators. The first oscillator is simply a harmonic 
oscillator with the Hamilton function 

The second oscillator is a nonlinear oscillator with the following properties: it has a 
stable equilibrium point at q2 = 0, the frequency of linear vibrations in the vicinity of 
this equilibrium point is equal to the frequency of the first oscillator, and if q2 exceeds 
some value, the oscillator tends to escape the origin. The potential energy U2 (q2 ) is 
chosen as 

Of course, this is an approximation of a situation where the second oscillator has two 
stable equilibrium positions and one studies vibrations in the vicinity of one of them. 

The oscillators interact. The interaction energy is asymmetric and is 

so the total Hamilton function is 

. 1 2 2 
U(qt, q2) = 2q1 + U2(q2) + ql Q2 (3.1) 

The dynamical equations are 
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Fig. 3.1: Contour plot of the potential energy of the Hen6n-Heiles oscillators 

This system has one stable equilibrium point at the origin, q1 = q2 0, and three 
unstable equilibrium points: P1(q1 = 0, q2 = 1), P2 ( -13/2, -1/2), P3( --13/2, -1/2). 
They are shown in the contour plot of potential energy U(q1, q2) (Fig. 3.1). The 
separatrics connecting the unstable points are straight lines. These separatrics corre
spond to an energy level U = 1/6. All contour lines with energy levels less than 1/6 
are inside the triangle P1P2P3. 

Poincare sections. The dynamics of oscillators can be described in a very informa
tive way by means of Poincare sections. Consider a trajectory p1(t),q1(t),p2(t),q2(t) 
of equations (3.2). Since energy is the integral of motion, the trajectory is, in fact, 
given by three functions, and the fourth one is determined by the energy equation 

(3.3) 

a b 

Fig. 3.2: Image on a Poincare section of a periodic trajectory (a) and invariant torus 
(b) 
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Fig. 3.3: Chaotic trajectory and its image on a Poincare section 

For definiteness, let the energy equation be used to find p1 (t). Then, the trajectory 
of the system is a curve in three-dimensional space of the variables q1 , p2 and q2 . 

Consider cross-sections of the trajectory with the plane q1 = 0. This is a set of points 
which is called a Poincare section. If the trajectory is periodic, the Poincare section 
consists of a finite number of points. 

Two points on a Poincare section correspond to the trajectory shown in Fig. 3.2a. 
If the trajectory lies on a torus in ( q1, p2, q2)-space, then the successive cross-sections 
of the trajectory and the plane q1 = 0 belong to the curves { 1 and { 2 , shown in 
Fig. 3.2b. In a typical situation, a torus is a member of family of embedded tori, and 
one sees two families of embedded curves in the Poincare section. If the successive 
cross-sections of the trajectory and the plane do not form a certain pattern, the 
trajectory is thought to be chaotic (Fig. 3.3). 

Qualitative picture of vibration. The behavior of Hen6n-Heiles oscillators depends 
on the energy level of the initial disturbance. If the energy is small enough, the 
interaction is not profound and the oscillators vibrate independently. In (q1, p2 , q2 )

space there is a family of embedded tori. Cross-sections of these tori with the plane 
q2 = 0 are shown in Fig. 3.3a for E = 10-3. The cross-sections are obtained by 
numerical integration of dynamical equations for various initial data. For E = 10-2 , 

a new family of tori appears, as is seen from Fig. 3.4b. For E = 0.125 one observes a 
chaotic sea with islands of ordered motion (Fig. 3.4c). The islands are images of tori 
similar to the one shown in Fig. 3. 2b. Although the "chaotic component'' of motion 
is well presented, the the motion is far from being ergodic: the chaotic trajectory 
does not cover the whole energy surface. Note that the scales are chosen different in 
Fig. 3.4a,b,c because the maximum magnitudes of vibrations are different for various 
values of energy; they are on the order of .JE. 

The chaotic sea expands if the. energy is increased. For E = 1/6, the chaotic 
sea occupies almost the whole energy surface (Fig. 3.4d) except for four thin islands. 
There might also be some small islands which are not visible at this resolution. Since 
the total volume of the islands of ordered motion is small, one can expect that the 
motion of the Hen6n-Heiles oscillators is approximately ergodic, and all the relations 
of statistical mechanics and thermodynamics apply. In this section the results of 
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Fig. 3.4: Poincare sections of Henon-Heiles oscillators for the values of energy E 
10-3 (a), E = 10-2 (b), E 0.125 (c), E = 1/6 (d) 

numerical experiments which show that this is really the case are presented and 
discussed. 

Phase volume. The key quantity in the "thermodynamics" of Hen6n-Heiles 
oscillators is the volume of phase space, r(E), bounded by the energy surface 
H(p 1,p2 , q1 , q2 ) = This volume can be expressed in terms of the area, A( e), 
of the region in the ( q1 , q2)-plane, bounded by the curve U ( q1 , q2 ) = e. Indeed, one 
can write 
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Fig. 3.5: Dependence of area, A(e), bounded by the contours in Fig. 3.1, on the 
energy level 

This last integral is taken over the region where the integrand is positive. It can also 
be written as 

r(E) = 271" foE (E- e)dA(e) 

Integrating by parts, we obtain 

Hence, 

r(E) = 271" foE A(e)de 

dr - = 21rA(E) 
dE 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

From (1.61) and (1.50), we obtain the following expressions for entropy and temper
ature of the Henon-Heiles oscillators 

S(E) ln foE A(e)de +canst, 

1 {E 
T(E) = A(E) Jo A(e)de 

The area A( e) can be calculated using the expression 

A(e) = j dxdy 

~y2+U2(x)+y2x~e 

2 j [2 [e- U2(x)]] I/2 dx 
1 + 2x 

e-U2(x);:::o 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

The integral in (3. 7) could be reduced to a standard elliptic integral. However, nu
merical integration is just as efficient. The dependence of A one is shown in Fig. 3.5. 

Probability density function. Besides temperature, we shall study probability den
sity functions of the coordinates and momentum of each oscillator and denote them 
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by f 1 (p, q) and j 2 (p, q), respectively. Consider first the probability density function 
of the second oscillator, !2(p, q). This probability density function is equal to zero 
outside the region of possible values of p2, q2, i.e. the set of all points in the (p2, q2)
plane which could be visited by trajectories of the system. Denote this region by R2 . 

If the oscillators move ergodically, R2 is a set of such points (p2, q2) that for some 
values of (Pb qt), the equality H(pb P2, qll q2) = E is satisfied. In order to describe 
R2 explicitly, it is convenient to introduce the function 

(3.8) 

The region R2 is determined by the inequality 

(3.9) 

The value of the function h2(p2, q2) is obviously equal to the energy of the second 
oscillator, 

h2(P2, q2) = 1/.;JJ2
2 + U2(q2), 

and the region of admissible values of p2, q2 coincides with the interior of the energy 
surface of the second oscillator in its free vibrations. 

Following the general scheme, in order to find f 2 one has to calculate the entropy 
of the system with the kinematic constraints p2 = p, q2 = q. Trajectories p1 (t) and 
q1 ( t) of the constrained system lie on the curve 

(3.10) 

Curve (3.10) is an ellipse with half-axes 

and b - /2 [E- ~p2 - U2(q)] 
1 

v 2 yf1 + 2q 

The area bounded by this ellipse is 

Hence, the entropy of the constrained system is 

(3.11) 

From the generalized Einstein relation (2.3) and the expression for entropy (3.11) 
and phase volume (3.5), we find the probability density function of the coordinates 
and momentum of the second oscillator: 

f (E P q) 1 ~ es2(E,p,q) = 1 
2 

' ' = 8fj8E 8E A(E)J1 + 2q 
(3.12) 

Note a remarkable peculiarity of this function: it does not depend on momentum. 
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Fig. 3.6: Convergence of the temperature of the oscillators to a common value for a 
trajectory in a chaotic sea 

Similarly, one can find the probability density function of the first oscillator. The 
domain of this function is 

where 

h1 (Pll qi) = min H (PI, P2, ql, q2) 
P2,Q2 

The trajectories of the constrained system with the prescribed values of p 1 

q1 = q lie on a curve in the (p2 , q2)-plane: 

1 2 1 2 1 3 2 1 ( 2 2) 2P2 + 2q2 - 3q2 + q q2 = E - 2 P + q 

It bounds the region with area 

r1(E,p,q) 

r;::: J.b [ [ 1 2 2 ] 1 2 1 3 = 2v ~ a E - 2 (p + q ) - 2q2 + 3q2 

where a and b are the two smallest zeros of the integrand. Thus, 

1 ar1 
/ 1 (p, q) 2n A(E) 8E 

(3.13) 

p and 

(3.14) 

Since the integrand is zero at the bounds, the differentiation with respect to the 
energy can be interchanged with integration. Hence, 

(3.15) 
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Fig. 3. 7: a) Temperature distribution along the line p2 = 0 for energy level E = 1/6. 
Islands of ordered motion are "hotter" than the chaotic sea b) Dependence of the 
temperature of chaotic trajectories on energy; the solid line corresponds to ergodic 
theory (formula (3.6) ), crosses show numerical results 

This integral can be found for each p, q by numerical integration. Now we proceed to 
the comparison of these relations with numerical results. 

Temperature. The first important question is: how strongly do the islands of 
ordered motion affect the equipartition law? It is natural to calculate the "tempera
tures" of the oscillators, 

(3.16) 

for various energy levels and various starting points. Figure 3.6 shows the dependence 
of T1 and T2 on the averaging time 8 for a chaotic trajectory at the maximum energy 
level, E = 1/6. It can be seen clearly that T1 and T2 converge to a common value 
T = (T1 + T2)/2 rv 0.07433. The error IT1 - T2l /T is less than 0.1%. A number 
of calculations performed for chaotic trajectories on this energy level yield the same 
result. This supports the validity of the equipartition law for the highest energy level. 

Temperatures of trajectories of ordered motion show the same behavior; however 
the rate of convergence is much faster. One might assume that it occurs because of 
the smaller dimensionality of a torus compared with that of an energy surface. 

On the islands crossing the q2-axis, the temperatures T1 and T2 converge quite 
quickly towards T = 0.0819. On the left islands, the temperatures T1 and T2 clearly 
stabilize but they apparently do not converge towards the same value. However, the 
difference between T1 and T2 is rather small (!:lT = 0.0007 or about 1% of the average 
temperature). 

Figure 3.7a shows a profile of the mean temperature T along the q2 axis (p2 = 0) 
for the maximum energy, E = 1/6. It can be seen that the temperature on the islands 
of ordered motion is slightly higher than the temperature of the chaotic sea. 
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Fig. 3.8: Probability density functions of the second oscillator: a) numerical calcula
tion; b) ergodic theory, formula (3.12) 

Similar numerical experiments for lower energy levels show the same type of be
havior as observed for the maximum energy. Figure 3. 7b shows the mean temperature 
T of chaotic trajectories as well as the ergodic temperature T, calculated according 
to (3.6), versus energy E. 

A surprising result of numerical simulations is that the equipartition law is approx
imately valid even for moderate and low energy levels for both chaotic and ordered 
trajectories, although in these cases the fraction of the phase space that is occupied by 
islands of ordered motion is quite large and the assumption of ergodicity is strongly 
violated. It is natural to assume that this is caused by coincidence of the linear fre
quencies of the two oscillators and the special form of the energy of interaction which 
results in resonance. In order to eliminate resonance effects, a modification of the 
Hen6n-Heiles system, 

was tested for different values of the distortion parameters a (such as a = 1.5 or 
a = 2.5). It turns out that for chaotic trajectories the equipartition law is valid 
with approximately the same accuracy as for Hen6n-Heiles oscillators if the size of 
the region of ordered motion is small compared to the size of the region of chaotic 
motion. The temperatures of trajectories on islands of ordered motion can differ 
essentially, no matter how big these islands are. That justifies the assumption that 
the validity of the equipartition law in the case of moderate energy vibrations of the 
Hen6n-Heiles oscillators is due to their resonant frequencies. 
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Fig. 3.9: Two-dimensional slices of the probability density function of the second 
oscillator for maximum energy, E = 1/6, a) along the line p2 = 0, b) along the line 
q2 = -0.3. Solid and dashed lines correspond to numerical simulation and ergodic 
theory, respectively. 

Numerical simulations of probability density functions. A numerical probability 
density function was obtained by a simple bin-counting experiment, during which the 
trajectory of the system is calculated for a very long time interval. The probability 
of the event that the trajectory of the system is within a region A of its phase space 
is determined by the number of times the trajectory was observed to be within A 
divided by the total number of observations. Figure 3.8b shows the probability density 
function f 2 according to (3.12) for E = 1/6, while Fig. 3.8a depicts its numerically 
obtained counterpart. In order to compare the "ergodic prediction" (formula (3.12)) 
and numerical results, two-dimensional slices of the probability density functions for 
specific q or p are shown in Figs. 3.9a, 3.9b, 3.10a and 3.10b. Figure 3.9a shows 
the ergodic and numerical probability density functions of positions of the second 
oscillator at p2 = 0 for the maximum energy level. The values of the real curve 
are captured very nicely by the ergodic theory; maximal error is below 3%. The 
small fluctuation should presumably level out for longer calculation times. However, 
there are some dents, like the one between q2 = 0 and q2 = 0.2 that are caused by 
islands of ordered motion (compare to Fig. 3.4d). Fig. 3.9b shows the probability 
density function of the momentum of the second oscillator for q2 = -0.3. According 
to ergodic theory, the probability density function f 2 of the momentum is constant 
(see Fig. 3.8). The real probability density function obeys this property well at all 
points except at the two dents. Apparently, they are caused by two islands of ordered 
motion which are crossed by the line q2 = -0.3 on Fig. 3.4d. Similar results for the 
probability density function of the first oscillator are shown in Figs. 3.10a and 3.10b. 

For lower energies, these deviations from ergodic theory are larger. The probability 
density functions are shown in Figs. 3.11a and 3.11b for moderate energy, E = 1/8. 

It is interesting that with respect to the real one, the ergodic curve is located 
in such a way as to provide similar momentum characteristics. In particular, the 
differences in the calculation of temperature do not exceed 3%. 
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Fig. 3.10: Two-dimensional slices of the probability density function of the first 
oscillator for maximum energy level, E = 1/6: a) along the line p1 = 0, b) along 
the line q1 = -0.5. The solid line corresponds to numerical simulations, crosses to 
ergodic theory 
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Fig. 3.11: Probability density function of the second oscillator for moderate energy, 
E = 0.125: a) slice along the line p2 = 0, b) slice along the line q2 = -0.5. The 
solid line represents numerical simulations, the dashed line and crosses correspond to 
ergodic theory 
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3.2 Fermi-Pasta-Ulam problem 

A few decades ago it was a common belief that systems with many degrees of free
dom move chaotically. There was much indirect evidence, like Brownian motion of 
small heavy particles in fluids, but direct experiments were difficult. This is why, 
when a new powerful computer appeared at Los Alamos Lab in 1952 and challeng
ing problems were solicited from physicists to show the abilities of the new machine, 
Fermi, Pasta and Ulam suggested studying numerically the dynamics of a multidi
mensional nonlinear system, and checking the validity of the equipartition law. The 
mechanical system chosen \vas a chain of mass particles connected by nonlinear springs 
(Fig. 3.12a). Computer simulations were run for 64 particles with two end particles 
clamped. It was expected that the system would evolve to equilibrium, and that the 
particle temperatures, 1i = (q} /m) (qi is the coordinate of the ith particle), would 
become equal. Surprisingly, this was not observed. On the contrary, the system 
showed an ordered recurrent motion. This "paradox" is usually referred to as the 
FPU (Fermi-Pasta-Ulam) problem. 

An understanding of the FPU problem was achieved by KAM (Kolmogorov
Arnold-Moser) theory. KAM theory studies the dynamics of slightly disturbed in
tegrable Hamiltonian systems. Integrable systems are systems which can be trans
formed to a system of noninteracting oscillators by some change of generalized coor
dinates. That determines the geometrical structure of the phase flow for integrable 
systems. In the case of one oscillator, the trajectories are some closed curves in phase 
space. For a system of two oscillators, each trajectory 1 1 of the first oscillator and 
each trajectory 12 of the second oscillator form a curve on a two-dimensional torus in 
four-dimensional (Pll q1 , p2 , q2)-phase space. Choosing various initial data for 1 1 , 12 , 

one gets different curves on the torus. There is only one trajectory passing through 
a given point of the torus. The torus is determined by the curves 1 1 and 1 2 , i.e. by 
two parameters, say, the initial values of the energies of each oscillator. Thus, there 
is a two-parameter family of tori. The tori are called invariant tori because each tra
jectory starting on some torus stays on this torus forever. The two-parameter family 
of two-dimensional invariant tori covers the whole four-dimensional phase space. 

For a system of n oscillators, the invariant tori are n-dimensional. Each torus 
is determined by n parameters, the initial values of the energies of each oscillator. 
The n-parameter family of n-dimensional invariant tori covers 2n-dimensional phase 
space. 

KAM theory studies Hamiltonian systems with the Hamilton function 

H = Ha(p, q) + c:H1 (p, q) (3.17) 

where H0 (p, q) is the Hamilton function of an integrable system, c:H1 is a disturbing 
Hamilton function, and c is small. Can the Hamiltonian system (3.17) be ergodic? 
KAM theory gives a negative answer. It turns out that the majority of invariant tori 
survive a small disturbance, they are just slightly deformed. Some of the invariant 
tori are destroyed by the disturbance and transformed into a chaotic sea. The volume 
of the chaotic sea (and destroyed tori) tends to zero for c: ---t 0. The disturbed system 
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For definiteness, we focus on the chains with two fixed ends, 

Qo = 0, Qn+l = 0 (3.19) 

So, the system has n degrees of freedom, q1, ... ,Qn· The summation in (3.18) is carried 
over i from 1 to n, and conditions (3.19) are used to determine the energy of the end 
springs. The dynamical equations are 

. Pi 
Qi =

m 
{3.20) 

In linear theory, q. = 1f2C{2
, where C=constant. Fermi, Pasta and Ulam consid

ered models where 
q. = c _,2 + _,3 + _,4 

(
1 a /3 ) 
2 3 4 

(3.21) 

In the current literature, the cases a= 0 and /3 = 0 are called the /3-FPU model and 
the a-FPU model, respectively. In most cases we deal with the /3-FPU model. 

Strings. One of the ways in which chains can appear is a finite-dimensional trun
cation of one-dimensional continua. To be specific consider plane nonlinear vibrations 
of an elastic string of length l with the ends pinned (Fig. 3.12b). Let w(t, x) be the 
lateral displacement of the string. 

For moderate amplitudes, the kinetic and potential energies of the spring are 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

0 

Here p, A, 1 and Ey are the mass density, cross-sectional area, initial longitudinal 
strain and Young's modulus, respectively; derivatives with respect to x and t are 
denoted by the corresponding indices. The string is supposed to be stretched, so 
0 

1 > 0. The constant h is determined by the diameter and the shape of the cross-
section and is proportional to JA. For a circular cross-section of diameter d and 
isotropic material, h = d/4. The two terms of (3.23) are the extension and the 
bending energies. 

It is convenient to introduce dimensionless variables 

w 
u=--

L/?Jr' 
l w T= t 

With these variables, the dimensionless Lagrange functional becomes 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 
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The parameter a = h 2/ 7"1 2 determines the dimensionless bending rigidity of the 
spring; it is small for a thin string with high initial tension and increases if the initial 
tension is released. 

The string dynamics is governed by the equation 

Urr = ( Uy + u~ - aUyyy) Y (3.26) 

and the boundary conditions 

u ( T, 0) = u ( T, 1) = 0 ; auyy ( T, 0) = auyy ( T, 1) = 0 (3.27) 

If a = 0, the equations are considerably simplified: 

(3.28) 

u(T, 0) = u(T, 1) = 0 (3.29) 

The corresponding Lagrange functional is 

(3.30) 

To perform numerical simulations of string dynamics, one needs to develop a 
finite-dimensional truncation of the continuum model. There are many ways to do 
that. One way, the finite-difference truncation, yields the ,6-FPU model. In this case, 
the segment [0, 1] is divided into equal pieces of length ll, and the values qi of the 
function u at the points ill are considered as independent degrees of freedom. The 
derivative uy is approximated by (qi+l- qi)/ tl on the segment [(i + 1)ll, ill], while 
the integral 

(i+l)~ 

j u;dy 
i~ 

is approximated by q[+1 tl. Then, the Lagrange functional (3.30) is transformed into 
the approximate Lagrange function 

(3.31) 

The corresponding Hamilton function, 

(3.32) 

is the Hamilton function of the ,6-FPU model with ,6 = 1, and C = m = tl. 
Rubber rods. Chains also appear as finite-difference truncations of other contin

uum models, in particular, nonlinear longitudinal vibrations of elastic isotropic rods. 
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In this case, the motion is characterized by one function, u( t, x ), the longitudinal 
displacement of the material point x. The Lagrange functional is 

l 1 j A (zpu~- U (uz) )dx 
0 

where p and A are the mass density and cross-sectional area in the unloaded state, 
Ux = 8uf8x is the strain, and U is the volume density of elastic energy. To have 
a pronounced nonlinearity, the strain Ux should be on the order of unity. There are 
materials (rubber and some polymers) which remain elastic at such high strains. For 
such a material at moderate strains 

1 ( 2 1 3 1 4) U = 2Ey ux + 3aux + 4f3ux (3.33) 

is an acceptable approximation. The finite-difference truncation of (3.33) yields the 
FPU chain model. For strains close to -1, approximation (3.33) fails because U 
has a singularity at strain value Ux = -1. This value corresponds to the collapse 
of the material segment to a point. The simplest model that takes into account the 
singularity at Ux -l is a Neo-Hookian material, which has the energy density 

U = !!:.u2 3 + Ux 

2 X 1 + Ux 
(3.34) 

Here IL is the shear modulus for small strains. Model (3.34) describes the elastic 
properties of rubber-like materials quite well. Numerical simulations performed for 
the finite-difference truncation of model (3.34) show that it behaves qualitatively 
similarly to the /3-FPU model, and we focus here only on the /3-FPU model. 

String vibrations in mode coordinates. Consider now the modes of continuum 
string vibrations. The linear eigenmodes of string vibrations are 

uk(Y) = sin 1rky 

Any function u( 1, y) can be presented as a Fourier series of eigen-modes, 

00 

u(;, y) = 2:::: ak(;) sin 1rky (3.35) 
k=l 

The functions ak(;) are the mode coordinates. To obtain dynamical equations for 
ak(;) one has to express the Lagrange functional in terms of ak. Substituting (3.35) 
into (3.25), we have 

2L = f [~a~-~ (1 + u(r.k?) (r.k?a~] - ~
4 f klmnAktmnakalaman (3.36) 

k=l k,l,m,n=l 

Here we use the following notation: 

1 

Aklmn = j cos 1r kx cos 1r lx cos 1rmx cos 1rnx dx = 

0 
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1 
=s[o(k+l m-n)+o(k-l+m+n)+ 

+o(k + l + m- n) + o(k + l- m + n)+ 

+8 ( k l + m n) + 8 ( k - l - m + n) + 
+o(k-l-m-n)] 

The dot denotes derivative with respect to dimensionless timeT. 
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(3.37) 

The Lagrange functional, and, henceforth, the equations, can be simplified by the 
change of unknown functions, ak ---+ bk: 

(3.38) 

In terms of bk, the Lagrange functional is 

L=K-U, (3.39) 

The corresponding equations of motion are 

{3.40) 

The coefficients Aijkl characterize nonlinear interactions between modes. They 
are all on the order of unity. Note an important property of Aijkl which follows 
from (3.37): if i is even and j, k, l are odd, then, since ±j, ±k, ±l are also odd, 
Aijkl = 0. Similarly, Aijkl = 0 if i is odd, and j, k, l are even. This means that even 
modes themselves cannot excite odd modes and vice versa. Even modes act on odd 
modes only if the latter have already been excited ( bi is not zero for at least one 
odd mode). The same is true for the influence of odd modes on the even ones. This 
suggest that there are invariant subspaces on the energy surface. They are formed 
by trajectories which start from even initial data and odd initial data. The existence 
of multidimensional invariant sets does not contradict ergodicity, but might increase 
the time needed to approach equipartition. 

Thermodynamical and continuum limits. The laws of statistical mechanics are 
often derived in the so-called thermodynamical limit. This means that the number of 
particles and energy per unit volume are kept constant while the size of the system, 
the total energy and the the total number of particles, N, tend to infinity. In our 
case, this corresponds to a fixed particle distance ~~ and fixed energy per unit length, 
while the length of the chain, l = N ~~ and the total energy, E, tend to infinity. 

One might consider another limi~, a continuum limit, where the length l and total 
energy E, are fixed, while the total number of particles, N, tends to infinity. In 
this case, the distance between neighboring particles, ~ = l / N, tends to zero. In 
general, these two limits are different. However, the chain dynamics possesses the 
following remarkable property: the thermodynamical limit can be obtained from the 
continuum limit by scaling. Indeed, consider a finite-dimensional truncation of the 
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string dynamics (3.31). Let us make a change of variables Qi ~ ui, Qi = ui~, and 
simultaneously scale the time, t ~ f, t = f N. Then the Lagrange function becomes 

(3.41) 

, "" [ 1 ( dui ) 
2 

1 2 1 4] L = ~ 2 df - 2 ( Ui+ 1 - u) - 4 ( Ui+ 1 - u) (3.42) 

The Lagrange function L corresponds to the dynamics of N particles with the spacing 
equal to 1. If N ~ oo, the length of the chain goes to infinity. Keeping the ratio of 
total energy toN constant corresponds, as follows from (3.41), to the continuum limit 
in q-variables. For definiteness, in discussing the case of large N we always deal with 
the continuum limit. The energy in the continuum limit corresponds to the "energy 
per particle" in the thermodynamical limit. 

Note one more useful scaling. For the ,8-FPU model in u-variables, 

2 1 
u) - 4.8 ( ui+l 

The change of variables ui ~ ui, 

transforms the Lagrange function to 

L ~ [1 (dui) 2 

1 (" ... )2 1 (" .... )4] 
1 = ~ 2 df - 2 Ui+l - U - 4 Ui+l - U , 

where L1 is the Lagrange function of the ,8-FPU model with ,B = 1 Hence, without 
loss of generality, one can set .B = 1. 

3.4 Energy threshold 

Now we proceed to the discussion of experimental evidence for ergodicity of motion 
of chains and strings. The behavior of chains and finite-dimensional truncations of 
string dynamics are similar, therefore we focus mostly on string vibrations in mode 
coordinates. The simplest probe for ergodicity is equipartition of energy. One has to 
measure the temperatures of each mode, 

e 
. 1 I 1 . 

Tk = (j 27r2 k2 b~dt (3.43) 
0 

and determine whether they are equal. The time of observation should be long enough 
to warrant the convergence of the right-hand side of (3.43) to a limit value. 
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Fig. 3.13: Typical evolution of mode temperatures in time for moderate energies 
E = 0.02 in an 8-mode system. 

A typical dependence of temperatures on the time of observation is shown in 
Fig. 3.13 for an 8-mode system. Time is measured in "cycles", the period of the 
slowest mode, which is 2 {in terms of dimensionless timeT). Initially, all modes were 
excited in such a way that amplitudes and velocities were decaying with the mode 
number. The total energy of initial excitation is 0.02. It seems that after about 5000 
cycles all temperatures approach their limit values. These values differ. Other runs 
for the same value of initial energy show similar behavior. This suggests that the 
system is not ergodic for E = 0.02. 

For higher values of energy, E = 0.095, temperatures show a clear tendency to con
verge to a single value (Fig. 3.14). After 1000 cycles, the difference in temperatures 
is on the order of 10%; after 10000 cycles it does not exceed 2%. 

Do we really observe the absence of equipartition for E = 0.02? Could it be 
that temperatures eventually converge to a common value after a longer time of 
observation? It is not clear at present, and computer experiments can hardly answer 
these questions. All the conclusions we are going to make are based on the assumption 
that the results of the observations made for the time of about 104

- 105 periods of 
the slowest mode stay the same for an infinite time of observation. 

To quantify the degree of equipartition, one can use the following characteristic: 

{3.44) 

It has a simple meaning. If only one mode is excited, say T1 =I 0, T2 = ... =TN = 0, 
then C* = 1. If all modes are excited and equipartition holds, then T1 T2 -

TN, and C* = N. Thus, C* characterizes the number of degrees of freedom involved 
in the motion. The maximum value of C* is equal to N. This value is reached if 
and only if equipartition holds. Hence, C* is a measure of equipartition as well. To 
compare the motion of different systems, it is convenient to normalize C* and consider 
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Fig. 3.14: Typical evolution of mode temperatures in time for a high energy of excita
tion, E = 0.095 in a 12-mode system. The insert shows the temperature distribution 
over the modes 

the number C = C* / N, which represents the relative amount of effectively excited 
degrees of freedom. The dependence of C on time sho\VS the process of involving in 
the motion the additional degrees of freedom. If equipartition holds, C = 1. 

A typical dependence of C on time is shown in Fig. 3.15. In this figure, the 
results are presented for four runs with duration of 1,500 periods of the slowest mode 
(or cycles); initially, the potential energy was evenly distributed among the first four 
modes, while all velocities were zero; the total number of modes is 12. The values of 
the energy are 0.002, 0.01, 0.05 and 0.095. 

Figure 3.15 shows that the system provided with higher energy reaches equipar
tition very fast, within a few hundred cycles. The less energy is supplied to the 
system initially, the longer it takes to reach equipartition. When the energy is small, 
equipartition does not seem to be reached. The insert in the figure shows the tem
perature spectra at the end of the runs. In the case of E 0.002, the temperatures 
of the first and second modes are by more than an order of magnitude higher than 
those of modes 7-12, showing no equipartition. The next figure (3.16) suggests that 
transition to equipartition is, to some extent, a threshold-like phenomenon. In this 
figure, values of C are plotted for the 12-mode system after 1000 cycles. Each point 
corresponds to some initial data. It shows that for E ::; 0.05, all values of C are 
possible for each value of energy. However, for E 2:: 0.05, C ~ 1 for all runs made. 

The value of energy Ec = 0.05 is the critical value of energy at which the transition 
to equipartition occurs. Of course, in reality, the qualitative change of the character 
of motion occurs in some range of values of energy, and the particular value Ec = 0.05 
is a rough location of this range. 

Above the energy threshold, the trajectories exponentially diverge and numerical 
errors grow exponentially. The numerical trajectory can go far away from the true 
trajectory with the same initial conditions. A discrepancy appears between the nu
merical results and the real dynamics of the system. It is natural to expect, however, 
that, although the trajectories of the "numerical dynamical system" may be far from 
the trajectories of the original dynamical system, the statistical characteristics are 
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Fig. 3.17: Dependence of effective numbers of exited degrees of freedom on a. The 
insert shows final temperature distribution 

predicted correctly, and the above-mentioned numerical results can be applied to the 
original dynamical system. It was proved ([4], [37]) that a numerical (or noisy) tra
jectory will stay close to some true trajectory (with, maybe, different initial data) for 
all time if the system is uniformly hyperbolic. Similar results were obtained for some 
nonuniformly hyperbolic systems in [89]. 

Probes of equipartition are the roughest tests for ergodicity. It is much more 
convincing of a test to compare probability density functions predicted by ergodic 
theory with numerical results. These comparisons have been conducted in [148] and 
support the expected ergodic character of motion above the energy threshold. 

3.5 Role of mode resonances 

The value of the energy threshold depends on the number of degrees of freedom and 
the characteristics of bending rigidity, a. It turns out that the dependence on bending 
rigidity is quite strong. This can be explained by the ease of energy transfer between 
modes for a = 0 due to commensuration of natural linear frequencies. Indeed, let the 
first mode be excited initially. The first mode has frequency ~ = 11. The coefficient 

1 

A3111 =/= 0. Therefore, the spectrum. of the elastic interaction force A3111 b1
3 contains 

the frequency 3 ~ = 3rr which is the linear eigenfrequency of the third mode. Hence, 
1 

vibrations of the third mode are resonant and are easily developed. Considering the 
fifth mode we note that the coefficient A5311 is no equal to zero. The spectrum of 
the interaction force, A5311 b3b1

2
, acting on the fifth mode contains the frequency 5rr, 
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which is its eigenfrequency. Thus, the fifth mode also goes into a resonance regime. 
In the same way, other interaction forces have in their spectra resonant frequencies, 
and energy easily flows from one mode to another. If a =/= 0, the natural frequencies 
are detuned and energy transfer is impeded. 

This hypothetical picture of string vibrations is supported by numerical simula
tions. Figure 3.17 shows the dependence of C on time for a 12-mode system for 
the following values of a 0, 10-4 and 10-2 , and the same value of energy of initial 
excitation. The insert shows the terminal temperature spectra. For a = 0, energy 
is equipartitioned among all modes. Detuning of linear oscillators by adding small 
a = 10-4 , perhaps, increases the energy threshold, and vibrations become noner
godic. For a = 10-2 , further growth of the energy threshold occurs, and the number 
of initially excited degrees of freedom does not change. 

3.6 Massless approximation 

Experiments show that, usually, only a few degrees of freedom are effectively excited 
in vibrating elastic structures which possess, in principle, infinitely many of them. In 
part, this may be caused by friction. For example, the viscous friction force acting 
on the kth mode is proportional to f..lk2

, where f..L is the friction coefficient. Thus, 
there is some number k0 of modes with non-negligible amplitudes, while all modes 
with higher numbers are damped. The number of undamped modes, k0 , depends on 
J1 and gro\VS if fL ---+ 0. There is also another reason for low dimensionality which is 
not related to dissipation. Consider expression (3.39) for the Lagrange function. The 
coefficients of the interaction energy, Aijkl, are on the order of unity. The rigidities 
1 + a1r2 k2 are on the order of unity for a = 0, and grow as k2 for a =I 0. "Masses" of 
modes, the coefficients in the expression for kinetic energy decay as k-2

• If bk is on 
the order of bk, then kinetic energy of kth mode can be neglected in comparison with 
elastic energy of this mode for large k, and the problem of the determination of bk 
becomes a static problem. In this case, all degrees of freedom can be separated into 
two categories: leading degrees of freedom with low k, k ~ k0 , and driven degrees of 
freedom with large k, k > k0 . Driven degrees of freedom follow the leading ones. The 
dependence of driven degrees of freedom on the leading ones is determined from the 
static equations 

au 
Bbk = 0, k > ko (3.45) 

Low-dimensional dynamics is governed by Hamiltonian equations with the effective 
Lagrange function 

Leff = K- Ueff, 

The number of leading modes, k0 , is determined by a desirable accuracy. 
There is an obstacle for this mechanism of low-dimensionality to work. If higher 

modes are in resonance with low modes then the kinetic energy of high modes is 
of the same order as the elastic energy and cannot be neglected. If resonances are 
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Fig. 3.18: Two scenarios for the dependence of the critical energy on the number of 
degrees of freedom 

absent and excitation energy is below the energy threshold, the vibrations are really 
low-dimensional. The reader is referred to [21] for further details. 

3. 7 Possible scenarios of nonlinear vibrations 

To discuss the behavior of the elastic continuum, one may consider the limit N ---t oo 
for a finite-dimensional truncation (for example, a mode truncation) of continuum 
equations. The character of vibrations depends crucially on the dependence of energy 
threshold Ec on N for large N. Numerical simulations conducted as N :::; 128 indicate 
that Ec decreases when N grows. In the range 10 :::; N :::; 130, the critical energy 
behaves approximately as 1/N. It is not known what happens for larger N. Logically, 
there are four possible situations: if N ---t oo, then either Ec ---t 0 or Ec ---t E* const 
or Ec ---t oo or the limit of Ec does not exist. The first case, where the critical energy 
Ec goes to zero for N ---t oo, is probably not realized because one would observe 
chaotic continuum motion for any, even a very small, energy of excitation. This 
would contradict the infinite-dimensional version of KAM theory, which is likely to 
be valid for elastic continua. Two other cases, where Ec tends to some finite limitE* 
and Ec ---t oo for N ---t oo, are schematically shown in Fig. 3.18. They correspond to 
two qualitatively different behaviors of continua which we refer to as scenario 1 and 
scenario 2. 

Scenario 1 (Self-dissipation). This is the case of the existence of the finite limit for 
critical energy. The major features of the dynamics of continua in this case seem to be 
the following. If the energy of initial excitation E is less thanE*, then nothing special 
occurs. The bulk of studies of linear and nonlinear elastic vibrations pertains to this 
case. However, if the energy of excitation exceeds E*, then the continuum shows a 
very peculiar behavior. For definiteness, let only a few modes be excited initially. In 
the course of the motion, energy is redistributed over all modes in a such a way as 
to reach equipartition. Since an infinite number of modes is involved in the motion, 
the energy of each mode is equal to zero at the final stage. So, one would observe 
a process with an increasing number of excited modes, in which the energy of each 
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Fig. 3.19: Truncation of the continuum for scenario 2: (a) choice of initial energy, 
(b) energy spectrum for continuum vibrations (2) and truncation (1) 

n1ode eventually tends to zero, while the total energy is conserved. Since the energy 
of each particular mode tends to zero, the displacement goes to zero. Derivatives of 
displacements remain finite due to conservation of energy. Therefore, displacements 
are getting more and more nonsmooth. One might call this case "self-dissipation" 
due to the decay of displacements in time. Remember that the system does not have 
a "built-in" dissipation. 

Scenario 2 (Universal Spectrum). In this case, the energy threshold tends to 
infinity for N ~ oo. Therefore, the laws of statistical mechanics are not valid for any, 
even a very high, energy of excitation. However, one can speculate on a possibility of 
other "universal laws.'' Let the initial energy be E, and let this value correspond to 
the number N on the graph the "critical energy vs. number of degrees of freedom" 
(Fig. 3.19a). Consider an excitation of the continuum where only the first N modes are 
excited initially. For N-degrees-of-freedom truncation of the continuum, the motion 
would be approximately ergodic while the energy would be equally distributed over 
modes (Fig. 3.19b, line 1). 

In the continuum, other modes take energy from the first N modes. Therefore, 
for a continuum the energy spectrum should have the form of line 2 in Fig. 3.19b. 
Note that the energy transfer from low to high modes may be a fast precess as the 
development of shock waves during a finite time indicates. 

It is natural to assume that the spectrum 2 is universal in the following sense: it 
is the same for any choice of initial excitation of the first N modes possessing the 
same energy E. It is interesting that the spectrum 2 in Fig. 3.19b looks qualitatively 
the same as Planck's spectrum for quantum oscillators: high-frequency oscillations 
are frozen. 

None of the numerical experiments for chains show the growth of critical energy for 
large N and the feasibility of scenari"o 2. This relates, probably, to the fact that only 
chains with the nearest neighbor interaction have been considered so far. These chains 
do not have any characteristic dimension (in the limit N ~ oo), while the minimum 
point on the plot in Fig. 3.18 is determined by some characteristic length. Continua 
with higher space derivatives may provide the necessary additional parameter with a 
dimension of length. 
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3.8 Miscellaneous 

In this section the facts which were useful in numerical experiments for chains and 
strings are summarized. 

Normal modes of chains. Let the energy of the chain vibrations be small. Then, 
the nonlinear terms are negligible, <I>(!)= 1

/2 C')'2 , and the equations of motion (3.20) 
become 

.. c( 2 ) () mqs = fj.2 Qs+l Qs + Qs-1 3.47 

Heres 1, ... ,n and q0 = Qn+l = 0. If q(t, x) is a smooth function and q(t, s~) = q5 (t), 
m = p!:l., C = c2 !:l., then, for !:l. ~ 0, equation (3.47) transforms to the wave equation 

(J2q(t,x) 2 82q(t,x) 
p 8t2 = c 8x2 

as it should. 
Our next goal is to find a coordinate transformation such that the chain becomes a 

system of non interacting oscillators. It is convenient to extend the chain and introduce 
Qs with negative s, setting Q-1 = -ql, ... ,Q-n = -qn, Q-n-1 = -qn+l· Then, the 
dynamics of the original chain is equivalent to the dynamics of a chain of N = 2n + 2 
particles with fixed ends and antisymrnetric motion in space, Qs = -Q-s· 

Consider traveling wave solutions of equations (3.47) 

Qs = ei(s...\-wt) (3.48) 

where s and w are some parameters. Substituting (3.48) into (3.47), we see that 
(3.48) is a solution of the dynamical equations if and only if A and w are linked by 
the dispersion relation 

2 2C 
mw = !:l.2 (1 -cos A) (3.49) 

If !:l. ~ 0 and A = k!:l., m = p!:l., C = c!:l., the dispersion relation for chains 
transforms into the dispersion relation for the wave equation, 

pw2 = c2k2 

For each couple (w, A) which satisfies the dispersion relation (3.49), the couple (w, -A) 
also satisfies the dispersion relation. Thus, the functions 

ei(s>.-wt) - ei( -s>.-wt) = 2ie -iwt sin SA (3.50) 

are the solutions of the dynamical equations. 
Consider the solutions of the form (3.50) which obey boundary conditions q0 = 0, 

Qn+I = 0. Since sin(n + 1)A = 0, there are n admissible A, 

~ 2~ n~ 
AI n + 1 ' x2 = n + 1 l ••• ) An = n + 1 

and the corresponding n modes of vibration, 

~s 
<.p1 (s) =sin --

1
, 

n+ 
. 2~s . n~s 

<.p2 (s) = s1n --, ... , <.pn (s) =Sin--
n+1 n+1 

(3.51) 
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The remarkable feature of the functions cp1 (s), ... , 'Pn (s) is that any vibration of 
the chain, i.e. the set q1(t), ... ,qn(t), can be presented as a linear combination of mode 
vibrations, 

n 

qs(t) =I: Qk(t)cpk(s) (3.52) 
k=l 

and there is a one-to-one correspondence q5 <=? Qk· Moreover, in mode coordinates 
Qk the chain splits into a system of noninteracting oscillators. The frequencies of the 
oscillators are determined by the dispersion relation (3.49), 

2 2C 2C ( 1r k ) 4C . 2 1r k 
rruvk = !:::,.2 (1- cos .Ak) = !:::,.2 1 -cos n + 1 = ~:::,. 2 Sin 2(n + 1) {3.53) 

Derivation of these properties is based on the discrete Fourier transform, the 
essential facts about which are reviewed in the next subsection. 

Discrete Fourier transform. Consider N complex numbers q0 , ... , QN-l and sums 

N-1 

q _ "" q"' e2Trimk/N k-L....t m , k = 1, ... , N (3.54) 
m=O 

Let us multiply (3.54) by e-21riskjN and take the sum over k. We get 

N N-1 N I: qke-21riskjN = I: Qm I: e2Tri(m-s)k/N (3.55) 
k=l m=O k=l 

The sum on the right hand side of (3.55) can be simplified by the means of the 
following identity: for integer r, 0 ::; r ::; N - 1, 

N I: e2Trirk/N = N8 (r) (3.56) 
k=l 

where 8(r) = 0 if r =I 0 and 8(0) = 1. Indeed, e21fir/N + e2·21fir/N + ... + eN·2Trir/N = 
a + a2 + ... + aN where a = e21rir/N. Since 

1-aN 
1 +a +a2 + ... + aN-l = ---

1-a 
(3.57) 

and aN = e21rir = 1, the sum (3.57) is equal to zero for any a :f.1, i.e. for any r =I 0. 
For r = 0, a = 1, the sum is equal to N. So, (3.56) is true. 

The proof shows that identity (3.56) holds for any number r if the function 8(r) 
is replaced by a periodic function 8N(r), with the period N: 8N(r) = 0 if r =I ±Nk, 
k is any integer, 8N(r) = 1 if r = ±Nk, 

N I: e2Trirk/N = N8N (r) (3.58) 
k=l 

Return now to {3.55). The last sum in {3.55) can be calculated using identity (3.56). 
Since m <Nand s < N, lm- sl < N, and the sum is equal to N8(m- s). Thus, 

1 N . 
Qm = _ 2:: qke-2Trtsk/N 

N k=I 
(3.59) 
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The transform of qm to qk in (3.54) is called a discrete Fourier transform. Formula 
(3.59) shows that the discrete Fourier transform is reversible. 

The discrete Fourier transform has two properties which make it useful for our 
purposes: 

N N-1 
2::: qkqz = N 2::: qmq:n (3.60) 
k=1 m=O 

and 
N N-1 
~ ( ) ( * * ) 4N ~ . 2 7rm .... ..... 
L._; qk - qk-1 q k - q k-1 = L._; Sill N qmqm 
k=1 m=O 

(3.61) 

Here a star denotes the complex conjugate. Formulas (3.60) and (3.61) can be checked 
by direct inspection, 

N N N-1 N-1 N-1 N-1 N 
L qkq* k = L L qme2rrimk/N L q;e-2rrisk/N = L L qmq; L e2rri(m-s)k/N = 
k=1 k=1 m=O s=O m=O s=O k=1 

N-1N-I N-1 
= L L qmq;Nb(m- s) =N L qmq:n (3.62) 

m=O s=O m=O 
and 

N 

2::: (qk- qk_I)(q*k-q\-1) = 
k=I 

N N-1 N-1 L L qm(e2rrimk/N- e2rrim(k-1)/N) L q;(e-2rrisk/N- e2rris(k-1)/N) = 
k=1 m=O s=O 

N-IN-1 N 
= L L qm(1- e-2rrim/N)q;(1- e2rrisfN) L e2rri(m-s)k/N = 

m=O s=O k=1 
N-1 N-1 

= L L qme-rrimfN(e1rimN- e-rrimfN)q;e1risfN(e-1ris/N- e1risfN)Nb(m- s) = 
m=O s=O 

N-1 
4N 
~ . 2 7rm ......... 

= L._; S1ll N qmqm 
m=O 

(3.63) 

Note that (3.54) and (3.59) stay valid if shifts in the numbering of qk and qm are 
made: k may take values 1+l1, ... , N+l1 while m may have values l2, l2+1, ... , N+l2-1 
for any integers l1, l2. Equations (3.60) and (3.61) also admit such shift as one can 
check writing the chain of equalities (3.62) and (3.63). 

Applying the discrete Fourier transform to chain vibrations, we choose k and m 
taking values -n, -n + 1, ... , n, n + 1, and N = 2(n + 1). We have 

n+1 
qk = L qme2rrimk/N , 

m=-n 

1 n+1 
" _ ~ -2rrimk/N 
qm - N L._; qke 

k=-n 
(3.64) 

Actually, the summation in (3.64) should be conducted up to n: by the condition 
qn+1 = 0, while qn+1 = 0 due to the antisymmetry of qk q_k = -qk: 

1 n . 1 n . 
q.... _ _ ~ q e-2rrt(n+1)k/N __ ~ q e-rrtk _ n+1 - L._; k - L._.; k -

N k=-n N k=-n 
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1 ~ ( -1rik 1rik) 2i ~ . k 0 
= N L.... qk e - e = - N L.... qk s1n 1r = 

k=l k=-n 

It follows from (3.64) that qm are pure imaginary and antisymmetric due to the 
antisymmetry of qk: 

(3.65) 

If one sets iim = - 1J2iqm, the Fourier transform (3.64) can be written in real variables 
as 

~ _ . 1rmk 
qk = L._; qm Sln --1' 

m=l n+ 
k = 1, ... , n 

_ 4 ~ . 1rmk 
1 q =- L.... qks1n--, m = , ... , n 

N.m=l n+ 1 
(3.66) 

However, it is usually more convenient to work with the complex form (3.64). 
The identities (3.60) and(3.61) take the form 

n n 

Lq~ = NL lii.sl 2
' 

k=l s=l 

n+l 

I: (qk 
k=l 

n 

) 2 N "" . 2 7fffi I" 12 qk-1 = 4 L._; Sln N qm 
m=l 

(3.67) 

Normal modes of chains (continued). Comparing (3.66) with (3.51) and (3.52), we 
see that in the problem under consideration, the discrete Fourier transform is identical 
to the transformation to mode coordinates. Let us derive the energy expression in 
mode coordinates. Since in translational coordinates qk 

using the properties (3.67) of the discrete Fourier transform, in mode coordinates we 
obtain 

K = N m t I dijs 12 = mN t I dqs 12 ' 
2 s=l dt 8 s=l dt 

U c 4 7\ T ~ ' 2 7r S -2 
= 8 A 2 H L.... Sin 2( ) qs 

Ll. s=l n + 1 
(3.68) 

So, in mode coordinates the chain is a set of noninteracting oscillators with natural 
frequencies 

(3.69) 

as claimed. 
Interaction energy in terms of translational coordinates. We constructed two 

finite-dimensional truncations for string dynamics: truncation (3.31) in terms of trans
lational coordinates, qi, and truncB:tion (3.39) in terms of mode coordinates. Each 
one has certain advantages. In translational coordinates, interactions are local: each 
particle is affected only by its nearest neighbors. This makes numerical simulations 
very effective: one needs to perform 0( N 2

) numerical operations per time step. In 
mode coordinates, modes do not interact at all in a linear regime, but for high en
ergy of excitation each mode affects the motion of almost all others. An unpleasant 
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consequence is that the number of numerical operations per time step is on the order 
of O(N4 ). On the other hand, there is a considerable pay off in the use of mode 
coordinates: the mechanisms of vibrations are seen more clearly. The increase of the 
number of numerical operations is compensated to some extent by a decrease in the 
number of modes to be considered. To have the same accuracy of the approximation 
of the continuum motion, one needs 10-20 nodes per the shortest wave length which 
causes the number of degrees of freedom in translational coordinates to be increased 
accordingly. Note also that incorporation of bending rigidity is much simpler in mode 
coordinates. 

Fortunately, for string vibrations it is possible to develop a form of dynamical 
equations which combines the advantages of both truncations. This form is based on 
the following identity. 

Let qk and lim be related by the Fourier transformation (3.64). Note that qk are 
periodic with period N due to (3.64). In particular, 

(3. 70) 

Consider the sum 
n+l 

~ (qk+l- qk) 2(q*k+1- q*k) 2 (3.71) 
k=-n 

in the general setting when qk may be complex and not necessarily antisymmetric 
(qk =/:. -q-k)· In the calculation of the end terms of the sum, the periodicity condition 
(3. 70) is imposed. The following identity holds for this sum: 

n+l 

~ (qk+l - qk) 2(q\+1 - q\) 2 
= 

k=-n 

8N 
n+ 1 

. nm . nr . 1r s . nt A A A A 

~ 8(m + r- t- s) Sin N Sln N Sin N Sin N qmqrqsqt 
m,r,s,t=-n 

(3.72) 

Before proving this identity, let us discuss its consequences. Let qk be real and 
antisymmetric, and qn+l = 0, while li'k is purely imaginary and antisymmetric, and 
lin+! = 0. We introduce real variables 

b 2
. A • nm 

m = ~qm Sin N (3.73) 

Then, identity (3. 72) becomes 

n n 

2 ~ (qk+l- qk)4 = N L t5(m + r- S- t) bmbrbsbt (3.74) 
k=O _ m,r,s,t=-n 

The variables bm are symmetric: b_m = bm. Thus, (3.74) is transformed into 

n n 

2 ~ (qk- qk-1)
4 

= 16N ~ Amrstbmbrbsbt 
k=O m,r,s,t=l 
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where Amrst are the coefficients (3.37). Finally, 

(3.75) 

Here, Qk related to bm by 

n n 
Qk = L qme2rrimk/N = L qm ( e2rrimk/N e-27rimkfN) = 

m=-n m=l 

n 21fmk n sin 27rmk 
= L 2i sin -N qm = L . :m bm (3.76) 

m=l m=l SinN 

We see that the mode interaction (3.75) can be made local in translational coordi
nates Qk if the latter are introduced by means of (3.76). This suggests the following 
procedure for calculating the interaction force, 8<P / 8bm. Since 

8<1> - 1 ~ ( )2 8(qk+1 - Qk) 
8bm - 8N 6 Qk+ 1 - Qk 8bm 

1 n 3 sin 27rm(k+l) - sin 27rmk 
= BN L ( Qk+ 1 - Qk) N · 1rm N = 

k=O Sln N 
1 n 3 1rm(2k + 1) 

4N L (qk+l - Qk) cos N 
k=O 

(3. 77) 

one has, for given bm, to find Qk+ 1 - Qk from (3.76). This reduces the problem to the 
discrete cos-Fourier transform of bm. Indeed, 

Thus, 

n 

q q _ " q" (e27rim(k+1)/N e21iimk/N) _ k+l- k- ~ m - -
m=-n 

n 
= L qme21iimk/N e1rim/N ( e1rim/N - e-7rimfN) 

m=-n 

n 2k+ 1 
Qk+l - Qk 2 L bm COS1fm N 

m=1 

(3. 78) 

If N is a power of 2, one can use the fast Fourier transform to find Qk+l Qk· It 
requires O(N log N) numerical operations. Then another O(N log N) operations are 
required to perform the calculations in (3. 77) since this is also a discrete cos-Fourier 
transform of (qk+l- Qk) 3. 

Identity (3.72) can be proved by plugging (3.78) into (3.71): 

n+l 

2::::: (qk+1- Qk)
2
(Q\+1- q'\)2 

= 
k=-n 
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n n+l 
""""" """"" 2 . ... . 7rm 2 . ... . 7rr 2 . ... . 7r s 
L..t L..t tqm Sill - tqr Sill N tq5 Sill N 

k=-n m,r,s,t=-m N 

2 ·"' · 1ri 27ri(m+r-s-t)k/N 7ri(m+r-s-t)/N 
tqt sin N e e (3.79) 

Since 
n+I 

e7ri(m+r-s-t) /N L e21ri(m+r-s-t)k/N = No(m + r _ s _ t) (3.80) 
k=-n 

{3. 79) transforms into (3. 72) (the last factor in {3. 79) can be set equal to unity due 
to (3.80)). 



Chapter 4 

Slightly Damped Systems 

Classical equilibrium thermodynamics and statistical mechanics were derived in chap
ters 1 and 2 for Hamiltonian ergodic dynamical systems. The next question is: what 
kind of thermodynamics takes place if the underlying microdynamics is neither Ha
miltonian nor ergodic? It is very unlikely that something general can be said about 
these cases. However, it is likely that some features of classical thermodynamics are 
inherited by "slightly non-Hamiltonian" systems from Hamiltonian systems. An im
portant class of slightly non-Hamiltonian systems is systems with small dissipation. 
In this chapter, "thermodynamics" of such systems is considered. It turns out that 
the major feature of classical equilibrium thermodynamics, the existence of thermo
dynamic potentials, is characteristic also for thermodynamics of slightly dissipative 
systems. "Macrobehavior" of slightly dissipative systems is governed by constitutive 
equations which are potentiaL The potential is the Lagrange function averaged over 
the attractor. In the first section, the main features of what we call equilibrium 
thermodynamics are summarized. 

4.1 What is equilibrium thermodynamics? 

Equilibrium thermodynamics of a system studies the response of this system to a 
slow change of external parameters. Schematically, one can speak of a black box 
with some input, external parameters y1, ···Yn, and some output, the characteristics 
of the response F1 , ... Fn, which are also called thermodynamical forces. Without loss 
of generality, the number of output parameters can be taken equal to the number 
of input parameters. The internal dynamics of the black box is governed by some 
dynamical system. The input parameters have to change slowly on the characteristic 
scale of the internal dynamics. 

The behavior of the black box is characterized by the dependence of the output, 
Fi, on the input, Yi, 

( 4.1) 

Equations ( 4.1) are called constitutive equations. They determine the "macro behav
ior" of the black box. 

The central assertions of equilibrium thermodynamics can be stated in the follow
lng way: 

1. For some choice of thermodynamical forces, the constitutive equations are 
potential. More precisely, there exists energy, E, a function of y1 , ... , Yn, and some 
parameter, entropy, such that 

Fi = 8E(S, Y1, ... , Yn) 
8yi 

(4.2) 
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2. Entropy, S, is the only characteristic of the internal state of the black box 
which penetrates in "slow" macrodynamics. Entropy is not changed in the course 
of a slow change of y. The initial value of entropy depends on the internal state of 
the black box at the beginning of the process. One may say that the macrodynamics 
of the black box remembers the initial data of the microdynamics only by means of 
entropy. 

3. There is a characteristic of the black box, temperature, 

T= 8E 
as (4.3) 

which possesses the following property: two bodies in contact have equal temperatures 
after some transitional period. 

All three statements can be derived from the assumption that the internal dy
namics of the black box is Hamiltonian and ergodic. 1 Thermodynamic forces are 
averaged over the fast motion derivatives 8H/8y. The question under consideration 
is: what is different if the internal dynamics is not Hamiltonian? Here, we consider 
two examples: elastic vibrations damped by small dissipation and fluid motion at 
high Reynolds numbers. We show that the major feature of equilibrium thermody
namics of ergodic Hamiltonian systems, the potentiality of constitutive equations, is 
characteristic for these dissipative systems as well. 2 Entropy disappears from consti
tutive relations because dissipative systems do not remember initial conditions (there 
is another possible view on entropy of dissipative systems which is discussed in sec
tion 4.4). 

In order to have steady vibrations which seem analogous to thermodynamical 
equilibrium states some exciting force should be applied to the system; otherwise, 
the system returns to the rest position. We proceed with the discussion of dynamical 
effects caused by the external periodic force and small dissipation for the case of 
Duffing's oscillator. 

4.2 Duffing's oscillator: geometry of phase space 

Consider an oscillator with one degree of freedom, x, and potential energy <I> = 
Ij2kx2 + Ij4lx4 • The motion of the oscillator is governed by the equation 

mx + x± + kx + lx3 = F(t) ( 4.4) 

Here F(t) is an external force which is assumed to be periodic, and xis the friction 
coefficient. This equation was first studied by Duffing at the beginning of this century 
and was named after him. It has received a lot of attention in the last few decades 

1Statements 1 and 2 were derived in chapter 1. The third statement can be obtained if one 
assumes that a) "to put two systems in c-ontact" means to form a new Hamiltonian system with 
Hamilton function H = H 1 + H2 + H12 where H1 and H2 are the Hamilton functions of the two 
systems and H 12 is the interaction energy, b) H12 << H1 and H12 << H2 and c) the new system is 
ergodic. 

2For fluid motion this statement is conditioned by vanishing the term (4.50) in the limit of zero 
viscosity. 
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q ... 

p 

Fig. 4.1: Curves of constant energy in (p, q)-phase space for a free Duffing oscillator 
(a= f3 = 1) 

as it presents one of the simplest nonlinear systems which demonstrates extremely 
complex behavior. 

To acquire a better understanding of the dynamics of Duffing's oscillator with 
small dissipation, it is very useful to investigate first the geometry of trajectories for 
zero dissipation which will be done in this section. 

First, let us transform Duffing's equation to a nondimensional form, 

d2q dq 
dr2 + J.L dr + aq + {3q3 = f(r) 

where f(r) is a periodic function with period 1, and 

X 
q=-, 

Xo 

k (:;)2 
a = __:.__....,;._ 

m 
a= lxo3 
,..., m>..' 

F 
f = m>..' 

( 2
:)2 w 2?Tx 

).. = Xo " r = 27r t' J.L = rnw ; 

(4.5) 

x 0 and w are some characteristic length and the frequency of the external force, 
respectively. 

Let us start from the case of zero external force. In this case, we have an au
tonomous nonharmonic oscillator with the Hamilton function 

(4.6) 

We assume that a > 0 and {3 '> 0. The trajectories of this oscillator are closed 
curves H(p, q) = E = const. They are shown in Fig. 4.1 for a= f3 = 1. Since we are 
going to investigate the nonautonomous case, it is convenient to view the trajectories 
in three-dimensional (p, q, r)-phase space. 

In (p, q, r)-phase space, all trajectories lie on surfaces of cylinders, the bases of 
which are the closed curves of Fig. 4.1. The structure of the phase space is the 
same as in integrable Hamiltonian systems; the inessential difference is that we now 
have a family of embedded cylinders instead of invariant tori. It turns out that 
KAM theory is applicable to this case, and the addition of a small periodic force 
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Fig. 4.2: The Poincare section of a trajectory in (p, q, r)-phase space is a projection 
of points A, B, C, ... on (p, q )-plane 

can be considered as a small perturbation of the integrable system. The periodic 
force disturbs periodically the majority of cylinders, while the rest of the cylinders 
are destroyed and replaced by chaotic trajectories. 

A good method to visualize the trajectories is to utilize Poincare sections, which 
should be adjusted to the periodic character of the exciting force: Poincare sections 
show successive positions of phase points for times T = 0, 1, 2, ... (see Fig. 4.2). 
(Remember that unity is the period of the exciting force.) 

For periodic trajectory with period one, the Poincare section consists of one point. 
The Poincare section contains two points for the periodic trajectory with the period 2, 
etc. The absence of a certain pattern is a characteristic feature of a chaotic trajectory. 

Consider the harmonic excitation 

J(r) =a+ b sin 2nr (4.7) 

A typical Poincare section for a relatively small excitation (a = 0, b = 2) is presented 
in Fig. 4.3. Figure 4.3 shows the following. If a trajectory starts at some point 
A, the next positions would be A1, A2, .... After a long time, the positions densely 
cover a closed curve, a. It is clear that this Poincare map represents a trajectory 
which goes along a cylinder, and a is the cross-section of the cylinder and the plane 
T = 0. Since the cylinder is periodic in T, the cross-sections of the cylinder with 
the planes T = 1, 2, ... form the same curve, a. Starting from other initial points one 
obtains other closed curves. So, there exists a family of periodic cylindrical surfaces. 
If the radius of the cross-section decreases, the cylindrical surfaces become slender, 
and eventually collapse to a curve in (p, q, r)-phase space. This curve is periodic in T 

with period 1. It is represented by the point 0 in Fig. 4.3. 
The functions p( T) and q( T) are some periodic functions, 

p( T) + 'iq( T) = 2:: Ake21rikr ( 4.8) 
k 

In principle, all harmonics are presented in the sum ( 4.8). In this sense, one speaks 
of superharmonic resonance: all frequencies, which are multiple frequencies of the 
external force, are excited. 
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Fig. 4.3: Poincare section for Duffing's oscillator for small amplitude of excitation 
(a= 0, b = 2) 

Figure 4.3 reveals a remarkable phenomenon - the appearance of subharmonic 
resonance, which is the motion with frequency less than the frequency of the external 
force, and, correspondingly, the period of response is larger than the period of the 
exciting force. This motion is represented by three "islands" in Fig. 4.3. If the initial 
position is chosen at point B, then, after time 7 = 1, the next position, B1 is on 
the other "island". After time 7 = 2, the trajectory is at the point B 2 , on the third 
island. After time 7 = 3, the trajectory returns to the first island. After a while, 
the points densely cover the curves b, b1 and b2 . It is clear that these curves are the 
cross-sections of a cylindrical surface in (p, q, 7)-phase space with planes 7 = 0, 7 = 1 
and 7 = 2. The cylindrical surface is periodic with period 3. 

The three-dimensional picture of two cylindrical surfaces with periods 1 and 3 is 
shown in Fig. 4.4. The darker tube corresponds to vibrations with period 1, while 
the lighter tube represents the vibrations with period 3. Cylinders with period 3 also 
form a family of nested surfaces. If the diameters of cross-sections are decreased, the 
cylinders collapse to a curve with the period 3. It is represented by three points C, 
C1 and C2 which are the centers of the three islands. So, the subharmonic resonance 
observed is the motion which contains harmonics with frequency equal to 1/3 of the 
frequency of the external force (and all its multiple frequencies as well). 

KAM theory predicts the existence of destroyed cylinders for arbitrarily small 
values of the force amplitude, b, but for b which are very small it is not easy to find 
destroyed cylinders by computer simulations - they occupy too small a part of phase 
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Fig. 4.4: Two tubes in phase space corresponding to vibrations with the period of 
the exciting force (darker one) and tripled period of the exciting force (subharmonic 
resonance). 
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space and, in addition, can be hidden by computational errors. 
If b is large enough, a chaotic sea emerging from the destroyed cylinders can easily 

be seen (Fig. 4.5). An interesting pecularity of this picture is the appearance of 
additional islands: subharmonic resonances with the periods 2 and 5. The families 
of cylinders are numbered in Fig. 4.5 by their periods. A family of cylinders with 
period 5 is embedded in the family of cylinders with period 1. The period 1 family 
is surrounded by the family with period 3. On the periphery of this figure, there are 
two families with period 2. 

Increasing the amplitude of the excitation leads to more and more complex pic
tures of motion. The Poincare section is shown in Fig. 4.6 for a = 0, b = 12, where 
subharmonic vibrations with periods varying from 1 to 40 can be seen; the correspond
ing islands are marked by their periods, and different families of the same period are 
marked by letters. 

The complexity of the geometry of phase space is a generic feature of nonlinear 
vibrations. As another example, the Poincare section of a cantilevered beam exited 
by a periodic force at the undamped edge1 is shown in Fig. 4.7. The reader is invited 
to give a mechanical interpretation of this picture. 

The dynamics of Duffi.ng's oscillator is certainly nonergodic - there are many. 
islands of ordered motion. The picture of vibrations looks so complicated that no 
simple thermodynamical relations can be expected to describe them. Help comes from 
a source which has been ignored so far - dissipation. It turns out that dissipation 
significantly simplifies the complex pictures considered and makes ''thermodynamical 
questions" sensible. 

Dissipation causes all complex "microstructure" of the phase space to disappear: 
all trajectories fall on a number of attractors. For moderate a and b, the trajectories 
leave the invariant cylinders and approach the central trajectories of the corresponding 
islands, which become limit cycles. Some islands can be completely destroyed by 
dissipation. The number of limit cycles depends on the value of the friction J..L, and 
parameters a, b, a and {3. If the friction J..L is small enough, a number of limit cycles 
survive. For the large enough value of J..L there is only one limit cycle. In general, 
tubes with smaller periods do survive for larger values of dissipation, and the ones 
with large periods disappear even with small dissipation. 

For larger amplitudes a and b, a strange attractor might appear. A natural con
jecture is that a strange at tractor emerges at a place previously occupied by a chaotic 
sea of a Hamiltonian system. This conjecture is supported by the Poincare sections 
in Fig. 4.8a and Fig. 4.8b. Figure 4.8a shows the Poincare section of a Hamiltonian 
system for a = 0, b = 2975, J..L 0. Figures 4.8b, Fig. 4.8c and Fig. 4.8d are the 
Poincare sections for J..L = 0.1 and J..L = 1.0. The same initial data were chosen for 
all four cases. It is seen from Fig. 4.8a and b that the chaotic sea of Hamiltonian 
system really transforms into some chaotic attractor while two islands collapse to a 

1The Lagrange function in this example is [19] 

the value of parameters are a= 10, b 0, c = 1, A= 0, B = 10, v = 21r. 
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Fig. 4.5: Poincare section for moderate excitation (a = 0, b = 10). Subharmonic 
resonances with the periods 2, 3 and 5 are seen. 
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Fig. 4.6: Poincare section for large excitation (a= 0, b = 16, J.L = 0) 
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Fig. 4. 7: Poincare section for vibrations of a cantilevered beam exited by periodic 
force at the undamped end 
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Fig. 4.8: Poincare section of a) undamped, harmonically exited Duffing oscillator 
(a= 0, b = 2975, M = 0), b) slightly damped Duffing oscillator (a 0, b = 2975, M 
10-2), c) Duffing oscillator with moderate damping (a = 0, b = 2975, M = 0.05) and 
d) Duffing oscillator with large damping (a= 0, b 2975, M = 1.0) 
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limit cycle. Chaotic attractor seems close to the chaotic see for small friction though 
"the handle" in Fig. 4.8a is lost. For large value of p the limit cycle dies, and only 
the strange attractor exists. We return to the discussion of Fig. 4.8 in section 4.5 

4.3 Thermodynamics of limit cycles 

Now we are going to show that slow change of parameters of limit cycles yields 
potential constitutive equations. 

Consider a mechanical system with one degree of freedom and the Hamilton func
tion which depends on time explicitly; this dependence is caused by external periodic 
forces. The period of the external force is 2-rr)w. After scaling time to make the 
period equal to 27r, 

dq 
L = wp dr- H(p,q,r,y) (4.9) 

Here y are the slowly changing parameters, and H is periodic in T = wt with period 
2-rr. The dynamical equations are 

dp 8H 8H 
w-=---p-, 

dr oq 8p 
dq 8H 

w-=-
dr 8p 

( 4.10) 

The friction coefficient p is small. 
For Duffing's oscillator excited by an external force F( T ), 

p2 q2 q4 
H=-+k-+l--F(r)q 

2m 2 4 
( 4.11) 

In applications, the most interesting slow parameters are the characteristics of the 
external force. For example, the coefficients of the Fourier series for F( T) 

F( T) = 2.::::: ak cos kr + bk sin kr ( 4.12) 

can be the slowly changing parameters. 
Consider a limit cycle of equations (4.10). The period of the limit cycle, e, may 

be equal to the period of the exciting force, 27i, or may have larger values 47i, 61r, ... 
The limit cycle is a periodic curve in (p, q, T )-phase space. This curve depends on the 
values of the parameters y. The parametric equations of the limit cycle are 

p = p(r, y), q = q(r, y) ( 4.13) 

Let us average the Lagrange function of the oscillator over the limit cycle, 

(} 

- 1 J .)dq(r, y) 
L = (L) = B (wp(r,y dr - H(p(r,y),q(r,y),y))dr (4.14) 

0 

The average Lagrange function, L, is a function of the slowly changing parameters, 
y. 
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Let us find the derivatives L with respect to y. We have 

aL = ~ !e (w 8p 8q + wp 8
2
q _ 8H 8p _ 8H 8q _ 8H )dT 

ay e ay aT aTay ap ay aq ay ay 
0 

( 4.15) 

Integrating the second term of the integrand by parts and taking into account the 
fact that contributions at r = 0, e cancel out due to periodicity of p and q, we rewrite 
( 4.15) as 

The last expression can be simplified using ( 4.10). We obtain 

( 4.17) 

If the derivatives of aqjaT and aqjay remain bounded for J.1- -+ 0, then the last 
term of ( 4.17) vanishes in the limit of small dissipation, and we get 

~;=-(~~) ( 4.18) 

Recalling that y is actually a set of parameters, y1, ... , Ym, and defining the "thermo
dynamic forces" , Pi, by the relations 

F.·=_ (aH) 
t a , 

Yi 
( 4.19) 

we obtain the constitutive equations, 

Pi= aL(y) 
ayi 

(4.20) 

Introduction of "thermodynamic forces" by ( 4.19) is analogous to that in classical 
thermodynamics. The thermodynamic forces ( 4.19) usually have an obvious physical 
interpretation. For example, if the slow parameters are the Fourier coefficients ak, bk 
of the series (4.12), then 

- ( :~) = (q cos kT) , - ( ~~) = (q sin kT) ( 4.21) 

The quantities (4.21) are the Fouri~r coefficients of the response. We denote them 
by lJk and qkl correspondingly. The constitutive equations (4.20) mean that there is 
a function, L, of the Fourier coefficients of the exciting force, ak, bkl such that 

_ aL(a,b) 
Qk = a , 

ak 
( 4.22) 
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So, the Fourier coefficients of the response are potential functions of the Fourier 
coefficients of the exciting force. 

The function L can be considered as a function of all ak and bk, k = 1, 2, .... If 
this function is known, then, for a particular excitation, say, 

F ( r) = a0 + b1 sin T (4.23) 

the response characteristics are determined by the equations 

aLl - , ... 
oal al=a2= ... =0 

b2=bJ= ... =0 

(4.24) 

If one is interested only in the "reciprocal" characteristics of the response, ij = (q} 
and ij = (q sin r}, then the function P can be introduced by the variational problem 

( 4.25) 

Here Extr stands for the calculation of the stationary point with respect to a, b. 
a,b 

The constitutive relations for ij and ij can be written in terms of the functions P 
as 

_ 8P(a0 , bl) q"' 
q = !:} , 

ua0 
( 4.26) 

For nonlinear vibrations, the functions L and P can be found, probably, only from 
real or numerical experiments. The range of viscosity in which potentiality holds with 
acceptable accuracy can also be determined only experimentally. For the Duffing 
oscillator ( 4.5) with a= f3 = 1 and periodic excitation F =a+ b sin r, the function P 
has been found [22] for the limit cycle corresponding to the central island in Fig. 4.5: 

Here a 0 = -0.1584, a 1 = 0.3835, 0:2 = 0.1787, a 3 = -0.0065, a 4 

constitutive equations are 

( 4.27) 

-0.0003. The 

( 4.28) 

The errors in the constitutive equations ( 4.28) are less than 0.1% for small friction, 
f..L < 0.1. Errors reach 8% for high friction, f..L = 10. 

We call the function P the dynamical potential of an at tractor. 
The constitutive equation ( 4.22) can be inverted, and the excitation characteris

tics, ak and bk, can be expressed in terms of the response characteristics, ijk and ijk. 
In order to do that, consider the average value of H0 (p, q) - pq over the limit cycle, 
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where H0 is the Hamilton function of free vibrations (the total Hamilton function, 
H, is equal to H0 (p, q)- F(;)q). Setting 

L* (Ho- pq) , 

we have 

( 4.29) 

If Lis considered to be a function of ak and bkl then L* is Legendre's transform of L, 
the function of lik and ijk, and the following relations hold: 

8L* 
ak = a- ' 

Qk 
( 4.30) 

This statement can be put into the form of a variational principle: the response 
of the system is a stationary point of the function 

(4.31) 

The function L*(if.k, ijk) contains all the necessary information on the response. 
In principle, it is determined by the following variational problem: find a stationary 
point of the action functional of free vibrations 

6 

I(p, q) = ~ j ( wp :; - Ho(p, q) )dr 
0 

( 4.32) 

on the set of all functions p(;) and q(;) with period 8, which obey the constraints 

(q cos k;) = fjk, (q sink;) ijk (4.33) 

The stationary value of the functional I is a function of 1fk, iik· It is equal to -L*. 

If the external force is presented not in terms of Fourier series but in a series of 
so~e set of functions, 1./Jk (;), 

the previous relations stay valid if 1fk are determined by 

If the oscillator has a number of limit cycles, each limit cycle is characterized by 
some potential. A change of parameters causes the limit cycles to deform, disappear, 
bifurcate, etc. The dynamical potential should play in these transformations a role 
which is similar to internal energy in the theory of phase transformations. 
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4.4 On thermodynamical entropy of limit cycles 

The constitutive equations for limit cycles ( 4.20), in contrast to the constitutive 
equation of classical thermodynamics, do not contain entropy. This seems quite 
natural because in the constitutive equations of classical thermodynamics entropy 
represents memory of initial data, while no memory of initial data exists for dissipative 
systems. Although, beyond doubt, there are no characteristics of limit cycles which 
possess all the properties of the entropy of classical equilibrium thermodynamics, 
there are characteristics which have some features of entropy. In this section, we 
show that for an oscillator excited by a periodic force, the relation between logarithm 
of the frequency of the external force and temperature of vibrations is similar to that 
between entropy and temperature in classical thermodynamics, and, in this respect, 
the logarithm of frequency is analogous to entropy. 

To establish this fact, we differentiate ( 4.14) with respect to w. The dependence 
of the functions p(T) and q(T) on w, which is not mentioned explicitly in (4.14), stems 
from the fact that the dynamical equations ( 4.10) contains w as a parameter. The 
total contribution of the derivatives of 8pf8w and 8qj8w is zero in the same way that 
the contribution of 8pj8y and 8qj8y is zero in (4.15). Thus, 

aL = /Pdq) 
8w \ dT 

( 4.34) 

According to the dynamical equations (4.10), the right-hand side of (4.34) can be 
written as w- 1 (p8H j8p). \Ve can define the temperature of vibrations in the same 
way as in the nondissipative case, as 

Hence, 
aL = 2_y 
8w w 

So, in addition to the previous constitutive equations ( 4.20), we get the constitutive 
equation 

8L =T 
8lnw/wo 

( 4.35) 

where w0 is some characteristic frequency, for example, the frequency of linear vibra
tions. 

In the case of linear vibrations, the validity of the constitutive equations can be 
checked by inspection. Indeed, let H0 = p2 /2m + kq2 /2 and F = a sin wt. \Ve have 
to check the relations 

_ ( . ) aL 
q = q sin wt = Ba , T - I ·2) aL 

=\mq =alI nw Wo 

The limit cycle of the linear oscillator with the friction coefficient x is 

q(T, a,w) = 0:: sin T + {3 cosT 

(4.36) 
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where the constants a, /3 are 

(k - ma2 ) ....... ,a 
/3 =7, a=a !:!,. , L...l 

Therefore, 
2 2 

T = m ( i/) = _m_;_bt._w_ ( 4.37) 

and 

( 4.38) 

For x--+ 0 

- a2 

L = 4(k - mw2)' ij = 2(k mw2)' 

a 
T ( 4.39) 

and the constitutive equations ( 4.36) follow from ( 4.39). 
For linear friction-free vibrations the dynamical potential has a singularity when 

the frequency of excitation approaches the eigenfrequency of the oscillator, w0 

~· 
In the vicinity of resonance, one might expect violation of the constitutive equa-

tions because, in principle, the neglected terms x (q8qf8a) and x (q8qf8w) might be 
finite even if the friction tends to zero since q and q go to infinity. Inspection shows 
that the first relation ( 4.36) turns out to be true even for finite x, while the second 
one is no longer valid. It follows from ( 4.37) and ( 4.38) that for x # 0 

w
8L = T [1 aw 

x
2 (w2 + k/m) ] 

(k- mw2 ) + x 2w2 

Thus, the second constitutive relation ( 4.36) is true for small x away from resonance, 
and its error is on the order of x 2• In the vicinity of resonance the value w8Lf8w 
is not equal toT. For w0 = w we have w8Lf8w = -T. Note that the cause ·which 
keeps the oscillator from exploding at the resonance is the friction force. One might 
expect that in the case of nonlinear resonance, when the oscillator does not blow up 
due to an elastic Hamiltonian force, the second relation ( 4.36) may still be valid in 
the vicinity of resonance. 

It is natural to consider the variable ij as a variable characterizing the "internal 
state" of the oscillator. Then, the variable a is the corresponding "thermodynamical 
force". In classical thermodynamics, the constitutive equations of a system with an 
internal variable ij are 

a 
8E(ij, S) 

8ij 
T = 8E(q, S) 

as ( 4.40) 

To put equation (4.36) in this form, we introduce Legendre's transform of the 
function L(a, w) with respect to the variable a: 

P=aq-L 
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Then, 
8P 8P aL 
8q = a, 8w = - 8w 
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and ( 4.40) holds for the oscillator if entropy is determined by the relation 

S =In wo 
w 

( 4.41) 

while P plays the role of energy. 

4.5 Is there thermodynamics of strange attrac
tors? 

The limit cycle is an example of an attractor, a set in phase space which "attracts" 
the trajectories. If the force is small, then there is one attractor - the limit cycle. 
For a larger force, an additional limit cycle might appear. Depending on the ini
tial conditions, the trajectory approaches one or another limit cycle. The region in 
(p, q, T )-phase space for every point of which the trajectory goes to the same limit 
cycle is called a basin of the attractor. 

The appearance of two limit cycles is accompanied by an interesting phenomenon: 
vibrations become in some sense unpredictable. The matter is that the boundary 
between the two basins is extremely intricate, and a small physically unobservable 
change of initial data may turn the trajectory from one attractor to another. 

Note that each limit cycle is a solution of the dynamical equations: if the initial 
data are chosen exactly on the limit cycle, the phase trajectory coincides with the 
limit cycle. 

Further increase of the magnitude of the external force leads to the appearance 
of additional attractors with very complex geometrical structure, due to which they 
acquired the name of "strange attractors". In contrast to a limit cycle, for which 
Poincare's map consists of a single point for a cycle of period 1 or of m points for 
a cycle of a period m, the Poincare section for a strange attractor is a set of points 
with a complex geometry. A numerical approximation of this set by a trajectory of 
Duffing's equation is shown in Fig. 4.8b. Strange attractors also consist of trajectories 
of dynamical equations. In (p, q, T)-phase space they form a set which looks like 
spaghetti. Each trajectory of Duffing's oscillator approaches some trajectory on the 
at tractor. 

To have sensible "thermodynamics" we need the time average over a trajectory not 
to depend on the initial data. This requires the average value of any smooth function 
over each trajectory of the at tractor to be the same. It is natural to call such at tractors 
ergodic attractors. The first problem we face in considering the "thermodynamics" 
of the strange attractor of Duffing's oscillator is that it is not known whether or 
not this attractor is ergodic. There are some numerical observations undermining its 
ergodicity [22). Calculation of the average value of q as a function of(), 

1 e 

8 j q(t)dt 
0 
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shows that the average value keeps vibrating even for very large (}, on the order of 
T = 106 . A possible reason is that the at tractor consists of a number of simply 
connected interwoven attracting sets, and the trajectory keeps moving from one set 
to another. 

Another difficulty is the contribution of dissipation. Limit cycles are some dis
turbed trajectories of a Hamiltonian system. The disturbance vanishes if the friction 
coefficient goes to zero. An attempt to observe similar behavior for attractors has 
been undertaken in [22]. For the value of force parameters at which the strange at
tractor exists (a = 0.05, b = 2975), the Poincare sections for a Hamiltonian system 
were obtained (the friction J-L was set equal to zero). This map is shown in Fig. 4.8a. 
The well-developed chaotic sea can be seen. For small dissipation, two attractors 
were observed: a large chaotic sea and the limit cycle (Fig. 4.8b ). 

Depending on the initial conditions, the trajectory approaches either the chaotic 
set or the limit cycle. It was expected that the strange attractor should appear 
within the chaotic sea if J-L =/:. 0, while the family of tubes collapses to a limit cycle. 
Calculations during the first 50,000 cycles confirmed this hypothesis. However, longer 
runs (B ~ 100, 000) revealed that each trajectory leaves the chaotic sea and goes to the 
limit cycle. There might be two reasons for such behavior. First, the strange attractor 
does exist but its distance from the basin boundary is small and the trajectory jumps 
from the basin of the strange at tractor to the basin of the limit cycle due to numerical 
errors. Second, the strange attractor does not exist for very small J-L. The chaotic set 
is a set of "transitional chaos". After passing through this set, the trajectory falls 
into the limit cycle. It is not clear at the moment which reason is the real one. 

For larger friction, the strange attractor certainly does exist. The corresponding 
Poincare's map is shown in Fig. 4.8c. It is interesting to observe the transformation 
of the chaotic sea in Fig. 4.8a through the chaotic set in Fig. 4.8b and the strange 
attractor in Fig. 4.8c to the familiar worm-type structure of Fig. 4.8d. 

If strange attractors do not exist for J-L -t 0 and appear only for finite p, then 
the existence of thermodynamical potentials seems questionable in the exact math
ematical sense. Approximately, the potentiality of the constitutive relations may, 
nevertheless, hold for finite J-L with good accuracy, as we have seen for limit cycles of 
Duffi.ng's oscillator. 

4.6 On thermodynamics of attractors: 
general case of a closed system 

The derivation of the potentiality law can be generalized to an arbitrary closed system. 
We assume that the kinematics of the system is characterized by variables u(t) where u 
is either a finite-dimensional vector or a finite-dimensional vector field. The governing 
equations are 

( 4.42) 

where L is the Lagrange function, 8L/8u is its variational derivative and f is the 
friction force. The external force which causes the motion of the system is supposed to 
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be potential, and the potential of external force is included in the Lagrange function. 
It is assumed that trajectories in phase space tend to an attract or, and for f ~ 0 the 
attractor converges to a set consisting of the trajectories of the limit system 

bL = 0 
bu 

The attractor is supposed to be ergodic in the following sense: average values of any 
functional ¢( u, Ut) over a trajectory of the at tractor do not depend on the trajectory. 
This assumption makes the average value of any functional independent of initial 
data. 

Let L be a function of the parameters y = (y1 , ... , Yk). The average value of any 
function becomes a function of the parameters y. Denote the average value of L by 
P, 

P(y) = (L) 

Determining the derivatives of P with respect toy, we get 

aP = lim ~ bL au dt + aL dt + bL au 
[ 

e e le] 
8y, e~oo B [ ( Ou ' 8y.) [ 8y, ( Ou, 8y.) 

0 

We assume that bLjbut and bujbyi are bounded for all t. Then, the last term vanishes 
for() ~ oo. The first terms approaches zero when friction goes to zero. Therefore, 

~~ = (;~) ( 4.43) 

The averaged derivatives aLjay form "generalized forces" which are reciprocal to the 
parameters Yi· If Yi are considered to be the input parameters of the system, (aLjay) 
are the corresponding output parameters, and equations ( 4.43) are the constitutive 
equations. 

4. 7 On thermodynamics of closed fluid flows 

An interesting particular case is that of a fluid flow in a container. Let us first state 
the corresponding variational principle. Consider a container (a finite region V in 3-D 
space) occupied by an ideal fluid. Let ~a (a= 1, 2, 3) be the Lagrangian coordinates 
of the fluid particles. The Lagrangian coordinates take values in some region Vo in 
the 3-D space of Lagrangian coordinates. Denote by xi the Cartesian coordinates of 
an observer's frame in the actual 3-D space. The trajectory of a particle ~a is 

( 4.44) 

"To know the fluid motion" means "to know the functions xi(~a, t)". 
The Jacobian tJ. = det 11axija~afl characterizes the change of volume in the tran

sition from Lagrangian coordinates to Eulerian coordinates. The density p is deter
mined by the law of conservation of mass, 

Po (~a) /J.o (~a) 
p= 

tJ. 
( 4.45) 
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where p0 and ~0 are the values of the density and ~ at the initial time instant t0 . 

Note that~ can be either greater or less than zero; the determinant ~0 has the same 
sign as ~' thus density is necessarily positive. 

We consider the motion which is not detached from or does not penetrate the 
walls: each particle, which is on the wall at the initial moment, stays on the wall in 
the course of the motion. In terms of the functions xi (t, Ea) that means 

( 4.46) 

where 8V and 8V0 are the boundaries of V and V0 , respectively. Note that the 
boundary 8V may consist of a number of pieces, some of which move. The moving 
part of 8V is denoted by }: ( t). For example, }: ( t) might be the surface of rotor 
blades. 

Let the initial and final positions of the particles be given, 

(4.47) 

Then, the adiabatic motion of the ideal compressible fluid is a stationary point of the 
functional 

( 4.48) 

on the set of the functions xi (t, Ea) which obey the constraints (4.46) and (4.47). 
Summation over repeated indices is implied. 

Stationary points of the functional ( 4.48) satisfy the equations of motion of an 
ideal fluid in Lagrangian coordinates 

a2xi (Ea, t) op 
p 8t2 =- OXi 

( 4.49) 

Here p is the notation for function p28U I op. 
Now, let the viscosity of the fluid be not equal to zero. Fluid dynamics is governed 

be the Navier-Stokes equations which have the form (4.42) with friction force J..l~Vi (J..L
viscosity). Assuming that the problem contains slow parameters y and differentiating 
(4.48) with respect to y, we obtain under the same assumption as in section 4.6, 
the· constitutive equation ( 4.43). The assumptions made are the boundedness of 
the derivatives 8Lj8ut and 8uj8y, and vanishing of the term < (8L/8ut, 8uj8y) > 
when the viscosity tends to zero. In the case of fluid flow, 8L/8ut has a physical 
interpretation of fluid velocity and, thus, is bounded. The derivative 8u/ oy for fluid 
flow is ox(t, E, y)joy. Its boundedness (after an appropriate time scaling, if necessary) 
seems intuitively correct. The major concern is the term< (8L/8u, 8uj8y) > which, 
for viscous fluids, is 

(} 

1. 1 I I t\ a xi ( t, E, y) d3 d 1m - -j..lu.Vi X t 
B-oo 8 oy 

0 v 
( 4.50) 
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This term is reminiscent of the average dissipation of the flow, 

(J 

I. 1 // avi (avi avj) d3 d 1m - p- - + - X t 
e-oo 0 ax. ax. ax-

0 v J J t 

( 4.51) 

Kolmogorov conjectured that the integral (4.51) remains finite when 11 ----t 0 because 
the gradient of the velocity grows. The total orders of derivatives of x(t, ~' y) in ( 4.50) 
and (4.51) are the same (remember that vi = axijat). Nevertheless, it is perhaps 
possible that the integral ( 4.50) tends to zero if J1 -+ 0 because the derivative with 
respect to parameters may reduce the smoothness of x(t, ~' y) less than the derivatives 
with respect to space coordinates and time. If this is the case, the parametric response 
of turbulent flow is controlled by one function, the dynamical potential. 

4.8 On thermodynamics of open fluid flows 

Thermodynamics of open flows differ drastically from thermodynamics of closed flows. 
The matter is that the system does not consist of the same set of particles: new 
particles permanently come into play. In order to understand the situation, we must 
first extend the Hamilton variational principle, which was originally formulated for 
closed systems, to open ones. We will do that for fluid flows; the extension to other 
open systems is similar. 

It is convenient to consider open flows in terms of Eulerian coordinates. We start 
from consideration of the Hamilton variational principle for closed systems in Eulerian 
coordinates. 

Variational principle in Eulerian coordinates. To obtain the variational principle 
in Eulerian coordinates, one needs to choose some functions of xi and t as required 
functions instead of functions of Lagrangian coordinates xi (~a, t). A natural candidate 
for the basic required kinematical characteristics are inverse functions of xi (~a, t): 

( 4.52) 

The velocity vi (~a, t) = axi (~a, t)jat becomes a function of the Eulerian coordinate 
xi if ~a is expressed in terms of xi and t by the means of ( 4.52). To obtain an explicit 
expression for the velocity in terms of the derivatives of the functions ~a(t, x), we set 
the condition that the Lagrangian coordinates do not change along the trajectories 
of the particles, 

(4.53) 

Equation ( 4.53) can be considered as a system of three linear algebraical equations 
with respect to three unknown quantities vi. The determinant of this system, 

( 4.54) 

is not equal to zero, therefore 
( 4.55) 
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where ~f = O~a jot, and X~ are the components of the matrix which is the inverse 
of the matrix ll~fll with ~f = a~a;axi. The functional (4.48) can be considered as a 
functional on the set of functions ~a (xi, t) 

where pis given by (4.45), while 6. is determined by (4.54). 
The set of admissible functions ~a (xi, t) is determined by the constraints 

~a (xi, t) E oVo if xi E oV ( 4.57) 

( 4.58) 

Constraints (4.57) and (4.58) are inversions of (4.46) and (4.47), respectively. 
The variational principle in Eulerian coordinates states that the real motion of 

an ideal fluid is a stationary point of the functional ( 4.56) on the set of functions 
~a (xi, t), determined by the constraints ( 4.57) and ( 4.58). Varying the functional 
( 4.56) with respect to the admissible functions ~a (xi, t), one gets the equations of 
motion of an ideal fluid. For the reader's convenience, we present here a derivation 
of this fact; the derivation follows [24]. 

Consider first a functional of the general form 

ti 

I j j A (~a, ~f, ~f, xi) d3xdt 
to V(t) 

Then, 

!t
1 

[ j 6A a 3 j a ( oA oA ) 2 ] 6 I = dt 6~a a~ d X + a~ ()~f!. ni - a~a c d X + 
to V(t) oV(t) 1 t 

+ [ j ;~a~ad3x] t
1 

V(~ ~ 

( 4.59) 

where 6A/ 6~a is the variational derivative, 

6A a A a aA a aA 
( 4.60) 

ni are the components of the unit outward normal vector at oV, and cis the velocity 
of the surface av along the normal to this surface. 

Let us show that the equation 6Aj6~a = 0 can be transformed into the usual form 
of equations of an ideal fluid, 

opvi a ( . j j) o<I> (x) -
ot + oxi PVt v + p6i + p oxi - 0, 

2au (p) 
p=p-

op 
( 4.61) 
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if 

( 4.62) 

~ ( x) is the potential of the body forces, and the density and velocity are expressed 
in terms of ~a, ~f and ~f by (4.45), (4.54) and (4.55). To transform (4.60) into (4.61), 
we need the identity 

(4.63) 

and the relations 

a 8A i i 28U d c.- - Ab. = -pv·v - p -u· 
':,t 8~1 , , 8 P , , ( 4.64) 

Identity (4.63) is obtained by multiplying (4.60) by ~f, summing over a and dif
ferentiating by parts, 

= -8;A - a~k ( ~f :~ - A Of) - :t ( ~f :~) 
Here 8iA is the partial derivative of A with respect to xi for fixed ~a, ~f, ~f. To derive 
(4.64), we need the relations 

a 8p - bj 
~i 8~j - p i' ( 4.65) 

The first formula (4.65) is obtained by differentiating the equality x~~J = bJ with 
respect to ~k, 

axt c~ + xibbb~ = 0 
a~k ":.J b a J 

and contracting with x~. The second formula (4.65) follows from the relation 

D.- 1 x~. Indeed, 

8p = ~P /:1 D. -1 = px'a. 
8~i 8~i 

0 0 

The last two relations (4.65) can be derived from the first one and (4.55) 

Equation (4.61) follows from (4.60) and (4.64). 
If the positions of the particles are prescribed at t = to, tb then a~a = 0 at t = to, tl 

and the last term in ( 4.59) vanishes. If the particles do not penetrate through or 
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X inlet outlet X 

a b 

Fig. 4.9: Geometry if the particle trajectory in space-time for closed (a) and open 
(b) flows 

detach from the boundary, c = vini, and the second term in ( 4.59) vanishes as well. 
Thus, the condition 61 = 0 results in the equations of motion of an ideal fluid. 

Note for further reference that in accordance with (4.64), the variation of the 
action functional becomes 

bi = J dt { j a~ax~ ( ( -pvivi +(A- p) 6{) ni + pvic] d2x} - [ j a~ax~pvid3x] t
1 

to 8V(t) V(t) to 

(4.66) 

Variational principle for open flows. To obtain an extension of the formulated 
variational principle to open flows, consider motion in four-dimensional space-time. 
A symbolic picture of motion in a closed container is shown in Figure 4.9a. Each 
trajectory connects the initial and final positions of the fluid particles, which are 
considered to be given. A typical open flow is shown in Fig. 4.9b. Each trajec
tory also connects the initial and final positions, but now some of the initial posi
tions are at the inlet of the flow, while part of the final positions are at the outlet 
of the flow. In closed flows, the most natural choice of Lagrangian coordinates is 
an identification of Lagrangian coordinates with Eulerian ones at the initial time, 
€1 (xi, t0 ) = xl, ~2 (xi, t 0 ) = x2 , ~3 (xi, t0 ) = x 3 . In open flows, it is easy to identify 
one of the Lagrangian coordinates with the moment of the appearance of the parti
cle, while two others can be coordinates of the point at the inlet, where the particle 
appears for the first time. 

Consider now the initial and the final positions of the fluid particles at the inlet 
and outlet as given. The stationary points of the action functional are sought on 
the set of functions €a (xi, t), which satisfy constraints (4.57), (4.58) along with the 
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following conditions at the inlet and the outlet: 

~a (xi, t) = ~fn (xi, t) at the inlet 

~a ( x\ t) = ~~t (xi, t) at the outlet 

(~in and ~~tare some prescribed functions). Then, the second term in (4.59) vanishes 
even if there is a flow through av. Thus, the action functional has a stationary point 
at the real motion of an ideal fluid. 

Parametric response of open flows. Consider the flow of an ideal compressible 
fluid through a region V. To include into consideration the case of compressor flow, 
we assume that there are some moving rigid bodies (e.g. rotor blades) inside the 
region V. The surface of the moving bodies is denoted by ~(t). In addition, there 
might be vortex sheets: the moving surfaces S(t) on which the tangent components 
of the velocity have a jump while the normal components are continuous. 

The inlet and outlet are flat surfaces. Denote the Cartesian coordinates of the 
inlet by x 0 (a = 1, 2). The coordinate x 3 is directed along the normal to the inlet and 
the outlet. Particles entering the flow field are marked by Lagrangian coordinates 
~o, ~3 = ~· Vve choose ~a to be equal to the coordinates X

0 of the point of the inlet 
where the particle appears for the first time, while ~ is identified with the time when 
the particle enters the flow. 

The derivatives a~o jaxi and a~jaxi can be expressed in terms of velocity at the 
inlet as 

V 0 
3 1 

~p = 8p, ~f = --, ~~ = 0, ~3 = -- (4.67) 
v v 

where va and v = v3 are the transversal and the axial components of velocity at the 
inlet. 

To derive ( 4.67), we note that according to the way ~a and ~ were introduced, at 
the inlet 

a~a a~a 
-8° -0 ax/3 - /3 ) at - l 

Using equations ( 4.53) at the inlet, 

and ( 4.68), we arrive at ( 4.67). 

a~= 1 
at 

a~ 
1 + v ax3 = 0 

At the inlet, the matrix llx~ll has components 

a .ca 
xll=ull, 

and the determinant l:io = -v. 

Xo- Vo 3-- ) 
3_0 

Xa- ' x~ = -v 

( 4.68) 

The natural control parameters of fluid flow are discharge Q, frequency of rotation 
of the moving body v, and the parameters of the geometry A. (We denote by A the 
set of geometrical parameters A 1, ... , As.) 

It is assumed that ~a are some functions of x 0
, T = vt, v, Q, A, and have bounded 

derivatives with respect to these arguments. 
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According to the formulated variational principle, we define the dynamical poten
tial P by the relation 

(4.69) 

Here and until the end of this section {.) means the average with respect to dimen
sionless time T over the at tractor. 

Let us find the derivatives of P with respect to parameters Q, v and .A. As 
for a nonlinear oscillator, one can use formula ( 4.59) to determine these derivatives. 
However, there are complications requiring some corrections of ( 4.59) for this purpose. 
First, the integrand in (4.69) depends explicitly on parameter Q. Dependence on 
Q appears by means of the determinant Ll-0 through the expression for the density 
p = p0 Ll.0 /det ll8~j8xl!. Since Ll.o = -v, where vis the velocity at the inlet, a change 
of Q causes a change of Ll-0 . One may assume that v is proportional to Q: v = Qu, 
where u is some function of X 0 independent of Q. Second, the integrand in ( 4.69) 
depends also explicitly on v. Dependence on v is caused by the dependence of the 
velocity on ll for any given 7, vi= -x~~~ll (~~ = a~a j8T). Third, the geometry of the 
region V is changed due to the variation of the parameters ..\. 

The contributions to ( 4.59) caused by the variations Q and v are 

(4.70) 

The change of position of piece B of boundary 8V causes an additional term 

( 4. 71) 

to appear where 6n is the displacement of B along its normaL Collecting (4.59), 
(4.70) and (4.71) and taking into account (4.66), we obtain 

8P = og (P _ ([ pd3x)) + 
8: ([ pv;vid3x) + 

(/ a~ax~ [( -pv;vi +(A- P) o{) nj + pv;c] d2x) + u A8nd2x) 
av B 

(4.72) 

The last two terms may be written more elaborately. The boundary 8V consists 
of inlet, outlet, moving surfaces L;(t) and S(t), varied surface B and a remainder, 
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which is some immovable surface A. At A, on= 0, c 0, vini = 0. The vector a~ax~ 
is a tangent to A. Thus, the surface integral over A in ( 4. 72) disappears. 

At the inlet, ~a X
0 and ~ = t independently of the value of the parameters Q, 

v and .-\. Therefore, a~a = 0. Since on 0 at the inlet as well, the surface integral 
over the inlet vanishes. 

At the outlet, c = 0, on = 0, and the integral over the outlet is 

{4.73) 

The vector a~ax~ has a simple geometrical interpretation. Consider the position 
vector of the particle ~a : xi ( T, ~a,.-\). The identity 

{4.74) 

holds. Differentiating this identity with respect to >., we get 

axi a~a axi 

a~a a>. + a>. = 0 {4.75) 

Hence, axi = -a~ax~ is the translation vector of the particles at the outlet caused 
by variation of the parameters. 

It is convenient to write {4.73) in terms of enthalpy, i = U + (pf p), 

( 4. 76) 

At the surface, ~ (t) vin; =c. If the set of parameters,\ does not contain geomet
rical parameters of the surface I:(t), i.e. I:(t) moves in the same way for all values of 
>., then on = 0 at ~ (t), while the vector axi = -x~a~a is tangent to ~. Therefore, 
the integral over ~ is equal to zero. 

At the surface S, integration is conducted over both sides of S. Since on each side 
vini = c and axini = on, the integral over s is equal to 

( 4.77) 

where (p] is the pressure drop across S. One may assume that pressure is continuous 
on vortex sheets. Then ( 4. 77) vanishes. 

At the surface B, axini on and vi n1 = c. Therefore, the integral over B is 

Denote by Fa generalized force corresponding to a change of.-\, 
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Note an important case: if~ is the radius of some pipe inside V, then F coincides 
with the integral of the average pressure over the pipe surface, 

Finally, for b P, we have 

(4. 78) 

Consider the most practically interesting case, where the tangent velocity at the outlet 
is negligible compared to the axial velocity. Then, the third term becomes 

(4.79) 

Assume that fluctuations of a~ax~ and dynamical enthalpy v2 /2+i are small compared 
to their average values. Accept also that the average value of the dynamical enthalpy 
is practically constant over the outlet. Then, the integral ( 4. 79) is simplified to 

- J j 8(~a) (x~) nid2x ( 4.80) 
outlet 

where J is the average dynamical enthalpy, 

(4.81) 

Further simplifications are possible if we assume that the average value (~a) does 
not depend on ~ due to turbulent mixing: it seems reasonable to accept that any fixed 
point of the outlet can be reached from any point of the inlet with some probability 
and the probability distribution does not depend on values of ~. Then, the average 
value (~a) certainly does not depend on ~. The difference t - (~) is the average time 
which particles spend inside the device, and we denote it by 8(~). The factor (x1) ni 
can be transformed into (8xi/8~) ni = 8xf8~, where x = (x3

). The function x (~, ~) 
determines the (average) position of a particle on the x3-axis, which was at the inlet 
at instant ~· Since fluctuations of~ (t, x, ~) are assumed to be small compared to 
(~ (t, x, ~)), in the vicinity of the outlet {~) ~ t 8 (~), and differentiation of x with 
respect to~ is equivalent to differentiation with respect to time. Thus, 8xj8~ is equal 
to the average velocity at the outlet, Vout· Finally, ( 4. 79) becomes 

188 ( 4.82) 

where I = J SoutVout, and Bout is the cross-sectional area of the outlet. 
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Collecting ( 4. 78)-( 4.82), we arrive at the constitutive equations 

GP 1 ( fJ 3 )) G8 
GQ = Q p - \v pd x + I GQ 

~~ = ~ (p + ([ pUd
3x)) + ~~~ (4.83) 

GP G8 
GAm = Fm +I GAm ' m = 1, ... , s 

If the integrals of p and U in (4.83) can be neglected (which seems possible for high 
values of the discharge Q), then we have three functions P, I and 8 which should be 
found from experiments in order to establish the constitutive relations. 
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Abstract. The problem of truncation of continuum equations is discussed. It is shown that, 

under some conditions, the modes are splitted into two categories: leading modes and driven modes. 

Dynamics of driven modes is completely determined by dynamics of leading modes. There is also 

some backward interaction: the standard truncation ignoring the influence of the neglected modes 

on the kept ones may yield incorrect results. A simple rule for incorporation of the influence of the 

driven modes is proposed. The limitations for this rule are outlined. The general statements are 

supported by numerical simulations for string vibrations. 

1 Introduction 

Experiments show (see, for example, [1], [2]) that, usually, only a few degrees of freedom are 

effectively excited in vibrating elastic structures which possess, in principle, infinitely many 

of them. The purpose of this paper is to discuss this phenomenon, and develop a method of 

constructing adequate finite-dimensional models. 

*Member of ASME 
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The truncation problem can be formulated as follows. Kinematics of any elastic contin

uum can be described by a countable set of generalized coordinates q1 , ... , Qn, .. .. Vector 

with the components ( q1 , ... , Qn, .. . ) is denoted by q. Physical properties of the structure 

are given by the expressions for kinetic energy K(q, q), elastic energy U(q), and dissipative 

function D(q, q). External forces are assumed to be potential, the potential is denoted by 

<P(q, t). Lagrange's function of the system has the form 

L(q, q, t) K(q, q)- U(q) + <P(q, t). 

\Ve assume that K and D are positive quadratic forms with respect to qi: 

K = ~aij(q)qiqj, 
2 

D 1 ( ) .. 
-J..Lij q QiQj· 
2 

Summation over repeated indices is implied. The governing dynamical equations are 

d 8L 
dt 8qi 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

Friction coefficients /1ij are supposed to be small; the only role of dissipation in our study 

is to lead phase trajectories to an attractor. 

A distinctive feature of elastic structures in the framework of physically linear theory is 

that elastic energy is a quartic polynom of q: 

(1.5) 

while "masses" aij are some constants. 

The questions under consideration are: in which cases the infinite-dimensional dynamical 

system ( 1.1 )- ( 1. 5) can be approximated by a low-dimensional system? How to construct the 

low-dimensional system? 

We single out a class of problems for which we show that the low-dimensional system has 

coordinates q1 , ... , Qk and the effective elastic energy of the system can be taken as 

(1.6) 
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For the case of string vibrations, truncation ( 1.6) works with good accuracy while the stan

dard truncation 

[Jst(QJ, •.• , Qk> t) = U(q)- <I>(q, t)lqk+l=qk+2=·· =0 

may yield incorrect results. 

(1.7) 

In terms of continua the truncation ( 1.6) means the following. Let U ( u) be the energy 

functional of elastic medium occupying the region V, u is displacement field in V. Denote 

by ¢ the eigenmodes of linear vibrations of this media normalized by the condition (p - mass 

density): 

j P¢i¢Jd3x = oiJ· (1.8) 
v 

Let <1>( u: t) be the linear functional of the work done by external forces. Consider the varia-

tional problem 

[J = min [ U ( u) - <P ( u, t)] , 
u 

(1.9) 

where minimum is sought on the set of all admissible functions u obeying the constraints 

(1.10) 

and t is a parameter. ~1inimum value in the variational problem (1.9) is a function of 

q 1 , ... q k and t : 0 = 0 ( q 1 , ... , q kl t). 

The Lagrange's function of the proposed truncation has the form: 

- 1 ~ ·2 -
L=-~qi -U(qb···,qklt). 

2 i=l 

(1.11) 

The way to choose the leading modes ¢ 1 , ... , ¢k and the number of modes k is discussed in 

Section 6. 

The text is organized as follows. In the next Section we describe the idea underlying 

our approach. In Section 3 the basic equations for the example studied numerically, the 

string vibrations, are presented. In Sections 4 and 5 the counter examples for validity of the 

proposed truncation are presented; they outline the expected range of applicability of our 

approach. Then, in Section 6, we show that our truncation works better than the traditional 

one. 
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2 An observation 

First, consider the truncation problem in the simplest case of linear vibrations when q are so 

small that the terms of the third and fourth order in (1.5) can be neglected. It is convenient 

to make a linear change of variables diagonalizing matrices aiJ and AiJ; matrix aiJ can be 

made unit under this transformation. The new variables are called mode coordinates and 

have the sense of the amplitudes of eigenmodes. We keep for the mode coordinates the same 

notation, q. In mode coordinates, Lagrange function takes the form 

(2.1) 

The system forms a set of noninteracting oscillators with unit masses and rigidities Ai· 
0 0 2 

Rigidity Ai is related to eigenfrequency of the ith mode wi by Ai . It is assumed. for 

simplicity, that all modes have different eigenfrequencies. The modes are numbered in the 

order of increased eigenfrequencies. 

Truncation of an infinite-dimensional system makes sense if its motion is finite-dimensional. 

This means that the motion of the system can be recovered with an appropriate accuracy in 

terms of motion of some finite-dimensional system. At first glance, truncation of the linear 

system (2.1) is impossible because external forces may excite as many modes as one wishes. 

However, the situation is not so hopeless due to the following property of elastic structures: 

Wi---* oo if i ---* CX). To make use of this property let us change variables 

0 

qi --+ Xi : Xi =Wi qi. (2.2) 

In the new variables Lagrange function takes the forn1 

(2.3) 

0-2 
We see that "masses" wi tend to zero for i --+ oo. Therefore, if the spectra of Fi(t) are 

bounded and do not contain components with the eigenfrequencies C:\, inertia terms can be 
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neglected for large i, and we arrive at the static problem: to find Xi for large i one has to 

minimize the function 

min L: (!x~- Fi(!)xi) . 
Xi i 2 Wi 

In this formula time t plays the role of a parameter. 

This simple observation forms the basis of our approach in nonlinear case. Let us denote 

by Aijk and Aijkl the ratios 

The equality sign = means that there is no summation over repeated indices. 

The change of variables (2.2) yields the following expression for energy function U - ci> : 

1 1 1 () /0 U- cp- -X·X· +-A ·kX·X ·Xk +-A· 'klX·X ·XkXl- ~· t X· W· - 2 t l 3 lJ t J 4 l) t J t t t . 

Let Aijk and Aijkl be bounded for all i, j, k, l. Masses of modes in Xi-variables tend to zero 

for i -t oo. It is natural to assume that for sufficiently large k, depended on the accepted 

accuracy, masses of all modes with i ~ k can be set equal to zero. Then determination of all 

xi with i ~ k becomes a static problem: for given x 1 , ... , xk and t find the minumum value 

of the function 

(2.4) 

Then dynamics of the truncated system is governed by Lagrange's function 

(2.5) 

Returning back to the q-variables we obtain the formulas given in Introduction. 

In reality, the situation is not so simple. There are some obstacles for our rule to be true. 

We discuss them in Sections 4 and 5 for the case of nonlinear string vibrations. In the next 

Section the equations of string dynamics are introduced. 
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3 Strings 

Consider plane nonlinear vibrations of an elastic string of the length l with pinned ends 

(Fig.l). Let w(t, x) be the lateral displacements of the string. 

For moderate amplitudes, kinetic and potential energy are as follows: 

(3.1) 

l 

U = j { AEy [;b + ;wx2
)

2 

+ ~h2w;x] - F(x, t)w} dx. (3.2) 
0 

Here p, A. r and Ey are mass density, cross-section area, initial longitudinal strain and 

Young modulus, respectively; derivatives with respect to x and t are denoted by the corre

sponding indices. Constant h is determined by the diameter and shape of cross-section and 

proportional to JA. For circular cross-section of diameter d and isotropic material h = d/ 4. 

The first two terms in (3.2) are extension and bending energies, the last term is the potential 

of external force F ( x, t). 

Let us introduce dimensionless variables 

w 
u = lj21' 

{En 
T = y 2Pi2t, 

In these variables the dimensionless Lagrangian takes the form: 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Parameter CJ = h2 /rl 2 is the dimensionless bending rigidity, it is small for thin strings with 

high initial tension and increases if initial tension is released. Nonzero bending rigidity 

provides the dispersion of linear waves. 

String dynamics is described by the equation 

(3.5) 
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where g is friction force. Physical nature and special form of friction force is inessential for 

what follows since damping is assumed to be small. 

Consider a pinned string: 

U ( 7, 0) = U ( 7, 1) = Uyy ( 7 1 0) = Uyy ( T, 1) = 0. (3.6) 

The linear eigenmodes of linear vibrations are: 

uk(Y) = sin1rky. 

Any function u( T, y) can be presented in the form of Fourier series of eigenmodes 

00 

u(T, y) = L ak(T) sin 1rky. (3.7) 
k=l 

In modal approach the dynamics of strings is considered in terms of mode amplitudes 

ak ( T). To obtain dynamical equations for ak ( T) one has to express Lagrange's functional 

(3.4) in terms of mode amplitudes ak. Substituting (3. 7) into (3.4) we have: 

2L = f {; cik 
2 -~ ( 1 +a( 1rk ?) ( 7fk )2 ak + fkak} - ~

4 f: klmnAktmnakataman. (3.8) 
k=l k,l,m,n=l 

Here we use the notation: 

fk = 2l f( r, y)sin1rkydy, 

1 

Aklmn j cos 1rkx cos 1rlx cos 1rmx cos 1rnxdx = 

0 

1 
8(k + l + m- n) + 8(k + l- m + n) - -

8 (3.9) 

+ 8(k + l- m- n) + 8(k -l + m + n) 

+ 8(k-l+m-n)+8(k l- m + n) 

+ 8(k - l - m - n)] , 

where 8(k) means the function which is equal to zero for k i= 0, and equal to unity for 

k = 0. Dot denotes derivative with respect to 7. Note that interaction between modes is 

very complex: each mode interacts with all other modes. 
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It is seen from (3.8) that Lagrange's functional, and, henceforth, the equations, can be 

simplified by the change of unknown functions ak --+ bk: 

(3.10) 

In terms of bk, Lagrange's functional takes the form 

(3.11) 

The corresponding equations of motion are 

(1 + cr(1rk) 2
) bk- 2 f: Aktmnbtbmbn + :~ - 9k 

k,l,m,n=l 

(3.12) 

Coefficients Aijkl characterize nonlinear interactions between modes. They all are of order 

unity. Note an important property of Aijkl following from (3.9) : if i is even and j, k, l are 

odd, then, since ±j ± k l are also odd, Aijkl = 0. Similarly, Aijkl = 0 if i is odd and j, k, l 

are even. This means that even modes themselves cannot excite odd modes and vice versa. 

Even modes act on odd modes only if the latter have already been excited ( qi for at least 

one odd i are not zeros). The same is true for influence of odd modes on the even ones. 

Let spectrum of external force is zero for frequencies greater than nk0 V1 + a(nk0 )
2

, k0 

is some integer. In accordance with the recipe proposed, one has to put the left hand 

side of equations (3.12) equal to zero for all k ~ k0 . Then equations for bk, k ~ ko~ 

become algebraical equations. This simplifies essentially the numerical procedure because 

the time step for integration (which should be a small fraction of the shortest timescale in the 

system) now can only be chosen small enough to resolve the vibrations with the frequency 

nk0 V1 + a(nk0 )
2

, much larger than if we had to resolve vibrations with higher frequencies. 

There are some obstacles for this recipe to be universial. One of them is equipartition of 

energy for high energy vibrations. 
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4 Obstacle One: Equipartition of Energy. 

Free vibrations. For the first time equipartition of energy in string-like systems has been 

studied numerically by Fermi, Pasta, and Ulam in 1954 [3]. They considered a finite

difference truncation of equation (3.5) with a = 0, f = 0, g = 0. Equations of their finite

difference approximation are equivalent to dynamical equations of a finite chain of mass 

particles connected by nonlinear springs. It was a common belief that nonlinear systems 

with very many degrees of freedom should move ergodically. One of the features of ergodic 

motion is equipartition of energy. In the case of a chain of mass particles equipartition of 

energy means that averaged kinetic energies of all particles are equal: 

( 4.1) 

Here mi and qi are the mass and displacement of the ith particle, and ( ·) means time average 

over trajectory: for any function ¢( q, q) 

(¢) 
00 

lim -
8

1 j ¢ (q(t), q(t)) dt. 
e-oo 

(4.2) 
0 

Average value in ( 4.1) does not depend on trajectory for ergodic systems. The common 

value ( 4.1) is called by definition absolute temperature. 

Numerical simulations have been conducted by Fermi, Pasta, and Ulam for a chain of 

initially disturbed 64 particles. The expected equipartition of energy has not been observed. 

This "paradox" was named Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU) problem. Explanation has been given 

by KAM theory [4]. For small values of initial energy the nonlinear system stays close 

to the linear system which is integrable and, therefore, is not ergodic. Further numerical 

studies supported this explanation. It was shown ([5] - [8]) that there is energy threshold 

exceeding of which yields equipartition. In their experiments Fermi, Pasta, and Ulam did 

not reach energy threshold. Note that the laws of equilibrium statistical mechanics, and, in 

particular, equipartition of energy, are based only on ergodicity of motion and stay valid for 

low-dimensional systems (see [9], [10]). 
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If equipartition of energy occurs none of the modes can be neglected. Thus, there is a 

necessary condition for applicability of our truncation: energy of vibration should not exceed 

energy threshold. 

In order to determine the value of energy threshold we conducted a series of numerical 

simulations for the system with the number of modes N = 8, 12, and 16. In terms of finite

difference truncation it corresponds to a chain of approximately 80 to 160 particles if one 

put 10 particles per the shortest spatial wave period which is 1/16 - 1/8 in our case. The 

integration has been performed using Runge-Kutta scheme of the 7th order, with resolution 

of 70 to 200 points per period of the highest mode. The accuracy of integration has been 

verified by two methods: conservation of energy and reverse integration. The total energy 

was proven to conserve with 10-7 accuracy for the runs being as long as 10,000 periods 

of the lowest mode. Within a range of nondimensional energy values up to 1 (far above 

equipartition threshold) the integration was reversible within an interval of approximately 

5,000 longest cycles1
. 

To verify the tendency of the system to equipartition we create some initial perturbation 

and track the temporal behavior of the mode temperatures Tk = (b~/2n2k2 ), k = 1, ... , N. 

A typical dependence of temperatures Ti on time is shown on Fig.2 for a moderate value 

of initial energy. It is seen that no equipartition is observed. 

We found that for energy of initial disturbance exceeding some value E* = 5 * 10-2 the 

typical picture of dependence of modal temperatures on time is like shown in Fig.3. It is not 

clear whether the value E* = 5 * 10-2 is really a good approximation for threshold energy. 

First, E* should be the energy threshold for most of initial data while we have checked 

this fact for several dozens of initial data. Second, the trajectories of the dynamical system 

(3.12) exponentially diverge if initial energy is of an order E*, and it is not clear whether 

our numerical simulations reflect correctly the dynamics of original dynamical system. 

1The transition time to equipartition is typically longer with only a few modes excited initially, but for 

initial values close to equipartition it is usually reached within a few thousand cycles. 
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The value of threshold energy E* = 5 * 10-2 is very close to the values obtained earlier 

in [11] (and, after appropriate scaling, [6] - [8]). In contrast to the previously conducted 

computations for chains, in our simulations the equipartition state has been reached in 

many cases with very low initial energy. The most probable cause is the absense of exact 

mode resonanses in chains (see below). 

To estimate whether the oscillations in real strings can be close to equipartition, consider 

a lOrn long steel string with Young modulus Ey ~ 2 * 1011 Pa, cross-sectional area 0.1 

cm2 , and pre-strain 'Y = 10-3 • Then energy of vibrations corresponding to non-dimensional 

equipartition energy E* 0.05 is about 2 Joules, characteristic strains are of order 3 * 
10-4 while characteristic lateral displacements of order 0.5m 1 this value is large but not 

unattainable. 

Fig.3 exhibits the behavior of the mode temperatures in course of free dynamics of a 12-

mode system (3.12) without dispersion and dissipation. Initially the first four modes were 

excited with amplitude 0.2 and zero initial velocity (corresponding to nondimensional elastic 

energy of 0.095). The final temperature spectrum is almost homogeneous, thus very close to 

equipartition state. 

To quantify the degree of equipartition reached the following characteristic can be em

ployed: 

[2:~1 7i ]2 
N 2 : 

Li=l 7i 
C* (4.3) 

where 1i are the mode temperatures. The characteristics C* has a simple meaning. If only 

one mode is excited, C* = 1. If all modes are excited and equipartition holds, T1 = T2 = 

TN, and C* = N. Thus, C* measures how many degrees of freedom are involved 

in motion. Maximum value of C* is equal to N. It is reached only if equipartition holds. 

Hence, C* is also a measure of equipartition. To compare different motions, it is convenient 

to normalize C* and consider the number C = C* / N, which represents the relative amount 

of effectively excited degrees of freedom. Dependence of C on time shows how the new 

degrees of freedom are being involved in motion. The typical dependence is shown in Fig.4. 
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This Figure illustrates the results for four runs with duration 1,500-3,000 cycles; the system 

(3.12) has been excited with zero velocities and initial potential energy evenly distributed 

among the first four modes. The computaions are performed for initial energy 0.002, 0.01, 

0.05 and 0.095. 

At moderate energies of initial perturbation, the process of establishing of temperature 

equilibrium can take very long time. In such cases the temporal behvior of the value C can 

give a clue to future dynamics. 

It can be clearly seen that the system provided with higher energy reaches equipartition 

very fast, just in a few hundred longest oscillation periods. The less energy is supplied to 

the system initially, the longer it takes to reach equipartition. \Vhen the energy is less than 

some certain value, equipartition seems never be reached. The insert in the Figure shows 

the temperature spectra at the end of the runs. In a case of E = 0.002 temperature of the 

first and second modes are by more than an order more than those of modes 7-12, showing 

no equipartition. 

Figure 5 supports our conclusion that energy threshold value is 0.05. It is seen that 

for E* > 0.05 practically all modes are equally excited for all tested initial conditions. For 

E* < 0.05 there are initial conditions for which energy is not equipartitioned among modes. 

Note that the equipartition of energy can be reached from some initial conditions at 

energies substantially smaller than E*. This implies further limitation for the truncation 

proposed. 

Other aspects of this topic can be found in [11], [12]. 

Forced vibrations. In the case of forced vibrations energy is no longer an integral of 

motion. The major characteristic of the level of nonlinearity becomes averaged energy. 

We conducted numerical simulations for the case of a concentrated force F acting per

pendicularly to the spring at a point very close to one end: 

F(T, y) = FfJ(y- y0 ) coswT, 

12 
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The corresponding modal force magnitudes fk are 

The product M = F y0 represents the moment acting on the string near its pinned end. 

Figure 6 represents the temporal behavior of the system being excited with a moment 

M = 0.01:0.035, and 0.1 oscillating with a frequency w = 1r. The excitation frequency 

has been chosen equal to the eigenfrequency of the first mode to shorten the transient 

process. The average values of total energy near the end of each run were 4.6, 0.31, and 0.07, 

respectively. 

5 Obstacle Two: Mode Resonanses. 

In linear approximation modes do not interact. Each n1ode is excited directly by external 

force. Our truncation does certainly work if the spectra of external forces do not contain 

eigenfrequencies. Otherwise, inertia terms are of the same order as elastic forces and dynam

ics of high modes is far from being static. If energy of vibrations increases, nonlinear mode 

interactions are activated. The dynamical behavior of the structure becomes depending cru

cially on whether the eigenmodes are in resonance. Consider for example system (3.12) for 

CJ = 0, fk = 0, gk = 0. Let the first mode is excited initially. The spectrum of the first 

mode contains the frequency J 1 = 1r. Coefficient A3111 =f 0. Therefore the spectrum of elastic 

interaction force A3111 xy contains the frequency 3 ~1 = 37r which is the linear eigenfrequency 

of the third mode. Hence, vibrations of the third mode will be resonant and inertia term 

will be of the order of elastic force. Considering the fifth mode we note that the coefficient 

A5311 is non-zero. The spectrum of interaction force A5311 x3xi, acting on the fifth mode, 

contains the frequency 57r which is its eigenfrequency. Thus, the fifth mode also vibrates in a 

resonance regime. Continuing this consideration we see that all modes have in their spectra 

resonant frequencies, and inertia terms cannot be neglected. Fortunately, the considered 
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case is the worst one: if a is not zero, the eingenfrequencies are, in generaL detuned, and 

our truncation start working. Here are some numerical examples. 

Figure 7 illustrates the free dynamics of a 12-mode system (3.12) with a very small 

dispersion coefficient a = 10-4 , with initial conditions exactly the same as for a case shown 

in Fig.3. The energy of initial excitation E = 0.104, which is definitely above the energy 

threshold found in Section 4 for a = 0. 

\Ve see a remarkable phenomenon: the temperature distribution in the system is far from 

equipartition - it eventually evolves to a steeply decaying spectrum shown in the insert, 

where temperature of the first mode is six times greater than that of the 12th n1ode. This 

shows that the resonances play a crucial role in the formation of ergodic behavior. The 

system with a very small detuning from resonances does not exhibit ergodic motion for the 

same level of energy. 

To further explore the effect of detuning on equilibrium temperature spectrum, several 

runs have been performed for a = 0, ... , 0.01. The dependencies of C on time for cases with 

a = 0, 10-4 , and 10- 2 are shown in Figure 8 together with terminal temperature spectra. 

In the last case the value of C is almost constant, showing very little energy transfer from 

initially excited four modes to upper ones. 

Note that if one approximates the string of length unity by a chain of N particles ([5]

[7]), the following dependence of linear eigenfrequency of the kth mode on a mode number 

k appears ([13]): 

2 2 . 2 k 0 Wk- Sln 2N = . 

Since this dependence is nonlinear, there is no exact resonances between modes, and redis

tribution of energy among modes occurs at higher energy levels. This explains the fact that 

equipartition threshold found for chains exceeds that for system of modes (3.12) with a= 0. 
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6 A Justification of '"fruncation. 

The above observations suggest that in a nonlinear system with many degrees of freedom 

truncation is possible if there are no exact internal resonances between the modes, and the 

vibration energy is less than energy threshold. If, in addition, energy is pumped into low 

modes, the higher modes become driven by lower ones, while kinetic energy of high modes 

is negligible, and the truncation proposed might work. 

To check the accuracy of our truncation we consider the 12-modes vibration as "exacf', 

and approximate it by 2-mode truncation, i.e. by putting masses of the 3rd to 12th modes 

equal to zero. Amplitudes of the 3rd to 12th mode vibrations are determined by static 

equations. The string is excited by a periodic moment acting near the pinned end, and 

damped by equal friction forces 9k = canst. The standard 2-mode truncation corresponds 

to equating the amplitudes of higher modes to zero. 

Figure 9 represents the distribution of elastic energy over the modes for forced vibrations 

of the exact 12-mode system, the standard 2-mode truncation and the proposed 2-mode 

truncation. Elastic energy of the kth mode is, by definition, (i(l + a1r2 k2 )b~). It can be 

seen that the proposed truncation has remarkable accuracy, while the standard truncation 

substantially overestimates the values of energy of lower modes and gives no information 

about the motion of higher modes. 

Fig.10 shows how increasing the number of the modes kept improves the standard trun

cation. Comparing Fig.9 and 10 we see that even 6-mode standard truncation does not work 

as good as 2-mode truncation proposed. 

It is difficult to expect that any truncation can predict instant characteristics of vibra

tions. Integral characteristics, nevertheless, should be predicted, otherwise the truncation 

is useless. Among integral characteristics the most interesting are the energy spectra and 

distribution functions. Distribution function f (a) of some function of time ¢( t) determines 

the portion of observation time, f(a)~a, during which function ¢(t) takes the values in the 

interval [a, a+ Lla]. Figure 11 illustrate the distribution functions for the 1st and 2nd mode 
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momenta, respectively. The distribution functions have been calculated after the transition 

period is over, and the system moves over the attract or in phase space. 

Note that distribution function of the harmonics, Acost, is f(a) = 1/v A2 - a2 . It has 

singularities at the points a ±A because the harmonics spend considerable time in the 

vicinity of its maximum and minimum. In numerical simulations, since the averaging is made 

over a finite time interval, singularities are transformed into sharp maxima. Multiple maxima 

observable in Fig.11 correspond to multiple harmonics of the excitation frequency. It can 

be seen that distribution functions of the proposed truncation match the exact ones with a 

good accuracy for the first mode and qualitatively correct for the second one. Although the 

distribution function differs more for the second mode, it predicts average values (p2) and 

(p4
) with accuracy 0.12% and 0.44%, respectively. 

7 Conclusion 

We have shown that a possible mechanism of low dimensionality of elastic vibrations of 

continua is the fast decay of inertia with the number of modes. The neglection of inertia 

terms for higher modes yields a low-dimensional model with good predictive power. This 

"massless" approximation fails if energy of excitation is too high and/ or there are resonant 

modes. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig.l. Elastic string with pinned ends. 

Fig.2. A typical dependence of modal temperatures on time in free dynamics for moderate 

energy excitation . Graph shows modal temperatures for 8-mode system without dispersion 

or dissipation ( O" = g 0). Time is measured in terms of cycle, the period of the lowest 

mode oscillations. Initially all the modes have been excited with amplitudes and velocities 

decaying with increasing of mode number: total initial energy is E = 0.0214. 

Fig.3. Behavior of mode temperatures for free dynamics of 12-mode system (3.12) with 

O" = 0 and 9k 0. The insert shows the temperature spectrum at the end of a 1,500-cycle

long run. Total energy of 0.095 has been initially evenly distributed among the first four 

modes. 

Fig.4. Time variations of C in free dynamics of the system (3.12) with O" = g = 0 pro

vided initially with energy 0.002, 0.01, 0.05~ and 0.095. The insert shows the temperature 

spectrum at the end of 1,500-3,000-cycle long runs. 

Fig.5. Values of C for a 12-mode system (u = g 0) obtained for different energies of 

initial perturbation at T 1000 periods of the 1st mode (or sooner if C = 1-1/ (2N) = 0.958 

has been reached). 

Fig.6. Forced dynamics of the string (3.12) excited with a periodic moment at one end 

fk = 21rkM sin 1rt, M = 0.01, 0.035, and 0.1. Dispersion and dissipation parameters are set 

equal to zero. 
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Fig. 7. Behavior of mode ternperatures for free dynamics of a 12-mode system (3.12) 

with a 10-4 and 9k = 0. The insert shows the temperature spectrum at the end of a 

2.000-cycle-long run. 

Fig.S. Forced dynamics of the system (3.12) under the same excitation as shown in Fig.6, 

but with dispersion taken into account: a 0,10-4 , and 10- 2. 

Fig.9. Energy spectra for forced dynamics of a 12-mode system (3.12), standard and 

proposed 2-mode truncation with a 0.01, 9k = 0.01, and fk(T) 1rk sin T. 

Fig.lO. Energy spectra for forced dynamics of a 12-mode system (3.12) and standard 

truncation with 2, 4, and 6 modes left with a = 0.01, 9k = O.OL and fk( T) 1rk sin T. 

Fig.ll. Distribution functions for momentum of the 1st mode (left) and 2nd mode (right) 

for forced dynamics of a 12-mode system (3.12), and the proposed 2-mode truncation (a= 

0.01, 9k = 0.01, and fk(T) = 1rksin T). 
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POSSIBLE SCENARIOS OF NONLINEAR VIBRATIONS AT HIGH ENERGIES 

Victor L. Berdichevsky 
Mechanical Engineering Department 

Wayne State University 
Detroit, Michigan 

ABSTRACT The results of numerical simulations of 
nonlinear string dynamics are considered. Possible 
extrapolations of these results to nonlinear elastic continua 
leads to qualitatively different ways of dynamical behavior. 
They are described and discussed. 

The effects of nonlinearity in vibrations of elastic systems are 
more or less understood if energy of vibrations is low enough to 
make the nonlinear terms just a correction of the linear ones. If 
energy of vibrations is high and nonlinearity plays a significant 
or leading role, there is an expectation that dynamics becomes 
so chaotic that the laws of statistical mechanics can be applied. 
The first attempt to check this expectation has been made by 
Fermi et al. (1955). They considered a chain of N mass 
particles connected by nonlinear springs. In accordance with 
statistical mechanics, equipartition of energy should be 
observed 

(1) 

. ., •2 
where m is the particle mass, u • , ... , u are the particle 

1 N 

velocities, and < > denotes the time average along a 

trajectory: for any function p {u 
1

, u 
1

) 

( . ) leJ . p(u.,u.) =lim- p(u.(t),u.(t))dt 
1 1 e-.oo e o 1 1 

(2) 

For systems considered in statistical mechanics (ergodic 
systems) motion is chaotic and the average values do not 
depend on the initial data. The common value ( 1) is called, by 
defmition. the absolute temperature T. Equipartition of energy 
is a necessary condition for the laws of statistical mechanics to 
be true (for details see, for example, Berdichevsky (1988), and 
Berdichevsky and von Alberti (1991 )). 

The system of 64 particles considered by Fermi, Pasta and 
U1am showed a swprising result: equipartition does not hold 

while the system exhibits a recurrent motion. Further studies 
(Boccieri et al.(l970), Galgani and Scotti (1972), Cbirikov et 
al.(l973), and Thirumalai and Mountain (1989)) explained that 
this result was caused by the small energy of initial excitation: 
for energies exceeding some critical value one does observe 
equipartition. 

During last four years a detailed numerical study of chain 
dynamics has been conducted by my graduate students A. 
Ozbek, I. Shekhtman, V. Volovoi, E. Mueller. Summary of this 
study one can find in M.S. Thesis by E. Mueller (1994) and in 
(Berdichevsk:y {1993) ). An important point of the study is that 
not only equipartition but also other laws of statistical 
mechanics are valid if energy of initial excitation exceeds some 

critical value Ec. 
To discuss the behavior of elastic continuum, one might 

consider the limit N----+ 00 assuming that elastic continuum can 
be approximated by a chain of mass particles. At./'resent, the 
reliable simulations have been conducted for N- 128. The 

qualitative graph of the dependence of critical energy Ff on N is 
sho'n-n in Fig. 1 . 

E c 

Scenario 2 

I 

E 
Scenario l 

100 N 

Fig. 1. Critical energy vs. number of particles 



In the range 10 5: N 5: 130 critical energy behaves 
approximately as liN. 

Dynamics of continua depends crucially on the limit behavior 

of £C for N-+ 00. Critical energy £C cannot go to zero for 
N-+ 00 because in this case one would observe chaotic motion 
for any, even very small, energy of excitation. This contradicts 
to KAM theory, established for elastic continua by S. Kuksin 

(1989). Two other cases are possible: £C tends to some finite 

limit E• for N-+ 00 or £C--+ 00 for N-+ oo. They correspond 
to two qualitatively different behaviors of continua which we 
refer to as scenario 1 and scenario 2. 

Scenario 1 (Selfdissipation) This is the case of bounded 
critical energy. The major features of the dynamics of continua 
in this case are the following. If energy of initial excitation E is 

less than E•. then one does not have something peculiar. 

However, if energy of excitation exceeds E• then continuum 
shows a very unusual behavior. Let, for definitness, only a few 
modes are excited initially. In the course of motion energy is 
redistributed over all modes in a way to reach equipartition. 
Since an infinite number of modes is involved in the motion, 
energy of each mode is equal to zero at the final stage. So, one 
would observe a process with an increasing number of excited 
modes, in which energy of each mode eventually tends to zero 
while total energy is conserved. Since energy of each particular 
mode tends to zero, displacement go to zero. Derivatives of 
displacements stay finite due to conservation of energy. 
Therefore, displacements are getting more and more 
nonsmooth. One might call this case "selfdissipation" due to 
decay of displacements in time. Remind that the system 
considered does not have a "built-in" dissipation. 

Scenario 2 (Universal Spectrum) In this case upper energy 
threshold tends to infinity for N-+ 00. Therefore, the laws of 
statistical mechanics are not valid for any, even very high, 
energy of excitation. However, a possibility of other "universal 
laws" appears. Let initial energy be E0 , and this value 
corresponds to the number 2N0 on the graph "critical energy vs. 
number of degrees of freedom" (Fig. 2). 

E c 

Fig. 2. Critical energy vs. number of degrees of freedom in 
Scenario 2. 

Consider an excitation of the continuum when only the first 
N0 modes are excited initially. For "2N0 degrees of freedom" 

truncation of the continuum the motion would be approximately 
ergodic while energy were equally distributed over modes (Fig. 
3, line 1 ). In continuum, other modes take energy from the first 
N0 modes. Therefore, for continuum the energy spectnun has 
the form of line 2 on Fig. 3. It is natural to assume that this 
spectrum is universal in the following sense: it is the same for 
any choice of initial excitation of the first N0 modes possessing 
the same energy E0 . 

1 

N 
0 Number of mode 

Fig. 3. Energy spectrum in Scenario 2. 

None of the numerical experiments show the growth of 
critical energy for large N and a feasibility of the scenario 2. 
This relates, probably, to the fact that only particle chains with 
the nearest neighbor interaction have been considered so far. 
These chains do not have any characteristic dimension (in the 
limit N-+ 00 ), while the point of minimum on the plot in 
Fig. 2 is determined by some characteristic length. Perhaps, 
continua with the higher space derivatives provide the necessary 
additional parameter with the dimension of length .. 

Note that the results of the above mentioned numerical 
simulations can be used for speculations about continuum 
behavior with great precautions, because, if equipartition takes 
place, energy of short waves is comparable with energy of long 
waves, and modeling of continuum with a chain does not make 
sense. Strictly speaking, in numerical simulations for continua 
one has to determine critical energy as energy threshold for 
long wave excitations allowing the total number of modes be, 
say, 10 times larger than the number of long wave modes. To 
my knowledge, numerical simulations of such kind have not 
been conducted. However, it is difficult to expect that the 
behavior of critical energy for long wave excitation is different 
from the one shown in Fig. 1. 

The above discussion shows that it is very interesting to study 
the dynamics of chains for large N. Unfortunately, N ==1 000 is 
very close to the maximum capabilities of modern workstations 
because one has to conduct long term simulations with very 
small time step to resolve high frequency oscillations. 

Conclusion. 
It is suggested that there are two types of behavior of 

nonlinear elastic continua at high energies. For some continua 
(like strings) the regime of selfdissipation might be developed 
when displacements tends to zero while their derivatives stay 



finite due to conservation of energy. For continua possessing 
a characteristic length parameter (like coupled torsional-lateral 
vibrations of elastic beams) another scenario is possible with 
the formation of an universal energy spectrum. Although the 
consideration in this paper concerns with the one-dimensional 
case, the situation seems generic, and the same type of behavior 
should be expected for two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
elastic continua. 
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Recently it was shown that averaged characteristics of non-linear vibrations ~re potential 
functions of load parameters in the limit of small dissipation. The question of the range 
of dissipation for which potentiality takes place remained open. In this paper. we study this 
question for the case of non-linear vibrations of a cantilever beam excited harmonically at 
the undamped end. We develop a non-linear one-degree-of-freedom beam model and show 
that the existence of a dynamical potential of beam vibrations can be guaranteed with 
acceptable accuracy even for sufficiently large dissipation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The dynamical behavior of non-linear structures is extremely complex [1-5]. For engin
eering applications, however, one usually needs some rough averaged characteristics of the 
responses. For example, consider a cantilever beam excited by a periodic force applied at 
the non-clamped end (Figure 1). The force F(t) is assumed to be harmonic: 

F(t)=A +Bsinvt. (I) 

The constant force A and the amplitude of excitation B are assumed to be large enough 
· to create finite beam displacements. The vertical displacement of the right end. q(t }, might 

be a very complicated function of time, even if it is periodic. Some rough information 
about this displacement can be extracted from two characteristics: 

ij = (q ), q = (q sin vt) 

where (-) denotes the time averaging operator along a trajectory: for any function <P (t ), 
(c/J) indicates the limit 

1 I.e (c/J > = lim -
8 

c/J(t) dt. 
8-x 0 

For linear vibrations, it is known [6. 7] that 

q(t) = ij + r sin (vt + cp), 

where r is the amplitude of vibrations and cp is the phase angle. The phase angle cp is 
proportional to damping. For small damping, we may neglect cp and, since (sin~ vt) = 1/2, 
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Figure I. The co-ordinate system of a cantilever beam excited by a harmonic force. 

q = r /2. Therefore, for linear vibrations with small dissipation, q and q determine the tip 
displacement completely. For general non-linear vibrations, there are also many other 
characteristics. However, q and q are the most energetically important Fourier amplitudes 
because the average value of the potential energy due to the external force F can be 
expressed in terms of only q and q: 

(Fq) = Aq + Bq. (2) 

The beam motion occurs along the attractor. Usually, attractors are limit cycles, but 
there are also chaotic attractors. In any case, q and 4 depend only on the attractor. 
Attractors are changed in the course of slow changes in the load parameters A and B. 
Therefore, quantities q and q are some functions of A and B: 

q = q(A, B), q = q(A, B). (3) 

Equations (3) are constitutive equations of averaged beam dynamics. 
As was established in reference [8], there exists a function, the dynamical potential 

9(A, B), such that the right sides of equation (3) are derivatives of this potential if damping 
is sufficiently small: 

ii = 89/cA, 4 = c!J/8B. (4) 

For the sake of self containence, the derivation of equation (4) will be given in section 3. 
The dynamical potential 9 completely determines the macro -behavior of the beam: one 

has to know only one function !/to predict the response of the system for any given value 
of load parameters. The dynamical potential is equal to the averaged value of the 
Lagrangian over the attractor. 

One can take into consideration any number of characteristics of the response. For 
example, if one is interested in knowing the quantity q1 = (q cos vr ), one needs to consider 
the more complicated excitation 

F(t) =A +A 1 cos vi + B sin vi 

and find the dynamical potential !J 1 as a function of three variables // 1 = // 1 (A, A 1 , B). 
Then. q, ij

1 
and q are determined from the equations 

The dynamical potential !J in equation (4) can be obtained from !J1 by taking A 1 equal 
to zero: 

One might also consider the averaged characteristics of beam displacements somewhere 
along the beam. To calculate the corresponding dynamical potential, the dynamical 
problem should be studied. with the corresponding additional force as in the above 
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example: a force is added at the point at which the averaged displacement is to be 
calculated. 

The potentiality of the above form of constitutive equations was established in the limit 
of zero dissipation or, in other words, for a sufficiently small friction coefficient. It remains 
unknown, however, how small is sufficiently small. The aim of this paper is to fill in this 
gap for non-linear beam vibrations. 

To simplify our considerations, we model the beam vibrations by a system with one 
degree of freedom and conduct numerical simulations for this model. Classical beam 
theory is presented in section 2, the existence of dynamical potential is established in 
section 3, a one-degree-of-freedom beam model is developed in section 4 and the results 
of the numerical simulations are discussed in section 5. 

2. LAGRANGIAN OF CLASSICAL BEAM THEORY 

Let x and y be Cartesian co-ordinates in the plane of beam vibrations; the x-axis 
coincides with the undeformed centerline of the beam. Denote the x- and y-projections 
of the beam displacements by ux and u,.; ux = ux(t, x) and ur = U 1.(t, x). We assume that 
there is no extention-twist. twist-bending or bending-bending coupling for vibrations in 
the x-y and x-= planes. Therefore, the lateral beam vibrations in the x-y plane can be 
considered separately from the other vibrations. The Lagrangian L of beam theory has the 
form (9] 

L K-U, K = ~pS(u~. 1 + uJ.I). (6) 

Here. K and U are the kinetic and internal energy. respectively, commas in indices denotes 
derivatives (uu = cu"(/Ct, Uu: =cut/ex), p, S, E and I are the mass density, the cross-sec
tional area, Young's modulus and the inertia moment, and 1 and Q are measures of 
extension and bending: 

I ( ~ ~ ) y =ur:.x+2 u;.x+u;,x' Q = fxf_l.X- (7, 8) 

Here, rx and ry are x- and y-projections of the unit tangent vector to the deformed 
centerline: 

u\ .. x 
r~.= ,....---. 
. ,/ l + 2!' 

(9) 

The larger the lateral displacements, the smaller the contribution of extension :: should 
be. Therefore, for finite displacements Kirchhoff's theory of inextensional vibrations can 
be used. Since /' = 0, in Kirchhoff's theory, internal energy takes the simple form 

( IO) 

The expressions of bending measure Q in terms of displacement is obtained by substituting 
equation (9), where one takes }' = 0, into equation (8): 

Q = (1 + ur:.x)uy .. u- ur. ,u"< .. u• ( 11) 

where the displacements u, and ur are subjected to the inextensibility constraint 

I' = ur:.x + ~(u~.x + u.~. J = 0 (12) 

and the kinematical boundary conditions are 

u"(=O, U\'=0, u, .. x=O at x = 0. (13) 
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The dynamical equation of beam theory follows from equating to zero the variation of 
action: 

f" f.' f, f.! . L dx dt = . npS(u;.r + u;_t) 
It 0 t1 0 

(14) 

Since the bending measure is a quadratic function of displacement derivatives, the 
Lagrangian is a quartic function of derivatives. However, it is possible to reformulate 
Kirchhoff's theory in such a way that the Lagrangian is a quadratic function of 
displacement derivatives, as it is in the linear theory. This modification was suggested in. 
reference [9]. The modification is based on the identity 

(15) 

which is valid for functions u..: and u.~ obeying equation (12). To prove equation (15), let 
us differentiate equation (12) with respect to x. We have 

( 16) 

Squaring equation (16), we obtain the relation 

(17) 

Adding equation ( 17) to the left side of equation ( 15) and taking into account the relation 

(1 + Ux.x)2 + u;.x = L (18) 

which comes from equation (12), we obtain the right side of equation (15). 
Substituting expression ( 15) for !12

, one obtains the Lagrangian 

L = !pS(u~.r + u;_,)- ~E/(u;.xx + u; __ u). (19) 

The remarkable point is that the Lagrangian (19) is quadratic as in linear theory. 
Non-linearity comes into play only by means of the inextensibility constraint (12). The 
penalty for removing non-linear terms from the Lagrangian is an increase in the order of 
the derivatives. At a first glance, that leads to the possibility of satisfying two boundary 
conditions for both displacements ux and u,. at each end. However, conditions which are 
additional to the classical ones are contained, in fact, in the inextensibility condition (12): 
ux.x can be calculated at both ends in terms of uv.r For example, for a cantilever beam, 
ux.x = 0 at x = 0. Therefore, in accordance with ·the inextensibility condition (12), 

u =0 x.x at x = 0. (20) 

The second root of equation ( 12), u..: .. r = - 2, is not considered here. We do not need a more 
detailed consideration of the boundary conditions because the beam motion will be 
presented by a simplified model of one degree of freedom. 

3. EXISTENCE OF DYNAMICAL POTENTIAL 

Let a cantilever beam be excited by a periodic force F =A + B sin vt, which is applied 
for definiteness at the undamped edge. The motion of the beam is governed by the 
equations 

flL a aL a aL o2 aL d. . . 
- = ----- + -... - = tsstpatlve terms, 
tJU~ 0( OUT,/ OU>:.X.t 

flL a aL a aL o2 aL . . . 
- ------ + -~ -- = dtsstpattve terms. 

(Ju_,. au\., t ox oul. X ox· OUy. XX 
(21) 
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Here, Lis the Lagrangian, defined by equations (6)-(9). The specific form of the dissipative 
terms is not important. The boundary conditions are 

U., = U }' = Uy .. t = 0 at X = 0, 

(22) 
aL a oL . 
------=A +Bsmvt 
0U)'. X OX 0U_r .. u 

Motion occurs along an attractor. We assume that the attractor is a limit cycle with period 
8, which is a multiple of the period of the exciting force 2n/v: 8 = 2nn/v, where n is an 
integer. Displacements u.'f and u1• are periodic functions of time with period 8. The limit 
cycle depends on parameters A· and B. Therefore, we may write 

u'( = cp(t, x, A, B), ur = 1/J(t, x, A, B). (23) 

Consider the quantity 

IP = (J: L dx) +((A + B sin vt)l/l(t, I, A, B)). (24) 

It is assume that functions (23) are substituted in the expression for L, equations (6)-(9), 
in order to perform the integration in equation (24). 

The quantity fJJ is a function of the parameters A and B. We are going to show that 
f!} is the dynamical potential of this problem, i.e., that in the limit of zero dissipation, 

(t/1 lx .. 1 ) = o&/oA, (t/1 lx.,sin vt) = o&/oB. (25) 

To prove equation (25), let us find derivatives of 9 with respect to A and B. For derivative 
o&joA, we have 

a& (f./ [ oL o2cp aL o2!/J aL o2cp oL o2!/J 
oA = 0 ou.t,t ot oA +au)'. I ot aA + ou.,,x ox oA + auy .. r OX oA 

+ _!_!:___ a:cp + _!_!:___ _!J_J dx). (26) 
oul. X.\' ax- oA OUy. XX ox· a A 

After integration by parts, expression (26) takes the form 

a& (J. 1
(aL o!/J fJL ocp)d \ (( aL a a

2
L) ocp I ) 

oA = 0 oux oA +bu.\. aA X I + ou,,x- ax au.l,XX oA X"'' 

+ -------A -Bsmvt -(( 
oL a aL . ) o!/J I ) 

au;-.x oxau,.,x.~: oA :r .. l 

+ ----+----(( 
aL o

2
cp aL o

2
!/J )I ) 

OU.ux ax aA au,I . .U ax aA X'"' 

I f.'[ oL ocp oL at/1]
6 

+li -.,-::~A +-a - 0A dx+(!/J(t,l,A,B)). 
r;; o au,., u u.l·. r o 

(27) 

The terms omitted in equation (27) are the zeros due to the boundary conditions at the 
clamped edge: (/) = 1/J = 81/J /ox = 0 at X = 0 (note that C(/) foA = at/1 joA = 821/l fox oA = 0 
at x = 0 due to these conditions). 

The first term in the integral (27) is negligible in the limit of zero dissipation as a 
consequence of the equations of motion (21). The second and third terms in equations (27) 
are zero due to the boundary conditions (22). The fourth term is equal to zero because 
the integrand is proportional to oLjoQ, the bending moment at the undamped edge which 
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is zero in accordance with equation (22). The fifth integral is equal to zero due to 
periodicity of motion. Therefore, equation (27) is reduced to the first relation (25). The 
second relation (25) is proved similarly. The proof in the case of the inextensible beam is 
also analogous. 

Our goal is to investigate how large the contribution is of the neglected dissipative terms 
in equation (25). To this end. in the next section, we deveope a one-degree-of-freedom 
non-linear beam model and conduct numerical simulations in order to find the deviations 
from the potentiality of the constitutive relations. 

4. ONE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM BEAM MODEL 

We consider beam vibrations for which u~.x is small compared to unity. In this case, the 
inextensibility constraint (12) takes the form 

1 .., 0 
Ut.x + !U~.x = • (28) 

Equation (28), along with the clamping condition, u( = 0 at x = 0, allows to find u~ in terms 
of u.r; 

u, = -i J: u;.,dx. (29) 

Note that the displacement u~(t, x) satisfies the boundary condition (20). 
We assume the simplest approximation (one degree of freedom) of displacement u_~ (t, x ): 

u,.(t. x) = </J(x)q(t). (30) 

Here ¢ = d¢ /dx = 0 at x 0, and ¢ = 1 at x = l where lis the beam length. Substituting 
equation (30) into equation (29), we obtain the approximate expression for ux: 

u,= I/J(x)q 2
, 1/J(x) = -i J: c/J:,dx. (31) 

Trial functions (30) and (31) lead to the expression for the Lagrangian of a one-degree-of
freedom beam model: 

where 

E/ J& </J~xx dx 
a = pS J~ ¢ ~ dx ' 

b = E/ J& l/l~:n dx 
pS J& ¢ 2 dx ' 

(32) 

(33) 

The final equation governing the non-linear vibrations of the one-degree-of-freedom 
cantilever beam is given by 

(1 + cq'2)ij + cqq 1 + aq + 2bq 3 =A + B sin vt- p.q. (34) 

Here we have added a small linear viscous damping term to the right side. This equation 
differs from the Duffing equation by two terms. cq 2q and cqq;;. 

4. RESULTS OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 

Equation (34) was integrated using the sixth order Runge-Kutta method. In all 
simulations, coefficients a, band c were set to unity (in accordance with equation (33), these 
coefficients are positive). Note that two of them can be always made equal to unity by 
suitable rescaling. In order to understand the behavior of the beam for the case of small 
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dissipation, it is very useful to consider first its motion for zero dissipation. We start from 
the case of free vibrations. 

4.1. FREE VIBRATIONS (A = 8 = 0, J1 = 0) 

Consider the trajectories of the beam tip in the phase space (t,p, q), p = (J + cq 2 )q. The 
Hamiltonian of our model has the fonn 

H(p,q)=\(l p' ')+\aq 2 +\bq4
. . + cq~ • • 

(35) 

The trajectories are the curves defined by conservation of energy: 

H (p, q) = E = constant. (36) 

Equation (36) means that every trajectory, started from some point on an energy surface 
H(p, q) =constant, belongs to this surface for all time. These trajectories are shown in 
Figure 2. 

LetT(£) be the volume of the phase space bounded by the energy surface H(p, q) = E, 

r(E) = J dp dq. 
H(p.ql~ £ 

For a periodic trajectory, the volume T(£) during one period can be rewritten as 

r(E) = 21:· IP I dq, 

where 

qmo:c +)[-a+ J a 2 + 8b£]/2b, 

The dependence ofT(£) on E is shown in Figure 3. 
The period of vibration P can be expressed in tenns of function r(£) [1]: 

dr Jq'""·' p =dE = 2 
q,,, 

q 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

Figure 2. The energy surfaces H(p. q) =constant in (p. q) phase space; a= b c = l, A = B = 0. J.l = 0. 
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1800 

1200 

0 200 400 600 800 1000 
E 

Figure 3. The dependence of the phase volume T(£) on energy £; a = b c = I, A = B = 0, J1. = 0. 

Limit values of the frequency of vibrations w = 2n/P forE --.0 and E-+ oo can easily be 
found from equations ( 40) and ( 41 ): 

w = 2jb as E -+ oo, w = Ja as E -+ 0. 

We see that the frequency is in some finite range. In particular, for a = b = 1, the frequency 
has a value between w = 1 and w = 2. In contrast, the frequencies of many dynamical 
systems, such as the pendulum, tend to zero in the course of energy growth. The 
dependence of frequency w on energy E is shown in Figure 4(a). This graph is useful in 
order to determine the most pronounced resonance which occurs if the frequency of the 
given harmonic force. v, coincides with the natural frequency w. 

4.2. EXCITED VIBRATIONS 

Now, let the beam be excited. Let us set the frequency of excitation v equal to some 
natural frequency. If we take, for example, v = n/2, the corresponding value of energy of 
free vibration is E:::::: 8·384 for a= b =I, as is seen from Figure 4(b). The trajectory which 
has that energy level should show chaotic behavior. The larger B (or A) is, the larger the 
chaotic region will be. In Figures 5(a)-(e) is shown the onset of the chaotic region in the 
course of the increase of B. Note that Figure S(a) is a typical Poincare map which shows 
successive positions of points for times t = 0. r, 2r, ... , where r = 2niv is the period of 
the exciting force. 

2·0 l 1·6 rr-----,r-----r--.....-----,--, -. :t. 
! (a) . . . . . . . . . . . j (b) . . . · · · · · · 

3 :·: ~r ___ ....... ... . . . . . i ,. / ·· · .. ... I 
1·4 ~ .. 

::: '-"---J.------l..--""""'---J.----~ :: V . . . I 
0 200 400 600 800 1000 0 2 4 6 8 10 

E 

Figure 4. The dependence of the frequency won energy£: a= b = c I. A = B 0. J1. = 0. (a) 0 ~ E ~ 1000: 
(b) 0~£~ 10. 
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100~----------~.-----------~ 

-100 ~....,_ _____ __........_ ______ ___. -100 i...---------''---------' 
Q. 

100~-----------~-------~ 

le) 

-100 1.....--------'------------~ -100 1.-----------JL---------~ 
-5·5 5·5 -5·5 5·5 

q 

Figure 5. The onset of the chaotic region due to an increase in B: a = b c I. A = 0. ;,< = 0. v = rc .1. (a) 
B = 0; (b) B = l; (c) B = 2: (d) B 4; (e) B = 10. 

If the dissipation 11 is non-zero, every trajectory falls on to limit cycles or strange 
attractors, as we expect. Typical limit cycles and strange attractors are shown in Figures 
6 and 7. The evolution of the phase portrait in the course of the increase of damping for 
some fixed values of A and B is presented in Figures 6(a)-(c). For zero damping and A = l, 
B = 10, the Poincare map is shown in Figure 6(a). There are some characteristic regions 
numbered 1, 4, 13 and 4a. Region 1 corresponds to conditionally periodic motions with 
the two most pronounced frequencies, the frequency of the exciting force (which is equal 
to I) and the frequency of free vibrations. Region 4 corresponds to a subharmonic 
resonance with period 4. The centers of four islands are the tracks of the periodic trajectory 
with period 4. Analogously, 13 islands marked by number 13 correspond to the 
subharmonic resonance with period 13, while 4 other islands. numbered 4a. are another 
subharmonic resonance of period 4. We show in this figure only the most dsibfe 
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Figure 6. The influence of dissipation on the vibrations of a cantilever beam: a = b c = I. A = I. B = 10. 
v = 2r.:. (a) J.l = 0, (b) J.l = 0·01: (c) 1..1 = 0·1. 

resonances: there are many other resonances which occupy a small part of the phase space. 
In Figure 6(b) are shown the successive positions of a number of trajectories if one switches 
on a small dissipation, p. = 0·01. It is seen that three limit cycles appear, one of which was 
period I which the others have period 4. The subharmonic resonance of period 13 is kil1ed 
off by the dissipation. This is a general rule: only resonances with small periods survive 
after the addition of dissipation. If the dissipation is large enough (p. = O·l in Figure 6(c)) 
only one limit cycle survives. 

For large A and B, a strange attractor might appear. It is natural to assume that a 
strange attractor would emerge at the place occupied previously by a chaotic sea of 
Hamiltonian systems. This assumption is supported by the Poincare maps in Figure 
7(a)-(c), which show the evolution of the phase portrait due to dissipation. For zero 
dissipation (Figure 7(a)), we have some chaotic sea. The addition of a small amount of 
dissipation (p. = 0·1) transforms it into a strange attractor, shown on Figure 7(b). This 
attractor 1ooks close enough to the chaotic sea from which it was born. For a large value 
of dissipation (p. = 1 ), we obtain the usual worm-like form of attractor which has been 
observed in many studies. 

4.3. CONSTITIJTIVE EQUATIONS 

We can write the Lagrangian of the non-linear beam vibration model subjected to a 
harmonic force in the form 

L = L0 + Aq + Bq sin vt, (42) 

where 

(43) 
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Figure 7. The evolution of a chaotic sea into strange attractor: a b = c =I. A = l. B ==!Oil \' = 2rr. (a) 
li = 0; (b) li = 0·1; (c) li = I. 

To formulate constitutive equations for our model. we note that the time averaging 
operator <-) is reduced for a periodic trajectory by taking the average along the period 
T: 

(L) = [ = ~ r L(p(t, A, B), q(t, A, B), A, B) dt. 

Taking the time average, equation (42) becomes 

l = l 0 + Aij + Bq. (44) 

The time averaged value of the Lagrangian l depends on A, Band the attractor (if there 
are a number of attractors): 

[=[(A. B). (45) 

Now, we are going to check whether for the non-linear beam vibration, the dynamic 
potential !I in equations (4) coincides with the averaged Lagrangian [(A. B): 

!I(A, B)= [(A, B). (46) 

The simplest way to check the existence of a dynamical potential is to test the validity of 
the reciprocal relation following from equations (4): 

aq ;aB = cq ;cA. (47) 

The range of dissipation J.1. for which the reciprocal relation has acceptable accuracy can 
be observed in Tables 1-5. It can be seen that errors grow with an increase in the friction 
coefficient and reach about 2·6% for J.l. = I. For large values of A, for example A = 10, 
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TABLE J 

The accuracy of the reciprocal relation for 11 = 0·0 I (a = b = c = I. v = 21t) 

lcq;cB- cqfcA 1 
X 100 A B oq joB oqJoA max (cij cB) 

I 1 0·00253801 0·00253800 0·000053 
1 10 0·01881381 0·01881331 0·002658 

10 I 0·00020625 0·00020628 0·000159 
10 10 0·00199761 0·00199766 0·000266 

TABLE 2 

The accuracy of the reciprocal relation for J1 = 0·1 (a = b = c = I, v = 21t) 

A B cq joB oqjoA 
I oil loB- oijJoA 1 x 

100 
max (oq joB) 

1 I 0·00253761 0·00253682 0·004199 
1 10 0·01881242 0·01880703 0·028651 

10 1 0·00020624 0·00020624 0·000029 
10 10 0·00199758 0·00199748 0·000532 

TABLE 3 

The accuracy of the reciprocal relation for J1 = 1·0 (a = b = c = I, v = 2rr) 

lcqicB- cq/cA 1 

A B cijicB cq/cA ~ ·~ X 100 
max (cij 1cB) 

1 1 0·00249902 0·00242185 0·413248 
1 10 0·01867401 0·01818796 2·602815 

10 1 0·00020573 0·00020471 0·005462 
10 10 0·00199293 0·00198311 0·052586 

TABLE 4 

The accuracy of the reciprocal relation for 11 = 2·0 (a= b = c =I, v = 21t) 

1cq,1cB- cqicA 1 

A B cq ;c.B aqicA ~ ·~ X 100 
max (cq;'oB) 

1 1 0·00238890 0·00210686 1·544751 
1 10 0·01825796 0·01642023 10·065363 

10 I 0·00020420 0·00020016 0·022127 
10 10 0·00197897 0·00194023 0·212181 

TABLE 5 

The accuracy of the reciprocal relation for J1 = 5·0 (a = b = c = 1. v = 2rr) 

A B oq/cB oqtcA 
lcq!cB- cqicA 1 x 

100 
max (cij/CB) 

1 1 0·00182529 0·00079677 6·604588 
1 10 0·01557281 0·00764480 50·909309 

10 l 0·00019410 0·00017123 0·146859 
10 10 0·00188634 0·00166667 1·410600 
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TABLE 6 
The error in the constitutive equations for f.1 = 0·0 I, a = b = c = I, v = 2n 

lcL;aA -41 
X 100 B a [faA ij max ij 

0·643936 0·591026 3·2605 
2 0·829226 0·837931 0·5364 
3 0·993152 1·004127 0·6763 
5 1·256914 1·241057 0·9772 

10 1·542458 1·622770 4·9491 

TABLE 7 

The error in the constitutive equations for f.1 = 0·01, a= b = c =I, v = 2n 

loL;cB- 41 
X 100 B cL/oB q max 141 

-0·01293267 - 0·00996493 7·5124 
2 -0·01605406 - 0·0 1613266 0·1990 
3 -0·01911899 - 0·02076 706 4·1718 
5 - 0·02507945 - 0·02777094 6·8131 

10 - 0·03899240 -0·03950468 1·2968 
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reciprocal relations remain valid until f.1 = 5, with errors less than 1·5%. The relations are 
virtually exact (with errors less than 0·03%) if f.1 ~ 0·1. Note that we checked reciprocal 
relations for the limit cycle of period I. 

Numerical data allow us to express an approximate formula for [ by means of a 
three-dimensional curve fitting algorithm. For the case a= b = c = I and f.1 = 0·01. we 
obtain 

[(A, B)= c9 A 3 + c8 B3 + c7 A~B + c6 AB 2 + c5 A~ + c4 B 2 + c3 AB + c2A + c 1B + c0 , (48) 

where c0 = -0·184079, c1 = -0·0097548, c2 = 0·437283, c3 = 0·005255, c4 = -0·00423055, 
c5 = 0·10604, c6 = 0·00028865, c7 = -0·00047238, c8 = -0.0000255619 and 
c9 = - 0·00334188. This means that the response can be found from the equations 

q = oLjcA = 3cgA 2 + 2c7AB + C~:~B 2 + 2c;A + c3B + c2, 

(49) 

The error in the constitutive equations (49) can be found in Tables 6 and 7. The 
approximate formula for [, equation (48), satisfies thP constitutive equations (49) with 
errors of less than about 7.5%. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have proved that the dynamical response of cantilever beams to periodic excitation 
can be described in terms of a dynamical potential. We have found this potential for the 
limit cycle of the same period as the exciting force. and established the corresponding 
constitutive relations. To conclude, we would like to note that in the course of our study 
we encountered many lovely "creatures'', one of which is shown in Figure 8. This is the 
Poincare plot for a cantilever beam with parameter values of a = 10. b = 0, c = 1. A = 0, 
8 = 10, f.1 = 0 and v = 2n. 
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q 

Figure 8. A Poincare map for a cantilever beam; a = 10, b = 0, c =I, A = 0. B = 10. J1 = 0, v = 2n. 
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Thermodynamics and Parametric Response of 
Slightly Dissipative Systems 

V. Berdichevsky 

Mechanical Engineering, Wayne State University, 

Detroit, MI 48202 

Abstract. A point of view on thermodynamics is presented which raises 
some natural questions on parametric response of various engineering 
devices. In this regard parametric response of a "black box" device is 
considered. The major information about the black box is that its inside is 
governed by Hamiltonian equations complicated by a small dissipation. It 
is established that such systems inherit a "thermodynamical property": 
parametric response is always potential. Nonlinear oscillator is considered 
as an illustrative example. Parametric response of slightly dissipative open 
systems has also some special structure. It is discussed for the case of 
internal flows, a representative example of which is a gas flow in 
compressors. 

1. Introduction. Thermodynamical description of a body assumes that its 
dynamics has two different time scales. Classical thermodynamics describes 
macromotion which is slow compared to fast micromotion of particles 
making up the body; micromotion is the subject of statistical mechanics. 
This point of view goes back to L. Boltzmann [7]. Why does macromotion 
obey to so specific laws as the first and the second laws of 
thermodynan1ics? The remarkable point is that the laws of thermodynamics 
take place, at least in equilibrium case, if microdynamics posesses two 
properties: it is Hamiltonian and ergodic [8]. It is not essential that the 
nurnber of degrees of freedom is large [3, 4]. The laws of equilibrium 
thermodynamics are true even for one-degree-of-freedom systems, 
although they do not contain much information in this degenerated case. 
(Perhaps, the number of degrees of freedom should be large for validity of 
the laws of nonequilibrium thermodynamics). In this regard the question 
arises: Which "thermodynamics" do we get if fast motion is not 
Hamiltonian or ergodic? It seems that nothing like the first or the second 
law of thermodynamics is valid in general. However, it is very likely that 
the systems inherit some "thermodynamical properties" if they are "slightly 
non-Hamiltonian.'' An important case of "slightly non-Hamiltonian" 
systems is the case of Hamiltonian systems damped by small dissipation. 
There are many engineering situations of this type. It is enough to mention 



that all high Reynolds number turbulent flows fall in this category. Among 
other examples are piezoelectric transducers, compressors, electromotors, 
etc. This paper aims to outline the statement of the problem and present 
some results of its study. 

Generally speaking, any engineering device can be considered as a 
black box which is controlled by some inputs x"x2 ... ,x1

, and have some 
outputs y)' y 2 ... , Y1

,. 

xi ~ ~ YI 
inputs . ~ ~ outputs 

~ ~ 

xn ~ ... Yn 

Fig. 1 

Without loss of generality we may assume that the numbers of inputs and 
outputs coincide. The behavior of the device is characterized by the 
dependence of the outputs yi on the inputs xi: 

Y I = Y I (X l' .. · • X,, ) • .. · • Y 11 = Y n (X I' .. · • X 11 ) ( 1. 1 ) 

Equations ( 1.1) form "the passport" of the device. They are analogous to 
constitutive equations of thermodynamics. Nothing specific can be said 
about these equations in general. However, "thermodynamical property" 
appears if we make additional assumptions: 1) internal dynamics is 
governed by classical mechanics, 2) dissipation is small, 3) parameters 
x]'x2 ... ,x1

, are changed slowly compared to the internal dynamics of the 
black box, 4) attractor of the internal motion is ergodic, 5) system is 
closed, i.e., consists of the same material particles. 

It is shown in this paper that the constitutive equations are potential 
in this case: there exists function P( xi, .. .. , xn) such that 

()p ()p 
Y1=a; , ... , Yn=ax (1.2) 

I 1l 

The term "dynamical potential" introduced in [5] is used here for function 
P. 

If the set of variables x, , . .. ,xn contains a parameter determining the 
time scale then an analog of entropy appears among the arguments of 
function P. (It is discussed later in Section 2). 



Of course, as in classical thermodynamics, potentiality does not take 
place for an arbitrary choice of the output characteristics Y;, but Y; can be 
chosen in such a way that potentiality holds. 

Potentiality reduces the number n of experimentally determined 
functions (1.2) to just one function, dynamical potential P. The larger the 
number of parameters the more benefits one gets from the fact of the 
existence of dynamical potential. In a sense, dynamical potential is 
analogous to energy in classical thermodynamics. 

Potentiality of constitutive equations is an asymptotical property 
which appears if dissipation tends to zero, in the same way as potentiality 
of constitutive equations in classical thermodynamics. 

The assumption that the system is closed is essential for validity of 
(1.2). To consider the corrections of (1.2) caused by openness of the 
system the case of open turbulent flow is discussed in Section 5. An 
additional term appears in (1.2): 

. = {)p + /( -)~(X;) 
Y~ ax. xl ax 

I I 

(1.3) 

where e is the average time which particles spend inside the flow field, I is 
the product of averaged dynamical enthalpy, average velocity and cross
sectional area at the outlet. Constitutive equations (1.3) hold under some 
additional assumptions formulated in Section 5. 

Relations (1.3) are based on a variational principle for open flows 
of ideal fluid which is formulated in Section 4. Formula (1.3) might be of 
interest in theory of compressors since it captures the influence of design 
on performance characteristics. It would be very interesting to check this 
formula experimentally. The specifics of fluid flow seem not to be 
important for validity of ( 1.3), and similar relations should be true for 
other open systems. 

We start from the discussion of the simplest system: nonlinear 
oscillator. Thermodynamics of nonlinear oscillator has been considered in 
[5, 6]. Here the relations from [5] are extended by including the frequency 
of excitation in the set of control parameters; this is an important extension 
because the parameter reciprocal frequency turns out to be the temperature 
of vibrations. 
Further contents of the paper is completely covered in Sections 4.6, 4. 7, 
4. 8 of the Attachment 1 and is ommitted here. 
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Summary 

It was shown recently that the averaged characteristics of nonlinear vibrations are 

potential functions of load parameters, if the dissipation is small. In this paper the 

existence of a dynamical potential is verified in experiment with a nonlinear oscillator 

with one degree of freedom. However, near the resonance the effect of dissipation cannot 

be neglected, and no dynamica] potential exists. The limits of applicability of the 

description of vibrations in terms of dynamical potential are outlined. 

2 



Introduction 

It is known that the dynamics of nonlinear structures can be extremely complex (see, e.g., 

[ 1-3]). For engineering purposes, however, some averaged characteristics and estimates 

can be more useful. In this sense, a tool for prediction the averaged characteristics as 

functions of the load parameters without modeling of the system's dynamics is extremely 

welcome. 

For the systems without dissipation, the variational principle can be employed to describe 

the motion, and Lagrange's function (or elastic energy only for static problems) is a tool 

to examine the system's response under the action of external loads. Recently, it has been 

shown in [ 4-7] that in some cases the averaged characteristics of motion can be easily 

derived from a single function, a dynamical potential, which plays for a dynamical system 

the role similar to potential energy for static load-deflection problems. The existence of 

the dynamical potential was demonstrated theoretically for various non-linear oscillators 

without friction, including an important case of vibrations of cantilevered beams [ 6]. 

However, physical systems possess dissipation which may be significant; the variational 

principle for the dissipative system is yet to be strictly formulated, and the applicability of 

description in terms of the dynamical potential needs to be verified. Nevertheless, it 

seems reasonable that, small dissipation should not make substantial changes in average 

properties of motion, and some kind of variational consideration can still be employed. 

The estimates of the errors due to the small friction were made in [7] for the case of a 
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simplest one-degree-of-freedom non-linear osci1lator. This validity of the concept of 

dynamical potential was also examined in numerical experiments [6] for vibrations of a 

cantilevered beam. 

Let us consider the behavior of a single-degree-of-freedom nonlinear mechanical 

oscillator (Fig.l) under the action of periodic external force F(t)=a sin vt: 

•
2 

• aU(q) 
mq + f(q,q) + = F(t) 

aq 
(1) 

The friction force j(q,q)is assumed small. In such a system the friction causes the 

oscil1ator' s motion to approach the attractor in phase space, so that the averaged 

characteristics of the motion will not depend on initial conditions. 

The equation ( 1) can also be represented in the variational form 

aL a (a LJ · 
aq- ar a~ =J(q,q). 

where the Lagrange's function is 

• 1 • 2 

L(q,q,t)=-q -U(q)+F(t)q. 
2 

(2) 

(3) 

The control parameters are the amplitude a and frequency v of the external force. 
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It was shown [ 4] that, the average value of Lagrange's function [ = ( L) 2 over the 

attractor plays the role of the dynamic potential, P. Two important averaged 

characteristics of vibrations, the response 

q=(qsinvt) 

and temperature 

are linked to the control parameters a and v by the potential relations 

T= dP , 
v 

dln-
Vo 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(5) 

where V0 is the eigenfrequency of the linear vibrations. Note that the temperature and 

response are bound by the reciprocal relations 

dlnv dadlnv da 
(6) 

2 Here and below angular brackets denote the time averaging along the trajectory: for any 

function <I>, <<I>> indicates the quantity (<I>) = lim_!_ J <I>( t) dt . 
t-;oo t 0 
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The validity of (4)-(6) was proven theoretically for the linear vibrations (U(q) =_!_q 2
) 

2 

with small dissipation in [7], and an analytical expression for the dynamical potential has 

been derived. However, no experimental evidences of the existence of the dynamical 

potential for nonlinear vibrations is known yet. To fill this gap, the experiment with a 

single-degree-of-freedom oscillator was conducted. 

Experiment 

The experimental verification of the concept of the dynamical potential for the nonlinear 

vibrations of an oscillator with one degree of freedom is in general very simple. For this 

purpose, one needs to excite an oscillator with external force in a domain of the force 

amplitudes and frequencies, and to measure the response and temperature. If two latter 

quantities fulfilled the reciprocal relations (6) (which is also an indicator of consistency of 

measurements), the dynamical potential P could be reconstructed. 

To conduct these measurements, one needs some tools for excitation and recording of the 

vibrations. In reality, most instrumentation from the vibrations measurements toolbox 

(e.g., vibro-exciters and accelerometers) are by the construction and principle of operation 

harmonic oscillators, and are tightly linked with a system under consideration. The vast 

majority of the experiments is conducted with the linear systems, and frequency ranges 

are chosen to usually far from the resonant frequencies of the instruments, and the 
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dynamical features of instrumentation do not interfere with measurements. In some more 

sophisticated systems a deep negative feedback is used to suppress the dynamical 

properties of the exciter of vibrations. However, it was found in the preliminary 

experiments, the feedback may even lead to the self-osci11ations if quality factor of the 

studied oscillator is high enough. A different device and technique were thus explored. 

Experimental set-up and sensors. A simple device was employed, providing the 

oscillator itself, an excitation engine, and measuring device in a single unit (see Fig.2). 

Two small low-frequency electro-dynamical speakers were attached to the heavy steel 

frame coaxially, and an aluminum cylinder glued between their voice coils. Such a 

suspension a11ows the cylinder to move in the axial direction within the limits ± 6 mm 

from the equilibrium position; the speaker's cone suspension geometry ensures the 

absence of lateral vibrations, and provides restriction on the amplitude of the axial 

vibrations. A lateral elastic link was provided to enhance the non-linearity in the 

suspension: a 0.05 mm-thick, 4mm-wide, and 10 mm-long steel strip attached to the 

frame and the cy1inder with a very small initial stress. 

Two remarkable features of electromagnetic devices were employed: (a) a certain 

amount of current fed to the coil results in the force which is directly proportional to the 

current, and (b) if a coil is moved across the region with magnetic field with a certain 

velocity, the induction voltage produced at the coil terminals is directly proportional to 

the velocity. In both cases, the proportionality coefficient is equal to the product of the 

wire length in the coil and magnetic induction, which is the same for both excitation and 

measurement coils, since the identical speakers are used. It makes the calibration 
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essentially simple. Moreover, the speakers are designed in such a way that a certain 

portion of coils remains at all times within the region of strong magnetic field even at 

very large coil displacements, ensuring linearity of the coils as the force and velocity 

transducers. 

The friction in the considered mechanical model is contributed mostly by visco-elastic 

losses in the speaker diaphragm's suspension, losses resulting from air flow around the 

moving body and diaphragms of the speakers, and electrical losses due to finite 

in1pedance of excitation and measurement devices. The losses due to sound radiation are 

negligible in the range of frequencies in which the experiments were carried out. Thus, all 

losses may be incorporated as viscous friction, and evaluated by a single parameter C: 

. . 
f(q,q)=Cq. (7) 

The non-dimensionalized form of dissipation coefficient, ~ = C I v, will be employed 

below, characterizing the relative energy loss during one period of oscillations. 

A special power amplifier (current source) was designed to provide a certain current in 

the force-exerting coil independent on the motion of the coil and its impedance, 

controlled by the voltage applied to the amplifier's input. The force output of the coil was 

measured in NewtonsNolt by the method of counterbalance: a voltage applied to the 

input of current source resulted in some force exerted by the coil, displacing the 

aluminum cylinder (suspended mass) from the equilibrium position. The displacement 

was then compensated by the controlled counterforce and its value was measured. Such a 
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procedure was performed for various equilibrium positions within the limits of the 

expected vibration amplitudes, ensuring the linearity of the force transducer. 

The receiver coil, as a velocity transducer, was also calibrated by means of an 

accelerometer. The acceleration magnitude of 10 rn/s2 has been maintained within the 

frequency range from 32 to 78 Hz, and the dependence of the voltage output of the coil on 

actual velocity magnitude was measured (Fig.3). The velocity transducer showed 

acceptable accuracy of ± 1.5% . 

Spring. Fig.4 illustrates the static load-deflection dependence of the spring used. The 

measurements were made within the acceptable range of current through the force-

exerting coil. It can be seen that the spring is quite linear within the displacement range 

0.4 em, and it takes much higher force to displace the system out of these limits. Such a 

behavior can be expected from the geometry of used suspension. At the linear interval of 

load characteristics, the spring has a compliance of 0.28 cm/N with accuracy 3o/o. The 

solid curve at the figure illustrates the polynomial fit of experimental data, expressed by 

the formula 

au 
<I>=-= 3.8756 q + 0.37827 q2 

- 7.122 q3 + 0.83379 q4 + 35.44 q5 
' 

CJq 

where force is measured in Newtons and displacement in centimeters. 

Data acquisition and processing. The input signal for the force transducer was provided 

and the velocity sensor output measured by a PC-based Data Translation data acquisition 

system. A DT-Vee code was derived to provide measurements within a certain force 
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amplitude - frequency domain, and calculate the response and temperature of the 

vibrations according to the expressions (4a) and (4b). The raw response and temperature 

data were later processed to ca1culate the reciprocal relations and reconstruct the 

dynamical potential. 

Temperature and response. Figures 5 and 6 represent the temperature and response of the 

oscillator in the same force amplitude - frequency domain: O<.F <0.5N, 20<V/27t<40Hz. 

The analysis of data belonging in the low-force region of the parameters domain (quasi

linear motion) allow to estimate the dissipation coefficient ~ :::: 0.02. The frequency shift 

of the maximum of temperature up by 2 Hz from the linear resonance frequency of 26 Hz 

indicates the strongly nonlinear regime of oscillations at higher force magnitudes. The 

further increasing of force amplitude could result in the physical damage of suspension 

near the resonance and thus was not exercised. It can also be seen that the typical large 

values of the response are of an order of 0.5 em. Note that the absolute value of 

displacement can be significantly larger than the response value, because of the presence 

of cosinusoidal component of amplitude q = (q cosv t), which reaches its maximum 

value close to the resonance. Our measurements indicate thus that the vibrations in our 

system substantially exceed the limits of linear displacements (Fig.4). 

Another observation can be made: within the chosen domain of parameters the shift of the 

resonant frequency due to the non-linearity is of the same order as the breadth of linear 

frequency response curve (of an order of I Hz), and thus non-linearity and dissipation 

play comparable roles in governing the oscillator's motion near the resonance. 
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Reciprocal relations. For the dynamical potential to exist, the reciprocal relations (6) are 

to be satisfied (with some acceptable accuracy). The cross-derivatives of the response and 

temperature have been ca1culated, and the ratio 

aq /a r 
d lnv d a 

(8) 

has been examined. The exact equality (6) corresponds to the unity value of the ratio (8). 

The ratio (8) is plotted in Fig.? as a function of the force amplitude and frequency in a 

topographic way, where the white area corresponds to the value of (8) being within the 

limits [0. 9 ... 1.1]. It can be seen that the reciprocal relations are fulfi1led fairly well far 

from the resonance, and are inconsistent within an approximately 4 Hz-wide region near 

it for all force amplitudes. It means that, in the very vicinity of the resonance the 

dissipation plays a key role in the system's dynamics and cannot be neglected, and no 

dynamical potential exists. Nevertheless, the consistency of reciprocal relations in the 

most part of force-frequency domain ensures the possibility of reconstruction of the 

dynamical potential. 

Reconstruction of the dynamical potential. To build the dynamical potential, a force-

frequency domain left of 28Hz was selected. The reconstruction was conducted by means 

of numerical integration of response and temperature data within this domain. Since the 

dynamical potential is determined up to an additive constant, the procedure of integration 

has been conducted in the following way. First, for each frequency in the range 28 .. .40 Hz 

the response q was integrated with respect to force amplitude a, resulting in some 

function of both force amplitude and frequency: 

11 



a=amn =0.5N 

~ (a,v) = I q(a,v) d a. 
a=O 

Another function of these parameters, ~(a,v), was obtained by the integration of the response 

q with respect to logarithm of frequency up to Vmax = 801t s- 1
, with the function 

~(a, V =V min= 561t s- 1
) used as a starting curve for integration: 

vm ... 

P/a,v) = ~(a,v min)+ I T(a,v)dln~. 
v 

Vmon 0 

Should the reciprocal relations be fulfil1ed exactly, these two functions would be the same 

- the dynamical potential. In our computations, however, the inaccuracies in the 

experimental data resulted in discrepancy of these two functions, with relative error 

averaging near 7% and reaching the maximum at Vmax of approximately 20%. Figure 8 

represents the mean value of these two functions P( a, v )=( P1 + P2)/2, which may be 

considered as the dynamical potential. The dynamical potential is measured in Joules. 

The experimentally derived dynamical potential can be approximated by some simple 

analytical function of the force amplitude and frequency, allowing rapid estimates of the 

averaged characteristics of motion under given load parameters. 

12 



Concluding remarks. 

1. It is shown in a laboratory vibration experiment with a single degree of freedom 

nonlinear oscillator that the concept of dynamical potential can be employed for 

description of averaged characteristics of motion under given load parameters. As an 

example, the dynamical potential is reconstructed for the considered oscillator. 

2. In the same time, it was found that even relatively small dissipation (of order 0.01) can 

qualitatively change the system's dynamics near the resonance, and apparently no 

dynamical potential can be constructed. This situation occurs when the response of the 

system is approximately equally governed by both non-linearity and dissipation, which in 

terms of measurable quantities mean that the nonlinear frequency shift of the resonance is 

of the same order as the breadth of the resonant curve (in given domain of loads and 

deformations). Some systems, however, may exhibit the resonance at the frequencies far 

from the linear eigenfrequency ("strong" non-linearity), and the estimates of the response 

and temperature can be successfully derived from the dynamical potential. 

3. Should the dynamical potential be deemed useful in the research in non-linear 

vibrations, the data of multiple experiments with various mechanical or electrical systems 

can be used to create a library of such functions, greatly reducing the need in numerical 

simulations or experiments with physical systems. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Mechanical Model. 

Figure l. Experimental setup. 1-steel baseplate, 2-excitation speaker, 3-voice coil, 4-

diaphragm suspension, 5-aluminum cylinder, 6-lateral link, 7-steel frame stud, 8-receiver 

speaker. 

Figure 3. Velocity calibration: the receiver coil output as function of the velocity 

magnitude. 

Figure 4. Static load-deflection curve for the spring used in the experiment. 

Figure 5. Temperature of the oscillator as function of the force amplitude and frequency. 

Figure 6. Response of the oscillator as function of the force amplitude and frequency. 

Figure 7. Checking the validity of reciprocal relations. 

Figure 2. Dynamical potential as function of force amplitude and frequency. 
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HOMOGENIZATION PROBLEM FOR BULK DIFFUSIONAL CREEP 

V. BERDICIIEVSKY 
Mechanical Engineering, Wayne State University, 

Detroit, Ml .1820!, USA 
and 

D. SIIOYKIIET 
Reliance Electric, Cleveland, Oil U117, USA 

Abstract. The problem of homogenization for bulk diffusional creep in polycrystals 
with periodic microstructure is considered. The cell problem is derived in linear and 
nonlinear cases. Constitutive equations of macroscopic theory are obtained in an 
explicit form for the linear case. The stationary cell problem is posed for secondary 
creep. The stationary cell problem has a variational form, and the correspond
ing variational principle is formulated. Some results of numerical simulations for 
honeycomb structure are presented. 

1. Introduction 

We have been studying the problem of homogenization for creep in polycrys
tals where the leading mechanism of creep is the bulk diffusion of vacancies. The 
foundation of the theory of diffusional creep was laid down by Nabarro (I], Herring 
(2], Coble (3J and Lifshitz (4J. We have been following a nonlinear version of the the
ory presented in (5]. The statement of the homogenization problem is the following. 
Consider a polycrystalline body V consisting of a very large number of grains. The 
characteristic grain size E is much smaller then the characteristic size L of region 
V. The hody is loaded by some surface forces. Mechanical deformations inside the 
grains are governed by the equations of diffusional creep which are presented below. 
If t; « L, it is natural to expect that deformation of the body can be described 
by some displacement fields which arc practically constant on the (listanccs of onler 
€, i.e. by "averaged" displacements. The problem of hornogcuizatimi concerns the 
derivation of the equations for averaged (or macro) displacements and the study of 
microdeformations of the grains. The problem of homogenization is an asymptotical 
problem with a small parameter t:/ /... We arc going to consider homogenization prob
lem for polycrystals with periodic microstmdure. The experience gained in various 
homogenization problems shows that llH\r.fO('quatious for IHHlies with periodic and 
random struclnrf"s arc similar (sf"c, for cxarnpl(~, (61). 

10 

The system of equations of bulk diffusional creep is as follows. The "elasti 
part" of the system of equations consists of C(JUilibrium equations for the stress tense 
(J'ij 

0, (I. I 

aud the cOJistitutive equations 

(1.2 

where free energy F is a given function of cla.'itic strains t:!j), vacancy concentratio1 
c and tf"mperalure T. Elastic strains are defined a.c; the difference of the total staim 
df"termined hy the displacement vedor w, and the plastic strains t:;. We conside 
" . II 1· " I h f 

1 
gcometnca y mcar t 1eory, t ere ore 

(1.3 

Small Latin indices run values 1, 2, 3 and correspond to the projections on llu 
axes of a Cartesian frame. Temperature T is assumed to be maintained constant. l1 
"geometrically linear" creep the deformation of the grain boundaries can be ncglccte( 
in the calculation of stresses and strains and the nonlinearity is kept in the constitutiv( 
cqt1ations only. 

To dose the system of equations onf' has to formulate the evolution law f01 
plastic strains t:!j>. The major feat me of bulk diffusional creep is the consistcnq 

of plastic ddormations: there exists a vedor of plastic (lisplaccnwnts tt'~"l such that 

plastic ddormations E~j) arc 

( 1.4) 

Therefore, the usual equations of elasticity should be complimented hy thrPe equa

tions for pla.'>tic (lisplacemPnts w!"). These arc the <'quations which relal(' th(' nux ol 
vacancies and the corresponding "irreversible" flux of material 

( 1.5) 

whew n; is the diffusivity tf'nsor. 
System of <'quat ions ( l. I)--( 1.5) is dosed hy thf" diffusion equation for vacancy 

concf"ntraliou 
iJc 

l 
_!!__ 'J _!!_ iJ F 
') !>,).'). 
l x• l rJ l r: 

(I .II) 

The houndary conditions on tlu~ p;rain bouudarics ha\'c lhf' form ( u,.,. --: 
u 11 n,nj, when~ 7li are the compon(•nt.s of unit normal vector at tfw boundary, u" 
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are the tangent projections of the vector cr{nj, vectors are denoted by bold letters, 
Greek indices run values I, 2; [A] stands for the difference of values of A on two si<les 
of the grain boundary L:) 

[wn] = 0, (I. 7) 

Ua = 0 on each side of L: 
' 

( 1.8) 

[crnn] 0, ( 1.9) 

oF 
on each side of L:. ( 1 I 0) Unn oc 

Eq. ( 1. 7) expresses the continuity of the normal component of the total displacement 
at the grain boundary. The tangent component of the displacements can be discon
tinuous: we assume that the process of stress relaxation at the boundary occurs much 
faster than the bulk diffusion. Therefore, Eq. (1.8) is accepted. The condition (1.9) 
of continuity of the normal stresses is reciprocal to ( 1. 7). Eq. ( 1.1 0) controls the 
creation of vacancies at grain boundaries. 

We do not formulate the boundary conditions on the polycrystal boundary 
o V because they do not affect the averaged equations and the cell equations. 

In the linear case, free energy density is a quadratic function of dj) and c 

( l.ll) 

where A'ikl are the elastic moduli, Co is an equilibrium value of vacancy concentration. 
The material constant A can be found from elementary statistical consideration: A = 
p0 kT/meo, m is the mass of one atom, p0 is the mass density and k is the Holtzman 
constant. 

In the following sections we formulate the results of the study of the homog
enization problem for the system ( 1.1 )-{ 1.1 0) under the natural assumption on the 
convexity and the smoothness of F. Before presenting the results, some description 
of a periodic structure is to be done. 

We assume that the grains coincide with the cells of a periodic structure. Let 
c; be a characteristic size of the grain. We introduce dimensionless coordinates 

( 1.12) 

and define the periodic structure in the space of dimensionless coordinates y by the 
unit cell wand the translation symmetry group G. The characteristic size of the unit 
cell is equal to unity. For l E G we denote by w (I) the image of the unit cell w under 
the translation l. It is assumed that different cells w ( l) may have in 'common the 
boundary points only, and that the union of the cells covers the whole y-space. It 
can be shown that the boundary ow of the unit cell is comprised of the set of pairs 
of surfaces (or lines in 2D case) S~, S~, 5 2 , S~, ... , Sr, s;, such that for every surface 
Sa, there exists a translation l .. E G, mapping So onto S~. For hexagonal structure 
this notation is explained on Fig. I. Obviously, the translation -10 maps s: onto 
S0 • Thus the periodic structure induces the certain mapping of the cell boundary 
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ow ¢=>ow, which will be used for the formulation of the boundary conditions. For 
every point y E ow we denote by l (y) the corresponding translation vector. The 
points y and y' y + l (y) will he referred to a.<> the corresponding points. Note that 
l(y) is constant within each surfaces Sa, S~. 

Fig. I. Hexagonal structure. The translation vectors shown by arrows map the corresponding 

parts of the cell boundaries. 

The unit normal n to the cell boundary is assumed to be directed outward the 
cell, therefore at the corresponding points y and y' we have 

n ( y) + n ( y') 0. (1.13) 

Let f (y) be an arbitrary function, which is continuous within each grain, but 
may be discontinuous at the grain boundaries. Function f ( y) is called periodic if 

f(y + l) f(y) for any 11 E Bw and for any lEG. (1.14) 

If function f (y) is known within the unit cell, it can be extended to the whole space 
by the formula (1.14). 

2. Asymptotic Expansions 

For E 0 the first two terms of asymptotical expansion of the displacement 
field ha.«> the form 

Wi (z, t) = w; (z, t) + c; t/.•; (z, y, t), (2.1) 

where the "averaged" displacements do not depend on E, Yi = xi/e: and V'i arc some 
perimlic fundions of y. 
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Asymptotical expansion of diffusion vacancy concentration starts with a peri
odic function of the fast variables 

c==c(~,y,t). (2.2) 

Functions t/J; (~, y, l) and ci (~, y, l) determine microtlelds while functions wi 
are the required functions in macrocquations. Functions t/J; and c can he found from 
the following cell problem. 

3. Cell Problem 

The system of equations of the cell problem consists of equilibrium equations 

(3.1) 

constitutive equations 

{:4.2) 

strain-displacement equations 

(3.3) 

the law of evolution of plastic strains 

(3.4) 

and the diffusion equation 

(3.5) 

Here lij arc the macrostrains which arc considered as some parameters in the cell 
problem, Eij do not depend on y-coordiuates but might be some functions of time. 

Note that the factor e2 in Eqs. (3.4) and (:J.5) can be deleted by scaling of 
time, and the Eqs. (3.1 )-(3.5} do not contain c after scaling. 

We search for the solt1tion V'i, c of Eqs. (:L I )--(:l.5) which is periodic in y· 
variables and obey the following IHmuclary conditions 

y E lJw, 

ufl==o, yEDw, 

tPn IY + V'n ly+l(y) 0, C IY C lyd(y)' Y E iJw. 

(:uq 

(:!.7) 

(:J.8) 

10~ 

If parameters t;
1 

arc given functions of time t, the system has, probably, a uniqtu 
solution. Uniqu('ness can be proved in the linear case. 

4. Macroequations 

Let us define macrostresses as averaged values of stresses 

where lwl is the cell volume. Then a11 is a functional of t11 which can he found frorr 

the cell problem: 
?J .. IJ Functional (lij). 

It can he shown that macrostresses obey the equilibrium equation 

aa-ii 
8xi 

0, 

a1ul macrostrains relate to macrodisplacements by the usual formula 

1 (a iv,.· 8tv1) -+-. 
2 i)x1 iJxi 

(4.( 

Eqs. (4.3}, (4.4}, (4.2) and (3.6} form a closed system of equations for macrodisplace 

ments. 

5. Macroequations in Linear Case 

From now on we consider the linear case when free energy is given by ( 1.11) 
It can he shown, that the system (3.1 )-(3.8) satisfies the lloltzman supcrpositim 
principle, and, hence, the stress-strain relation ( 4.2} has the form 

(5.1 

IIere the function Qijkl (t) is the macrostrcss c.omponent iJii (t) caused by the appli 
ca.tiou of the strain lu (t) I for t > 0, Ekt (t) = 0 for t 0, while all the olhe 
strain cornpoueuts arc equal to zero. Tensor QiJU (0) is the clastic moduli tensor o 
polycrystal. The inversion of the rclatiou (5. I) renders 

i:ij = 11 

liijkl ( l 0 [,kl d( 
0 

(5.2: 
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The function ~jlcl (t) has the sense of the mac:rostrain component t;i (t) caused by 
the constant macrostress iilc1 (t) 1 fort> 0, iikl (t) = 0 fort 50, while all the other 
stress components are zeros. The values llijkl (0) arc the components of the tensor of 
the elastic compliance of the polycrystal. Due to that it is convenient to decompose 
~jkl (t) into the sum 

~ikt (t) = R,ikl (0) + /(;i~t::t (t), J(iikl (0) 0, (5.:l) 

where the functions /(;jkl ( t) arc the creep macrostrains. The creep curves /\'ijlc/ ( l) 
have a square root asyrnptotics for small values of t: 

Hence, at the initial moment, the creep rate lends to the infinity as t- 112• 

An important feature of the coustitutivc equations (5.1 ), (.1).2) is that tltcs!~ 
equations arc not local: there is a memory of the prehistory of the process. Tltis 
means that local theories of primary creep are not adequate at least in the case of 
bulk diffusional creep. 

6. Secondary Creep 

Generally speaking, the macroscopic constitutive equations arc given hy the 
integral operators (5.1) or (5.2). However, for "slow" loading processes and developed 
creep it is possible to usc as an approximation the creep law 

(6.1) 

or 
- t] ijkl !. 
(1 = c EH I 

tlr;k = o. 
The rnanocharadcristirs of the secondary c.reep E;jkl are t.ltc limits of tlw creep rates 

ki1kt (t) when t -+ oo. The fad that the creep rates lend to some constants wlwu 
t -+ oo constitutes the basis of the approximation (6.1 )· (fi.:l). Tensor c'Jkl is Lite 
inverse tensor to l~iikl· 

It turns out that for Lite secondary creep the r:rcep manocharadcristics and 
the minoficlds may be found from the following variational principle. 

Let E;j he au arhilrary rollsf.ant creep rat.f's, satisfying t.he incoulpn·ssiJ,ilitv 
condition (6.:1). Denote hy .I (C') t.lw following ftmdional of fmwlil.,ll L' (y) • 

J(C) (6.'1) 

Here d'1 = A{)'J /c 2 • 

Consider the minimization problem 

J(C)-+ min. 
(; 

l\·1ininmm is sought on the set of all functions C oheying the constraints 

C(y) C(y+l(y)), yEiJw, 

f C . I x n tfl y 0 . 
law 

(6 

(6 

(G 

After the solution of the variational problem (6.4)-(6.7) is found, the devia 
of manoslresscs is deftne<l by the formula 

~111· A 
(J = 

2 
(6 

The solution C of the problem (6.4)·~(6.7) depends linearly on the parameters t 

lienee plugging this solution in (6.8) ouc ohtains macrostresscs in terms of crt 

vclocitif's Eij, i.e. the relation (6.2), and the macrocharacteristics eijk/. 

So, the solution of the variational problem (6.4)-(6.8) gives us macroequati< 
of creep and the microflchl of vacancy concentration. We have to also detcrm 
mic:rosl.ressf'S. To this end we note that tlw solution C (y) of the variational prohl· 
is determined up to an arbitrary nmstanl. C0 . We fix this constant hy the conditi 

(fi 

Then the minostr('sscs at the cell boundary are ddNtnincd by formulas (3.6) a 
(]. 7) which for the linear casf' tak1·s tiH' fonn 

0' n n ( Y) = A ( C ( Y) - C'o) , lT o 01 Y E iJ W . 

Now \\'(' m<~y consitlcr the elasticity prohlf•rn for the cell with the houndary nmdilit 
(6.10). The necessary wndition for snluhility of Litis prohlf'lll (total cxtemal fo 
and monwnt arc z~ros) is satisfied due to the choice of thf' additive ronslant C'0 m. 
t.hroo.e,h Eq. (6.9). 

Dc•nolc hy 17•ij (y) the solution of Lhf' c•lastidty prohlf'llJ. The minostrc-sse: 
t.lw nons I ationary prohiPtn (~.I) (:l.R) l,(•n•ls l.o t.lw sum a·•j (y) + [J 11 iTu j:L 

licmark I. For solltf' n·ll shapes, tlw n·lations (fi.7) llli\Y he iUtlonwt ic. 
sal.isril'cl. In particular, it is true if for any y E iJw the normal vector n (y) lo 
n·ll boundary is parallel to the translation vector l (y). Tlte regular 2/) lH~xago 

sl.rttdun~ IISC'd in the next Section for tllllll<'rical cxa111ples, possesses this propc 
It, can lw sltowu, that. in litis cas•· the· solutio11 of tlw n·ll prohl•·m (T I) (:J.H 
dd1~rrrtinc-•l up In a. rotation of l.lu• cell as a ri,;id body. II do1•s nol iuflut'IICI' 

cotnpuLtt.iou of nmsta.nts in the cortsl.iluliv1~ cqual.ioll~' (fi.l) and (fi.'L). 
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Remark 2. Let us normalize the diffusivity tensor in (3.5 ): 

(6.1 0) 

where D is some characteristic value of tensor D'1 • Analysis of physical dimensions 
shows that creep rate wnstants can he represented as follows: 

E E
-, D 

ijkl = 'ijkl 2, 
e 

(6.11) 

where the dimensionless constants Eijkt depend on the constants [yi and the unit cell 
shape only. An important consequence is that the creep rates in secondary creep do 
not depend on the elastic properties. 

Remark 3. The characteristic time of approaching the steady creep under the 
constant load is e2

/ DA. 

7. Numerical Results 

The numerical modeling were done for the two-dimensional regular hexagonal 
structure, shown in Fig. I. For definiteness, it was assumed that grains are isotropic, 
and hence only four physical constants are needed: Young modulus E, Poison ratio 
v, the constant A in (1.11), diffusivity constant Din (6.11) (with [Jii = b'i), and the 
grain size e. 

Secondary Creep llate.s. In creep, the periodic hexagonal structure behaves 
isotropically. Thus, the creep law (6.1) contains just one macrocharacterislic, viscosity 
p: 

(7 .I) 

The dimension analysis of the cell problem shows that I' depends on the grain si;l,e e 
and the diffusivity coeflicient lJ only 

(7.2) 

where a is some constaut.Nurnerical simulations give the following value of the con
slant a for hexagonal structure 

a= 0.344. (7.3) 

The formulae (7.2) and (7.3) inspire an assumption that the similar relation 
between macro· aud micro-characteristics takes place for the random structure as well, 
where e is the averaged grain size and IJ is the characteristic diffusion coefficient for 
monocrystals, while the coefficient a is of the order of unity. 

Microdcformation. Distribution of creep velocity over the cell in the regime of 
secondary creep is shown in Fig. 2. Tlw orientation of shear stress applied is given 
at the right lop of Fig. 2. lt can he sPell that there are three pairs of opposite n~ll 
sides with different properties. Material departs from one pair of sides and arriws at 

the other pair of sides. The remaining two sides consist of two pieces: material lea 
one piece and arrives at the other one. 

Fig. 2. Creep velocity distribution during the st>condary creep. 

Conclusions 

Three interesting outcomes of this study sccm worthy noting. 
First, the constitutive macroequations of diffusional creep turn out to he 11 

local. It is not seen how to eliminate the non-locality by introducing additi( 
iuternal variahles. Probably, the dirnination of the non-locality on the macrosc;\ 
impossihll~ in principle. Since this seems to he the case, a search for the <ldeqt 
local wnstitutive equations for the diffusional creep is unlikely to he successful. 

Second, there is an intrinsic material lime 0 tDA/e2 • Strain-lime de1 
deuce (for constant stresses) is univ(•rsal for intrinsic time in the st•nse that it d<ws 
depend on the material and on the temperature (temperature dependcnn~ pendr 
through the material constants /) and A). 
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Third, as the variational principle shows, the creep rates tlo not depend on the 
clastic properties in secondary creep: only diffusion constants, the grain size and the 
grain geometry are important. Formula (7.2) is an example of such a dependency. 

The discussion of these issues in full detail will he presented in another papcr. 
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NONLINEAR BEHAVIOR IN A COMPOSITE MEDIUM: 
THE IMPORTANCE OF RESONANCES AND PERCOLATION 
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School of Physac.• and Adronomy 

Raymond and Beverly Sackler Faculty of Ez:act Science!, 
Tel Aviv Universrty, Trl Aviv 69978, Israel 

Ahstract. The nonlinear response of a composite medium to an external field 
can he greatly enhanced if the system is ncar a percolation threshold Pc or near 
a strong, isolated resonance. The latter situation, which can be achieved in the 
electric properties of metal-dielectric composites, can result in bistability of the di
electric response even at low field amplitudtos. The former situation is realizable 
in electric properties of metal-insulator composites, as well as in elastic properties 
of an elastic solid with a random distribution either of voids or of rigid inclusions. 
The enhancement of nonlinear response near Pc can be described by a scaling theory 
which makes some non-trivial predictions regarding the critical behavior. Calcu
lational methods are also described. For nonlinear behavior near Pc these include 
simple approximations as well as numerical simulations of random discrete network 
models. Calculational methods for nonlinear behavior near a sharp resonance in
clude a "zero virtual work" principle along with an appropriate ansatz for the trial 
field. 

1. Introduction 

The phenomenon of weakly nonlinear response, like the following relation h 
tween the elect.ric field E and the current density J in an electrical conductor 

is CJIIitc common. However, in order to be ohservahlc and lead to interesting nc 
IIJod1~s of physical behavior, the nouliuear term should not he too small. llcsid 
increasing the magnitude of the applied or volume averaged fldd (E), another w 
to increase the relative importance of that term is to mix together different rnateri< 
so as to form a composite medium in such a way that the local eledric field hcront 
extremely non-uuiforrn. In order to analy;r,e the properties of such a medium, wh<' 
each component. has a J vs. E relation like (I) hut with diffNPnl valucs of a, b, it 
nat.mal l.o adopt a pertmhalion approach. In this way, Stroud and llui showed lh 
tlw volunw avPragcd fields (J}, (1'~}, ar<' related as follows !JJ 
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MICROMECHANICS OF DIFFUSIONAL CREEP 
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Abstract-In polycrystalline materials at high temperatures and low stresses, creep occurs mostly by 
the diffusion of vacancies through the grain bodies and over the grain boundarie~ A continuum theory 
of vacancy motion is considered to analyze diffusional creep on a microscopical level. A linear version 
of such a theory was formulated by Nabarro. Herring, Coble and Lifshitz.. We revise this theory from 
the perspectives of continuum mechanics and present it in a thermodynamically consistent nonlinear 
form. A certain difficulty. wh.ich one has to overcome in this endeavor. is the absence of Lagrangian 
coordinates in diffusional creep, the major building block of any theory in continuum mechanics. A 
linearized version of the. theory is studied for the case of bulk diffusion. We consider the derivation of 
macro constitutive equations using the homogenization technique. It is shown that macroequations are 
nonlocal in time and nonJocality is essential in primary creep. For secondary creep polycrystals behave 
as a viscoelastic body. For secondary creep. a variational principle is found which determines 
microfields and macromoduli in stress-strain rate constitutive equation~ A two-dimensional 
honeycomb microstructure and single crystal deformation are studied numerically by a finite element 
method. © Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.© 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd. 

1. 1.!'\TRODL!CTION 

Predictions of the mechanical behavior of solids can be roughly classified as short-term and 
long-term predictions. In short-term prediction, the behavior can be elastic or plastic, depending 
on the level of stress. For sufficiently low stresses, solids behave elastically. However, over long 
time periods, even under very low stresses, solids develop irreversible deformations. This 
phenomenon is called creep. 

There are three points worth stressing in a discussion of creep. First, everything creeps. 
Actually, solids creep even at zero external load, due to the fact that practical1y no 
polycrystalline body is in thermodynamic equilibrium. Second, creep is an energy driven 
phenomenon. Materials creep in order to decrease their energy (or other thermodynamical 
potential, depending on the external conditions). The energy of a polycrystal, for example, can 
be decreased by moving grain boundaries. This occurs in reality, but very slowly, by means of 
thermodynamic fluctuations. The rate of change is magnified significantly by elevating the 
temperature and/or applying an external load. Third, the mechanisms of creep are stress and 
temperature dependent. 

Two major creep mechanisms are movement of dislocations and diffusion of vacancies. A 
typical deformation mechanism map is shown in the stress-temperature plane in Fig. 1. Above 
the curve (high stresses) the dominating mechanism is dislocation motion. Below the curve (low 
stresses) deformations occur by the diffusion of vacancies. It is believed that at low 
temperatures, vacancies move mostly over the grain boundaries (Coble creep), while for high 
temperatures, motion of vacancies through the lattice dominates (Herring-Nabarro creep or 
bulk diffusional creep). Diffusional creep is the leading phenomenon in many technological 
processes at high temperatures. Superplasticity, sintering and void formation occur mostly by 
diffusional creep. In this paper we focus on a thermodynamically consistent theory of diffusional 

...... , ~~ ' .. .. : 
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Fig. 1. Deformation mechanism map. 
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creep. The foundations of this theory were laid down by Nabarro [1], Herring [2], Coble [3] and 
Lifshitz (4]. Extensive reviews of various aspects of creep theory can be found in [5-24]. 

The mechanism of plastic deformation caused by bulk diffusional creep can be viewed as 
follows. Let a monocrystal be loaded by an external force (Fig. 2). Consider the right-hand side 
of the monocrystal. A surface external force might be thought of as a set of forces applied to 
each atom of the very right column of atoms (Fig. 2(a)). Because of thermal fluctuations some 
of the atoms of this column can jump to a new equilibrium position (Fig. 2(b )). Then the next 
atoms may jump into the vacant places and we see that vacancies enter the crystal body. Then 
vacancies can migrate inside the body and leave the body at the free surface (Fig. 2(d)). 

The motion of vacancies is accompanied by the corresponding motion of material in the 
opposite direction. The moved material is shaded in Fig. 2(e). Since the motion of vacancies is 
dispersed over the material, one observes an effective elongation of the specimen (Fig. 2(f) ). 
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Fig. 2. Mechanism of plastic deformation caused by bulk diffusional creep. 
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Fig. 3. Boundary diffusion. 

In the case of boundary diffusion, material flows over the boundaries from unloaded to 
loaded pieces of the boundary and that yields some macroscopic plastic deformation. This 
process is shown schematically in Fig. 3, the moving material is shadowed. 

A typical strain-time dependence for constant stresses is shown in Fig. 4. There are two 
different regimes of the plastic flow. Initially, strains grow fast, then the strain rate decays until 
it approaches some limiting value. These two regimes are referred to as primary and secondary 
creep. 

The aim of this paper is to construct the microequations of diffusional creep in the framework 
of continuum mechanics and develop a homogenization procedure to derive macroequations of 
creep. There are a number of reasons for pursuing these goals. First, a phenomenological 
approach to the derivation of macroequations for creep provides too many options. Realization 
of our program may help to choose the right one. 

Second, the problem seems challenging from the perspective of continuum mechanics. 
Looking at the sketch of boundary diffusional creep shown in Fig. 5, one may observe that the 
basic notion of continuum mechanic, Lagrangian coordinates, cannot be used in this case. 
Really, material points which were on the grain boundary moves into the grain body, which is in 
dear contradiction to the main postulate of continuum mechanics [25, 26] on the existence of a 
diffeomorphism between the deformed and undeformed states and, as a consequence, to the 
existence of Lagrangian coordinates. If a continuum deformation were a diffeomorphism, the 
material points, which are on the boundary, stay on the boundary forever. Lagrangian 
coordinates are used in continuum mechanics, for example, in the definition of velocity: one has 
to ask "velocity of what?". We suggest a way to overcome this difficulty. 

£ 

Primary 
Creep 

Secondary 
Creep 

Fig. 4. Typical creep strain-time dependence. 

Fig. 5. Mixing by boundary di[fusion. 
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Third, a theory of diffusional creep must be a building block for the theory of dislocational 
climb which is, at the moment, in a primitive stage. 

The contents of the paper are as follows. Section 2 describes the main feature of the model 
for bulk diffusional creep, which is the existence of a plastic displacement field. This is an 
unusual situation in plasticity. The general kinematic relations for the bulk diffusion and surface 
diffusion are given in Section 3. In Section 4 the closed system of equations of diffusional creep 
is developed from thermodynamic considerations. The linear version of the general theory is 
presented in Section 5. In the rest of the paper a linear theory of bulk diffusional creep is 
studied, which aims to derive macroscopic laws for grain structure starting from a micromodel. 
This is referred to as a homogenization problem. In Section 6 the formulation of the 
homogenization problem is given for a particular case of periodic grain structure. The theorem 
of uniqueness of the solution is proved, which is evidence for the correctness of the basic 
equations. In Section 7 the general type of macroscopic constitutive relations is established. 
Secondary creep is considered in Section 8. It is proved that, under constant loads, the transient 
solution tends to a steady-state solution and the closed system of equations is found, which 
allows one to find the macrocharacteristics of the secondary creep without "tracing" the 
transient solution. A numerical example of the solution of this system is presented in Section 9. 
A dimensional analysis of the equations and numerical modeling of the transient process are 
discussed in Section 10. 

2. MICROMECHAJ'\ICS OF BCLK DIFFUSIO!'\AL CREEP: A LOGICAL 
SKELETO!'\ OF THE THEORY 

The logical structure of the theory is especially simple in the case of bulk diffusional creep 
and before going into detailed discussion, we outline it briefly. The key point of the bulk 
diffusional creep is that plastic strains e~) are compatible. There exists plastic displacement w}P) 
such that (in the linear case) 

1 ( aw}P) awjP.)) 
e~>= --+--. 

2 axj ax, 
(1) 

Here, and in the following, small Latin indices run through values 1, 2 and 3, and correspond to 
projections on the Cartesian axis of the observer frame; xi are the observer coordinates. 

The compatibility of plastic deformation is a pure kinematical hypothesis. It aims to model 
the process of deformation shown schematical1y in Fig. 2(e). In contrast to a general creep 
theory where six additional equations are to be given for six unknown functions e~>, in bulk 
diffusional creep one has to give only three additional equations for w}P). 

It is clear that the plastic rate w}P> should be related to vacancy motion. Some kinematical 
and thermodynamical consideration shows that the corresponding relation (in its simplest 
version) is 

ac 
w\P)=D--

, ax; (2) 

where c is vacancy concentration, dot denotes time derivative and D is the diffusion coefficient. 
Equation (2) reduces the number of closing equations to one: an equation for vacancy 

concentration c. This last equation is the diffusion equation for c 

iJc 
- =D~c. 
ar (3) 

Equations (1 )-(3) should be complemented by the usual equations of elasticity and provided 
with the boundary conditions. Now we proceed to detailed considerations. 
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3. CO~TINUUM KINEMATICS 

We are going to model, in terms of continuum mechanics, the following physical 
phenomenon. If an external load is appl1ed to an atomic lattice containing a cloud of vacancies, 
vacancies migrate in some preferred direction. The motion of vacancies causes the motion of 
atoms in the opposite direction. The motion of atoms is perceived by an observer as an 
irreversible plastic deformation of the material. Our first step is to establish a kinematical 
relation which relates the motion of vacancies to the motion of the material. 

We model the motion of vacancies and material by two continua with velocities u; and v; 

correspondingly. We assume that vacancies are not created inside the material and can only 
come from the boundary. Then, as we shall argue: 

v~"> = (1 - c)v; + cu; (4) 

where v~"> is an "'elastic" velocity. If the elastic velocity v~"> is zero, the relation equation (4) 
expresses velocity of material (atoms) v1 in terms of velocity of vacancies u, and vacancy 
concentration c. 

Usually, vacancy concentration is negligible in comparison to unity. Nevertheless, we keep the 
factor (1 -c) until the final ca1culations in order to underline the physical origin of various 
terms. Equation (4) is a postulate which is motivated by the folJowing reasons. 

Consider a piece of crystal lattice, a "representative volume of material," and think of v; as 
the average velocity of all the atoms of this piece 

1 
v =- ""v~ 
' N ~' 

a a 
(5) 

where Na is the number of atoms, v~ is the velocity of the ath atom and the sum is taken over 
all of atoms of the piece. Similarly, velocity of vacancies is the average value of the velocities of 
all vacancies: 

1 
u,= N Iu~. 

v a 

(6) 

Here N,. is the number of vacancies and u~ is the velocity of the ath vacancy. The volume 
average velocity u; is, by definition: 

where N is the total number of lattice sites 

N=Na+Nv. 

It follows from equations (5)-(8) that 

iii (1 - c)v1 + cu1 

where the volume fraction of vacancies cis, by definition, 

Nv 
c=-. 

N 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Relation equation (9) holds for a mixture of any two substances. Now we must express in some 
way the fact that we are dealing with diffusion of vacancies. We may assume that in the process 
of position exchange between an atom and a vacancy the velocities of the atom and the vacancy 
are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. Therefore, in accordance with equation (7), u; = 0. 
Then equation (9) links the velocities of atoms and vacancies. It is clear that atoms and 
vacancies might have another common additional velocity. Then u, is not zero, but equal to this 
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additional velocity. The additional velocity is not related to the process of vacancy diffusion or 
irreversible deformation. We identify this velocity with "elastic" velocity and denote it by v~t.>>. 

Then equation (9) takes the form equation (4). 

Note that the term "elastic'' velocity is not quite exact. If one defines elasticity as, that part of 
deformation which disappears after unloading, then velocity v~t!} might have a contribution form 
a plastic rigid motion, a motion of the monocrystal after unloading as a rigid body. However, we 
take some liberties in the terminology to simplify the notations and use the term elastic velocity 
for the sum of the "real" elastic velocity and plastic velocity of rigid motion. 

The flux of vacancies relative to material 1; is given by 

l; = c(u;- v}t!>). (11) 

In accordance with equations (4) and (11) material velocity v; can be expressed in terms of 
elastic velocity and vacancy flux as 

1 
v = v<t!)- --). 

I I 1- c I' 
(12) 

This is a key kinematical relation. 

Since vacancies can be generated only on the boundary, vacancy concentration obeys the 
conservation law 

ac acu; 
- + -- =0. 
at ax; (13) 

Equations ( 4), (11 )-(13) form the basic kinematical relations of bulk diffusional creep. Now we 
are going to incorporate into this picture the surface diffusion. 

Consider a grain in a po!ycrystal. It occupies a region V. Region V depends on time. Imagine 
that at an initial instance, t0 , we cut the grain out of the polycrystal and unload it. The grain 
occupies some region, V0 , in an unloaded state. We refer both regions to some Cartesian 
coordinates, x;. Besides, we introduce in the region V0 some coordinates curvilinear in general, 
~a. which, in a "usual" situation, play the role of Lagrangian coordinates. Indices a, b and c run 
through values 1, 2 and 3, and correspond to projections on the axis ~a. 

There is one-to-one correspondence between the observer's coordinates x; and coordinates ~a 

(14) 

Without loss of generality mapping equation (14) may be identical, however, it is convenient to 
leave it without specifications because coordinates x; and ~a obey to different groups of 
transformations [27]. This is why we use another group of Latin indices, a, b and c, in the 
notation for Lagrangian coordinates. 

At each moment of time, r, there is mapping of the region, V0 , to region V 

(15) 

If this mapping is a diffeomorphism, then ~a are Lagrangian coordinates. In this case, if a point, 
~a. lies on the boundary, uV0 , of the region, V0 , its image is on the boundary, aV, of the region, V, 
for all instants, t. Velocity is defined as the velocity of the particle ~Q: v; = d:x;(~ 0 ,t)liJt. This is a 
classical kinematical scheme of continuum mechanics (see, for example, [25-27]). As one sees 
from Fig. 5, this is not the case for boundary diffusion creep and we have to change the 
kinematical scheme. We introduce, as a "primary" kinematical object, the region V which is 
changed in time. In this region two velocity fields, material velocity yi and vacancy velocity u; 
are defined. If mapping equation (15) were a diffeomorphism and v; = d:x;(~0,t)liJt, then the 
normal velocity of the boundary surface av is equal to v;n;. In the case of boundary diffusion 
these velocities are different. We denote the difference by u: 

Vboundary = v'ni + U. (16) 

Velocity, u, is caused by the material flow over the boundary. It appears as an additional 
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independent kinematical characteristic. However, a "more fundamental" characteristic might be 
introduced as primary characteristics of boundary diffusion: boundary mass flux r~. Boundary 
mass flux is defined in the following way. The mass of the material is conserved in the boundary 
flow, therefore, a Jaw of conservation of mass should exist. Denote by P' the vector of mass flow 
on the surface. Greek indices run through values 1 and 2, and correspond to projections on the 
boundary surface. If y is a curve on the boundary and v o is the unit normal vector to y at a 
point P, then the scalar l 0

V 0 As means the mass flow through the arc of y of the length As at the 
point P. Let p be the mass density of material. Then the law of conservation of mass has the 
form 

pu = V ala 

where V" is the covariant derivative on the surface av. 
Mass density obeys also the law of conservation of mass inside the region V 

ap apv; 
- + --. =0. 
dl ax' 

Equations (16)-(18) provide the conservation of mass in volume V 

a J 3 _ J ap 3 J 2 _ J apv; 3 J 2 pd X - - d X + PVooundaryd X - - --i d X + PVboundaryd X 
at V(t) V at aV V dX aV 

= f p(Voound"Y- v'n.)d
2
X = f pud

2
x = J V J 0 d2x = 0. 

av av av 

(17) 

(18) 

It is natural to consider Ja as the primary characteristics of boundary diffusion, then velocity u 
is determined by equation (17). 

Now we come to the point where we have to introduce displacements. It is natural to define a 
field of elastic displacements w~e>(r,x) which has the domain V(r). Vector w~e)(t,x) means the 
displacement of a crystal from the imaginary unloaded state to the actual state V(c). If there are 
no plastic strains, the displacement w~el(r,x) relates to velocity by the formula 

aw<e) aw(e) 
--'- + vie)--'-

ar axk 
V

(e) 
l • (19) 

Equation (19) can be rewritten as 

(20) 

The latter relation can be considered as a system of linear equations with respect to velocity 
v~e>, if the displacement field is known. We keep formulas equations (19) and (20) as the 
definition of the vector of elastic displacements if velocity v~> is considered as a primary 
quantity. Remember that, by our convention, plastic (and, hence, elastic) deformations are 
consistent for diffusional creep and a vector of elastic displacements exists. 

4. THERMODYNAMICS OF DIFFUSIONAL CREEP 

We derive the basic equations of diffusional creep following the usual thermodynamical 
approach: we assume an expression for free energy of the material and construct the equations 
in a way to warrant the negativity of the time derivatives of free energy. 

The free energy F of a polycrystal has, by our assumption, an energy density per unit volume 
F: 

(21) 



We accept that energy density F is a function of the gradient of elastic displacement 
w}j\ = aw~~>J ax;). vacancy concentration c and temperature T: 

F = F(wfj>,c,T). (22) 

Temperature Tis maintained constant. 
Note that the assumption equation (22) taken together with the definition of elastic 

displacements equation (19) extracts a special class of models. For example, if elastic 
displacement is defined, instead of equation (19), by the formula 

aw<~> aw~~) 
--·- +v --'- =v<~> 

~ k :J l ' 
ut uXk 

(23) 

which may have some virtue. we would arrive at a class of models which differs from the one 
under consideration in the nonlinear case. 

Let us find the time derivative of free energy. We assume first that region V(t) is occupied by 
a crystal and all fields are smooth inside V. We have 

d~ J ( aF a (t') aF ac ) 3 I . 2 -= ---wl+- :Jl dx+ avcv·n;+u)dx. dt aw<d axj .. ac u 
V IJ 

(24) 

After substituting in equation (24) the expression for (tklilt) from equation (13) and integration 
by parts we obtain 

I [ a F ( l:': < ~>) < t')k + ~nj u;k- w •. J.: v 
av dW,.i 

(25) 

aw(t') 
Here we expressed also . , in terms of elastic velocity from equation (20). 

dl 

For further transformations we need an identity [27] 

(26) 

This identity can be checked by direct inspection. Using equations (26) and (12) we can rewrite 
equation (25) in the form 

~ = - --v~>+P--.- d 3x+ u''n·v~~>- - + ~- Jin.+Fu d 2x. d =-- J ( au km . a a F ) I ( .. ( a F F ) ) 
d ( v axk axl ac av J ac 1 - c j 

(27) 

Here we introduced a notation 

,.,.j- aF ( ~:: - w<~>) + 
v ; - --{~-) Umi m,i 

awmJ 
c- 5~. 

iiF) . 
ac 

(28) 

It is seen from this expression that a{ have the sense of components of a stress tensor. 
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Assume that f do not depend on v!:;>. Since u1 do not depend on v~> as well and v~> can be 
chosen arbitrarily, equation (27) can comply with negativity of dF!dt i( and only i( the 
equilibrium equations hold 

(29) 

The simplest expression for the vacancy flux which does not contradict the negativity of dF!dt is 

. .. a aF 
P=- D''--. 

iJx1 ac 
(30) 

where Dii is a positive tensor. 

Consider now the boundary terms. Let V be a polycrystal. Denote by ! the grain boundary 
surface. Then the surface terms in dF!dt take the form 

(31) 

where for any quantity A the symbol [A] means the difference of A at two sides of the surface 
!. 

Let us present the surface force uj1nj as a sum of normal force C7 nnni(u nn = uifn;nj) and 
tangent traction. Similarly, v~'"> is the sum of the normal velocity v~'">ni(v~'"> = vj'">ni) and the 
tangent velocity. Then 

Greek indices a, /3, y run through values 1 and 2, and correspond to projection on the tangent 
plane to!. Using also equation (12) we rewrite equation (31) in the form 

(32) 

It is natural to require continuity of the total normal velocity of the adjacent grains 

[vn + u] = 0. (33) 

Since u nn (as well as other .. generalized forces" in equation (32)) does not depend on velocity, it 
is necessary that u "" be continuous: 

(34) 

The normal vacancy flux fn; can be arbitrary and vacancies on two sides of the grain 
boundary seem to be produced at independent rates. Therefore, it is natural to accept that the 
corresponding coefficient at J;n; in equation (32) are zeros: at both sides of the boundary 
surface 

unn- F - aF =0 
1 - c ac · (35) 

In accordance with equation (17), the last term in equation (32) can be written as 
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Here we integrated by part and dropped the term on the polycrystal boundary. Finally, 

~ = { J' 
0 a; d3x + iv ( [ u~iv!;>]n1 - [ J"V ~ u •• P- F ])d2x. (37) 

There are different models which obey the negativity of equation (37). The most plausible 
version is based on the assumptions that uajn1 are continuous and surface fluxes of material }a 

are independent on both sides of l. Then, neglecting reciprocal effects. one can put 

(38) 

d~~v ~( u ~; F) on each side on:. (39) 

Note that, in contrast to u rrn• the energy density is not continuous on L, therefore, material 
fluxes } 0 are different on the two sides of 'L. However, this is a nonlinear effect. The equations 
derived in this section close the system of equations of diffusional creep. 

5. LI~EARIZED THEORY 

In the linear case the system of equations is simplified greatly. First, in this case one can 
neglect the changes of region V in the process of deformation. Second, kinematical relations 
take a simple form 

awk> 
vk> = --~- = v + cu · 

I at I I 
(40) 

v; = v~t')- 1; (41) 

(42) 

pu =Val"'. (43) 

Third, energy density is a quadratic function of elastic strains 

(44) 

and the deviation s = c- C0 of vacancy concentration from its equilibrium value C
0 

(for brevity 
from now on the functions will be referred to as vacancy concentration) 

F (45) 

Here A ipu are Young moduli, while A is an additional material constant. From some statistical 
reasoning [5] 

PoT 
A= (46) 

where m is the mass of one atom, Po is the mass density of an idea] lattice. In equation (45) we 
neglect an interaction term A iie~t>(c - c0 ). 
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In accordance with equation (28), the stress tensor uij in the linear theory has the form 

uii =A iikt" ei1. 
It obeys the equilibrium equations 

au iJ 
-. =0. 
ax' 

Vacancy flux f is given by equation (30) 

.. as 
AD''--.. 

ax' 

Therefore, equation ( 42) transforms to the usual diffusion equation 

- = -- AD''--as a ( .. as ) 
at axi ax1 . 

We assume that diffusion constants obey the positive definiteness condition 

Di1tl,1?::. Dtiti for V~J;>O. 

On the grain boundary we have from equations (33)-(35), (38) and (39) 

[ vn] = 0 

[ 0' nn] 0 

u nn =As at each side of grain boundary 

dof3. 

}
0 = -- V p.CT nn at each Side Of the grain boundary. 

p 

11 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

It follows from equations (43) and (56) that the law of growth of grain boundaries due to 
boundary diffusion 

(57) 

Equations ( 40)-(57) form a closed system of equations of diffusional creep. 

6. HOMOGE~IZATION PROBLEM 

From now on we shall consider a special case of the linearized theory, formulated in Section 
5, when there is no boundary diffusion and, hence, the only irreversible deformation is due to 
the bulk vacancy diffusion. Formally this means that coefficients daf3. in equation (39) are 
supposed to be zero, which eliminates equations (56), (43) and (57) from the system equations 
(40)-(57). 

Further we assume that constants J.L of3. in boundary conditions equation (55) are zero, which 
neglects the tangent stresses at the grain boundary: 

(J'
0 in, = 0 at each side of grain boundary. (58) 

This is equivalent to an additional assumption that the process of shear stress relaxation at the 
grain boundaries is much faster than the bulk diffusion process and is completed immediately 
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after the load is applied, so that the adjacent grains can slide without resistance along their 
common boundary. 

In the absence of the boundary diffusion the deformation of the region Vis described by the 
displacement field w; (x;,t), defined in V and related to the velocity v; by the formula 

v;(x,t) w;(x,t)x e V. (59) 

We introduce also the plastic displacements, which are determined by the flux 1; by means of the 
relation 

wr>(x,t) = - J;(X,t)X E V. 

Then the displacements w; are the sum of the elastic and plastic displacements 

W; = w}t>) + wr>. 

Similarly for the strains: 

_ ( aw; awi ) (p) _ ( awr> awy> ) _ (t>) (p) 
€;j- 1/2 --. + --. , €;j - 1/2 

1
. + --.- €;1- £;

1
· + £;

1
· • 

ax' ax' ax ax' 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

Instead of equation (52), the continuity condition of normal displacement will be employed: 

[wn] = 0. (63) 

Condition equation (52) follows from equation (63), but not vice versa. The difference is that 
equation (63) excludes the possibility that the normal displacements are discontinuous at the 
moment r = 0 when the load is applied. 

It is also necessary to complement the equations above with initial conditions for vacancy 
concentration and plastic displacements: 

s(x ,r) 0, x e V, t = 0 

w<P>(x,t) = 0, X E V, I= 0. 

(64) 

(65) 

The closed system of equations in the case considered in the absence of boundary diffusion and 
with zero boundary shear stresses, consists of the equations (44), (47)-(50), (53), (54), (58) and 
(60)-(65). 

Consider a polycrystalline body containing a huge number of grains. We are going to derive a 
theory for predicting the mechanical behavior of the body. The experience gained in the 
averaging of random structures shows that most results for bodies with random and periodic 
structures are qualitatively similar. (See, for example, [27].) Therefore, we consider a body with 
a periodic microstructure (Fig. 6) loaded with some constant or variable traction. The problem 
is to find microfields of elastic and plastic deformations and macroscopic constitutive equations. 

For simplicity and consistency with the performed numerical modeling, only the 2-D plane 
strain case of regular hexagonal periodical microstructure (Fig. 6(b)) will be considered. The 
reason is that with boundary condition equation (58) not al1 microstructures can withstand the 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. Microstructures.. 
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instantaneous application of the external traction. For example, the rectangular microstructure 
(Fig. 6(a)) cannot be loaded by shear stresses, applied parallel to the grain boundaries. In other 
words, any macrodeformation of the structure should be the result of the application of 
macrostresses. Here we decided to use one structure which possesses the necessary properties 
rather than to formulate general restrictions on the grain geometry, which can be solved in 2~D, 
as well as in the 3-D case. An accurate formulation of that property will be done at the end of 
this section after the formulation of the homogenization problem. 

We consider the asymptotical statement of the homogenization problem when the period of 
the microstructure L tends to zero and averaged equations are the corresponding limit 
equations (see, for example, [27]). Before presenting the results, some description of the 
periodic structure is to be done. 

We assume that the grains coincide with the cells of the periodic structure. Let w + be an 
arbitrary cell and £ be half the distance between the opposite hexagon edges, which will be 
taken for the characteristic size of the grain. The boundary aw • of the cell w .. is comprised of 
three pairs of lines Sh S' h 52, 5' 2, 53, 5' 3 such that for every line Sa, there exists a translation 
/ 0 e G, mapping So onto S' o· This notation is explained in Fig. 7. 

The periodical regular hexagonal grain structure M is obtained by translation of that cell by 
all elements of translation symmetry group, generated by vectors /1 and P: 

(66) 

For l e G we denote by w(l) the image of the cell w .. under the translation l. Different cells w(l) 
may have in common the boundary points only, and the union of the cells covers the whole 
plane. Obviously, the translation - lo maps S' a onto So. Thus, the periodic structure induces the 
certain mapping of the cell boundary aw ... Haw"", which will be used for the formulation of the 
boundary conditions. For every point x e aw .. we denote by l(x) the corresponding translation 
vector. The points x and x' =x + l(x) will be referred to as the corresponding points. Note that 
/(x) is constant within each line Sa, S' a· 

The unit normal n to the cell boundary is assumed to be directed outward from the cell, 
therefore at the corresponding points x and x' we have 

n(x)+n(x')=O,/(x)=- 2En(x). 

Fig. 7. Hexagonal structure. The translation veclors mapping the corresponding pans of the cell 
boundaries, shown by arrows. 

(67) 
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Let f(x) be an arbitrary function, which is continuous within each grain, but may be 
discontinuous at the grain boundaries. Function f(x) is cal1ed periodic if 

f(x + 1) = f(x) for any x e w+ and for any I e G. (68) 

Here w +is the interior of a cell w ... 

If function f(x) is known within any cell. it can be extended to the whole space by the formula 
equation (68). From now on the term "periodic function" will be used in the sense of the above 
definition, unless otherwise is explicitly indicated. 

Denote by w- the cell, such that S; = w .. n w-. It fol1ows from equation (68) and the 
definition of the corresponding points that 

(f] = f+- f- = f(x\r)- f(x- ,r) = f(x,r)- f(x' ,r) for x e S;. (69) 

Thus, for periodic functions the discontinuity conditions can be expressed in terms of function 
values within one cell, which allows us to formulate the cell problem. Instead of applying the 
formal procedure of homogenization (see, for example, [27]) we use here an "intuitive" 
approach, which is easier to implement. Of course, it gives the some results as the general 
approach. 

Averaged constitutive equations by their physical sense relate a macroscopically 
homogeneous deformation of a "large" (compared with grain size e) specimen to averaged 
stresses. Instead of "large" specimen we consider the whole plane loaded by stress u;i(r) at 
infinity. One has to find microstrcsses in periodic structure and macrostrains tii(t). One may 
prescribe at infinity macros trains e u(t) as functions of time; then macrostresses o-ii(r) and 
microdeformations in periodic structure should be found. For definiteness, we consider the case 
of given macrostresses. 

If there were no grain boundaries, the homogeneous plane deformation history would be 
generated by the displacement field 

(70) 

The grain structure results in additional periodic displacements Wi(x,t), so that total 
displacements are given by the sum 

w;(x,t) e;i(t)x1 +W,.(x,t). (71) 

Since the first term in equation (71) is obviously continuous over space coordinates, it follows 
from equations (63) and (69) that the fie1d Wi(x,t) satisfies the condition 

w n(x,r) + Wn(x' ,t) 0 for X E aw + ~ Wn(x ,l) + w n(x' ,t) = 0. (72) 

The vacancy concentration s is a periodic function. With equation (69) taken into account, 
equations (53) and (54) link the normal stress values and vacancy concentration at the 
corresponding points of the boundary: 

O'nn(X,t) O'nn(X' ,t) for X E iJw+ 

s( x ,t) = s( x' ,t) for x e ilw +. 

The macrostresses, or averaged stresses, are defined by formula 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

The full set of equations is as follows: equations ( 44 ), ( 47)-(50), (53), (54), (58), (60)-(62), 
(71 )-(75). For further references that system of equations is referred to system P. Initial 
conditions for the system Pare equation (64) and (65). It is implied that all equations induded 
in system P and initial conditions should be satisfied in the cell w~. 

Now we are going to show, that the chosen microstructure cannot be subjected to 
instantaneous macrodeformation, if stresses are zero. With zero stresses and zero vacancy 
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concentration s, the elastic strain coincides with the total strain and is equal to zero, hence the 
displacement field w; within cell w"" is rigid body motion: 

Relation equation (76) allows us to express the displacement W4 in terms of macrostrains and 
rigid body motion: 

Inserting equation (77) into the continuity condition equation (72) yields 

0 = w n( X)+ w n(x') = ( - E;jXj + A.e;jXj + a,)nj(x) + (- t;,x'j + ).e;,x rj + aJnj(x') 

= (- t 11xj + A.e;1x1 + a;)n;(x)- (- t;1x'1 + A.e;jx'i + a1)n;(x) 

= (- t 11 + ).e;1)(xj- x'1)n;(x) =- (- £ 11 + ).ei
1
)11(x)ni(x) 

(77) 

= t.i/1(x)ni(x) e;i'(x)ni(X) = ei1(x)ni(X)- A.n(x) @l(x) = £uf1(x)ni(X),X E iJw+. (78) 

The vector product n ®I in equation (78) vanishes because these vectors are collinear at each 
boundary point (see equation (67)). Since normal is constant along each edge of the hexagon, 
equation (78) provides three homogeneous linear equations with respect to three macrostrain 
components £;1. A direct check shows that its determinant is not zero, which implies that all 
macrostrains have to be zero. 

Let R be the set of periodic displacement fields V;, defined at the cell w ... by formula for rigid 
body motion 

(79) 

and extended to the whole plane by the periodicity condition equation (68). Under the 
displacement V, each cell shifts by the constant vector a; and rotates around its center by the 
angle A.. It follows from equations (76)-(78) that any such a field satisfies the continuity 
condition equation (72) and does not produce macrodeformation. Figure 9 il1ustrates the 
movement of the cells. The holes that one can see at the corners of the hexagons, are a second
order effect and are ignored by the small deflection theory used here. 

THEOREM 1. Consider the solution of the system P with initial conditions equations (64) and 
(65). Macrostresses q.ii(r) are given functions of time. The total and elastic displacements of this 
solution are defined with the accuracy of the arbitrary displacement field from set R. All the 
other components of the solution, such as vacancy concentration, plastic displacements and 
strains, elastic strains, macrostrains and stresses are uniquely defined. 

PROOF. Introduce the notations 

(80) 

Since the system P is linear, it is sufficient to prove, that if macrostresses are zero, then the 
system P with initial conditions equation (64) and (65) has only zero solution for all components 
with the exception of displacements, which belong to the set R. At the initial moment t = 0 the 
plastic displacement is zero because of equation (65), the displacements coincide with the elastic 
displacements and since the macrostresses are zero, the macrostrains are also zero at the 
moment r = 0. Hence 

/(0) 0. (81) 
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Using inequality equation (C.6) fort*= 0 from Appendix C, we know that functional/{t) is zero 
for t 2:: 0. Hence 

(82) 

Hence, the displacement of the cell is rigid body motion, given by the formula equation (76). It 
was proved above, that in order to satisfy the continuity condition equation (72), the 
macrostrains have to be zero. The uniqueness theorem is proved. 

REMARK 1. Let us consider the loading case when the non-zero macrostresses are applied only 
at some time interval [O,r*], and were removed afterwards. Then from inequality equation (C.6) 
we conclude that vacancy concentration s and elastic strains elt) exponentially tend to zero, 
hence the stresses also tend to zero. In other words, after unloading the residual stresses are 
relaxing to zero exponentially with respect to time. 

We conclude this section with the presentation of averaged stresses in terms of values of 
normal microstresses at the grain boundary (see Appendix B): 

- ij- f I j id 
u - Vj a..· U 1111nn x. (83) 

Relation equation (83) is valid for an arbitrary stress field satisfying equilibrium equation {48) 
and boundary conditions equations (58) and (73). With equation (54) taken into account, the 
averaged stresses can be expressed in terms of the values of vacancy concentration at the grain 
boundary: 

(84) 

It can be checked (see Appendix B) that for arbitrary constant C, the following identity holds: 

C E/1 = E + J Cn;n1dx. 
lw aw~ 

(85) 

It follows from equations (84) and (85), that if vacancy concentration is constant over the grain 
boundary then the corresponding macrostress tensor is spherical and the plane is under 
hydrostatic compression or tension. 

7. BOLTZMA~ SCPERPOSJTIO~ PRINCIPLE AND MACROEQUATIONS. 

As has already been stated above, the macromodel should provide the relations between 
macrostresses and macrostrains a;1(t) and €;/t). It seems almost obvious, that any parabolic 
type linear system such as P satisfies the Boltzman superposition principle and, hence, the 
stress-strain relation would involve an integral operator. 

Let us first assume that at r = 0 the unit tension along axis x 1 is instantaneously applied to the 
polycrystal and remains unchanged for t > 0. Then the only non-zero stress component is 
u 11 (t) = 1. Denote by X(r), the solution of system P with initial conditions equations (64) and 
(65), corresponding to load case under consideration: 

X (r) = { e ;;(t), u if(· ,t), e ;1( · ,t), e ~J>( · ,t), e ~)( · ,t),s( · ,t), W ;( · ,t),w;( · ,t),w!~")( · ,t)w}l')(- ,t) }. (86) 

Solution X(r) is defined only fort 2:: 0. Let us formally define it fort< 0: 

X (t) 0 fort < 0. (87) 
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If the same tension u 11 (t) = 1 is applied at some time t1 > 0, then the solution is obviously equal 
to X(t- t 1) for t 2:0. Let us stress that X(t- t1) == 0 for t < t 1 because of the definition equation 
(87). 

The next step is to consider the load history, when at discrete moments t; = ia, ; = 1,2, ... , k 
tension increments du 1\t1),du 11 (t2), ••• ,du 11

tk are applied. Then at any particular time t, 
tm < t < tm•t. the total tension u n (t;) is given by the formula 

m 

u 11 (c)= :2,du 11 (t;) (88) 
i=l 

and the solution is given by the sum 

m 

I, du 11 (t;)X(t- r;). (89) 
i=1 

Extension of the formula equation (89) to a continuous loading process provides the following 
formula for the solution: 

(90) 

Let us denote by R;1,k,(t) the macrostrain €;1(t) corresponding to ·the application of the 
macrostress uk'(t) = l,t > 0. The values R;1.k,(t) at t = 0 are components of the tensor of elastic 
compliances of a polycrystal. Because of that it is convenient to decompose R;f,kr(t) into the sum 

(91) 

By its mechanical sense the function K,1,k,(r) is the €;1 creep strain component caused by 
constant load uk 1(t) = 1, while the other macrostress components are equal to zero. Then for an 
arbitrary loading process the following holds: 

Equations of the type equation (92) are widely used for creep modeling of polymers and 
concrete. 

So we arrive at the conclusion. In order to find macrostrains, caused by an arbitrary loading 
process, it is necessary and sufficient to know instantaneous elastic moduli tensor R;1.k,(O) and 
creep tensor K;j,kr(t), which components are creep strains caused by the corresponding constant 
macrostresses. Thus, in numerical modeling or experiment one may consider only loading cases 
when constant load is instantaneously applied to the body and remains unchanged. This is 
nothing else, but the classical experiment to find the creep property of a material. 

Inversion of equation (92) renders 

(93) 

(94) 

Here Qif,kr(t) is the macrostress component uZ(t) caused by the instantaneous application of a 
macrostrain tk,(t) = 1, while all the other macrostrain components are equal to zero. The tensor 
Qif.kr(O) is the elastic moduli tensor of the polycrystal. 
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It is worth mentioning that creep curves K;1.trCt) for small values of 1 have an asymptotic 
behavior 

aK··~c (t) 
K . ( ) -- 112 lj. t - - 112 

ij,kt t t ' t ar (95) 

and, hence, the creep rate tends to infinity as t- 112 when t tends to zero: 

E:;j{l) -- ,- 112
, t-+ 0. (96) 

An important feature of the constitutive equations (92) and (93) is that these relations are not 
local: there is a memory of the history of the process. This means that local theories of primary 
creep are not adequate at least in the case of bulk diffusional creep. 

8. SECONDARY CREEP 

General1y speaking, the macroscopic constitutive equations are given by the integra] 
operators equations (92) and (93). However, for "slow" loading processes and a developed 
creep it is possible to use as an approximation the creep law 

·, 
... £ - • ld - tkl -lei ;:lei- ss/2 
£if ijk.l (7 ' (7 ::;:: (7 - u (7 (97) 

or 
iT, iJ = eifkl £ k.l· (98) 

Also the incompressibility condition is imposed: 

(99) 

which reflects the physically obvious fact that there is no volume change from bulk vacancy 
diffusion. A tensor eifk' is the inverse tensor to Eifkl· 

The macrocharacteristics of the secondary creep E;1~c1 are the limits of the creep rates k;
1

k.1(r) 
when t-+ :c. The fact that under constant applied macrostresses the creep rates tend to some 
constants when t-+ oc will be formulated and justified below and constitutes the basis of the 
approximation equations (98) and (99). 

We start from formal description of how to compute the constants involved in the secondary 
creep law equation (98). It turns out that they may be found from the following variational 
principle. Let e if be an arbitrary constant macroscopic creep rates, satisfying the 
incompressibility condition equation (99). Denote by J (s) the following functional of function 
s(x). 

J(s) 1 J ' . - [V s, V s] - E E;fl'n'sdx. 
2 aw· 

Here the notation equation (80) is used. Consider the minimization problem 

J(s)-+ mins. 

(100) 

(101) 

Minimum is sought on the set of all functions s obeying the constraints equation (74 ). It follows 
from equations (85) and (99) that the term linear with respect to sin equation (1 00) is zero for 
s =canst, hence the solution s* of the problem is determined up to an arbitrary constant. We fix 
this constant by the condition 

J .... ,!*(x)n•n•dx; 0. (102) 
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The necessary and sufficient condition of the minimum is the following identity, which should 
hold for every function satisfying the condition equation (74) 

[Vs*,Vs] = E J e;;ninjsdx forVs:s(x) = s(x'),x E aw+. 
aw· 

(103) 

The differential form of the problem equation (101) is derived from equation (103): 

a .. as + 
--.AD''--. =O,x e w 
ax' ax' (104) 

(J11](x) =- 2Eeijni(x)ni(x), X E aw+,(J 11](x) 5 J 11(X) +J11(X'), X E iJw+ )
11
(X) 

.. as(x) + 
=-AD'' --n.(x) X E aw . ax' I ' 

(105) 

After the solution s* of the variational problem equations (100), (74), (101) and (1 02) are 
found, the deviator of macrostresses is defined by the formula equation (84) which takes the 
form 

.. AE J .. 
fr"' = lw +I aw· s*n

1

n
1
dx. (106) 

Macrostresses ulii are deviatoric because of condition equation (102) since 

(107) 

The solution s* depends linearly on the parameters e;i· Hence, by putting this solution into 
equation (106) one obtains macrostresses in terms of creep velocities e;i, i.e. the relation 
equation (98). In more detail, consider two solutions, corresponding to two linear independent 
loading cases: 

5
12 = s 21 corresponds to £12 = £21 = 1/2, £11 = 0, £22 = 0, 

5
11 =- 5

22 corresponds to £12 = ;;21 = 0, ell=- ;;22 = 1/2. 

Then the solution s* is the linear combination 

5* = E;f;i. 

(108) 

(109) 

Substitution of equation (109) into equation (106) provides the formulas for the 
macrocharacteristics eiik': 

e;ikl = ~~~I L .. (s.,)n;nidx. (110) 

It is obvious that only two constants among eiikt are independent. 

So far it was shown how to find the deviator of macrostresses if macroscopic constant 
incompressible creep rates are given. Let us prove that the secondary creep law is reversible. 
Multiplying equation (106) by e;j we obtain after summation over repeated indices and using 
equation (103): 

.. AE J . . A 
- II)"- - *"" I 'd - [ '1"'1 * '(! *] u E ii - lw +I aw. s E ijn n x - ~ v s , , 5 . (111) 

The left-hand side of the relation equation (111) is zero if and only if all creep rates e ii = 0, 
which means that the matrix of the quadric form e;i = eii'"eikr is positive definite, hence the law 
equation (98) may be inverted. 
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Now we can describe how to find creep rates and vacancy concentration for secondary creep. 
Let macrostresses u0;i be given constants. First the deviator of tensor u0ii should be 
calculated 

(112) 

Then the creep rates e0;i are found satisfying the creep law equations (97)-(99). The vacancy 
concentration s0 is the sum of the constant p and the solution of the variational problem 
equation (101), corresponding to creep rates £~: 

s 0(x)=p+e~ii(x). (113) 

The last step to define the microcharacteristics of the secondary creep is to determine the 
elastic strains and stresses within the cell w +. The norma] stresses at the cell boundary are 
determined from equation (51), since the vacancy concentration s0 is found: 

U nn( X) = As0
( X), X E dw-+-. (114) 

Formulas equations (58) and (114) define surface tractions at the grain boundary. Thus, the 
elastic displacements, elastic strains and stresses inside the cell may be found from the solution 
of the elasticity problem equations (44), (47), (48), (58) and (114), if the principal vector and 
moment produced by surface tractions are zero, which they are as is shown in Appendix B. 
Denote this solution as w?<~>,eZ<t'>, u 0

;1. At this point all the characteristics of secondary creep are 
determined. 

THEOREM 2. Under constant applied macrostresses iT 0
;
1 the solution of the system P with initial 

conditions equations (64) and (65) reveals the following asymptotic behavior: 

( ) 0( . ) ... ( ) .. 0 (t>)( t) O(t>)( ) ij( ) Oij( ) s X ,t ~ s X ,£ lj [ ~ £ 1)' £If X' ~ £ lj X 'u X ,t ~ u X . (115) 

PRooF. It is shown in Lemma 2, < appr id = "C", that the difference between two arbitrary 
solutions of the system P, corresponding to the same loading process u;1(r), tends to zero in the 
following sense: 

s 1(x,r) s2(x,t) ~ O,BJ1(t) e~(t) ~ O,eJt>(x,t)- et(t')(x,t) ~ O,u 1
;1(x,t)- u2i'(x,t) ~ 0. 

(116) 

Let us stress that solutions need not satisfy initial conditions equations (64) and (65) and need 
not have the same initial conditions. This means that if some particular solution of the system p 
is found, then any other solution tends to it, regardless of the initial conditions. Thus, to find the 
asymptotics of the solution of the problem it is sufficient to find some particular solution of the 
system P. We shall use upper case index "0" for all quantities related to this solution. This 
implies that the functions introduced above with the same index are part of this particular 
solution. 

Let us first define macrostrains as a constant strain rate process: 

t~(r) = £~1. (117) 

Second, define the plastic displacement. Since the plastic displacement velocity is expressed in 
terms of the vacancy concentration from equations (60) and ( 49), the only freedom left is to 
define the plastic displacements at t = 0. We pose 

w?<P>(x,O) = - w?<t'>(x )x e w +. (118) 

Then 

O(i!)( ) 0( ) 10 D. a so + + W X - tf · X · ss - A '1 -- X E W X E W 
I I ' I axj t • (119) 

Third, since the elastic and plastic displacements are defined over the cell, the additional 
displacement in the equation (71) ought to be as follows: 

W?(x,t)= tE.Zxj-tl?(x),xew+. (120) 

To condude the construction of the particular solution, it is necessary to check the continuity 
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condition equation (72). It obviously holds at t=O and, hence, it is enough to check a second 
condition in equation (72) for t > 0. It follows from equations (105) and (119) that 

[ W~} = - £~;n;- [j~] = 0. (121) 

The theorem is proved. 

REMARK 2. let us normalize the diffusivity tensor: 

Dii = DlJii (122) 

where D is some characteristic value of tensor Dii and introduce dimensionless coordinates 

(123) 

which maps the cell w ... onto unit cell Q. The functional equation (100) is transformed to 

1 J -.. as as 2 E
2 J . . J(s) = D'' . . d y- -- t;fl'n'sdY. 

2 ay'ay' AD o ao 
(124) 

Then secondary creep macrocharacteristics can be represented as follows: 

(125) 

where dimensionless constants i'"' and E;;~ct depend on the constants {Jii and the unit cell shape 
only. An important consequence is that secondary creep rates do not depend on the elastic 
properties and even on the value of the constant A. Elastic properties influence only stress 
microfields. 

14. ~LJMERlCAL RESULTS FOR SECO!'\DARY CREEP 

For definiteness, it was assumed that grains are isotropic, and hence only four physical 
constants are needed: Young modulus £, Poison ratio v, the constant A in equation (54), 
diffusivity constant D in equation (122) (with D;' = 8ii) and the grain size f. 

14.1 Secondary creep rates. 

In creep, the periodic hexagonal structure behaves isotropically. Thus, the creep law equation 
(97) contains just one rnacrocharacteristic-the viscosity J..L: 

utii = J..LEii (126) 

The dimensional analysis of the cell problem shows that J..L depends on the grain size f and 
the diffusivity coefficient D only 

(127) 

where a is some constant. Numerical simulations give the following value of the constant a for 
the hexagonal structure 

a 0.26. (128) 

Formulas equations (127) and (128) inspire an assumption that a similar relation between 
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macro- and micro-characteristics exists for the random structure as well, where e is the averaged 
grain size and D is the characteristic diffusion coefficient of monocrystals, while the coefficient a 
is of the order of unity. 

14.2 Microdeformation. 

The distribution of creep velocity over the cell in the regime of secondary creep is shown in 
Fig. 8. The orientation of shear stress applied is given at the right top of Fig. 8. It is seen that 
there are three pairs of opposite cell sides with different properties. Material departs from one 
pair of sides and arrives at the other pair of sides. The remaining two sides consist of two pieces: 
material leaves one piece and arrives at the other one. 

15. DIMENSIO:SAL ANALYSIS AND TRANSITION TIME TO SECONDARY CREEP 

Let E be some characteristic value of tensor A iJkr. Similar to equation (122), normalize the 
tensor A iJkr using the value£: 

Aijkr 
Aijkr= __ 

E 
(129) 

Let us assume that dimensionless parameters A ijkr and jjiikr remain unchanged in our analysis. 
Then a solution of the system P depends on four constants: £, D, A (see equation (54)) and e:· 
characteristic grain size. 

Fig. 8. Creep velocity distribution during the secondary creep. 
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Our intent is to transform the system P to dimensionless form. In addition to dimensionless 
space coordinates / (see equation (122)) introduce intrinsic time r and normalized 
displacements and flux: 

AD , iif _ 1 _ 1 
r=t--·f=-w=-W w=-W 

t: 2 ' iJr ' E ' E ' 

( ) 1 ( ) (p) 1 (p) - 1 E 
2 

.. 1 .. 
w~=-wlf w =-W J.=---Jif''=-u'' 

E ' E. ' I E AD " A . (130) 

Vacancy concentration and strains need not to be normalized. Then system P is reduced to 
the system P: 

e!~> = 112 --'-. + --1
-( 

aw~~> aw(t")) 
' iiy' iiy' 

- - .. as 
J'= -D''--. 

iiy' 

as _ a . ( - ij as ) --- D --
ih iii iiy' 

if nn = S, )' E un 

a-a1n,=O,yean 

W ;(p) ( y , T) = - j ;( y , 7) )' E n 

w; = w!t"> + w)P> 

_ ( OW; uw1) (pJ _ ( awrol awjP> ) _ (t") (pJ 
B;j- 1/2 uyi + u/ , Bij - 112 Tyi + --a;;- e;j- eij + £;1 

~·;(y, r) = f;j{ r)yi + W;(y, r) 

W,(y,r)+Wn(y',r) Oforye an=?W.n(y,r)+l·Vn(y',r)=O 

if,(y,r) = u,(y' ,r) for)' E un 

S( y, T) = S( y', T) for y E un 

Q-if(r}= _111 ( {jii(y,r}dzy. 
.01 )n 

Initial conditions: 

s(y ,r) = 0, W(p)(y ,r} 0, y E Q, T = 0. 

(131) 

(132) 

(133) 

(134) 

(135) 

(136) 

(137) 

(138) 

(139) 

(140) 

(141) 

(142) 

(143) 

(144) 

(145) 

(146) 

We see that the only dimensionless parameter, e = EIA, remains in the equations. To get a 
feeling what may be the actual va1ue of parameter e, Jet us consider copper at 1000 K 
temperature. It is known that equilibrium value of vacancy concentration varies in broad range 
is C0 - 10-8-10-4

• Then it follows from equation (46) that e- 0.01-100. 
Let us study numerically how the solution depends on parameter e. For simplicity 

computations were done for the problem of compression of a single crystal by absolutely rigid 
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Fig. 9. 

frictionless pistons (see [4]). Region Q is a square, the characteristic size is the distance from its 
center to the edges (see Fig. 10). Vertical crystal edges are free. For simplicity let us assume that 
the crystal is isotropic. Under this assumption the compression of the crystal will not result in 
piston rotation and from symmetry considerations we may assume that the displacement of the 
cell center is zero. Let f( T) be the vertical displacement of the upper piston, which is the 
unknown function and which is analogous to the macrostrain in system P. The normal average 
stress a at the contact between the pistons and the crystal surfaces serve as an analog to the 
macrostresses. The piston is loaded by a constant force, such that the average stress is equal to 
-1. 

(147) 

The system of equations of the problem of compression of a single crystal is the set equations 
(131)-(139) and (147), initial conditions equation (146) plus boundary conditions: 

U 1111 ( ± 1,y2, 7) 0, - 1 :S y2 
:S 1 

wn(y 1
, ± 1,7) = ± £(7),- 1 :s i::; 1. 

The Theorems 1 and 2 can be proven for this problem as well. 

(148) 

(149) 

The steady-state solution for secondary creep can be obtained in closed form and the value of 
the steady-state creep rate is "f = 1.7. Hence, the analog of the formulas equations {126) and 
{127) in this case is 

£2 

a= 0.588£ D (150) 

One may notice that the numerical coefficients in equations (126) and (128) and in equation 
(150) are of the same order of magnitude. 

y2 
·} .... ·.:·· 

c=T 

':.·.< : .. 

f f 
Fig. 10. 
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Let us discuss numerical results for the transient solution. Parameter e values were chosen to 
be 0.1, 1, 10, which is in the middle of the expected range. 

1. As was expected, for small values of dimensionless time T creep rates fit very well the 
asymptotic -- T-

1n. (See Fig. 11-13). 
2. When T is large, a steady-state creep rate of 1.7 is achieved (see Table 1 ). A practically 

steady-state is reached at T- 1 (see Table 1 ). 
3. Parameter e somewhat affects the transition time necessary to reach the steady-state 

creep rate. The smaller the e the larger the transition time. However, the modeling 
results do not allow us to conclude what kind of dependency is it. As one can see from 
Table 1, the transition time for e 0.1 is much larger, than for e 1, but there is no 
noticeable difference between cases withe= 1 and 10. 

4. At the first moment of load application, the only non-zero stress component is Q- 22 and 
it is equal to - 1 over Q With creep developed, stresses tend to limit, which do not 
depend on the parameter e, which is as it should be because of Theorem 2. Figure 14 
shows the stress distribution at the piston-crystal contact for e = 10, T = 0.5. Stars mark 

. ::.80 '--_J.,--L----l.-....l.---''-----'--...___...._......_____. 

O.lO 0.19 0.28 0.37 0.46 0.55 0.64 0.73 0.82 0.91 1.00 
t 

Fig. 12. 
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) 

Fig. 13. 

asymptotical the steady-state stress distribution. The trans1t10n time to steady-state 
stresses is of the same magnitude, as the transition time needed for the creep rate to 
become constant. 

Table 1. Stabilization of the creep rate for various values of parameter e 

2.5 
1.74 

Asymptotic value of € 

0.1 

0.8 
2 

0.65 
1.72 

0.3 
2 

0.5 
1.73 

10 

0.25 
2 
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16. CONCLUSIONS. 

Three interesting results of this study seem worth noting. First, the constitutive 
macroequations of diffusiona) creep turn out to be nonlocal. It is not obvious how to eliminate 
the nonlocality by introducing additional internal variables. Probably, the elimination of the 
nonlocality on the macroscale is impossib)e in principle. Since this seems to be the case, a search 
for adequate local constitutive equations for creep is doomed to failure. Second, there is an 
intrinsic material timeT= tDAIE 2

• Strain-time dependence (for constant stresses) is universal for 
intrinsic time in the sense that it does not depend on the material and on the temperature (the 
temperature dependence comes from the material constants D and A). Third, as the variational 
principJe shows, creep rates do not depend on the elastic properties in secondary creep: only 
diffusion constants, the grain size and the grain geometry are important. Formula equation (87) 
is an example of such a dependency. 
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APPENDIX 

A. THE EFFECT OF GRAI~ BOUNDARY STRESS RELAXATION ON APPARENT 
ELASTIC MODULUS 

The assumption equation (58) that shear stresses at the grain boundaries can be neglected in creep problem is 
believed to be correct by many authors.. It would be interesting to find an experimental evidence that such an effect is 
real. It may not be an easy task, because the numerical modeling revealed surprisingly 1ow influence of grain shear 
stress relaxation on apparent elastic modulus.. In more detail, the averaged elastic properties were computed for the 
periodic structure described in Section 6. Boundary conditions equation (58), (72) and (73) were applied and averaged 
elastic moduli were calculated from the solution of the periodic elasticity problem. For definiteness it was assumed that 
grains are isotropic and, hence, only two elastic constants need to be calculated. In addition, it is obvious that if the 
hydrostatic pressure tensor is applied to the plane, the structure does not "feel" the cuts made and, hence. the bulk 
modulus of the polycrystal is the same as the bulk modulus of the grain itself: 

E* E 
2(1 - v*) 2(1 v) (A.l) 

where £, v and £*, v* are Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the grain and the polycrystal correspondingly. 
Because of that the ratios£*/£ and G*/G depend only on Poisson's ratio. Results are listed in Table 2 and as one can 
conclude the Young and shear moduli drop no more than 20% as a result of shear stress relaxation. 

B. PROPERTIES OF PERIODIC STRESS FIELDS, SATISFYING THE 
EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS 

Let us prove formulas equations (83) and (85), which hold for an arbitrary stress field satisfying equilibrium equation 
(48) and boundary conditions equations (73) and (58). Multiplying equation (48) by xk and integrating over cell w· we 

Table 2. Apparenl elastic moduli of polycrystal with fully relaxed shear grain boundary stresses 

v 0.3 

0.830 
0.806 
0.339 

0.34 

0.829 
0.811 
0.370 

0.45 

0.828 
0.823 
0.459 
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get 

(B.!) 

Formula equation (83) follows from equation (B.l) and definition equation (75}. In order to prove equation (85) let 
us note that spherical tensor u;' =Co'' may be substituted in equation (83), which is reduced in this case to equation 
(85). Let s be an arbitrary function, satisfying periodicity condition equation (74). Let us define surface tractions on the 
cell boundary aw- by formulas equations (58) and (54). Then the principal vector F and principal moment M applied to 
the grain from these tractions. are zeros. 

F L ... _ u ,.,.( x) n ( x) d x = 0 (B.2) 

M= L .. -u,,(x)n@xdx #
1 

(fs.u,.,.(x)(n(x}®x+ n(x')@x')dx) 

= #
1 

(J.,,u.....,(x)n(x)@(x-x')dx) = ~ (fs.u.....,(x)n(x)@l(x}dx) ==0 (B.3) 

The last term in equation (8.3) is zero because of equation (67). 

C. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE SOLUTION AT LARGE TIME. 

LEMMA 1. For every solution of the system P the following identity holds: 

d/ . ["" "" ] I .... , - •r - ~A 's,' s = w 1 u E1r 
dr (C.l) 

PROOF. It follows from equations (50) and (54) that 

With equations (62) and (71) the elastic strains are expressed in terms of averaged strains, plastic strains and strains 
t 11(W) generated by field W: 

aw, awl) () . + -- €" = i + E 'W) ax' . ,, 'I "' (C.3) 

Substitution of equation (C3) into equation (C.2) yields 

I . (p >d J ij • ...~ 2 J ( w . (p >) d I +! - ij • + 1 J [ w· ] d - I .... I - ;, • .;.... . u '"' w II X + .... (J' f 1/i.J. X + .;... -(J' 1111 11 - w" X w (J' f., 2 .;.., . (J' '"' " X - w (J' f i}' (C.4) 

Boundary conditions equations (73) and (72) were used in the derivation equation (C.4). Lemma 1 is proved. 
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LEMMA 2. Let us assume that for r 2:: r0 macrostresses are equal to zero: 

u11(r) = 0, r 2:: r•. 
Then for an arbitrary solution of the system P the following estimations hold: 

/(r) :s ~-IJ<•-~'>J(c*)J 2:: t*.IJ = const >0 

and the following components of the solution tend to zero: 

s- 0, £~,e)- 0, u'i- 0, £,,- 0, r- 0. 

PROOF. For r 2:: r• the identity equation (C. 1} is reduced to the following: 

d /(r} 
-- + A[ v s I v s] = 0. 

dr 

It follows from equations (C.5) and (84) that 

J sntntdx= J sdx=O,t2:: ,._ 
.;.., - .;.., -

Then the following inequalities hold [28]: 

29 

(C.5) 

(C.6) 

(C.7) 

(C.8) 

(C.9) 

(C.lO) 

(C.ll) 

Adding, if necessary, to the solution some field V£R we may modify the elastic solution so that at each moment r 
averaged over the cell w • elastic displacements and rotation are zero: 

L. w;">d
2x = 0 (C.12) 

(C.13) 

Then [29] 

(C.J4) 

Let us prove that 

[E(e>,E<">] :S C5[\'s,\s]. (C.15) 

With equations (48}, (58) and (54) taken into account, the left-hand side of equation (C.15} is reduced to 

[ Ei">,E<">] = J . u'iE~t>d 2x = f. _ u'in;w~">dx = J u ,,.niw~">dx 
w dW ,)w" 

(C.l6} 

The inequalities in equation (C.16) follow from equations (CJ4) and (C.ll). Estimation equation (C.15) follows from 
equation (C.16). 

Combining equations (C.15) and (C.JO) we obtain 

A[VsSs] 2::/3/(t),/J= const. (C.17) 

It follows from equations (C.8) and (C.17) that 

d/(r) d/(r) 
0= -- +A[vs,\'s] 2:: -- + fJ/(r} 

dt dt 
(C.18) 

which results in the basic relation 

/(r) :s ~-P<•-~'>J(r*}::} /(t)--+ 0, t--+ ex:. (CJ9) 

The first three statements in equation (C.7) follow immediately from equation {C18). Since elastic strains and vacancy 
concentration tend to zero, the same is true for elastic and plastic strain rates, if the solution of the system p is 
sufficiently smooth. Hence 

A 11 e eii + e 11(W) = £);>+£~>-.r-ex:. (C.20) 

Using Levi-Civita formulas, we obtain the following equalities: 

Wi= e;ixi+Aeyx1 +a,+T(A,i),A,a, const,T(A,i)-0. (C.21) 

The second and third terms in equation (C.21) represent the rigid body displacement, the last term stands for Levi-
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Civita integrals.. Substitution of equation (C21) into continuity condition equation (72) is made similarly to evaluation 
equation (78) and yields 

(C.22) 

Since the normal vector is constant over S,.. r = 1 ,2.3, the relation equation (C.22) provides three different conditions, 
which may be considered as a system of linear equations with respect to three components t;t The determinant of this 
system is not zero, and then it follows from equation (C.22) that £- O.r- cr. Lemma 2 is proved. 
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